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Abstract 
This project is based on a collaborative breeding program in elite wheat (Triticum aestivum 
L.) lines that commenced in 2012 between the University of Queensland (UQ) and 
LongReach Plant Breeders (LRPB). Traits of particular interest to the breeding population 
were Grain Dormancy (GD) for tolerance to Pre-harvest Sprouting (PHS) and rust 
resistance. Australian cultivars show moderate to poor levels of GD, the improvement of 
which is required by growers and breeders. Phenotyping for rust resistance has been an 
essential component of breeding programs for some time; however, it is typically 
undertaken during the latter stages of line development and evaluation. Implementation of 
phenotyping for GD and rust resistance in early generations leads to more timely 
identification of promising material and allows efficient elimination of susceptible 
germplasm and subsequent savings in cost of sowing advanced yield trials. The main 
objectives of this project were to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying GD and 
rust resistance within this population.  
Phenotypic analysis of observations for all traits was optimised through incorporation of a 
genetic kinship matrix estimated from 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers 
(Chapter 3). This model was compared against pedigree and a naïve models, the latter of 
which did not use any measure of relatedness between genotypes. Both pedigree and 
marker models were superior to the naïve model and performed similarly in this study. The 
marker model was subsequently incorporated into phenotypic analysis of all traits. 
GD and head characteristics (HC) contribute to the tolerance of genotypes to PHS. Thirty-
six diverse lines were assessed for 26 traits including GD and PHS from two glasshouse 
environments and two field environments (Chapter 4). A variety of head, glume, and 
lemma characteristics was assessed from the two sets of field material, and grain 
characteristics (GC) from the last field environment. Relationships between GD, PHS, HC, 
and GC were ascertained from a series of pattern analyses. Dormant genotypes tended to 
have long, lax, flattened heads with an absent to square glume shoulder shape and a 
smaller proportion of open glumes. It was unclear whether these traits were genetically 
linked to the GD/PHS trait or if they are linked through inheritance. GD was confirmed as 
the major component of PHS, accounting for up to 80 percent of phenotypic variance. The 
optimal model of a stepwise regression of GD (glasshouse) against PHS (field) consisted 
of the known PHS4A marker, head length, head density, glume beak length, and 
proportion of open glumes. Together, these traits accounted for an additional 20% of 
variation.  
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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) were undertaken on 298 lines for GD from the 
glasshouse and field environments, plant height (field), plant maturity (both environments), 
and GC (field) using the 90K Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 5). Filtered markers were 
positioned using the rescaled positions of the 90K Spring wheat consensus map (Wang et 
al. 2014). The QK model proved to be optimal, accounting for relatedness between 
genotypes by a kinship matrix, and for population structure by the first five principal 
components. Six significant QTL (p > 0.0001) and seventeen suggestive QTL (p > 0.001) 
were identified from the glasshouse environment. Nine significant and seventeen 
suggestive QTL were identified from the field environment. The known phs gene on 
chromosome 4A (Flintham et al. 2002) and the TaPHS1 gene on chromosome 3A (Liu et 
al. 2013) were significant in both environments. The significant QTL captured the main 
variation between phenotypic groups; however, inclusion of the suggestive QTL 
demonstrated the quantitative nature of the GD trait. A small number of QTL identified for 
plant height, maturity, and grain size co-located with QTL associated with GD, suggesting 
a pleiotropic effect for those traits and GD, or an association caused by selection during 
the development of these populations. 
GWAS were undertaken for stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR), and stem rust (SR; Chapter 6). 
Rust resistance was assessed on the population in field rust nurseries over two years 
using the 1-9 scale (Bariana et al. 2007). Four significant and eleven suggestive QTL were 
identified for YR; eighteen significant and eleven suggestive QTL were identified for LR; 
and ten significant and two suggestive QTL were identified for SR.  
Genotypes were ranked according to predicted breeding values (PBVs), as well as the 
number of loci fixed for the favourable allele for each trait. The best performing lines by 
PBVs were UQ donor lines UQ01484 (and single plant re-selection GD70-48(344)-1 within 
the line), LPB14-4125, and LPB14-4096. Ranking by favourable alleles did not agree with 
results of the former method, emphasising that GWAS results should ‘assist’ in marker-
assisted selection (MAS). 
Knowledge gained from this thesis will contribute towards improving efficiency of the 
LRPB/UQ breeding program. Important markers for resistance will be selected in addition 
to a sufficiently dense background set of markers (approximately 5,000) distributed equally 
across the genome for integration of MAS in future breeding programs. 
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 General Introduction 
Wheat is one of the most important grain commodities on a Global and National scale. 
Wheat production in Australia is confined to the ‘grain belt’, a conglomeration of three 
broad regions (Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) 2018) and 
fourteen agroecological zones (Murray and Brennan 2009) shown in Figure 1-1. The broad 
regions are defined as the Northern, Southern, and Western regions. The Northern region 
is comprised of production areas in Queensland (QLD) and New South Wales (NSW); the 
Southern region is comprised of areas in South Australia (SA), Victoria (VIC), and 
Tasmania (TAS); the Western region is comprised of production areas only within Western 
Australia (WA).   
 
Figure 1-1: Three broad wheat growing regions in Australia that are further divided 
into 14 agro-ecological (adapted from Murray and Brennan 2009). 
Cultivars are bred to target each of these regions. Cultivar development traditionally takes 
close to ten years from the first cross to release, though some gains have been made 
recently with application of doubled haploidy (Guha and Maheshwari 1964; Kasha and Kao 
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1970), speed breeding (Watson et al. 2018), Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS; 
Ozaki et al. 2002), Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS; Tanksley et al. 1981), and Genomic 
Selection (GS; Meuwissen et al. 2001). Breeding programs target a variety of traits to meet 
growing and agronomic conditions, classification, milling, baking, export, and consumer 
standards. Traits of particular interest to the breeding population being studied in this 
project are Grain Dormancy (GD) for tolerance to Pre-harvest Sprouting (PHS) and rust 
resistance. Australian cultivars show moderate to poor levels of GD, improvement of which 
is required by growers and breeders. Phenotyping for rust resistance has been an 
essential component of breeding programs for some time; however, it is typically 
undertaken during the latter stages of line development and evaluation. Implementation of 
phenotyping for GD and rust resistance in early generations leads to more timely 
identification of promising material and allows efficient elimination of susceptible 
germplasm and subsequent savings in cost of sowing advanced yield trials.  
Grain dormancy and tolerance to pre-harvest sprouting are important traits for quality 
improvement of wheat. GD is a major component of PHS tolerance. PHS occurs when 
wheat grain sprouts on the intact head prior to harvest. In Australia, occurrence of PHS is 
most severe in the Northern region where harvest ripeness coincides with the beginning of 
the summer-dominant rainfall (Mares 1993). Cracking clay soil types dominate these areas 
and further exacerbate the problem of PHS by lengthening the time until harvest following 
rainfall due to the shrink-swell nature of these soils, which restrict vehicular access when 
wet. The major physical disadvantage to PHS-affected grain is the dramatic reduction and 
variable germination when farmers retain grain for sowing the following year. Chemically, 
sprouted grain has reduced levels of starch and elevated levels of the enzyme, amylase, 
which causes inferior products during the milling and baking process (Blakeney et al. 
2009). Economically, sprouted grain is binned as animal feed and returns a lower sale 
price to producers. Breeding for increased tolerance to PHS is the only control available 
for minimising these effects. GD is often targeted as a proxy trait for improving germplasm.  
Three causal species of rust – stripe rust, leaf rust, and stem rust – globally impact wheat 
and other grain crops. Epidemics of rust have occurred in the past, wiping out large 
percentages of crops and thus provide a significant economic burden on producers, 
communities and exporters (e.g. Murray and Brennan 2009). Even a moderate level of 
infection can frequently cause shrivelled grain that will subsequently lead to variable 
germination, poorer establishment and reduced early vigour. There are three elements 
required for rust infection to occur: a susceptible host plant, a virulent pathotype, and 
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suitable environmental conditions. Modern Australian cultivars of wheat should 
demonstrate good levels of resistance prior to release; however, resistance levels of a 
cultivar can change over time due to changes in the dominant rust pathotypes and through 
exotic incursions or mutation of existing pathotypes (Park 2008). Therefore, continual 
pyramiding of resistance genes to improve durable resistance is an ultimate goal of 
breeding. Optimal environmental conditions differ depending on the rust species, but 
generally require sufficient moisture for the spread and sporulation of the fungus and a 
specific temperature window (Knott 1989). Because rust spores are primarily dispersed by 
wind, the spread of rust in Australia is relatively isolated from the rest of the world. 
However, spores can travel between the eastern and western sides of the country and 
cause infection very quickly when susceptible genotypes are encountered (Park 2008). 
Development of germplasm and rigorous assessment of GD and rust resistance of elite 
breeding material is an essential component of breeding programs and result in savings if 
employed early in the breeding program. Identification of lines that exceed current cultivars 
in these traits is vital to sustain yield and farm revenues, and to use as parents in breeding 
strategies to improve the quality of grain not only sown in subsequent years, but that used 
in wheat products both domestically and internationally. 
Further information regarding GD and rust resistance is provided in the following chapter 
(Chapter 2). An elite wheat breeding population (high yielding lines with desirable 
agronomic traits and good response to selected traits) developed through collaborative 
work between LongReach Plant Breeders (LRPB) and the University of Queensland (UQ) 
was phenotyped and genotyped in multiple environments for GD and rust resistance. The 
first research chapter (Chapter 3) investigates optimising selection by using predicted 
breeding values in preference to best linear unbiased predictors. Genetic relatedness was 
estimated based on pedigree and 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker data 
and compared against a naïve model with no relatedness information. Kinship between 
genotypes, derived from the marker data, was used to estimate predicted breeding values 
for the remainder of the thesis. Chapter 4 explored the relationship between 26 traits (GD, 
PHS, head characteristics, and grain size) and 36 genotypes, not only to quantify the 
relationship between GD and PHS, but to ascertain if any head characteristics were linked 
with dormancy traits. A genome-wide association study (GWAS) on GD was undertaken in 
the following chapter (Chapter 5) to identify underlying quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
contributing to GD within the population. Further traits – plant height, plant maturity, and 
grain size – were assessed for QTL that co-located with GD. A GWAS was undertaken 
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(Chapter 6) on stripe rust, leaf rust, and stem rust for QTL identification. Lines were ranked 
across traits for selection of the most elite genotypes for use as parents in further 
population development. Significant markers identified from this work will be developed as 
a SNP subset or a kompetitive allele-specific PCR (KASP) panel for more efficient 
genotyping and for integration into future breeding. Finally, important findings and 
suggestions arising from this thesis were discussed and summarised in the General 
Conclusions (Chapter 7).  
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 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Broad acre cropping in Australia is comprised of grain crops (wheat (T. aestivum L.), 
barley, oats, sorghum, maize, rice and triticale), cotton, canola, and sugarcane (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2018b). Of the grain crops, wheat production generates the 
highest gross value (Murray and Brennan 2009; ABS 2018a; Blackeney et al. 2009) with 
approximately 12 million (M) hectares grown annually (ABS 2018b), returning $7 billion to 
the economy (ABS 2018a). Globally, Australia ranks as sixth of the major wheat producing 
countries and exported 22.6 million tonnes (Mt) in the 2016-2017 period (Australian 
Government Department of Agriculture and Water Resources (ABARES) 2017). Australia 
exports from 60 - 80% of the national crop (Blakeney et al. 2009; ABARES 2017).  
The three broad cropping regions (Northern, Southern, and Western) are delineated 
according to similarities in climate, soil type and production. Murray and Brennan (2009) 
further subdivided these regions into 14 agro-ecological zones. However, it is the three 
broad regions that will be applicable to this thesis (Figure 1-1). 
All regions are similarly sized, ranging from 3.5 M hectares (ha) in the Southern regions to 
5 Mha in the Western region. Yield in the South is slightly elevated due to the consistently 
high yield observed in Tasmania. In terms of the average production over the last five 
years, the Northern region is the greatest (9.1 Mt), followed by the Western region (8.8 Mt) 
and the Southern region (7.9 Mt). On a state-by-state basis, Western Australian has 
attained the highest production over the last five years, accounting for 34% of the national 
average, followed by New South Wales (30%), South Australia (18%), Victoria (13%), 
Queensland (5%) and Tasmania (0.1%) (ABARES 2017). 
2.1.1 Types of Wheat  
Three types of wheat are grown commercially in Australia. These include bread/common 
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), durum/pasta wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp. durum), and spelt 
wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta). The majority of wheat production is bread wheat, 
with less than five percent being durum (Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre 2018) 
and a negligible amount sown to spelt (Neeson et al. 2011). The current study refers only 
to bread wheat, which is a hexaploid derived from an interspecific cross between T. 
turgidum (emmer wheat) and T. tauschii (goat grass; McIntosh et al. 1995). The genome of 
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bread wheat contains 42 chromosomes, comprised of three genomes (A, B and D), each 
consisting of 7 pairs of chromosomes (Knott 1989).  
2.1.2 Wheat Classification 
When a fixed genotype in a breeding program is ready for release and commercialisation, 
it undergoes a series of rigorous trials, testing and classification according to the 
Australian Classification System. The Classification System was developed as a means of 
describing the inherent characteristics of the grain, including protein content and quality, 
milling performance, dough qualities, noodle colour and potential end-use. Following 
testing, each cultivar is graded into one of nine categories: Prime Hard (Northern and 
Southern regions only), Hard, Premium White, Standard White, Premium Noodle (Western 
Australia only), Standard Noodle, Premium Durum, Soft, General Purpose, and Animal 
Feed (Blakeney et al. 2009; Wheat Quality Australia 2018).  
2.1.3 Testing of Grain at Receival 
Shipments of grain are tested at the point of delivery, known as the ‘receival’, to determine 
if the grain is of milling standard and can be sold according to the varietal classification. 
Samples of grain are rapidly assessed for standards set by Grain Trade Australia (GTA). 
GTA was established in 1991 to standardise and facilitate contracts, rules, standards, and 
grain movement within the Australian grains industry (GTA 2014).  Milling standards are 
set against the grain characteristics of protein content, test weight, moisture content, 
screenings, sprouting damage, and falling number, and contamination by weed seed and 
live insects. Shipments failing to meet the standards are downgraded to animal feed or 
used for industrial purposes (Blakeney et al. 2009).  
2.2 Grain Dormancy and Pre-Harvest Sprouting  
Tolerance to pre-harvest sprouting (PHS) consists of two components: grain dormancy 
(GD) and head characteristics (HC). PHS refers to the germination of grain prior to harvest 
and is usually triggered through imbibition of grain following rainfall events. GD refers to 
delayed germination under optimal conditions. Germination is defined as the rupture of the 
seed coat, specifically that of the pericarp (Mares et al. 2002; Hickey et al. 2009; Rathjen 
et al. 2009). As such, PHS and GD are related traits, i.e. grain must possess some 
dormancy to delay sprouting on the head. However, too much dormancy can lead to poor 
and uneven plant establishment in the field and is undesirable. 
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In Australia, the most severe effects of PHS are observed in the Northern grain region, 
where grain maturity coincides with the commencement of summer-dominant rainfall. 
Reports of yield loss range from 10% to 50% of the entire crop (Stoy 1983) with a long-
term average of 15% in NSW and QLD (Mares 1993). Research into PHS increased after 
1986, following two consecutive seasons of substantial grain loss in Australia (Mares 
1993). Globally, loss due to PHS is estimated to be approximately $1 billion per year 
(Black et al. 2006). PHS occurs in Australia (e.g. Ogbonnaya et al. 2008; Mares and Mrva 
2001), Canada (e.g. Fofana et al. 2009; Cabral et al. 2014), China (e.g. Liu et al. 2011; Lin 
et al. 2015), European Union (e.g. Groos et al. 2002; Albrecht et al. 2015), India (e.g. 
Kulwal et al. 2005), Japan (e.g. Kato et al. 2001; Kottearachchi et al. 2006), New Zealand, 
South Africa, and South America (Gavazza et al. 2012).  
Sprouted grain is detrimental to the wheat, flour milling and baking industries. Most 
importantly, germination of grain decreases the amount of starch while increasing the 
amount of alpha-amylase (Blakeney et al. 2009). High starch content and low alpha-
amylase are important qualities for baking and so largely drive the requirement for very low 
tolerance to sprouting (Blakeney et al. 2009).  
Other factors affecting PHS and GD include biochemical pathways, after-ripeness, 
environment, seed coat (effect and colour), head characteristics and water movement into 
the grain.  
2.2.1 Biochemical Analysis  
Recent molecular studies into GD and PHS have demonstrated the important roles of 
hormones, metabolic pathways, and other biochemical activities that are partially 
modulated by environmental factors (Gao and Ayele 2014; Finch-Savage and Leubner-
Metzger 2006; Gerjets et al. 2010). Dormancy mechanisms involve various hormones and 
signals from abscisic acid (ABA), gibberellin acid (GA), auxin, brassinosteroid, ethylene 
(Finch-Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006; Howell et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2010), and 
jasmonic acid (Tuttle et al. 2015).  
The most significant hormonal influences on dormancy are those of ABA and GA, with 
ABA acting as a suppressant and GA acting as an enhancer to germination. During 
embryo development the grain is sensitive to ABA and does not germinate. Walker-
Simmons (1988) suggested that genotypes vary in their ability to uptake ABA. Genotypes 
showing partial to complete levels of dormancy are more sensitive to applications of ABA 
than non-dormant genotypes (Walker-Simmons 1987; Biddulph et al. 2005).  
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During the process of after-ripening, a time where the grain loses its dormancy, grain 
becomes more sensitive to signals from GA and less sensitive to signals from ABA 
(Walker-Simmons 1987; Tuttle et al. 2015). This, coupled with reduced levels of ABA 
synthesis during imbibition, promotes the start of germination.  
2.2.2 After-Ripening 
After-ripening (AR) is a crucial period where GD is lost (Gao and Ayele 2014).  During this 
period, the grain undergoes physiological changes that alters the level and sensitivity of 
the grain to plant hormones, as has been demonstrated in studies between after-ripened 
and dormant grains (Walker-Simmons 1987; Finch-Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006; 
Gao and Ayele 2014). 
In their review, Gao and Ayele (2014) present a model to explain what happens 
biochemically during after-ripening. Using a simplified approach to their model, when a 
grain undergoes after-ripening, specific mRNAs are modified by oxidation, which reduces 
the synthesis of proteins that are related to grain storage, leading to repression of 
dormancy. The breakdown of grain reserves and the hydrolysis of starch is facilitated, 
making energy available to the embryo for growth stimulation. The grain simultaneously 
loses sensitivity to ABA, and accumulates and maintains reaction oxygen species (ROS) 
that play important signalling roles for cellular processes. 
Gerjets et al. (2010) implied that speed or length of AR is of greater influence than ABA 
responsiveness to maintain dormancy under optimal conditions. The greatest tolerance to 
PHS correlated well with longer periods of AR (Gerjets et al. 2010), implying that 
dormancy may be increased by manipulating the length of AR. The duration of AR is 
largely a genetic component, but is also affected by environmental factors such as cool 
temperatures, moisture, and in some cases, light (Gerjets et al. 2010). Some confounding 
results have been observed between lengthy AR in red-grained genotypes and 
susceptibility to PHS, suggesting the red alleles on the R-locus may also influence AR 
(Gerjets et al. 2010).  
After-ripening of grain has also been closely linked to the seed coat effect (Mitchell et al. 
1979). Up to 64% of genes controlling AR are located between the embryo and the seed 
coat (Bassel et al. 2011; Gao and Ayele 2014). During AR, responsiveness of embryos 
and caryopses to ABA is an important mechanism and has been identified as being two 
separate processes that are controlled by different genes (Gerjets et al. 2010). 
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2.2.3 Seed Coat 
Effect 
The seed coat and the embryo are host to many of the mechanisms that contribute to 
grain dormancy and have collectively been termed as ‘the seed coat effect’. The embryo 
on its own may show partial dormancy, while the seed coat has not shown significant 
effects by itself (Biddulph et al. 2005). Complete dormancy can be attained when these 
two mechanisms are combined (Biddulph et al. 2005; Mares et al. 2009; Mares 1996).  
Mitchell et al. (1979) specifies the importance of the pericarp in the seed coat effect, 
stating that germination is stimulated upon removal of the outer pericarp. It is known that 
damage to the pericarp will hasten germination of grains (Mitchell et al. 1979; Biddulph et 
al. 2005), which is why many germination studies avoid damage to the pericarp by gentle 
hand threshing of grain. Furthermore, the inhibitory nature of the immature pericarp means 
the seed coat and the embryo are only effective in mature grain (Mitchell et al. 1979).  
Colour 
Colour of the seed coat has been linked with dormancy, with red-grained wheat historically 
showing substantially higher levels of dormancy than white-grained wheat and hence 
being grown in many areas of the world in preference to white grains (Mares et al. 2005; 
McCaig and DePauw 1992). DePauw and McCaig (1983) provide evidence of the red seed 
coat and an independent and unknown mechanism that contribute to GD; hence, red-
grained wheats have two genetic contributions to GD compared to only one for white-
grained wheat.  
Upon genomic investigation, it was found the R-locus of red-grained wheat confers 
resistance to PHS (Mares et al. 2009; Gerjets et al. 2010; Himi et al. 2011). Expression of 
the red seed coat is controlled by the Red-1 loci, with three dominant R alleles located on 
the Group 3 chromosomes, Red-A1, Red-B1 and Red-D1 (Himi et al. 2011). Presence of 
four or six of these alleles act additively to affect dormancy (Flintham 1993). Conversely, 
genotypes lacking dominant alleles at these loci demonstrate lower resistance to PHS and 
lower dormancy (Tuttle et al. 2015). Alleles on the R-locus are not the only source of 
resistance (Tuttle et al. 2015), nor are they a means of resistance when isolated (Flintham 
2000; McCaig and Depauw 1992). 
An understanding of the level of dormancy in white-grained wheat is important, particularly 
in countries like Australia with environmental conditions conducive to PHS, yet where the 
majority of wheat grown is white in colour to meet the milling grade and market preference. 
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The milling industry prefer white-grained wheats for their superior flour extraction rates 
(McCaig and DePauw 1992; Tuttle et al. 2015), reduced bran bitterness, and minimal 
specks of bran in the end-product (Blakeney et al. 2009). In Australia, red-grained wheat 
can only be sold as feed, as there are no milling classifications for red-grained wheat. 
Some white-grained genotypes have been developed with good levels of dormancy that 
are comparable with their red-grained counterparts (Hickey et al. 2009; McCaig and 
DePauw 1992), such as breeding lines used by McCaig and DePauw (1992) and two 
Canadian cultivars, Snowbird and Snowstar (DePauw et al. 2012). Despite the continued 
attempts to breed dormancy into white-grained lines, red-grained genotypes with high 
levels of GD and resistance to PHS remain more prolific (Mares et al. 2009).  
2.2.4 Environment  
PHS is influenced by a number of environmental factors, with moisture and temperature 
accounting for the largest effects (Mares 1993; Biddulph et al. 2005; Mares 1984). Other 
environmental factors include accessibility to nitrate, level and intensity of light (Finch-
Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006), humidity (Biddulph et al 2005; Mares 1993), level of 
maturity and plant health (Mares et al. 2005).  
Moisture 
There are two components to the moisture effect on grain dormancy, including the amount 
of moisture applied and the timing of application. Dormancy is induced by moisture stress 
during grain development (Biddulph et al. 2005; Mares 1993), which is why it is important 
not to select for GD after dry periods during grain development. The most extreme levels 
of dormancy occur when moisture stress is compounded by hot environments (Biddulph et 
al. 2005; Mares 1993).  
Timing of moisture application is a critical factor in regards to stage of crop maturity. Mares 
(1993) assessed the effect of rainfall in the 20 days and 10 days prior to harvest to best 
coincide with processes associated with germinability, dormancy and dehydration. Almost 
85% variation was reported in sprouting tolerance among genotypes at 20 days prior to 
harvest, and 57% during the 10 days prior to harvest, highlighting the importance of rainfall 
during the 20 days prior to harvest (Mares 1993). It is thought that cycles of wetting and 
drying and associated imbibition and dehydration may trigger mechanisms for germination 
within the grain, leaving the grain ready to germinate upon subsequent rainfall events 
(Mares 1993). Alternately, the physical change in size of the grains associated with the 
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movement of water into and out of the grain may weaken the pericarp, reducing the 
tolerance of the grain to sprouting (Mares 1984).  
Temperature 
The ambient temperature during grain development is also an important factor contributing 
to PHS tolerance, either in the presence or absence of rainfall. Germination of grains can 
occur from 18-20 days after anthesis (Mitchell et al. 1979) and proceeds slowly at low 
temperatures (Black et al. 1987). Further ripening of the grain promotes more rapid 
germination and at a wider range of temperatures. As harvest ripeness nears, most grain 
can readily germinate at 20⁰C and are recognised as being susceptible to PHS (Mares et 
al. 2002); however, genotypes differ in their sensitivity to environmental conditions post-
anthesis (DePauw and McCaig 1990). Genotypes that are slower to germinate at optimal 
conditions are classified as being partially tolerant to PHS (Mares et al. 2002). Time taken 
for dormancy to disappear can range from 10-14 days for the non-dormant grain, 3-4 
weeks for partially dormant grain, and up to 2.5-3 months for dormant grain (Mares 1983).  
Cold treatment of imbibed grains in 4-5⁰C controlled environments for 48 hours is 
frequently used to break dormancy (Mares 1984; Biddulph et al. 2005). However, the 
converse has also been reported, with genotypes demonstrating reduced levels of 
dormancy and increased PHS at temperatures (Mares et al. 2009; Gerjets et al. 2010) 
from 25⁰C-30⁰C, known as high-temperature dormancy (Walker-Simmons 1988). Due to 
selective breeding, most genotypes demonstrating this character have been discarded 
over time (Walker-Simmons 1988). Small differences in temperature can cause significant 
differences in PHS, as seen with increased levels of sprouting at the 24/19°C day/night 
regime when compared with 21/16°C and 18/13°C (King and Licis 1990).  
2.2.5 Head Characteristics 
The morphology of the head dictates the quantity of water that reaches the grain while it is 
still in the head. Heads that capture and retain water promote PHS (Tuttle et al. 2015; King 
and Richards 1984). Physical characteristics that contribute to this include awns, a club 
shape and loose glumes. Characteristics that assist in repelling water, such as epicuticular 
wax deposits, favour tolerance to PHS (Tuttle et al. 2015). King (1987) suggested that ear 
and grain wetting characteristics can be selected in breeding programs designed to 
develop cultivars with greater tolerance to PHS. 
Water uptake and in-ear sprouting in a set of near-isogenic lines segregating for awns was 
significantly greater in awned lines (King and Richards 1984; King 1984). Up to 30% more 
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water was absorbed in awned lines than awnless, which equated to a 40% increase of in-
ear germination (King and Richards 1984). However, the physical removal of the awns did 
not influence the water uptake or germination of these lines, suggesting the structure of 
other morphological components of the head of awned varieties, such as the glume and 
lemma, are responsible for contributing to water uptake rather than the presence of the 
awn per se. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in germination between 
threshed grain of both awned and awnless genotypes suggesting that head characteristics 
provided an additional mechanism of tolerance (King and Richards 1984). Although there 
was little difference in drying rate between awned and awnless lines, faster drying (50% 
water loss in 3 days compared to 10 days) reduced potential for expression of alpha-
amylase by up to 80% (King and Gale 1980), implying that swifter-drying genotypes may 
be less susceptible to PHS.  
Grain colour, pubescence and glaucousness (King and Licis 1990), pericarp or testa 
thickness, grain hardness or protein content (King 1984) did not significantly contribute to 
the uptake of water or in-ear sprouting of grain (King and Richards 1984). Conversely, 
increased grain hardness of barley was significantly correlated with reduced water uptake 
of the kernel over a period of 21 hours of steeping (Gamlath et al. 2008). The club head 
character of wheat in cultivar Tincurrin showed significantly higher speed of water uptake 
and in-ear sprouting, with 25% greater water uptake (King and Richards 1984). In the 
studies of King (1984), water uptake was not influenced by floret position. 
Ear nodding angle (Brinkman and Luk 1979) was investigated in barley; angles exceeding 
120⁰ showed less water damage than upright ears, suggesting reduced potential for PHS 
damage. However, King and Chadim (1983) and King and Licis (1990) showed that wheat 
ears held horizontal in misting chambers took up water faster than vertical ears. Awnless 
ears have also demonstrated faster drying times than awned ears (King and Richards 
1984). Lax ears, when nodding down from vertical position, showed the least water uptake 
(King and Licis 1990). King and Licis (1990) found three attributes of the physical ear were 
important in explaining differences of uptake of water by the ears, including surface area of 
the ear, interception and retention of water, and quantity of run-off, with the most important 
being surface area. 
Eighteen per cent of the varietal differences in sprouting has been attributed to grain and 
ear water uptake (King 1984). Speed of water uptake was highly correlated with that of in-
ear germination. The greatest difference of water uptake between genotypes was seen in 
the first two hours of misting (King and Richards 1984), with maximum water uptake 
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attained after six hours (King and Chadim 1983). King and Richards (1984) theorised that 
grain able to absorb water more quickly is able to begin the imbibition process earlier, 
hence triggering an earlier germination process. This is also applicable to the structure of 
the ear. Structures such as open lemmas/glumes that promote pathways to the grain and 
retention of water (and therefore imbibition) facilitate faster germination of grain than would 
otherwise occur with tighter structures that were more protective of the grain, providing a 
shelter from water. 
2.2.6 Water Movement into Grain 
The rate of water uptake and pathways of water movement into the grain upon imbibition 
has been thought to contribute to expression of dormancy and permeability of the seed 
coat. A study by Rathjen et al. (2009) investigated this phenomenon in wheat using 
Magnetic Resonance Micro-Imaging (MRMI), whereby water movement into grain was 
observed through longitudinal and transverse sections. The micropyle, a pore located in 
the embryo of grain, appeared to provide the main site of water entry into the grain and 
was the source of initial rapid water uptake (Rathjen et al. 2009). While water crossed the 
outer pericarp, it was then channelled into the seed coat and towards the micropyle for 
entry into the grain (Rathjen et al. 2009), suggesting hardness and thickness of these 
components may influence the amount of water reaching the micropyle; however, 
evidence of this relationship in wheat was not found in the literature. No significant 
difference was observed between dormant and non-dormant genotypes as to the rate or 
mechanism of water uptake. The capacity to absorb water in the embryo increased as 
grain neared maturation. Studies relating to germination of wheat grain suggest 
germination cannot proceed until a 40% water content (based on dry weight) has been 
achieved (King 1987). 
The process of taking up water has also been applied to partially explain the superiority of 
dormancy observed in red-grained wheat. An inhibitory mechanism to germination is 
believed to operate when specific compounds present in the seed coat are dissolved in 
water and transported to the embryo (Black et al. 2006).  
2.2.7 Screening Methods for PHS and GD 
PHS and GD are measured using numerous screening methods. The most common 
methods include artificial weathering of intact heads for PHS and calculation of the 
germination index on threshed grain for GD (e.g. Walker-Simmons 1988; Mares 1993, 
Gavazza et al. 2012). Other methods include using isolated embryos (Gerjets et al. 2010), 
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measuring sprouting on whole plants in the field, and indirectly through the Hagberg falling 
number (FN; DePauw et al. 2012; Blakeney et al. 2009). Selection for PHS and GD with 
these methods have proven to be quite reliable and generally do not interfere with 
selection for other characteristics (DePauw et al. 2012). While screening for PHS and GD 
are most frequently performed on fixed lines, successful selection in segregating 
generations has been demonstrated by screening grain for dormancy (Hickey et al. 2010) 
and intact ears for PHS (DePauw et al. 2012). 
Rain simulators or mist chambers have been used extensively to test the tolerance of 
genotypes to PHS (e.g. Mares 1993, McCaig and DePauw 1992, Tuttle et al. 2015; 
McMaster and Derera 1976; DePauw et al. 2012). Although variation in physical set up of 
the simulator or mist chamber has been reported between studies, the general concept is 
the same. Intact heads are placed in an enclosed chamber that simulates a quantity of 
water supplied during rainfall, either intermittently or during a single period. This occurs for 
an assigned number of days, with germination of heads being scored at the end of that 
period. Sprouting of grains have been recorded by the following methods: proportion of 
heads with visible sprouting; percentage of visually sprouted grain following hand 
threshing of heads and counting of germinated grains (McCaig and DePauw 1992; Chen 
et al. 2008); and use of a scale or index such as the 1 – 10 scale developed by McMaster 
and Derera (1976; Tuttle et al. 2015; Kulwal et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2015).  
King and Richards (1984) demonstrated similar levels of ear water uptake in heads 
screened in the field under natural rainfall conditions, and heads placed in a mist chamber. 
DePauw et al. (2012) have released cultivars (AC Majestic, AC Domain, and Harvest) into 
the Canada Western Red Spring Wheat (CWRS) market with good PHS tolerance that 
were developed using rain simulators to screen F2 populations, highlighting the success of 
this method.  
GD is frequently described using a weighted Germination Index (GI), which provides a 
single value representative of the observed germination over time for comparison amongst 
genotypes (Walker-Simmons 1988; Mares et al. 2009). This method was used for 
assessment of GD in this thesis and will be described in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3.  
Measurements of PHS and GD are quantitiative and cannot be intuitively segregated into 
dormant and non-dormant phenotypes but are more suited to comparison within the 
observed range. However, on a very general level, measurements of PHS (proportion 
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sprouted) and grain dormancy (GI7) can be regarded as ranging from PHS 
tolerant/dormant to PHS susceptible/non-dormant classes according to Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1: Broad classification of genotypes demonstrating tolerance to pre-harvest 
sprouting (PHS) and grain dormancy (GD) according to the range of PHS and GD 
measurements. 
Broad classification PHS range (proportion sprouted %) GD range (GI7) 
High PHS tolerance/high 
dormancy 0-10 0.00-0.10 
PHS tolerant/dormant 10-30 0.10-0.30 
Moderate PHS 
tolerance/moderate dormancy 30-50 0.30-0.50 
Slight PHS tolerance/slight 
dormancy 50-75 0.50-0.75 
Low PHS tolerance/highly 
non-dormant 75-100 0.75-0.10 
 
2.2.8 Inheritance of GD and PHS 
PHS tolerance is incorporated into international breeding programs, cultivar registration, 
and assessment of harvested grain at receival. Despite the importance of this trait, the 
genetic control of PHS remains only moderately understood. Due to the known factors 
contributing to these traits, such as those discussed previously in this review (seed coat 
effect, seed coat colour, environment, head characteristics, biochemical and physical 
characters, after-ripening, water movement into the grain, and screening methods) as well 
as unknown factors, breeding for PHS tolerance and GD remains challenging.  
Genetic control of GD and PHS is quantitative in nature, showing continuous distributions 
of phenotypic responses, is controlled by many genes of relatively small effect with 
additive effect on the phenotype, is epistatic/interacts with the R loci conferring red grain 
colour, and has generally been proven to be highly heritable (e.g. Gu et al. 2010). 
Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) conferring grain dormancy and tolerance to PHS have been 
identified on all twenty-one of the wheat chromosomes. The greatest number of markers 
have been discovered on the B genome and the least number of markers on the D 
genome (Singh et al. 2010). The most frequently reported QTL are those on chromosomes 
4A (e.g. Mares and Mrva 2001; Flintham et al. 2002; Mori et al. 2005; Kulwal et al. 2012; 
and Lin et al. 2016), 3A (e.g. Groos et al. 2002; Osa et al. 2003; Fofana et al. 2009; and 
Graybosch et al. 2013), 3B (e.g. Groos et al. 2002; Mohan et al. 2009; and Cabral et al. 
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2014), 2B (e.g. Kulwal et al. 2004; Munkvold et al. 2009; Jaiswal et al. 2012), and 5B (Tan 
et al. 2006; Munkvold et al. 2009; and Liu et al. 2011).The QTL on chromosome 4A has 
been reported the most frequently and consistently across backgrounds and environments 
and was designated as Phs (Flintham et al. 2002).  
Linked genes and candidate genes have been identified and hypothesised for GD and 
PHS. Genes for red-grain colour (e.g. Flintham 2000; and Groos et al. 2002), and 
viviparous-1 (Bailey et al. 1999) have co-located with GD and PHS QTL on the group three 
chromosomes. However, it remains unknown if the R locus is in pleiotropy with or tightly 
linked with the GD gene (Singh et al. 2010). The MOTHER OF FT AND TFL1 (TaMFT) 
gene was identified on the terminal end of chromosome 3AS as a candidate gene for GD 
at low temperatures (Nakamura et al. 2011). Liu et al. (2013) confirmed that TaMFT 
regulates PHS and redesignated accordingly to TaPHS1. Two causal variants within this 
gene causes a mis-splicing, while the other causes early termination and defunct transcript 
(Liu et al. 2013).  
Comparative mapping with Brachypodium, Oryza sativa (rice), and Hordeum vulgare 
(barley) genomes have identified orthologous genes for GD. One such gene, TaSdr-B1, 
located on the terminal end of chromosome 2BS was validated and cloned by Zhang et al. 
(2014). Other candidate genes identified through comparative mapping include those 
associated with synthesis of gibberellic acid (Appleford et al. 2006; and Cabral et al. 2014), 
abscisic acid (Cabral et al. 2014; Albrecht et al. 2015) and flowering time (Cabral et al. 
2014). A gene related to germination was found closely positioned to a QTL located on the 
proximal end of chromosome 4AL (Mares and Mrva 2001), and an aquaporin related 
protein (Lohwasser et al. 2013).  
Environmental factors remain one of the greatest influences on the expression of GD and 
PHS, with most studies of either trait being relevant only to the studied genetic background 
and specific environmental conditions. This is demonstrated by Singh et al. (2010), who 
did not find a single QTL expressed in more than one of four trials. Testing for GD and 
PHS across multiple environments therefore becomes important in identification of QTL. 
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2.3 Rust resistance 
2.3.1 Overview of Rust Disease 
Various types of diseases affect wheat crops across Australia every season, costing the 
industry approximately $910 million every year in crop loss alone (Murray and Brennan 
2009). Crop loss due to wheat rusts account for $147 million annually (Murray and 
Brennan 2009); hence, breeding programs place a heavy emphasis on developing cultivar 
resistance. 
Rust is a biotrophic, fungal disease that affects wheat and other plant species worldwide. 
Three types of wheat rust have been identified: stripe, stem and leaf rusts. Stripe rust, also 
known as yellow rust (YR), is identified by a striped pattern on the leaves of the plant. The 
predominant causal organism is Puccinia striiformis Westend.f.sp.tritici. Temperate regions 
ranging from 15⁰C-20⁰C provide optimal growing conditions for stripe rust (McIntosh et al. 
1995; Knott 1989). Stem rust (SR), or black rust, is identified by small masses of dark 
basidiospores that in turn produce black teliospores mostly on stems but also on the 
leaves (Knott 1989). The predominant causal organism is Puccinia graminis Pers.f.sp. 
tritici. Temperate regions ranging from 18⁰C-30⁰C that experience humidity and sufficient 
moisture provide optimal growing conditions (McIntosh et al. 1995; Knott 1989). Spores of 
leaf rust (LR), or brown rust, occur mostly on the leaves and are lighter in colour than stem 
rust. Basidiospores usually appear as smaller conglomerations that are consistently round, 
compared with the often larger conglomerations of stem rust pustules that penetrate 
through the leaf tissue and appear jagged at the edges. The predominant causal organism 
of leaf rust is Puccinia recondite Rob.ex Desm.f.sp.tritici, which was renamed as Puccinia 
triticina (Park 2008). Optimal conditions are similar to those for stripe rust (McIntosh et al. 
1995; Knott 1989). 
On a national basis, and in terms of incidence (% of years where infection occurs) and 
severity (% of affected crop) stripe rust is the most significant, followed by stem and leaf 
rusts (Murray and Brennan 2009). The greatest incidence and severity of stripe rust occurs 
in the Northern region, followed closely by the Southern region. The impacts of stripe rust 
in the Western region are not as great as in other regions of Australia, but is the most 
damaging when compared with stem and leaf rust (Murray and Brennan 2009). 
Periodically, rust epidemics occur throughout the world and in various parts of Australia’s 
agro-economic regions. Substantial crop losses usually occur during these periods, such 
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as the 1973 leaf rust epidemic that struck Australian crops (McIntosh et al. 1995; Park 
2008). 
2.3.2 Infection Methods 
Rust spores are transported by abiotic factors such as wind and water, and via a ‘green-
bridge’ to maintain or increase pathogen populations over the summer (Grains Research 
and Development Corporation (GRDC) 2013). A green bridge is a volunteer wheat plant or 
other host species that grow in paddocks or periods of fallow, providing sufficient 
conditions for the continued survival of the fungal species (GRDC 2013). Summer-
dominant rainfall experienced in the Northern Region contribute to ideal conditions for 
promotion of the green bridge; hence, the heaviest loads of inoculum are frequently seen 
in Queensland and Northern New South Wales (Park 2008). Rust pathogens are 
biotrophic and spores cannot survive on necrotic tissue, soil or grain (GRDC 2013). Other 
conditions contributing to the occurrence of rust include widespread sowing of susceptible 
cultivars, as well as rain and humidity, and timing of rust outbreaks in relation to growth 
stage of the host plant.  
Infection and colonisation occurs through areas of the above-ground biomass that leads to 
senescence and reduced plant function. Yield loss may occur through reduced 
photosynthetic area and consequent reduction in root proliferation, weakened stems that 
lead to stem breakage, and deterioration of transport pathways for water and nutrients 
(Knott 1989). These contributing factors may not only reduce the amount of grain 
produced by the crop, but can cause yield loss through production of undesirable, 
shrivelled grains that are detected following harvest at grain receival and result in 
downgrading of the grain crop due to excessive screenings (Knott 1989).  
2.3.3 Rust Control 
Three types of control are practiced: cultural (e.g. crop rotation and tillage), chemical 
(fungicides), and breeding for resistance. The use of each type of control is determined by 
the success rate on the pathogen type. Cultural control is important for maintaining farm 
and crop hygiene, but the effect on incidence and severity of crop disease varies between 
pathogen type, seasons, climate and wheat cultivar. Chemical control is often necessary 
during the growing season, for rust as well as other foliar pathogens, but is the least 
desirable control because of cost and potential health impacts. Targeted breeding to 
increase rust resistance is therefore important to the national and international cropping 
industry.  
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Murray and Brennan (2009) estimated the cost of rust control in Australia as being 
approximately $1.5 billion per annum, broken down into $1 billion for breeding, $120 
million for cultural, and $390 million for chemical control. However, advances in breeding 
provide the greatest return. 
2.3.4 Host-Pathogen Interaction 
For a rust infection to occur in an optimal environment, two things are needed: a receptive 
host genotype and a virulent pathogen. If these two elements are compatible, a high 
disease response is observed in the host; the converse is true if the host and pathogen are 
incompatible (McIntosh et al. 1995). The reaction of the host phenotype therefore ranges 
from low to high (resistant to very susceptible; McIntosh et al. 1995). The strength of the 
pathogen phenotype is referred to as the pathogenicity, and also ranges from low to high 
(avirulent to virulent; McIntosh et al. 1995). Varying strains of pathogens are referred to as 
pathotypes or races. 
Estimates of potential yield loss help to categorise the extremity of the infected host 
phenotype into classes, including resistant (R = 0% yield loss), moderately resistant (MR < 
5% yield loss), moderately susceptible (MS < 15% yield loss), susceptible (S < 30% yield 
loss), and very susceptible (VS > 30% yield loss; Plant Breeding Institute 2013).  
In reactive relationships, both the host phenotype and the pathogenicity are determined – 
the host in the form of a resistance rating, and the pathogenicity in a serial number that 
relates its virulence to resistant genes. These genes have been identified in a series of 
cultivars and are named according to the type of rust they provide resistance for and a 
designated gene number, e.g. Lr2 represents a gene conferring leaf rust resistance. A 
range of known genes are selected in a series of lines, termed differentials. By inoculating 
the differentials with various pathotypes, pathologists and breeders are able to determine 
the likely pathogenicity based on the host response. Use of differentials is a common 
practise around the world; an international series is used in conjunction with a domestic 
series – an Australasian series in this case. Taking the Australian Supplementary 
Differentials (Table 2-2), and the common leaf rust pathotype, 76-1,3,5,7,9,10,12+Lr37 as 
an example, the pathotype 76 is virulent on the following differentials and resistance 
genes: Thew (Lr20), Spica (Lr14a), Klein Titan (Lr16), Songlen (Lr17a), Mildress (Lr26), 
Egret (Lr13), Harrier (Lr17b), and Lr37.  
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Table 2-2: Australian Supplementary Differentials used to identify pathotypes of leaf 
rust (Puccina recondite f. sp. tritici; Park 2016) 
Differential Resistance gene 
1. Thew Lr20 
2. Gaza Lr23 
3. Spica Lr14a 
4. Kenya 1483 Lr15 
5. Klein Titan Lr16 
6. Gatcher Lr27 + Lr31 
7. Songlen Lr17a 
8. CS 2A/2M Lr28 
9. Mildress Lr26 
10. Egret Lr13 
11. Exchange Lr16 
12. Harrier Lr17b 
13. Agent Lr24 
 
2.3.5 Screening for Rust Resistance 
Inoculation 
Screening plants for resistance to rust is an essential component of breeding for rust 
resistance. This is a lengthy process that involves collecting, increasing and storing spores 
and inoculating plants (Roelfs et al. 1992). Numerous methods of inoculation have been 
documented by Roelfs et al. (1992), McIntosh et al. (1995), and Knott et al. (1989), and 
include dusting, brushing, injecting and spraying spores onto targeted plants. While each 
technique has its own advantages and disadvantages, dusting and brushing are the 
easiest techniques to employ, while the best control of spores is achieved through injection 
and spraying (Roelfs et al. 1992). When spraying, talcum powder, nonphytotoxic 
isoparaffinic oils and water are frequently used as spore carriers (Roelfs et al. 1992). 
Disease Scoring  
Disease scoring for rust resistance is essential in the screening component of a breeding 
program. A number of techniques are commonly used, which change according to the 
objective of assessment and the assessor. The most accepted method for scoring of stripe 
rust at the seedling stage is through a numerical scale (Gassner and Straib 1932; 
McIntosh et al. 1995), compared with a scale from 0-9 used at the adult stage (McNeal et 
al. 1971; McIntosh et al. 1995). Stem rust and leaf rust are scored by the same method at 
the seedling stage using a 9 point symbol scale developed by Stakman et al. (1962; 
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McIntosh et al. 1995). The adult stage of both rusts is frequently assessed using the 
diagrammatic Modified Cobb Scale (Peterson et al. 1948). The calculated coefficient of 
infection (Stubbs et al. 1986; Roelfs et al. 1992) can also be used. Stripe rust and stem 
rust are generally assessed on the upper leaves, whereas stem rust is frequently 
assessed on the stem (McIntosh et al. 1995). Refer to Table 2-3 for a summary of the 
main systems, built on McIntosh et al.’s (1995) interpretation. Two other systems 
developed by the Plant Breeding Institute (PBI) and Bariana et al. (2007) can be used to 
assess all three rust types. 
Table 2-3: A comparison of systems used for assessment of stem, leaf and stripe 
rust based on interpretation by McIntosh et al. (1995). Note that additional symbols 
are used in some of the systems below.  
 Stem and leaf rust Stripe rust 
Stem, leaf and 
stripe rust 
Host response Stakman et al. (1962) 
Gassner 
and Straib 
(1932) 
McNeal et 
al. (1971) PBI 
Bariana 
et al. 
(2007) 
Immune 0 I 0 0  
Very resistant ; 00 1 ; 1 
Resistant 1 0 2 ;N  
Resistant  I 3-4 1 2 
Resistant to 
moderately resistant 2    3-4 
Moderately resistant / 
moderately 
susceptible 
3 II 5-6 2 5 
Moderately 
susceptible  III 7-8 3 6-7 
Susceptible 4 IV 9 4 8-9 
Resistant 
(heterogeneous) X     
? (variable size with 
large infection at tip) Y     
? (variable size with 
large infection at 
base) 
Z     
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2.3.6 Inheritance of Rust Resistance 
Seedling and Adult Plant Resistance 
Understanding the two types of resistance a plant expresses when in the presence of rust 
is essential to breeding strategies and cultural management of the crop. Seedling 
resistance, otherwise known as all-stage resistance (ASR), and adult-plant resistance 
(APR) differ in their genetic control and period of effectiveness. Plants that possess 
seedling resistance are protected at all stages of development (Ma et al. 2015; GRDC 
2013). Comparatively, APR provides rust protection following the seedling stage, usually 
from tillering and becoming most active from stem elongation to complete emergence of 
the inflorescence (GRDC 2013). The timing of expression can be variable, being 
dependant on factors such as temperature and moisture (GRDC 2013).  
Inheritance of seedling resistance is usually qualitative in nature and due to single genes 
of large effect, compared to quantitative inheritance of APR due to numerous genes of 
smaller effect (McDonald and Linde 2002; Herrera-Foessel et al. 2015, Singh et al. 2011; 
GRDC 2013).  
In terms of the period of resistance, seedling resistance is preferable over APR in that 
plants conferring seedling resistance are protected throughout their lifecycle. However, 
because seedling resistance is controlled by single, major genes that correspond with a 
specific race of pathogen, resistance may be overcome in the face of new virulences that 
exist in highly variable pathogen populations (Chen et al. 2010; McDonald and Linde 
2002), resulting in a greater chance for the occurrence of epidemics and the potential for 
greater yield loss (McIntosh et al. 1995). For example, prior to 2000, the gene Lr24 was 
successfully employed in 28 Australian cultivars as a major gene of resistance (Park 
2008). In 2000 a new pathotype, pt104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13, rendered 24 of the 28 cultivars 
previously resistant, carrying Lr24, as now susceptible (Park 2008). Although cultivars with 
seedling resistance can be very effective, their success lies in protection against low loads 
of inoculum. In these areas, crop monitoring is essential, as is a willingness to cull varieties 
that develop susceptibility (Park 2008). Recent advances in marker-assisted selection 
(MAS) have assisted in pyramiding seedling resistance genes to increase resistance levels 
and provide further protection should virulence to a particular gene fail. 
Resistance offered by APR has been reported as being durable due to the many genes 
controlling the trait; therefore, if one resistance gene is overcome, a level of protection 
remains in place due to the activity of the other genes (Singh et al. 2011; Herrera-Foessel 
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et al. 2015). Chemical control, through appropriately timed applications of fungicide to the 
crop, can complement APR resistance by maintenance of vulnerable parts of the plant that 
are important for yield (such as the flag leaf) prior to expression of resistance (GRDC 
2013).  
Both forms of resistance provide advantages over the other. Combining seedling 
resistance with APR is the ultimate outcome in breeding wheat for rust resistance (Ma et 
al. 2015). However, the reality is, the majority of catalogued genes confer seedling 
resistance (Herrara-Foessel et al. 2015). If used effectively, pyramiding of qualitative 
genes becomes very important in maintaining diversity of resistance genes. 
Resistance Genes 
Over 300 resistance genes have been globally catalogued for the three rust types and are 
listed in the Catalogue of Gene Symbols for Wheat (McIntosh et al. 2013, 2014, 2016, 
2017). Of these, 128 genes have been catalogued for stripe rust, 111 for leaf rust, and 83 
for stem rust. Historically, the most important qualitative genes in Australia have been 
Lr24, Sr24 and Sr26; the most important quantitative genes have been Lr34, Lr46, Sr2, 
Yr18 and Yr29 (Park 2008).  
It is through identification of these genes, QTL, and associated markers that MAS can be 
utilised in breeding and selection, such as shown by Kuchel et al. (2007) and Park (2008). 
Robust markers have been validated in diverse backgrounds for genes Sr2 (Hayden et al. 
2004) and Lr34/Yr18 (Lagudah et al. 2006) and are available for integration into MAS. 
One of the greatest challenges in breeding for rust resistance is the changing nature of the 
pathogen population through mutation, migration and asexual recombination (McIntosh 
1992; McIntosh et al. 1995). Not only must breeders predict the importance of pathotype 
virulence in future years for cultivar release, they must tailor existing cultivars to account 
for changes in virulence. 
Industry Support 
The National Wheat Rust Program supports breeders and farmers in the challenges 
associated with rust control. The Australian Cereal Rust Control Program (ACRCP) 
officially began in 1973 (PBI 2013) in response to a severe stem rust epidemic affecting 
the Southern region (Parks 2008). The ACRCP is largely funded by GRDC and is based 
out of the University of Sydney (Parks 2008). ACRCP has multiple objectives including 
discovery of novel sources/genes/germplasm conferring resistance, inclusion of these 
sources into variable backgrounds, and provision of pathogenicity surveys (The University 
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of Sydney 2012). Pathogenicity surveys not only identify pathotypes of rust infections in 
current seasons, they also allow breeders and pre-breeders to undertake testing in the 
search for resistant genes (Park 2008). 
A decrease in rust infection levels has been observed since the early 1960s, especially in 
the Northern region, largely due to support of the ACRCP (Park 2008). Culling of 
susceptible cultivars and inclusion of greater resistance in lines have been the core of this 
success (Park 2008). Other supporting factors have been the introduction of the National 
Variety Trials (NVT, https://www.nvtonline.com.au) and the Minimum Disease Standards 
(MDS; Park 2008). Each year a collection of cultivars and elite lines are sown in the NVT 
in adapted regions. Data such as yield and disease resistance is published for public 
perusal, allowing breeders and farmers to make their own decisions about what resistant 
varieties are best adapted for their region and purpose, and whether varieties meet the 
MDS. The MDS was introduced in the 1990s and provides resistance ratings according to 
regions and type of rust to reduce the risk of infection (Park 2008). While the MDS 
encourages purchase and breeding of resistant germplasm, problems remain with sowing 
of susceptible cultivars. 
2.4 Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and Identification of Causal 
Variants 
Methods of QTL analysis have included composite interval mapping (using single locus 
and two-locus models), linkage and interval analysis on specific chromosomes, genome-
wide QTL scanning, comparative mapping, fine mapping, genotype-by-sequencing, and 
more recently, genome-wide association studies (GWAS).  
GWAS is a relatively new technique for QTL identification, especially for GD and PHS 
traits. GWAS exploits linkage disequilibrium and historical recombination events (Flint-
Garcia 2003) by individually testing the association between each genetic marker and the 
phenotype.  
There are a number of advantages in using GWAS over other traditional approaches of 
QTL identification. GWAS is particularly useful for identifying many associations at once 
rather than a single or limited number of markers with a single trait, as has commonly been 
the case in traditional approaches. Development of association mapping populations 
allows for more genetic diversity compared with the traditional approach of using a bi-
parental population, allowing sampling of a greater number of alleles available in the gene 
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pool through increased segregation events (Kulwal et al. 2012). This leads to a higher 
quality of mapping resolution that can be tailored to suit individual breeding programs 
(Kulwal et al. 2012).  
The main limitation of GWAS is the problem of multiple testing that results in an increased 
number of false positive results. Quality control therefore becomes vital for GWAS, from 
the appropriate filtering of data (for missing values and minor allele frequency), to 
accounting for relatedness based on kinship and population stratification, to the selection 
of an appropriate significance threshold.  
Many factors make it difficult to compare QTL results between studies, and it is likely that 
many QTL reported as being novel are actually the same QTL as detected in previous 
studies. The most notable sources of confusion arise from the various maps and types of 
markers used across studies. The majority of maps have been created for specific studies 
using a limited number of markers. Published consensus maps (e.g. Somers et al. 2004, 
Huang et al. 2012, Cabral et al. 2014, and Wang et al. 2014) are also frequently used in 
preference to creating population-specific maps. Due to the different lengths of maps, the 
number of markers used, and recombination events, variable position of identical markers 
are commonly reported across studies. This is further compounded by the different marker 
platforms used (single sequence repeats, diversity arrays technology, restriction fragment 
length polymorphism, amplified fragment length polymorphism, and single nucleotide 
polymorphisms) and the lack of common markers between platforms for comparison of 
QTL location. While position of markers can be projected onto an integrated map (e.g. 
Maccaferri et al. 2015; Mace et al. 2009), marker position is approximate and QTL thus 
cannot be accurately validated.     
The subject of repeatability is of concern in QTL analysis, with few QTL being identified in 
all tested environments (a stable QTL). For this reason, it has been suggested that key 
resistance genes are those that are effective across different genetic backgrounds 
(Flintham et al. 2002; DePauw et al. 2012; Graybosch et al. 2013) or from combined 
environments. It is these markers that will be of most benefit to the breeding community for 
integration into marker-assisted breeding programs. 
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 Comparing Predicted Breeding Values using 
Relationship Matrices derived from Pedigree and Genetic 
Markers  
3.1 Introduction 
Selection of individual plants or genotypes in breeding programs is largely based on 
phenotypic assessment for particular traits. Phenotypic observations are frequently 
gathered from multiple environments across years and compared by calculation of Best 
Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) via a linear mixed model (e.g. Henderson 1984); a 
method that adjusts genotypic mean values by the heritability of the trial in each 
environment. The accuracy of prediction can be improved by incorporating the relationship 
between the phenotyped individuals; the outcome of which is known as predicted breeding 
values (PBVs; Henderson 1984). Relatives with closer relationships contribute more 
information to the PBV of the individual and will be of most value (Postma 2006).  
The breeding value of an individual when mated at random in a population is in theory 
measurable, and equal to twice the mean deviation of its offspring from the mean of the 
population (Falconer and Mackay 1996). In looking at the effects of its genes on the 
phenotype of its offspring as determined by the gene action and frequency of the gene in 
the population, the PBV is effectively measuring the additive genetic effect of that 
individual. This in turn provides more information about genetic variance within the 
population.  
In animal breeding, pedigree has been used extensively to estimate PBVs. The coefficient 
of relationship amongst all individuals is calculated to generate an additive genetic 
relationship matrix (A-matrix). This has been particularly successful in animal breeding 
given that parents cannot be cloned or experiments replicated as in plant breeding (Oakey 
et al. 2007), and some phenotypic observations such as milk production cannot be 
quantified in bulls without use of information attained from daughters or female relatives 
(Piepho et al. 2008).  
In plant breeding, use of pedigree has been reasonably common in perennial outcrossing 
species such as trees (Bessega et al. 2015), sugar cane (Oakey et al. 2007), strawberries, 
(Paynter et al. 2014), mango (Hardner et al. 2013), and more recently walnut (Martinez-
Garcia et al. 2017) and blueberry (Cellon et al. 2018). However, prediction of BVs using 
pedigree data is less commonly utilised in annual crop breeding, although it has been 
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reported to enhance selection in wheat (Burgueno et al. 2007; Crossa et al. 2006), barley 
(Kelly et al. 2009), sorghum (Hunt et al. 2012) and canola (Beeck et al. 2010) among 
others.   
With the increasing availability and affordability of high density markers, calculation of 
relatedness between individuals is moving towards the use of genetic markers. This has 
applications in prediction of BVs, as well as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and 
genomic selection. Using this approach, pedigree does not have to be known or relied 
upon for accuracy. For instance, pedigree errors of the United Kingdom dairy cattle herd 
were estimated to be as high as 10%, equating to a 2-3% loss of response to selection 
(Visscher et al. 2002). Provided the marker density is sufficient (Hayes and Goddard 2008) 
the historical pedigree structure should be accounted for by detecting actual alleles that 
are shared through identity by descent (Visscher et al. 2006). In their simulation study, 
Hayes and Goddard (2008) suggest that 9,000 markers provide sufficient density to 
minimise prediction bias and maximise estimates of heritability. Marker-based estimates of 
heritability were superior when compared to the true or known heritability and the 
pedigree-based estimates of heritability (Hayes and Goddard 2008). Markers capture 
Mendelian sampling effects, whereas pedigree does not (Visscher et al. 2006; Hayes and 
Goddard 2008). Crossa et al. (2010) demonstrated the improved predictive ability for 
genomic selection of yield in wheat using mixed models that incorporate marker data as 
well as pedigree when compared to models which used pedigree alone; however, with 
increased information provided by markers comes greater redundancy of information and 
reduced value of also including the pedigree in models. 
The objective of this chapter was to explore the impact of three approaches to phenotypic 
analysis of the grain dormancy trait in wheat: a naïve model calculating BLUPs without any 
measure of relatedness; inclusion of a relationship matrix based on pedigree; and 
inclusion of kinship matrix based on SNP markers. The best model will then be used in the 
analysis of phenotypic observations for all traits within the remainder of this thesis in order 
to obtain the most accurate estimates of the genetic worth (i.e. BV) of all lines as parents 
for use in future breeding activities.   
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Germplasm 
The germplasm used in this study included three populations. The first population is 
defined as the parental population and consisted of 26 lines, five of which are duplicated, 
(Table 3-1), and an additional three lines (H45, RSY10, and Wyalkatchem) that were not 
phenotyped or genotyped during this study. Duplicated lines were not used in the 
construction of the relationship matrices; however, closely related lines (e.g. RIL009) and 
single plant re-selections within the line (e.g. RIL009-1) were included due to slight 
variations in marker information. The parental population consisted of five cultivars 
released by LongReach Plant Breeders (LRPB), two cultivars released by Australian Grain 
Technologies (AGT), and ten breeding lines developed by the University of Queensland 
(UQ; Table 3-1). 
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Table 3-1: Parental lines and associated pedigrees used for analysis and 
development of the progeny population in this project.  
GID1 Line Name2 Source3 Pedigree 
G_001 SCOUT LRPB SUNSTATE/QH71-6//YITPI 
G_002 COBRA LRPB WESTONIA/SENTINEL 
G_003 SPITFIRE LRPB DRYSDALE/KUKRI 
G_005 LINCOLN LRPB 96WFHB5568/OTANE//RUBRIC 
G_006 RIL424-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_007 RIL114-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_008 RIL288-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_009 GD70-48(344)-1 UQ DH70/Gregory 
G_010 RIL009-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_012 CORACK AGT WYALKATCHEM/SILVERSTAR A//WYALKATCHEM 
G_013 MACE AGT WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 
G_014 DART LRPB SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 
G_015 HIL027 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_016 HIL062 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_017 HIL063 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_018 RIL114 UQ  GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_041 RIL284 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_052 RIL288 UQ  GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_061 RIL424 UQ  GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_062 RIL009 UQ  GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
1 The code assigned to the unique genotype in this project. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to the 
line. 3 The company responsible for developing the line: ‘LRPB’ means the cultivar was released by 
LongReach Plant Breeders; ‘AGT’ means the cultivar was released by Australian Grain Technology, and 
‘UQ’ means the line was developed as a breeding line by the University Of Queensland. 
The second population, defined as the progeny population, comprised 296 lines derived 
from crosses made among the parental population (Table 3-1; see full listing in Appendix 
3, Table A - 3-1). All lines in the progeny population were fixed or close to being fixed 
lines. This population was created as part of a collaboration between UQ and LRPB which 
commenced in 2012, and prior to commencement of this PhD.  
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The progeny population was developed in two batches at the UQ glasshouse facilities, St 
Lucia campus during 2012/13 and 2013/14. Donor lines from the first batch included LRPB 
cultivars adapted to the Northern Region (Spitfire and Lincoln), and cultivars adapted to 
the Southern and Western Regions (Scout and Cobra), and UQ breeding lines UQ01484 
(syn. GD70-48(344)-1), RIL009, RIL114, RIL424, and RIL288. UQ01484 is a derivative of 
Gregory and the doubled haploid line DH70 (Hickey et al. 2009), which carries high 
dormancy from both the Chinese and South African sources, SW95-50213 and AUS1408 
respectively (Mares et al. 2005). RIL009 and RIL114 are H45 derivatives while RIL424 and 
RIL288 are Wyalkatchem derivatives (Table 3-1).  
Crossing for batch one commenced in March 2012. Two different UQ donor lines were 
crossed with the same LRPB donor line and the F1s were then double crossed (e.g. 
RIL114/Lincoln x RIL009/Lincoln). The H45 derivatives were crossed with the Northern 
adapted parents (i.e. Lincoln and Spitfire) while the Wyalkatchem derivatives were crossed 
with the Western/Southern adapted parents (i.e. Cobra and Scout).  
The resulting DCs were culled on plant height and maturity and approximately 40,000 
DCF2 grains (10,000 per background) were harvested at maturity. Grains were dried and 
stored in a -20°C freezer and underwent a grain dormancy screen over a period of twelve 
days. Grains collected from single heads were placed into separate petri dishes lined with 
filter paper and wetted with reverse osmosis (RO) water. Petri dishes were checked each 
day and those grains that had germinated were discarded. The number of germinated 
grains per petri dish were recorded on a daily basis. Grain dormancy was assessed by the 
mean germination index (GI), similar to that described by Walker-Simmons (1988) where 0 
is indicative of highly dormant grain and 1 is indicative of highly non-dormant grain, for 
each single head from each background. Selection for dormancy was performed between 
and within genetic backgrounds; backgrounds displaying little dormancy (e.g. 0.7 to 1.0) 
were discarded, while the most dormant grains were retained from backgrounds 
demonstrating intermediate to high levels of dormancy (e.g. 0.7 to 0.0). Mean GI for 
selected backgrounds were superior to that of the respective cultivars (Table 3-2). 
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Table 3-2: Mean germination index (GI) of cultivars used in crossing and the 
selected grains from double cross (DC) families following a 12 day screen for grain 
dormancy (Hickey and Dieters 2013). 
Background Mean GI for cultivar Mean GI for selected DC family 
Cobra 0.73 0.36 
Lincoln 0.61 0.23 
Scout 0.42 0.32 
Spitfire 0.51 0.18 
 
A total of 5,008 grains were retained following the dormancy screen, cold treated (4°C) 
and transplanted into 1.4L pots with 15 grains per pot. Cultivars and rust standards were 
included in the sowing. After three weeks of growth under constant lighting (sodium 
vapour) and temperature, plants were inoculated with stripe rust (pathotype 134 
E16A+17+27+) by spraying spores onto plants, and placing them into humidified growth 
chambers overnight at ~13°C. Once all plants were inoculated with stripe rust, the process 
was repeated with a combination of leaf (pathotype 104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13) and stem 
(pathotype 343-1,2,3,5,6 and 34-1,2,7+Sr38) rust spores.  
Resistance to stripe rust was assessed five weeks after sowing and six weeks after sowing 
for leaf and stem rusts following a method similar to that described by Bariana et al. 
(2007). Plants within each background demonstrated a range of resistance from very 
susceptible to resistant. Individual plants were selected across backgrounds to maximise 
genetic diversity for selection of other traits; plants demonstrating moderate to high levels 
of resistance were retained, while those that were very susceptible to susceptible were 
removed. Single heads from  879 DCF2:3 plants (~200 per background), representing the 
best 2% for grain dormancy and resistance to stripe rust, leaf rust, and stem rust, were 
harvested and sent to LRPB in 2012. LRPB grew these as short rows during the winter of 
2013 under rust pressure at Narrabri, selected heads from individual plants, and grew 
DCF3:4 rows for grain increase over summer of 2013/14. These lines were entered into the 
LRPB evaluation program in 2014. 
Donor lines from the second batch included LRPB cultivars adapted to the Northern 
Region (Spitfire and Dart), and AGT cultivars adapted to the Western Region (Mace and 
Corack). The UQ donor lines (for grain dormancy and rust resistance) included the H45 
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derivatives HIL027, HIL062, HIL063, and RIL114, a Gregory derivative (30-25), and 
Wyalkatchem derivatives WIL104, WIL105, and WIL146 (see Table 3-1).   
The breeding method for batch two was similar to that of the batch one, with the addition of 
three-way crosses. A total of 96 three-way crosses were first developed by making the first 
cross between two UQ lines within the two backgrounds, and then making the second 
cross onto a cultivar. In this way equal amounts of genetic material were incorporated from 
both the LRPB/AGT cultivars and the UQ donor lines.  A total of 1,257 grains from crosses 
were made, comprised of 281 grains from three-way crosses and 964 grains from four-way 
crosses. Approximately 10,000 grains per background underwent a grain dormancy screen 
as described for batch one, and approximately 5,000 grains retained. Following rust 
assessment, a total of 1,154 individual plants were retained with a relatively even 
distribution across backgrounds. An additional generation of selection for grain dormancy 
was undertaken over five days in the F2:3 generation, which comprised grain in excess of 
32,000. A total of 614 lines (approximately 150 per background) were retained and 
advanced to F2:4 at the UQ glasshouse facilities from March to May 2014. A total of 883 of 
the F2:3 lines were also advanced to F2:4 in 5 metre rows at the UQ Gatton Research 
Station during the winter of 2014. Single heads were harvested from selected F2:4 plants 
and sent to LRPB, who grew them in rows over the 2014/2015 summer. Selected F4:6 lines 
were entered into the LRPB evaluation program in 2015. 
Therefore, six generations of population development and selection for four traits were 
completed within 18 months for each batch. Temporal efficiency was facilitated by speed 
breeding methodologies similar to that subsequently reported by Watson et al. (2018). 
Speed breeding refers to reduced generation time of crop plants, allowing assessment of 
up to six generations per year in preference to the two to three generations attained under 
regular glasshouse conditions (Watson et al. 2018). Growth conditions in the glasshouse 
or chamber accelerate plant growth through use of supplemental lighting (suspended 
sodium vapour lights in this instance) and controlled temperature under an adequate water 
regime.  
Selected lines increased by LRPB in the summer nurseries underwent selection for 
agronomic traits and disease resistance in a preliminary yield trials in the target region 
during the winters of 2014 and 2015. A total of 296 lines were selected for progression for 
yield trials in 2016. It is these 296 lines that comprise the progeny population used as 
germplasm in this study. Based on genetic backgrounds of the adapted parents (Cobra, 
Corack, Dart, Mace, Lincoln, Scout, Spitfire), approximately 30% of this population are 
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targeted for deployment in the Northern, 20% to the Southern, and 50% to the Western 
wheat growing regions of Australia. A small amount of grain from each of the 296 lines 
was returned to UQ from LRPB and increased in the glasshouse over the summer of 
2015/16. 
The third population, which consisted of 36 lines (including one duplicate), are parental 
material used in subsequent breeding cycles (Table 3-3). These lines were phenotyped 
and genotyped in trials and are included in phenotypic analysis in following chapters; 
however, they are not of interest to this study, which focussed on demonstrating the value 
of including relationship between individuals to improve the accuracy of phenotypic 
analysis, and consequently were not included in this chapter.  
Table 3-3: Parental lines and associated pedigrees used for subsequent breeding 
cycles and included in phenotypic and genotypic analysis in following chapters.   
GID1 Line Name2 Source3 Pedigree 
G_004 WALLUP AGT CHARA/WYALKATCHEM 
G_019 WIL104 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_020 WIL105 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_021 WIL146 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_022 SUNTOP AGT SUNCO/2*PASTOR//SUN436E 
G_023 RELIANT LRPB CRUSADER/GREGORY 
G_025 TROJAN LRPB LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 
G_026 LPB1-078 LRPB/UQ RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_027 LPB1-092 LRPB/UQ RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_028 LPB1-108 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_029 LPB1-109 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_030 LPB1-130 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_031 LPB1-136 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_032 LPB1-140 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_033 LPB1-168 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_034 LPB1-172 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_035 LPB1-175 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_036 LPB1-179 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_037 GREGPHS30-06 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_042 RIL415 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
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GID1 Line Name2 Source3 Pedigree 
G_043 WIL116 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_044 WIL137 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_046 LANCER LRPB V1184/CHARA//CHARA/3/LANG 
G_047 SUNGUARD AGT JANZ/SUNbreedingline 
G_049 30-06 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_050 YS08-03 UQ LEICHHARDT/WYLIESIB//3*GREGORY 
G_051 YS10-01 UQ LEICHHARDT/WYLIESIB//3*WYLIE 
G_053 RIL448 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_054 CRI0-0521 UQ LRC2009-012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-48(344)-1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 
G_055 CRI0-0397 UQ FS#41/GREGORY//GREGORY/3/L2-94/GREGORY//GREGORY 
G_057 AUS39639 CIMMYT MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 
G_058 AUS36197 CIMMYT DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA (1018) 
G_059 AUS36168 CIMMYT BL 2993 (CROSS) 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 ICARDA CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 
1 The code assigned to the unique genotype in this project. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to the 
line. 3 The company responsible for developing the line: ‘LRPB’ means the cultivar was released by 
LongReach Plant Breeders; ‘AGT’ means the cultivar was released by Australian Grain Technology, ‘UQ’ 
means the line was developed as a breeding line by the University Of Queensland, ‘LRPB/UQ’ means the 
line was developed in the first cycle (Batch 1) of the collaborative breeding program between LRPB and UQ, 
‘CIMMYT’ means the line was acquired from the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, and 
‘ICARDA’ means the line was acquired from the International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry 
Areas. Note that G_058 is a primary synthetic hexaploid and is therefore considered unadapted when 
compared with the other materials. 
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3.2.2 Environments 
GD was assessed on grain grown in three environments in temperature-controlled 
glasshouse facilities at UQ, St Lucia campus (Queensland, Australia), and are 
summarised in Table 3-4. 
Table 3-4: Experiments undertaken for assessment of grain dormancy (GD).  
Environment1 No. lines assessed2 Population assessed3 
Experimental 
dates4 
E1_GH15 19 Parental 03/06/2015 – 22/10/2015 
E2_GH1516 19+292 Parental + progeny 15/12/2015 – 22/04/2016 
E3_GH16 21+295 Parental + progeny 12/07/2016 – 18/11/2016 
1 Environments are listed in order of completion, including the reference code assigned to it for the remainder 
of this chapter. 2 The number of lines assessed from the parental and progeny populations. 3 The population 
type assessed. 4 Dates the respective experiments were undertaken. 
Glasshouse conditions were maintained at a temperature of 13°C night/20°C day during 
the first three weeks of growth, followed by constant temperature of 22°C until harvest. 
Grain was sown in 1.4L ANOVA® pots with five grains/pot of the same genotype in 
E1_GH15, and three grains/pot of the same genotype in experiments E2_GH1516 and 
E3_GH16. Potting media was a composed pine bark-based mixture adjusted to a neutral 
pH, with the addition of a slow-release fertiliser (Osmocote, 6 g/L). Plants were irrigated 
using a bottom watering system consisting of capillary matting connected to timed water 
applications in E1_GH15 and E3_GH16, and a twin-pot irrigation system (Hunter et al. 
2012) in E2_GH1516. Sodium vapour lights were suspended above plant height to 
accelerate plant growth, having a diurnal setting during the first three weeks (12/12 hours), 
followed by constant lighting until harvest to accelerate plant development.  
Only the parental population was assessed in E1_GH15—this was a preliminary 
experiment conducted on the parents—while grain of the progeny population was being 
increased in the glasshouse (refer above). A subset of the parental population and the 
whole of the progeny populations was assessed in E2_GH1516, and the entire parental 
and progeny populations were evaluated in E3_GH16 (Table 3-4).  
Experimental design changed slightly between environments. Pots were not replicated in 
E1_GH15 or E2_GH1516 but were replicated in E3_GH16 by 60%. The latter experiment 
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was set up in a randomised incomplete block design across two rooms (as a result of 
insufficient space within one room). The level of replication in each environment was 
selected based on availability of planting space at the time. Pseudo-replication occurred in 
all experiments with the harvest of three heads per pot from different plants in each pot.  
Space was left in the glasshouse adjacent to walls to minimise the effects of shading and 
in front of wall-ducted cooling vents to minimise excessive drying of pots and plants, 
buffeting of plants by the air currents, and excessive cooling of plants.  
The room location of each environment was restricted by availability; hence, three different 
rooms within the same glasshouse complex were used. This could potentially account for 
some variation between environments, as observed in Hickey et al. (2009), possibly due to 
seasonal effects such as variable amounts of natural light and light intensity. All rooms 
were temperature controlled by a central glasshouse facility, which triggered attendance 
by glasshouse staff in the event of substantial temperature fluctuations. Temperatures 
were normally maintained within a ± 2°C temperature range. 
3.2.3 Phenotyping Grain Dormancy (GD) 
Harvesting of individual mature heads for E1_GH15 was undertaken over five and a half 
weeks from 14th September until 22nd October 2015, every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday with a couple of minor exceptions. Maturity of heads was ascertained using the 
collapse of the first node. 
To increase the efficiency of harvesting during E2_GH1516 and E3_GH16, the most well-
developed head from three plants was tagged prior to harvest. In cases where only one or 
two grains had germinated per pot, multiple heads were selected from the same plants. 
Tagged heads were monitored and harvested three times a week – Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday – from 2nd March until 22nd April 2016 in E2_GH1516 and from 4th October until 
18th November 2016 in E3_GH16. All remaining tagged heads were harvested on the final 
day of harvest, regardless of collapse of the first node. In each instance, this date was 
selected when only a small number of heads remained, all of which had changed colour 
from green to yellow.   
Following harvest, heads were placed into paper bags and dried at 30°C-35⁰C for a period 
of two to three days. Heads were individually hand-threshed and grains packaged in 
labelled packets, which were stored in ziplock bags in a freezer (-20⁰C) until all heads had 
been harvested and threshed. Grain was stored in the freezer to halt the process of after-
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ripening and to allow assessment of GD on grain from heads harvested at a similar stage 
of maturity. 
For each of the GD screens, packets were removed from the freezer 24 hours prior to 
commencement of the GD screen. Grain from each packet was placed in a petri dish lined 
with Whatman’s filter paper in E1_GH15 and Westlab (Xinxing, qualitative filter paper, 102 
moderate, diameter 90 mm) filter paper in E2_GH1516 and E3_GH16 and stacked in 
opaque containers. Grains were surface sterilised in a 1% bleach/reverse osmosis water 
solution and then rinsed in reverse osmosis water for the E1_GH15 but not in either of the 
following experiments due to time restrictions. Further, it was not thought that surface 
sterilisation had any discernible impact on the incidence or severity of fungal infections of 
grain during dormancy testing, especially for grain harvested from the glasshouse. 
Individual heads were used as replicates in separate petri dishes; however, in some 
cases, heads of the same genotype with less than fifteen grains were combined in 
E1_GH15. Heads with less than ten grains were discarded in the subsequent two 
experiments. The opaque, lidded boxes were left on the bench overnight for the grains to 
equilibrate to room temperature. Due to the large number of heads being screened in 
E3_GH16, the three replicates from each line were split across separate GD screens.  
Reverse osmosis water was added to each petri dish as required (a sufficient amount to 
thoroughly wet the filter paper, which was dependent on the number of grains per dish) on 
the following day early in the morning, and counting commenced at this time for the next 
seven days. After water was added, boxes were placed into a darkened room that was 
maintained at a constant temperature of 20°C. The bottom of each box was lined with 
paper towelling, which was wetted each day to maintain high humidity within each box, 
and so prevent the petri dishes from drying. 
Each day at the same time for the subsequent seven days, boxes were removed from the 
darkened room and the number of sprouted grain counted, recorded, and the sprouted 
grains discarded (see Figure 3-1). Only well filled grains that were free of any visual 
defects were used in the dormancy assessments. 
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Figure 3-1: An example of grain from a single head being assessed for grain 
dormancy (GD). The paper tag identified the genotype being assessed and was 
taken directly from heads in the glasshouse and placed into the petri dish to reduce 
error associated with re-labelling.  
At the end of the seventh day, the Germination Index (GI7), as described by Walker-
Simmons (1988), was calculated for each petri dish (Eqn 3.1):  
 ܩܫ଻ ൌ 	 ሺ7	ݔ ݊1 ൅ 6	ݔ	݊2 ൅ 5 ݔ ݊3 ൅ 4 ݔ ݊4 ൅ 3 ݔ ݊5 ൅ 2 ݔ ݊6 ൅ ݊7ሻሺݐ݋ݐ݈ܽ	݀ܽݕݏ ݔ ݐ݋ݐ݈ܽ ݊ݑܾ݉݁ݎ ݋݂ ݃ݎܽ݅݊ݏሻ  
Eqn 3.1 
where n1,	n2… n7 represent the number of grains that have germinated on the first day, 
second day, and so forth until the seventh day. The constants 7,	6…	1 are weights given to 
germination on each day, with the first days being assigned the greatest weight. GI7 values 
range from 0 to 1, where 0 is indicative of no germination throughout the week, and 1 is 
indicative of complete germination on the first day.  
3.2.4 DNA Isolation and Genotyping 
In January 2016, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was isolated from leaf samples obtained 
from plants at the three-leaf stage in E1_GH15 and processed at the Godwin laboratory 
located at the St Lucia campus using a modified cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 
method. Samples with inadequate levels of DNA concentration were harvested either from 
subsequent experiments, or from a separate experiment in the glasshouse facilities at UQ.  
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Fresh leaf samples were placed in Eppendorf tubes with a steel rod and lysate. Samples 
were transported on ice to the laboratory, where they were ground using a tissue-lyser. 
The quantity of DNA obtained ranged from 200 nanograms per microlitre (ng/µl) to 
3,500 ng/µl, with the average result being around 1,500 ng/µl. Once all samples were 
isolated and concentration tested on the spectrophotometer, samples were diluted in water 
to an approximate concentration of 50 ng/µl-100 ng/µl of purified DNA. The quantity and 
purity of all samples were again checked on the spectrophotometer. Approximately 10% of 
diluted samples were run through the gel electrophoresis to ensure sufficient quality, i.e. 
minimal degradation of DNA. Samples were then pipetted onto 96-well plates and shipped 
by express mail to both LRPB and a laboratory in Victoria run by the Agriculture, Energy 
and Resources sector of the Victorian State Government department of Economic 
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources.   
The first set of isolated DNA was genotyped by a laboratory affiliated with LRPB for a 
specific set of markers used in the LRPB breeding program. Included in these markers 
were those associated with grain dormancy, rust resistance and plant height. The second 
set of isolated DNA was genotyped using a 90K Infinium SNP chip platform. For 
convenience, the LRPB markers will be referred to as ‘known markers’ and the 90K SNP 
markers will be referred to as ‘SNPs’. 
3.2.5 Integration of Known Markers into the 90K SNP Data 
The known markers were integrated into the 90K SNP consensus map (Wang et al. 2014) 
using rescaled map positions following the method of Arief et al. (2013). Briefly, mapped 
SNP markers were subset by chromosome and the chromosome of interest for the known 
marker was selected for further analysis using RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). The 
Hamann distance (Hamann 1961) was calculated between all markers within the target 
chromosome because the Hamann distance has a linear relationship with the Simple 
Matching Coefficient (SMC; e.g. Rief et al. 2005) and the recombination fraction, thus 
allowing for clustering, ordination (Williams 1976), and estimation of map position in 
centimorgans (cM; Arief et al. 2013). The Hamann distance is an extension of the SMC in 
that it includes not only the proportion of matches but also the proportion of mismatches 
between any two markers. It also provides a measure of the marker phase, i.e. whether 
two markers are in coupling or repulsion, in which case the coefficient would be greater 
than zero and less than zero respectively (Arief et al. 2013). The absolute value of the 
Hamann distance was used to adjust for the marker phase and subtracted from one to 
represent the complementary dissimilarity matrix (Arief et al. 2013).  
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Markers with missing values (coefficients) in the complementary dissimilarity matrix were 
removed for hierarchical clustering. The clustering method was based on group average in 
RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). The most similar marker pairs were grouped first, followed 
by those of next greatest similarity (RStudio Team 2016). Markers within clusters were 
then re-ordered using an optimised dendrogram (Arief et al. 2013, 2017) after the method 
of Earle and Hurley (2015), which orders adjacent markers according to similarity. The 
recombination fraction between markers was calculated from the recombination matrix (1 – 
SMC) by subtracting all coefficients exceeding 0.5 from one to account for marker phase. 
The Kosambi function (Kosambi 1943) was applied to each of the known markers and the 
two flanking SNP markers were identified from the optimised dendrogram to estimate the 
map distance (cM) between the markers from the recombination fraction.  
The allelic pattern of the known marker and its ten flanking SNP markers (five from each 
side) was assessed for similarity in a heatmap based on the assumption that haplotypes 
are in linkage and should therefore have identical (or very similar) allelic patterns. The 
chromosomal position of the known markers was estimated as a value between the two 
closest flanking SNPs, and approximated based on the recombination fraction to the 
closest SNP and the patterns observed in the heatmap of haplotypes. 
3.2.6 Construction of Pedigree Matrix 
The pedigree relationship matrix was constructed by estimating the coefficient of 
parentage (COP) using the BROWSE utility (Version 5.5.3.7) of the International Crop 
Information System (ICIS) software (e.g. Portugal et al. 2007). ICIS is a database system 
linking unique identification of germplasm and nomenclature with pedigree information for 
a range of crops. The COP measures the degree of genetic relatedness between 
individuals based on their identity by descent (Wright 1922).   
The pedigree relationship matrix was converted to a complementary dissimilarity matrix by 
subtracting coefficients from one. Genotypes were clustered according to group average 
using RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). Genotypes within groups were reordered as per the 
optimised dendrogram (Arief et al. 2013, 2017) method (Earle and Hurley 2014) described 
above. A heatmap and dendrogram of the optimised order was constructed in RStudio 
(RStudio Team 2016) using the gplots package (Warnes et al. 2016).  
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3.2.7 Construction of Kinship Matrix using Markers 
The kinship relationship matrix was created using a total of 68,744 SNPs and eight of the 
projected known markers. Analysis was implemented in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016) 
using the gclus (Hurley 2012) and dplyr (Hadley et al. 2017) packages. Euclidean distance 
was calculated between markers and presented in a symmetric matrix. Distances were 
squared and divided by the total number of markers to scale the dissimilarity measure from 
0 to 1, which is equivalent to 1-SMC (Reif et al. 2005). Groups were hierarchically 
clustered based on group average. 
The matrix was bent by a value of 0.065 so that it was positive definite, allowing 
determination of an inverse. Bending of the matrix appeared to have little effect on 
variance components against incremental bending of the diagonal in a forward and 
negative direction. Further, variance components were compared from a subset of 
markers that formed a positive definite matrix. Diagonals were bent to the same 
increments as tested above and demonstrated a pattern that confirmed negligible 
divergence of the 1.065 diagonal compared to the null of 1.0. Thus, analysis proceeded 
using the bent matrix. The matrix was inverted and re-ordered according to the order of 
genotypes in the phenotypic data set. Finally, the matrix was converted to a table for 
incorporation into the phenotypic model. 
As per the pedigree relationship matrix, the kinship matrix was re-ordered and plotted with 
the gplots (Warnes et al. 2016) package. 
The similarity between matrices was measured using the Mantel statistic (Legendre and 
Legendre 2012) in the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2018) in RStudio (RStudio Team 
2016). The significance level was based on 1000 permutations.   
3.2.8 Phenotypic Analysis 
Phenotypic data was analysed with Linear Mixed Models (LMM) using Restricted 
Maximum Likelihood (REML; Patterson and Thompson 1971) analysis in ASReml-R 
(Butler 2009) on weighted means for each pot. Weighted means were calculated per pot 
for each experiment to give more weighting to heads that had more grains. The proportion 
of grains assessed from each pseudo-replicate (petri dish) against the total number of 
grains assessed per pot (all pseudo-replicates/pot) was calculated. These proportions per 
pseudo-replicate were then multiplied by the respective GI7. Weighted observations were 
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then summed within pots to give a single measure of GD per pot. Thus, the ‘weighted 
mean’ of the GI7 for each pot was used as the ‘raw’ phenotypic observation. 
Three analyses were undertaken to calculate BLUPs (model 1) and PBVs (models 2 and 
3) and all share the same analytical format (Eqn 3.2). Model 1 is referred to as the naïve 
model as it excludes any information on relatedness between lines; models 2 and 3 are 
referred to as the pedigree and kinship models respectively.  
 ݕ௜௞௟ ൌ 	ߤ ൅ ܧ௞ ൅ ܧ3|ܴ௟ ൅ ܽ௜ ൅ ߝ௜௞௟ Eqn 3.2 
where ݕ௜௞௟ is the phenotypic observation (weighted mean per pot) of the ith genotype in the 
lth pot of the kth experiment, ߤ is the mean, ܧ௞ is the fixed effect of the kth experiment 
(E1_GH15 – E3_GH16), ܧ3|ܴ௟ is the fixed effect of the lth pot replicate in the E3_GH16 
experiment, ܽ௜ the random effect of the genotype with ܽ௜~ܰሺ0, ߪො௚ଶሻ for model 1, 
ܽ௜~ܰ൫0, ܣߪො௚௔ଶ ൯ for model 2, and ܽ௜~ܰ൫0, ܭߪො௚௔ଶ ൯ for model 3. ߪො௚ଶ is the genetic variance, ߪො௚௔ଶ  
is the improved genetic variance from incorporation of additive genetic variance estimated 
from the pedigree and kinship relationship matrices, ܣ is a relationship matrix formed from 
the pedigree, ܭ is a kinship matrix formed from the 90K SNP data, and  ߝ௜௞௟ is the residual 
variance (ߪො௘ଶ) of the ith genotype of the lth pot replicate in each of the kth experiments.  
Genotype x environment interaction (GE) was not accounted for in LMMs in this study. 
Early modelling (not shown) demonstrated negligible contribution of GE; effect of pseudo-
replicates was of much larger significance for estimates of ߪො௚ଶ and ߪො௘ଶ.  
Heritability is a ratio of variance due to genetic components and total variance. For model 
1, this is known as broad-sense heritability (H2; Eqn 3.3).  
 ܪଶ ൌ ߪො௚
ଶ
ߪො௣ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚ଶ
ߪො௚ଶ ൅ ߪො௘ଶ 
Eqn 3.3 
where ߪො௣ଶ is the total phenotypic variance.  
For models 2 and 3, heritability is defined as ܪ଴௉ ଶ and ܪ଴௄ ଶ respectively, which are 
distinguished from Eqn 3.3 with the inclusion of the additive genetic variance estimated 
from the pedigree or kinship relationship matrices (Eqn 3.4). 
 ܪ଴௫ ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௣ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௚௔ଶ ൅ ߪො௘ଶ 
Eqn 3.4 
where ܪ଴௫ ଶ refers to either  ܪ଴௉ ଶ or ܪ଴௄ ଶ. 
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Differences between models were explored using Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient and 
Spearman’s Rank Correlation between BLUPs and PBVs, Prediction Error Variance 
(PEV), and the log-likelihood between the pedigree and marker models. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Integration of Known Markers 
It was possible to incorporate three known PHS markers into the SNP consensus map 
(Wang et al. 2014). The PHS3A_1 marker (TaPHS1-SNP1; Liu et al. 2013) was closest to 
wsnp_Ex_c16864_25440739, and was positioned at 15.05 cM on chromosome 3A. The 
PHS3A_2 marker (TaPHS1-SNP2; Liu et al. 2013) was closest to BS00094057_51, and 
was positioned at 21.10 cM on chromosome 3A. The PHS4A marker was closest to 
Jagger_c4331_105, and was positioned at 59.20 cM on chromosome 4A.  
Two known markers for the plant height genes, RhtB and RhtD, were also incorporated 
into the SNP map. The RhtB marker was closest to Kukri_c20822_1029 and was 
positioned at 60.45 cM on chromosome 4B. The RhtD marker was closest to GENE-
3024_59 and was positioned at 68.95 cM on chromosome 4D. 
Five known markers were genotyped for rust resistance; however, it was only possible to 
integrate the Lr34 markers with the SNP data. The closest marker was Ku_c47803_245 
and was positioned at 158.07 cM on chromosome 7D. The other markers were either 
filtered due to high proportions of missing values or were not polymorphic and did not add 
information to the dataset. Of the lines successfully genotyped for Sr36 and Yr36, all were 
homozygous susceptible (with the exception of five genotypes for Sr36). Approximately 
35% of lines were successfully genotyped for Sr24 and all were homozygous resistant. Of 
those that were genotyped for Sr2, approximately 30% were homozygous for the resistant 
allele. 
3.3.2 Construction of Pedigree Matrix 
The heatmap and optimised dendrogram formed from the pedigree matrix are shown in 
Figure 3-2. The heatmap consists of three components: the diagonal, which represents the 
association of an individual with itself; and the upper and lower triangles, which are 
symmetric and represent the similarity between all pairs of genotypes (covariance). The 
colour scale denotes red as high resemblance between genotypes and yellow as low 
resemblance.  
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Four main groups are observed around the diagonal (boxes of red/orange) with subgroups 
within these. Main groups and subgroups are evident in the marginal dendrograms. The 
first bifurcation of the dendrogram separates germplasm for the Northern region from that 
which was developed for the Western/Southern regions. Within the Northern group, lines 
are clustered according to the parental derivative (Lincoln, Dart, or Spitfire). The first 
bifurcation here separates the Lincoln derivatives from the others. This is logical given that 
Lincoln is an imported variety, and so is probably distinct from the Australian germplasm. 
The first bifurcation in the Western/Southern group separates the Scout and Cobra 
derivatives from the Wyalkatchem derivatives. Four-way crosses made from Scout and 
Cobra cluster closer to Scout than they do with lines from Cobra crosses. The 
Wyalkatchem derivatives were separated from those derived from crosses made with 
Corack, Mace, and others.  
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Figure 3-2: Heatmap and optimised dendrogram showing similarity between genotypes as measured from the pedigree. 
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3.3.3 Construction of Kinship Matrix 
The heatmap and dendrogram formed using the kinship matrix is shown in Figure 3-3. The 
order of the optimised dendrogram in the kinship matrix was reversed compared with the 
pedigree matrix due to differences between pedigree and marker data. Three of the four 
main groups are clearly distinguishable in the heatmap. The degree of resemblance 
between genotypes is much more variable and much greater than that calculated in the 
pedigree matrix, reflecting Mendelian sampling within families. For instance, the minimum 
measure of similarity in the pedigree matrix was 0.02, compared to 0.72 in the marker 
matrix. Another difference in the kinship matrix is observed in the first bifurcation, 
clustering Lincoln derivatives separately to other material. With the exception of a few 
outliers the broad pattern of clustering of the kinship matrix follows that of the pedigree 
matrix.  
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Figure 3-3: Heatmap and optimised dendrogram showing similarity between genotypes as measured from the 90K SNP data 
using the kinship matrix. 
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3.3.4 Correlation between Matrices 
The correlation between the two relationship matrices was high, with a Mantel statistic of 
0.74. This was highly significant at the 0.001 level.  
3.3.5 Estimated Variance Components 
The estimated variance components for the naïve, pedigree, and the marker models 
indicate lower estimates of genetic variance for the naïve model compared to the other two 
models which include the coefficient of relationship amongst the lines (Table 3-5). 
Incorporation of a relationship matrix based on pedigree increased the estimate of genetic 
variance by approximately 5.5 times, compared to 3 times when the kinship matrix was 
used in the model. However, the estimated error variance remained similar across models 
(Table 3-5). Estimates of heritability therefore increased in the order of naïve < marker < 
pedigree (Table 3-5). Prediction Error Variance (PEV, i.e. the error variance of the 
predicted genetic effects of the lines) across models was similar, but varied slightly in the 
order of marker < pedigree < naïve (Table 3-5). The estimated log-likelihood was 
maximised for the marker model (1038.88) when compared with the pedigree model 
(933.00).  
The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between BLUPs (naïve model) and 
PBVs (pedigree and marker models). All correlations were very high, with the highest 
measured between the naïve and marker models (0.987), followed by the pedigree and 
marker models (0.976), and naïve and pedigree models (0.973). 
Table 3-5: Estimates of variance components and heritability for grain dormancy 
using the naïve, pedigree, and marker models.  
Model Genotypic variance 
Error 
variance 
Heritability 
estimate PEV
1 
Naïve 
(genotype) 0.049 0.022 0.684 0.085 
Pedigree 
(COP matrix) 0.274 0.025 0.918 0.081 
Marker 
(Kinship matrix) 0.148 0.022 0.871 0.075 
1 Prediction Error Variance (PEV) of each model 
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3.4 Discussion 
The pedigree model produced higher estimates of the genetic variance, and the PEV and 
log-likelihood indicated the marker model was slightly superior. This is contrary to Hayes 
and Goddard (2008) who showed higher estimates of heritability from the marker model in 
a cattle population. In this study, much greater levels of similarity between genotypes was 
identified in the marker model, reiterating that marker data provides additional information 
to the pedigree in terms of Mendelian sampling and identity by descent (Hayes and 
Goddard 2008; Visscher et al. 2006), and possibly also accounts for selection that took 
place during the development of these lines. Greater similarity between genotypes in the 
kinship matrix equated to smaller variance, which is reflected in the smaller estimate of 
heritability attained from the marker model when compared to the pedigree model. 
However, in this instance, the differences between models were small, such that neither 
can be claimed as being superior. The correlation between the relationship matrices (as 
measured by the Mantel statistic) was 0.74, indicating quite high levels of similarity and 
lends further support that either model can be used in preference to the naïve model. 
There were slight differences in the predicted line effects (i.e. BLUPs and PBVs), but the 
correlations between all models (both linear and rank correlations) were high, indicating 
that all models produced very similar predictions.  
Projection of known markers onto the 90K SNP consensus map was compared with the 
literature. The PHS3A markers have been mapped to a 2 cM region on the distal end of 
chromosome 3AS (Liu et al. 2013) to an approximate position of 20 cM (Liu et al. 2008), 
which coincides with 15.05 cM for PHS3A_1 and 21.10 cM for PHS3A_2. Some variation 
for the PHS4A marker is recorded, ranging from 13 cM (Chen et al. 2008) to 65cM (Lin et 
al. 2015). The projected position on the SNP map is 59.20 cM, which fits within the 
published range. The plant height genes, RhtB and RhtD, have been previously mapped to 
homologous positions near the centromere of chromosomes 4B and 4D (Ellis et al. 2002), 
in the vicinity of 75 cM (GrainGenes 2018). Both markers in this study have been projected 
onto regions near the centromere at 60.45 cM (RhtB) and 68.95 cM (RhtD) respectively, 
which concurs with previous findings. Dyck (1987) mapped Lr34 gene to 7DL, which is in 
agreement with projection to 158.07cM on the SNP map here; however, Lagudah et al. 
(2006) identified a tightly linked marker for this gene, csLV34, which is located at 89.65 
cM, or 37.15% of the total length of chromosome 7D, on a common integrated map 
(Maccaferri et al. 2015). More recent studies have also used this marker for identification 
of the Lr34 gene (e.g. Yang et al. 2013). It is possible that Lr34 is positioned incorrectly in 
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this study; the density of mapped markers on chromosome 7D is low on the distal end 
from 0 to 75cM, which may explain why high similarity was not attained between the Lr34 
marker and other markers in this region.    
3.5 Conclusion 
Known markers were successfully projected onto regions of the consensus SNP map that 
align well with those in the published literature, demonstrating the Hamann distance is an 
effective method of determining the distance between markers, and aligning new markers 
for genes of interest into the SNP consensus map. However, a possible limitation of such 
an approach is variable SNP marker density across the target chromosomes. 
Nevertheless, the results reported here clearly demonstrate the potential of the 
methodologies used to incorporate markers onto the SNP consensus map, and hence the 
possibility of identifying these known genes using 90K SNP genotyping data without the 
need for separate genotyping of these loci.  
Inclusion of a relationship matrix (either the coefficient of relationship determined from the 
pedigree and selection histories, or a kinship relationship matrix based on marker data) led 
to higher estimates of genetic variance, with minimal effect of estimates of the residual 
variation, thereby leading to higher heritability estimates. The prediction error variances of 
PBVs were lower than that of BLUPs where no relationship information was used; 
nevertheless, correlations of genetic effects between all models were high. The pedigree 
and marker models performed similarly and demonstrated that either model can be used 
successfully, both of which are preferable to the naïve model. The maximised log-
likelihood of the marker model however suggests that this model is better than the 
pedigree model. Further, where pedigree information may be less reliable than in the 
current study, marker-based models will be preferable.  As the use of high density marker 
information increasingly becomes a routine part of plant breeding, the use of these models 
is likely to also become standard practice, particularly with the increasing popularity in 
application of genomic selection. Incorporation of genetic relatedness between genotypes 
will increase the accuracy of predictions for use in more efficient selection. In line with the 
objectives of this study, the marker model will be used for all phenotypic analysis for a 
variety of traits throughout this thesis. 
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 Relationship between Grain Dormancy, Pre-harvest 
Sprouting, Head Characteristics and Grain Size 
4.1 Introduction 
Tolerance to pre-harvest sprouting (PHS) consists largely of two components: grain 
dormancy (GD) and head characteristics (HC). PHS, also known as precocious 
germination, refers to the germination of grain prior to harvest and is usually triggered 
through imbibition of the grain following rainfall events. HC promote or prevent the 
accumulation of water within the head, accelerating or delaying germination. In this study, 
germination is defined as the rupture of the seed coat, specifically that of the pericarp.  
King (1987) suggested that breeders select for HC that contribute to PHS tolerance. These 
traits are often highly heritable, controlled by qualitatively inherited genes, and are easier 
and of lower cost to select for than PHS or GD (King 1987).  
The main objectives of this chapter were to: i) evaluate the correlations between GD, PHS, 
HC, and grain characteristics (GC); ii) investigate any responses in head traits that may 
have resulted from selection for GD; iii) assess the possibility of using HC as a predictor 
for tolerance to PHS; and iv) explore the relationship between GD assessed on samples 
produced in the glasshouse and PHS in heads harvested from the field.   
4.2 Material and Methods 
4.2.1 Germplasm 
Germplasm used for this study consisted of 36 lines (Table 4-1). These lines capture most 
of the genetic diversity of the three populations (parental, progeny, and parents of 
subsequent breeding cycles) described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1. Lines assessed 
include: 5 LongReach Plant Breeders (LRPB) cultivars, 2 Australian Grain Technology 
(AGT) cultivars, 14 University of Queensland (UQ) breeding lines, 4 lines from the 
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), 1 line from the 
International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), and 10 
LRPB/UQ lines developed during the first breeding cycle (2012-2013; described in Chapter 
3, Section 3.2.1).  
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Table 4-1: Parental lines and associated pedigrees used for analysis in this chapter.  
GID1 Line Name2 Source3 Pedigree 
G_007 RIL114-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_008 RIL288-1 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_011 SPITFIRE LRPB DRYSDALE/KUKRI 
G_013 MACE AGT WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 
G_014 DART LRPB SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 
G_015 HIL027 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_019 WIL104 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_023 RELIANT LRPB CRUSADER/GREGORY 
G_025 TROJAN LRPB LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 
G_026 LPB1-078 LRPB/UQ RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_027 LPB1-092 LRPB/UQ RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_028 LPB1-108 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_029 LPB1-109 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_030 LPB1-130 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_031 LPB1-136 LRPB/UQ GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_033 LPB1-168 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_034 LPB1-172 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_035 LPB1-175 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_036 LPB1-179 LRPB/UQ RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_041 RIL284 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_042 RIL415 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_043 WIL116 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_044 WIL137 UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_045 COBRA LRPB WESTONIA/SENTINEL 
G_047 SUNGUARD AGT JANZ/SUN breeding line 
G_053 RIL448 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
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GID1 Line Name2 Source3 Pedigree 
G_054 CRI0-0521 UQ 
LRC2009-
012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-
48(344)-1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 
G_057 AUS39639 CIMMYT MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 
G_058 AUS36197 CIMMYT DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA (1018) 
G_059 AUS36168 CIMMYT BL 2993 (CROSS) 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 ICARDA CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 
G_062 RIL009 UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_063 UQ01484 UQ DH70/Gregory 
1 The code assigned to the unique genotype in this project. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to the 
line. 3 The company responsible for developing the line: ‘LRPB’ means the cultivar was released by 
LongReach Plant Breeders; ‘AGT’ means the cultivar was released by Australian Grain Technology, ‘UQ’ 
means the line was developed as a breeding line by the University Of Queensland, ‘LRPB/UQ’ means the 
line was developed in the first cycle (Batch 1) of the collaborative breeding program between LRPB and UQ, 
‘CIMMYT’ means the line was acquired from the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, and 
‘ICARDA’ means the line was acquired from the International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry 
Areas. Note that G_058 is a primary synthetic hexaploid and is therefore considered unadapted when 
compared with the other materials. 
4.2.2 Environments 
Samples were taken from two environments in 2015 and two environments in 2016. Plants 
were grown in the temperature-controlled glasshouse facilities in both years at the UQ, St 
Lucia campus, and also at the UQ Gatton research station (Warrego Highway, Gatton, 
Queensland, Australia; Table 4-2). Glasshouse experiments are the same as E1_GH15 
and E3_GH16 in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2. Nomenclature throughout the chapter will refer 
to trials (E1_GH15 to E5_F16) as experiments and the glasshouse and field locations as 
environments. Further, for simplicity plot will refer to both the experimental unit of pot from 
the glasshouse and that of plot from the field.  
Table 4-2: Traits assessed on plant material from each experiment. 
Experiment Grain dormancy Pre-harvest sprouting 
Head 
characteristics 
Grain 
characteristics 
E1_GH15       
E3_GH16       
E4_F15        
E5_F16         
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In E4_F15 grain was sown in the field on 10th June 2015 in 2 metre paired rows at the UQ 
Gatton research station. Soils at the facility are predominantly Black Vertosols, with some 
alluvial influence. A dominant characteristic of these clays is their high shrink-swell 
capacity, which is determined by moisture content. The natural fertility of Vertosols is 
generally high with relatively large amounts of organic matter. The environment is sub-
tropical with a mean annual rainfall of 770 mm per annum and mean of 244 mm from the 
beginning of June to mid November (BoM 2018). Total rainfall over the growth period 
during 2015 was 162.4 mm at the UQ Gatton site (BoM 2017), with maximum temperature 
ranging from 14°C to 35.3°C (Figure 4-1).  
 
Figure 4-1: Rainfall (mm) and maximum daily temperature (°C) data from sowing 
until final harvest in E4_F15. The star represents date of harvest.  
Conditions were similar during E5_F16. Approximately 20 grains/line were sown in short, 
two metre rows in a partially replicated (20% replication), and randomised row-column 
design on 1st June 2016. The replicates were randomly allocated within the design. 
Rainfall over the growth period during 2016 was 243.4 mm at the UQ Gatton site (BoM 
2017), with maximum temperatures ranging from 15°C to 36.8°C (Figure 4-2). The 2016 
experiment received approximately 80 mm of rainfall more than the 2015 experiment, and 
generally experienced higher maximum temperatures. In both field experiments, plants 
were irrigated, weeded and sprayed with herbicide and insecticide as required by farm 
management. 
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Figure 4-2: Rainfall (mm) and maximum daily temperature (°C) from sowing date 
until last harvest in E5_F16. Stars represent start and end of harvest dates.  
4.2.3 Phenotyping Traits 
A total of 26 traits were phenotyped for this study (Table 4-3) and are described in detail 
from Sections 4.2.4 to 4.2.7.  
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Table 4-3: A list of the 26 traits assessed in this study and associated code names 
used during analysis. 
Trait Code Name 
Grain dormancy (glasshouse environment) GD_GH 
Grain dormancy (field environment) GD_F 
Pre-harvest sprouting (glasshouse 
environment) PHS_GH 
Pre-harvest sprouting (field environment) PHS_F 
Head length H.len 
Head width H.wid 
Head cross-section H.xs 
Head side-view H.sv 
Head density H.den 
Awn length Awn.len 
Number of spikelets N.spike 
Number of grains per spikelet N.grain 
Glume openness Av.go 
Proportion of open glumes Prop.og 
Glume length G.len 
Glume width G.wid 
Glume beak length G.beak.len 
Glume beak shape G.beak.sh 
Glume shoulder shape G.should.sh 
Lemma length L.len 
Lemma width L.wid 
Lemma awn length L.awn 
Grain length S.len 
Grain width S.wid 
Grain roundness S.round 
Grain aspect ratio S.AR 
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4.2.4 Phenotyping GD 
Phenotyping GD from grain grown in glasshouse facilities has been previously described 
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3). 
Field harvesting for E4_F15 was undertaken on one occasion, on 2nd November 2015. 
Targeted sampling of mature heads across variable dates was preferred; however, access 
was restricted due to rainfall from 13th to 28th October as shown in Figure 4-1. Samples 
needed to be harvested prior to onset of sprouting in the head.  
During 2016 (E5_F16), three heads from different plants and of similar maturity were 
tagged in the field for GD and PHS prior to harvest. Where insufficient plants had 
germinated, multiple heads were selected from the same plant. Harvesting was 
undertaken in the field two times a week – Tuesday and Thursday – during the period from 
20th October until 17th November. Heads were harvested after the first node had collapsed. 
All tagged heads were harvested on the final day regardless of collapse of the first node. 
This date was selected when only a small number of tagged heads remained, all of which 
had changed colour from green to yellow.  
Following harvest, heads were placed into paper bags and dried in a dehumidified 
darkened room at 30°C over a period of two to three days. Heads were then stored in 
large opaque boxes in various freezers (-20⁰C) at UQ, depending on availability of space.  
GD screens for E1_GH15 and E4_F15 were undertaken together. Those for E3_GH16 
and E5_F16 were split by replicate across three screens due to the large volume of 
material.  
4.2.5 Phenotyping PHS 
Phenotyping for PHS was adapted from standard procedures whereby intact and upright 
heads are subjected to simulated rainfall in a misting chamber over a period of time and 
set at low temperatures (~20°C) with maximum humidity (e.g. McMaster and Derera 1976; 
Mares 1993; Rasul et al. 2009). Although this temperature is substantially lower than 
Queensland growing conditions (Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2), 20°C is routinely used in 
testing germination index and PHS following research by Mares (1984). Mares (1984) 
measured GD on genotypes harvested from the field and known for their dormancy levels 
(non-dormant, partially dormant, and highly dormant) at varying temperatures (5°C, 10°C, 
15°C, 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C). The lag phase (time until commencement of germination) 
and maximum germination varied between genotypes; however, temperatures set at 20°C 
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appeared to provide optimum results when considering the various levels of dormancy 
(Mares 1984). Thus, this temperature is used to best differentiate dormancy/tolerance to 
PHS between genotypes. 
Heads were harvested in the same way for PHS screening as that used for GD, but with 
inclusion of 5-10 centimetres (cm) of stem (peduncile). Heads were kept intact after drying, 
placed in a labelled brown paper bag enclosed within a zip-lock plastic bag and stored in a 
-20°C freezer. Due to space restrictions, screening of the 2015 material was undertaken in 
a completely randomised design, and split across two periods (3rd to 7th February 2016 
and 10th to 21st February of 2016) using a mist chamber constructed at UQ. The mist 
chamber consisted of a wooden frame covered in plastic sheeting (see Figure 4-3 for the 
modified version in 2018). Misters were positioned approximately 20 centimetres (cm) 
apart around the inside of the chamber above a wire shelf, and about 20 cm above the 
tallest head. Large sheets of Styrofoam, approximately 2 cm thick, were used to assemble 
the heads on the shelf by positioning them in drilled holes 3 cm apart in each column and 
10 cm apart in each row. Once the experiment was set up, the sides and bottom of the 
chamber were sealed with cloth tape to maximise the humidity in the chamber and 
encourage sprouting.  
 
Figure 4-3: Image of mist chamber set-up in 2018. The same structure was used in 
the 2016 screen using only the top shelf.  
In the first of the 2016 trials, half of the samples were entered twice into the first 
experiment and once into the second experiment. The converse is true for the other half of 
the samples. Field-grown heads of Gregory, a non-dormant genotype, were spaced evenly 
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throughout the experiment with at least 18 heads of Gregory included as non-dormant 
checks in each of the trials. Any heads with less than 10 grains were discarded. 
Each head was surface sterilised in a 1% bleach/reverse osmosis (RO) water solution and 
rinsed twice in baths of RO water prior to inclusion in these experiments. Heads were 
shaken to eliminate free surface water, placed on paper towelling for approximately five 
minutes, and positioned into the designated position within the design.  
Stems were of variable lengths, with field stems being much shorter than those from the 
glasshouse. Heads collected from the field were also generally more horizontal, whereas 
heads from the glasshouse were aligned more vertically. 
Heads were placed into the mist chamber with the ambient glasshouse temperature set at 
20°C for a period of five days. The mist chamber was connected to a water supply of RO 
water, set with a timer for dispense at 6am, 12pm, 6pm and 12am for a period of 30 
minutes each and a total of two hours a day. The timing of water application was based on 
prior experimentation with the cultivar Gregory.  
At the end of five days, the chamber was disconnected from the water supply and the 
heads taken out and left on the bench to dry for a day at ambient temperature. There 
followed a period of 2 days of drying in at 60°C  to stop further sprouting of the grain. Each 
grain was first removed from the encasing of the glume and lemma and then examined for 
sprouting (Figure 4-4). The number of sprouted and non-sprouted grain was recorded for 
each head, and scored as a percentage of sprouted grain.  
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Figure 4-4: An example of the range of sprouting observed in pre-harvest sprouting 
(PHS) screens – slight damage to pericarp of grain on left, and severely sprouted 
grain on the right 
The second of the 2016 trials was set up to complement the first; however, the water 
supply was accidentally cut-off (over the weekend) for a period of four days, which 
required the screening period to be extended to 11 days.  
Screening of the 2016 material occurred in a single experiment run from 23rd to 27th March 
2018. Misters were changed to micro-sprayers between trials to minimise blockages and 
to maximise the water output in the chamber. A second shelf was also added to the 
chamber, with the same sprayer design as the top shelf, allowing double the amount of 
material to be screened at once.  
This experiment was set up in the chamber with each of the two shelves considered as 
blocks. The top shelf contained all lines of the first replicate, and the second shelf 
contained the second replicates from the glasshouse and field environments. Heads of 
Gregory were again spaced at regular intervals throughout the chamber as described in 
the first experiment. The position of heads were completely randomised within each shelf 
(replicate).  
As surface sterilisation of heads did not prove effective in controlling fungal development in 
the first screen and was very time consuming, this was not repeated in the 2018 screen. 
The chamber was again connected to RO water in a temperature-controlled glasshouse 
room set at 20°C. Heads were thoroughly wet for 10 minutes, followed by a timed water 
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application of two minutes every four hours over a period of four days. From previous 
testing, this protocol allowed for better differentiation between sprouting and non-sprouting 
varieties.  
Heads were allowed to air dry overnight at the end of the screen before being dried at 
60°C for the following two days. Grain was extracted from each head and assessed for 
sprouting. The total number of sprouted and non-sprouted grain was recorded and 
analysed as the percentage of sprouted grain. 
Note that approximately half of the heads assessed in the 2018 PHS trial were potentially 
affected by one of two freezer outages, both of which occurred for a period of two weeks 
before being identified. Affected heads were recorded and this was included as a factor in 
the analyses. 
4.2.6 Phenotyping Head Characteristics (HC) 
Field heads were selected for measurements of head characteristics (HC) in preference to 
those grown in the glasshouse for their closer association with heads grown in farmers’ 
fields. Glasshouse grown material tends to have smaller heads, reduced grain size, and 
fewer grains/head.  
Three replicates of each line were assessed for HC from E4_F15 and E5_F16 with 
preference given to heads obtained from different plants. Head morphology is depicted in 
Figure 4-5 and shows the relative positions of the glume and lemma. Each glume has a 
beak and each lemma has an awn. A total of twelve traits were assessed on each head, 
from length to proportion of open glumes (Table 4-4).  
Three glumes were randomly removed from each side of the head within the middle third 
of the head. Five traits were assessed for each glume. Similarly, three lemmas were 
removed from each side of the head from the 2016 material. Three traits were assessed 
for each lemma. 
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Figure 4-5: Composition of the Triticum aestivum spikelet (source: Kirby 2002). 
 
Table 4-4: Description of trait measurements of head characteristics (HC) 
Plant part 
measured 
Trait 
(Code Name) 
Measurement 
category Measurement description 
Head Head length 
(H.len) Continuous (mm) 
Measured length of head from 
tip to bottom of lowest glume 
Head Head width 
(H.wid) Continuous (mm) 
Measured width at widest 
point of head 
Head 
Head cross-
section 
(H.xs) 
Binary (flattened or 
square) 
Viewed from tip of head and 
described shape 
Head Head side-view 
(H.sv) 
Binary (oblong or 
tapering) 
Viewed from side of head and 
described shape 
Head Head density 
(H.den) 
Continuous (mm) 
Measured length occupied by 
10 internodes of the rachis in 
middle of head 
Head Awn shape 
(NA) 
Categorical 
(awnless, tip 
awned, half awned, 
fully awned) 
Assessed occurrence of awns 
on head 
Head Awn length 
(Awn.len) 
Continuous (mm) Single measurement of maximum awn length 
Head Spikelets 
(N.spike) 
Count 
Counted number of spikelets 
on each side of the head and 
took average of each side 
Head Grain 
(N.grain) 
Count Estimated average number of grains in each spikelet. 
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Plant part 
measured 
Trait 
(Code Name) 
Measurement 
category Measurement description 
Focused on middle third of 
head 
Head Glume openness 
(Av.go) 
Continuous (mm) 
Measured width of glume 
openness for individual florets 
and estimated (2015) / 
averaged (2016) 
Head 
Proportion of open 
glumes 
(Prop.og) 
% 
Estimated (2015) / counted 
(2016) the proportion of open 
glumes, excluding any with 
missing grain 
Head Glume colour 
(NA) 
Categorical (white, 
yellowish, brown, 
black) 
General observations of 
colour. Brown streaks in 
glume counted as base colour 
(white / yellow) 
Glume Glume length 
(G.len) 
Continuous (mm) Measured from base of glume to top of shoulder 
Glume Glume width 
(G.wid) 
Continuous (mm) Measured at widest point of glume 
Glume Glume beak length
(G.beak.len) 
Continuous (mm) 
Measured from top of shoulder 
to tip of beak. Took glumes 
from middle third of head, 
ensuring as even distribution 
as possible between sides 
Glume Glume beak shape
(G.beak.sh) 
Categorical 
(obtuse, acute, 
acuminate) 
Observed awn tip 
Glume 
Glume shoulder 
shape 
(G.should.sh) 
Categorical 
(wanting, oblique, 
rounded, square, 
elevated, apiculate)
Observed shoulder shape. If a 
combination of types, 
estimated most dominant 
Lemma Lemma length 
(L.len) 
Continuous (mm) Measured from base of lemma to top of shoulder 
Lemma Lemma width 
(L.wid) 
Continuous (mm) Measured at widest point of lemma 
Lemma 
Lemma awn 
length 
(L.awn) 
Continuous (mm) Measurde from top of shoulder to tip of awn 
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Measurements taken in 2016 were optimised from the experiment in 2015 with the use of 
digital callipers, inclusion of length and width of lemma, and the length of the lemma awn. 
Furthermore, glume openness was modified to be a more accurate reflection of true 
openness. In 2015, this trait was estimated based on a visual inspection, but in 2016 was 
measured for each open glume and the average was calculated.  
These measurements were a combination of those required for Australian and 
international classification of wheat varieties (Fitzsimmons 1983; Bayles and Clark 1954; 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency 2015). Note the characteristics of awn shape and 
glume colour did not show any variation between lines and so were excluded from analysis 
of HC. 
4.2.7 Measurements of Grain Characteristics (GC) 
Grain length, width, roundness, and aspect ratio were measured on a bulked grain for 
each genotype collected from E5_F16. Measurements were collected from 5th until 9th 
March 2018 using the Seed Count version 2.4.6 (Weiss Enterprises, SeedCount 
Australasia Pty Ltd), a scanning software that digitally analyses grain. 
4.2.8 Marker data 
Genotype information for the known PHS4A was supplied by LRPB (refer Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2.4) and was used in this study.   
4.2.9 Phenotypic Analysis 
Spatial patterns were apparent from visual observations of each PHS trial from 2015 and 
each shelf from 2016, and so were visualised as heatmaps using the fields (Nychka et al. 
2017) package in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016).  
Phenotypic data was analysed by fitting a Linear Mixed Model (LMM) using Restricted 
Maximum Likelihood (REML; Patterson and Thompson 1971) analysis implemented in 
ASReml-R (Butler 2009). The relatedness between individuals (kinship) was calculated 
from the genetic marker matrix and was incorporated into models as described in Chapter 
3, Sections 3.2.7 and 3.2.8. A single-stage multiple environment analysis (Smith et al. 
2005) was undertaken in this study to optimise power given the unbalanced nature of 
experiments and limited number of experiments per environment, particularly those from 
the field. 
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Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of each genotype for GD were calculated separately 
using data from both the glasshouse and field environments. Phenotypic observations 
were the weighted mean per plot, as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.8. Briefly, 
pseudo-replicates from each plot were weighted to make greater weight of observations 
from heads containing more grain. Weights were multiplied by the GI7 and summed across 
each plot to provide a single measure per plot, which were used as the ‘raw’ phenotypic 
observations. 
In this study, it was important to compare differences between environments for GD and 
PHS; for this reason a function similar to the diagonal variance-covariance structure 
(Gilmour et al. 2009) was implemented in ASReml-R (Butler 2009). This model assumes 
independence between environments (no covariates) and heterogeneous variance for 
each environment (Gilmour et al. 2009), thereby testing the ‘absolute’ difference between 
environments while acknowledging the different variance structures within each 
environment. The mixed model used for the analysis of the weighted means was as 
follows (Eqn 4.1): 
 ݕ௜௝௞௟ ൌ 	ߤ ൅ ܧ௞ ൅ ܴ௟ ൅ ܽ௜หܧݒ௝ ൅ ߝ௜௞௟หܧݒ௝ (Eqn 4.1) 
where ݕ௜௝௞௟ is the phenotypic observation (weighted mean per plot) of the ith genotype in 
the lth plot of the kth experiment in the jth environment (glasshouse and field),  ߤ is the 
mean, ܧ௞ is the fixed effect of the kth experiment (E1_GH15 – E5_F16), ܴ௟ is the fixed 
effect of the lth plot replicate in E3_GH16 and E5_F16, ܽ௜|ܧݒ௝ is the random effect of the ith 
genotype with ܽ௜~ܰ൫0, ܭߪො௚௔ଶ ൯ nested within the jth environment, where ܭ is a kinship matrix 
formed from the 90K SNP data and ߪො௚௔ଶ  is the improved genetic variance from 
incorporation of additive genetic variance estimated from the kinship relationship matrix, 
and ߝ௜௝௞௟|ܧݒ௝ is the residual variance (ߪො௘ଶ) of the ith genotype of the lth plot in the kth 
experiment nested within the jth environment. 
Genotype x environment interaction (GE) was not accounted for in LMMs in this study. 
Early modelling (not shown) demonstrated negligible contribution of GE; effect of pseudo-
replicates within environment was of much larger significance for estimates of ߪො௚௔ଶ  and ߪො௘ଶ. 
A similar model was used for analysis of PHS (Eqn 4.2):  
 ݕ௜௝௞௟ ൌ 	ߤ ൅	 ௝ܻ ൅	ܧݒ௝ ൅ ܨܣ௜௝௞௟ ൅ ܵ ൅ ܽ௜|ܧݒ௝ ൅ ߝ௜௞௟|ܧݒ௝ (Eqn 4.2) 
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where ݕ௜௝௞௟ is the phenotypic observation (proportion sprouted per head) of the ith 
genotype in the lth plot of the kth experiment in the jth environment, ߤ is the mean, ௝ܻ is the 
fixed effect of the year (2015 or 2016) in the jth environment, ܧݒ௝ is the fixed effect of the jth 
environment, ܨܣ௜௝௞௟ is the fixed effect of freezer damage affecting the ith genotype from the 
lth plot of the kth	experiment in the jth environment, ܵ is the fixed effect of the shelf (one or 
two) in the mist chamber, and ܽ௜|ܧݒ௝ and ߝ௜௞௟|ܧݒ௝ are as described for Eqn 4.1. 
Head traits can be broken down to single measurements assessed on each head (such as 
length and width), and glume and lemma measurements, both of which included six 
pseudo-replicates per head. Thus, single head traits were analysed differently to glume 
and lemma measurements, which were nested within head replicates. Binomial traits were 
analysed with a generalized linear model in ASReml-R (Butler 2009) based on binomial 
distribution with a logit link. In these instances, the underlying residual variance for logistic 
distribution in ASReml-R (Butler 2009) was గమଷ  (Gilmour et al. 2009). As all HC were only 
assessed on field-grown heads, variance components were estimated only from the field 
environment. The model fitted for head traits is shown in Eqn 4.3 and the model fitted for 
glume and lemma traits is shown in Eqn 4.4: 
 ݕ௜௞ ൌ ߤ ൅ ௞ܻ ൅ ܽ௜ ൅ ߝ௜௞ 
ݕ௜௞ ൌ 	ߤ ൅	 ௞ܻ ൅ ܩܴ௜௞|ܪܴ௜௞ ൅ ܽ௜ ൅ ߝ௜௞ 
(Eqn 4.3) 
(Eqn 4.4) 
where ݕ௜௞ is the phenotypic observation (head, glume, or lemma trait) of the ith genotype in 
the kth experiment, ௞ܻ is the fixed effect of the year (2015 or 2016) in the kth experiment, 
and ܩܴ௜௞|ܪܴ௜௞ is the glume replicate of the ith genotype of the kth experiment nested within 
the head replicate of the ith genotype of the kth experiment. The parameters ߤ, ܽ௜, and ߝ௜௞ 
are as described above, though in this case the latter two parameters are not nested within 
environment.  
Raw phenotypic observations were used for measurements of GC as only a single 
observation was made per genotype. Harvested grain for each genotype in the grain 
increase nursery (E5_F16) was bulked and threshed; subsamples were subsequently 
assessed for grain measurements.  
Heritability is a ratio of variance due to genetic components and total variance, defined as 
follows (Eqn 4.5): 
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 ܪ଴௄ ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௣ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௚௔ଶ ൅ ߪො௘ଶ 
Eqn 4.5 
where ܪ଴௄ ଶ is the heritability measure with the inclusion of the additive genetic variance 
estimated from the kinship relationship matrix, and ߪො௣ଶ is the estimated total phenotypic 
variance. The parameters  ߪො௚௔ଶ  and ߪො௘ଶ are estimates of these variance components as 
described above in the respective models. 
Associations between PBVs (GD, PHS, and HC) and phenotypic observations (GC) were 
compared using correlation coefficients, optimised dendrograms for traits and genotypes, 
and a Principal Component analysis (PCA). The relationship between GD and PHS within 
and between environments was further assessed through regression analyses. 
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients (e.g. Welham et al. 2015) were first 
calculated between GD and PHS for each experiment using RStudio (RStudio Team 
2016). Using the same parameters, p-values were estimated for each of the correlations in 
the corrplot package (Wei and Simko 2017). Correlations between all pairs of traits were 
visualised using a heatmap with marginal optimised dendrograms and implemented in the 
gplots package (Warnes et al. 2016).  
Formation of optimised dendrograms between traits and between genotypes first required 
the data to be standardised by centring and scaling, implemented in RStudio (RStudio 
Team 2016). Observations were centred by subtracting trait means from each observation 
for the respective trait. Centred observations were then divided by the standard deviation 
of each trait. A dissimilarity matrix was calculated from the squared Euclidean distance of 
standardised data. An optimised dendrogram (Arief et al. 2013, 2017) was constructed for 
both traits and genotypes using the methods outlined in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5 following 
the methods of Earle and Hurley (2015). In this instance the Ward (Ward 1963) clustering 
criterion was used. Five groups were identified in the genotype dendrogram and were 
plotted with colours assigned to groups using the rpart (Therneau et al. 2015) and maptree 
packages (White and Gramacy 2012). Finally, a principal component analysis was 
performed on traits and genotypes using singular value decomposition (e.g. Strang 1998) 
on the standardised data. The first three principal components (PCs), traits (Eigen 
vectors), and genotypes (Eigen values) were presented on two biplots. 
Regression analyses was undertaken on GD and PHS within the same environments, and 
again with PHS (field) and GD (glasshouse) to reflect the phenotyping methods employed 
in the UQ/LRPB breeding program (i.e. GD was assessed from plants grown in the 
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glasshouse environment as a measure of PHS tolerance for plants grown in the field 
environment). Plots were generated with the ggplot2 (Wickham 2009) and ggpmisc 
(Aphalo 2016) packages and presented together with the gridGraphics (Murrell and Wen 
2018) and cowplot packages (Wilke 2017). Observations were also colour-coded 
according to group (identified from the optimised dendrogram), by the PHS4A allele, and 
by the LRPB/UQ material produced during the first breeding cycle (Batch 1). All HC and 
GC traits that were either moderately correlated (± 0.3), clustered close to GD and PHS in 
dendrograms, or whose vectors were positioned at acute angles to GD and PHS in the 
PCA were regressed with GD (glasshouse) against PHS (field) in a stepwise regression in 
both directions using the MASS package (Venables and Ripley 2002). 
4.3 Results  
4.3.1 Spatial Analysis 
The mist chamber was able to generate significant levels of sprouting in the head, and the 
level of expression varied from very low to extremely high (Figure 4-6). Table 4-5 
summarises the raw phenotypic data for each trial according to screen (2015) or shelf 
(2016) and the environment in which the plants were grown. Heads from the glasshouse 
environment consistently demonstrated greater PHS tolerance than heads from the field 
environment. 
 
Figure 4-6: A) An example of sprouted grain on a wheat head, B) Two lines 
positioned adjacent to each other in one of the PHS screens. The head on the left 
demonstrates high levels of PHS tolerance compared to the head on the right.  
A) B) 
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Table 4-5: Summary of pre-harvest sprouting (PHS) data for the split screens (2015) 
and for both shelves (2016) according to environment (glasshouse or field) in which 
plants were grown. 
Trial1 Screen/shelf2 Env3 n4 Mean ± SE5 Range 
PHS 2015 
T1 (screen 1) GH 131 33.65 ± 3.27 0.00-100.00 F 81 85.01 ± 2.44 0.00-100.00 
T2 (screen 2) GH 133 52.41 ± 3.12 0.00-100.00 F 83 89.91 ± 2.29 0.00-100.00 
PHS 2016 
S1 (shelf 1) GH 107 38.27 ± 3.25 0.00-100.00 F 108 78.59 ± 2.22 0.00-100.00 
S2 (shelf 2) GH 89 34.30 ± 3.52 0.00-100.00 F 27 86.34 ± 3.36 40.58-100.00 
1 PHS assessment of the plant material grown in the 2015 environments (E1_GH15 and E4_F15) or the 2016 
environments (E3_GH16 and E5_F16). 2 The split screen in which material was assessed from the 2015 
environments (1 or 2), and the shelf upon which the 2016 material was positioned upon (1 or 2) as all heads 
from the latter were assessed all at once. 3 The environment in which the material was grown – glasshouse 
(GH) or field (F). 4 The number of heads assessed according to each trial, screen/shelf and environment. 
5 The mean and standard error (SE) for respective environments within trials. 
Heatmaps of raw PHS phenotypic observations from screening of 2015 and 2016 material 
are displayed in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8. While some spatial patterns appear for each of 
the split screens (2015 material) or shelf (2016 material), the patterns are not repeated 
across trials (with the exception of 100% proportion sprouted of Gregory, the check 
cultivar, which was spaced a regular intervals throughout the experiments). This suggests 
the sprayer system did not substantially contribute to spatial patterns. After examining 
patterns attributable to genotype, pseudo-replicate, environment, and freezer damage, it 
appears the greatest amount of variation is attributed to the environment. This trend is 
supported by mean measurements of proportion sprouted (Table 4-5). Generally, heads 
collected from the field show greater levels of sprouting than heads collected from the 
glasshouse, i.e. red patterns on maps A and B correlate well with position of red patterns 
on maps C and D (Figure 4-7). This same pattern was also identified during the 2018 PHS 
screen (Figure 4-8). The range of PHS measurements on material collected from the field 
and assessed on the second shelf in PHS_2016 was greater than ranges from all other 
environments within trials. This is largely thought to be due to the small number of 
genotypes tested from this environment on this shelf. 
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Figure 4-7: Heatmap of raw PHS phenotypic data from screening of 2015 material 
(E1_GH15 and E4_F15). A) Represents the observations from the first split screen. 
Blue colours are indicative of low sprouting levels and red colours are indicative of 
high sprouting levels. B) Represents observations from the second split screen. C) 
and D) display the environments from where the heads were collected for the first 
and second screens respectively. The blue colour (scale of 1) represents heads 
from glasshouse-grown plants, and the red colour (scale of 2) represents heads 
from field-grown plants.  
A) B) 
D) C) 
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Figure 4-8: Heatmap of raw PHS phenotypic data from screening of 2016 material 
(E3_GH16 and E5_F16). A) Represents the observations from the first replicate 
(shelf). Blue colours are indicative of low sprouting levels and red colours are 
indicative of high sprouting levels. B) Represents observations from the second 
replicate (shelf). C) and D) display the environments from where the heads were 
collected for the first and second replicates respectively. The blue colour (scale of 
1) represents heads from glasshouse-grown plants, and the red colour (scale of 2) 
represents heads from field-grown plants.  
4.3.2 Correlation between GD and PHS Environments 
Distributions of PBVs for each trait are represented as histograms on the diagonal of 
Figure 4-9 (refer to Appendix 4, Table A - 4-1 for full list of PBVs), with the PBVs plotted 
below the diagonal and estimates of Pearson’s product moment correlations displayed 
above the diagonal. Glasshouse distributions for both GD and PHS were similar and 
appeared to show a bimodal pattern (dormant and non-dormant material), with greater 
levels of dormancy than non-dormancy. On the contrary, field scores for both GD and PHS 
showed higher levels of non-dormancy and were skewed to the left. Strong linear trends 
between environments and traits are apparent with the Pearson’s product-moment 
correlations ranging from 0.70 (for PHS estimated from samples grown in the field and 
glasshouse) to 0.89 (for GD assessed on grain samples and PHS harvested from the 
glasshouse environment). All correlations were highly significant (P < 0.0001). 
A) B) 
D) C) 
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Figure 4-9: Correlation between grain dormancy on samples grown in the 
glasshouse (GD_GH) and grain dormancy in the field (GD_F), or PHS on heads 
grown in the glasshouse (PHS_GH) and PHS in the field (PHS_F). The diagonal 
contains information on the experimental code (Table 4-2) and a histogram of 
weighted means (GD_GH and GD_F) and predicted breeding values (PHS_GH and 
PHS_F). The lower triangle shows scatterplots of observations common between 
experiments. The upper triangle contains the Pearson product-moment correlation 
between experiments.  
4.3.3 Variance Components and Heritability Estimates 
GD measured from samples grown in the glasshouse showed greater variation than that 
measured on samples from the field (Table 4-6). The measure of genetic variance from the 
field was much less than from the glasshouse, as were the standard error and the residual 
variance estimates. Estimates of 	 ܪ෡଴௄ ଶ were similar on grain samples from both 
environments, estimated as 0.90 from the field and 0.87 from the glasshouse. Fixed 
experimental effects and plot replicates were highly significant at the 0.001 level; however, 
the plot replicate in E5_F16 was insignificant.  
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Table 4-6: Estimates of genetic variance (࣌ෝࢍࢇ૛ ) ± standard error (SE) and residual 
variance (࣌ෝࢋ૛) ± SE for each trait. 
Trait ࣌ෝࢍࢇ૛  ± SE ࣌ෝࢋ૛ ± SE 
GD_GH 0.146 ± 0.015 0.022 ± 0.001 
GD_F 0.058 ± 0.008 0.007 ± 0.001 
PHS_GH 1641.239 ± 393.777 625.538 ± 44.411 
PHS_F 310.527 ± 119.523 393.893 ± 35.021 
 
Variance components estimates for PHS (Table 4-6) followed a similar trend as that 
described above for grain dormancy. Genetic variance of PHS from the field was less than 
that of samples from the glasshouse environment. Residual variance estimated for PHS 
from the field was comparatively high but was not as great as that for PHS of heads from 
the glasshouse. Heritability from the field was estimated as 0.44, compared to 0.72 from 
the glasshouse. Fixed effects of year, freezer outage (2016), and the split screens in 2015 
were significant at the 0.001 level. Fixed effects of environment and shelves (replicates) in 
2016 were insignificant.  
Heritability estimates of head traits were moderate to high, ranging from 0.53 (lemma awn 
length) to 0.91 (glume beak shape). PBVs for all traits are included in Appendix 4, Tables 
A - 4-1 to A - 4-4. 
4.3.4 Correlation between all Traits 
A heatmap of the correlations between all traits, along with optimised dendrograms 
grouping traits according to similarity, are displayed in Figure 4-10 (see Table 4-3 for 
abbreviations of trait names). In general, only correlations > ± 0.30 were statistically 
significant at the 0.05 level. Traits displaying a significant correlation with GD and/or PHS 
are presented here. Greater dormancy was significantly associated with longer heads in all 
but the PHS field environment, with correlations ranging from 0.30 (GD_GH) to 0.42 
(GD_F). Increasing grain dormancy was correlated with laxer heads, with correlations 
ranging from 0.33 (GD_GH) to 0.45 (GD_F). Longer awns appeared to be associated with 
the increasingly dormant phenotypes, with correlations ranging from 0.37 (GD_GH) to 0.46 
(GD_F). Higher correlations were observed from the field environment for this trait. Wider 
glumes were correlated with PHS_GH (0.37) but correlations were insignificant for all other 
traits. Shorter glume beaks were associated with higher tolerance to PHS_F (0.33). 
Wanting glume shoulders were correlated with GD_GH, GD_F, and PHS_GH at the 0.10 
significance level.  
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Figure 4-10: Heatmap showing Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients 
between all measured traits (see Table 4-3 for a list of abbreviations of traits). A 
colour key is shown in the top left corner; blue represents negative correlations and 
red represents positive correlations. Optimised dendrograms are included in the 
margins.  
The two primary clusters in the optimised dendrogram (Figure 4-10) showed head cross-
section (whether the head is squared or flattened), glume beak length, grain aspect ratio, 
and grain roundness to group with GD and PHS, showing these traits differentiate 
amongst the genotypes in the same way. As expected from the correlations demonstrated 
in Figure 4-9, PHS_GH and GD_GH showed the closest relationship, followed by GD_F 
and PHS_F.  
4.3.5 Optimised Dendrogram by Genotype 
Genotypes were clustered together based on all standardised traits (centred and scaled) in 
an optimised dendrogram (Figure 4-11). The coloured lines indicated the five groups, 
which cluster (generally) according to genetic background. The first group mostly 
comprises lines derived from Wyalkatchem with the exception of Sunguard. The second 
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group is comprised of Spitfire and its derivatives (all of which have H45 and/or GD70-
48(344)-1 in their pedigree). The third group is split into two subgroups with GD70-
48(344)-1 common to all except for CRI0-0521 and Reliant, and Gregory common to the 
second subgroup only. The fourth group is comprised of a mix of genetic backgrounds 
including CIMMYT, ICARDA, two UQ breeding lines, a LRPB/UQ breeding line, and two 
LRPB cultivars. The latter three are related by a common Sentinel background. The LRPB 
cultivar, Dart, was positioned on its own as a separate cluster. 
 
Figure 4-11: Optimised dendrogram of genotypes based on all measured traits. The 
numbers and colours denote different groups. 
4.3.6 Principal Component Analysis 
Results of the principal component analysis (PCA) are displayed using biplots (Figure 
4-12):  the two biplots represent the first and second principal components (PCs; left) and 
the first and third PCs (right). The 26 traits measured (Table 4-3) are represented by 
vectors and the 36 genotypes (Table 4-1) are represented as points on these biplots. The 
first PC accounted for 13.39% of total variability, while the second and third PCs 
accounted for 10% and 9.54% respectively. Cumulatively, the first 3 PCs explained almost 
33% of total variability. 
GD and PHS cluster together on the bottom of the biplots (vectors indicate direction of 
higher values, i.e. non-dormant genotypes). Glume shoulder shape appears closely 
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related to these traits, particularly to PHS_GH. Vectors representing head cross-section 
(square), longer beak length, and greater proportion of open glumes are at acute angles to 
the GD/PHS traits, indicating increasing values of these traits are associated with 
increased sprouting and reduced dormancy. On the opposite side of the spectrum (i.e. 
where dormancy occurs in this multi-dimensional space), vectors associated with longer 
head length, laxer head density, wider head width, longer awns, and wider lemmas appear 
close together, suggesting increased values of these traits are associated with reduced 
sprouting and increased dormancy.  
The first group of genotypes (coloured according to Figure 4-11) cluster around the lower 
right and seem to be non-dormant, have a squared head cross-section, and a long beak 
length. Genotypes that clustered in Group two appear to be more dormant, have longer 
heads, laxer heads, longer awns, and longer and wider lemmas, longer grains, and a 
larger number of both grains and spikelets per head. Genotypes from the third group 
appear to have intermediate dormancy, wide grain, tapering heads, and a larger proportion 
of open glumes. The fourth group is characterised by a tendency towards non-dormancy 
and shows a range of dormancy and head characteristics.  
 
Figure 4-12: Biplots of a principal component analysis of all 26 traits (Table 4-3) and 
36 genotypes (Table 4-1). Biplots show the first principal component (y-axis) plotted 
against the second principal component (left) and third principal component (right).  
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4.3.7 Regression Analysis: by Genotype Group 
Regression analyses were undertaken between GD and PHS estimated on samples from 
their separate environments (Figure 4-13), with GD_GH (A) and GD_F (B) on the x-axis, 
and PHS_GH (A) and PHS_F (B) on the y-axis. As already noted, greater levels of 
dormancy were observed from the glasshouse environment than from the field 
environment. The adjusted R2 value for glasshouse traits (0.79) was higher than that 
observed for samples harvested in the field (0.63). The adjusted R2 decreased (0.54) 
when PHS_F was regressed upon GD_GH (figure not shown). This is an important 
relationship given that GD_GH is used as a proxy measure of PHS_F. Groupings of 
genotypes according to clustering based on all measured traits in the optimised 
dendrogram (Figure 4-11) revealed similar trends already identified in the PCA. Generally, 
genotypes in Group one had intermediate to non-dormant phenotypes, Groups two and 
three were largely dormant to intermediate, Group four ranged from intermediate to non-
dormant, and the single cultivar in Group five was non-dormant. Generally, Group two 
displayed the most dormancy. 
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Figure 4-13: Regression analysis of grain dormancy (GD) and pre-harvest sprouting 
(PHS) in the glasshouse (A) and GD and PHS in the field (B). Genotypes have been 
coloured according to groups 1 to 5 identified in the optimised dendrogram (Figure 
4-11) from all traits. GD is measured on a scale from 0 to 1 (GI7 index; Walker-
simmons 1988) where 0 is indicative of complete dormancy and 1 is indicative of 
complete non-dormancy. PHS is measured on a scale from 0 to 100 (proportion 
sprouted %) where 0% is indicative of complete tolerance to PHS and 100% is 
indicative of complete susceptibility to PHS. The equation and adjusted R2 values 
on (A) and (B) quantify the linear relationship between GD and PHS measured in 
each environment. 
4.3.8 Regression Analysis: by Allelic State of Known PHS4A Marker 
The same regression analysis is shown in Figure 4-14, but in this case the lines were 
colour-coded to indicate homozygosity for the favourable PHS4A allele (allelic state 1) and 
the unfavourable allele (allelic state 2). This marker demonstrated a greater association 
with dormancy than the known PHS3A markers. Differentiation of the lines based on 
PHS4A allele is evident in Figure 4-14; lines carrying the favourable allele are generally 
more dormant, nevertheless phenotypes of lines carrying the favourable allele range from 
dormant to intermediate in the glasshouse and span into non-dormancy in the field. This 
suggests other loci are also important in determining dormancy or that field conditions tend 
to reduce efficiency of the dormancy mechanism associated with the PHS4A allele. The 
majority of genotypes carrying the unfavourable allele cluster towards non-dormancy, with 
two exceptions. The glasshouse environment demonstrates differentiation of this allele 
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more so than the field environment. Two sister lines, LPB1-108 and LPB1-109 (GD70-
48(344)-1/Spitfire//RIL114-1/Spitfire), demonstrated high levels of dormancy yet carried 
the susceptible allele, which was inherited from Spitfire. This could possibly indicate a 
breakdown in the association between the marker and QTL, or that lines can achieve high 
levels of dormancy without carrying the favourable PHS4A allele.  
 
Figure 4-14: Regression analysis of grain dormancy (GD) and pre-harvest sprouting 
(PHS) in the glasshouse (A) and GD and PHS in the field (B). Genotypes have been 
coloured according to homozygous genotypes for the PHS4A marker: the first 
allelic state represents the favourable allele that confers GD, while the second allelic 
state represents the unfavourable allele that confers non-dormancy. GD is 
measured on a scale from 0 to 1 (GI7 index; Walker-simmons 1988) where 0 is 
indicative of complete dormancy and 1 is indicative of complete non-dormancy. 
PHS is measured on a scale from 0 to 100 (proportion sprouted %) where 0% is 
indicative of complete tolerance to PHS and 100% is indicative of complete 
susceptibility to PHS. The equation and adjusted R2 values on (A) and (B) quantify 
the linear relationship between GD and PHS measured in each environment. 
4.3.9 Regression Analysis: by Batch 1 Material 
In the following exploration, the ten lines developed from the first LRPB/UQ breeding cycle 
(Batch 1) were coloured separately from the rest of the material (Figure 4-15). Very 
dormant (GD < 0.2, PHS < 10%) material from Batch 1 was observed in the glasshouse in 
four of the breeding lines, pedigrees of which were GD70-48(344)-1/Spitfire//RIL114-
1/Spitfire. All four lines performed approximately the same as GD70-48(344)-1 (syn. 
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UQ01484), slightly better than RIL114-1, and substantially better than Spitfire. These lines 
displayed more dispersion in the field environment, though GD70-48(344)-1 was observed 
as being the most dormant genotype regardless of environment. Scores from five 
additional lines ranged from dormant to intermediate in the glasshouse (GD < 0.5, PHS < 
40%). Three of these were from the cross RIL288-1/2*Scout and the other two were from 
the cross RIL009-1/Lincoln//RIL114-1/Lincoln. The last line was scored as intermediate in 
the glasshouse (GD < 0.7, PHS < 50%) and was of the pedigree RIL288-1/Scout//RIL424-
1/Cobra. The RIL114-1 and RIL288-1 lines also have GD70-48(344)-1 in their pedigree 
and performed well; it would appear that Scout has moderate dormancy, while Cobra was 
observed to be almost completely non-dormant.  
 
Figure 4-15: Regression analysis of grain dormancy (GD) and pre-harvest sprouting 
(PHS) in the glasshouse (A) and GD and PHS in the field (B). Genotypes have been 
coloured according to Batch 1 material developed during the first breeding cycle of 
LRPB/UQ collaboration (Batch_1), and other parental donor lines (Parent; Table 4-1). 
GD is measured on a scale from 0 to 1 (GI7 index; Walker-simmons 1988) where 0 is 
indicative of complete dormancy and 1 is indicative of complete non-dormancy. 
PHS is measured on a scale from 0 to 100 (proportion sprouted %) where 0% is 
indicative of complete tolerance to PHS and 100% is indicative of complete 
susceptibility to PHS. The equation and adjusted R2 values on (A) and (B) quantify 
the linear relationship between GD and PHS measured in each environment. 
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4.3.10 Stepwise Regression 
A stepwise regression of GD_GH and all traits showing an association with GD/PHS 
(identified through correlation, optimised dendrogram – traits and genotypes, and PCA) 
was performed against PHS_F. The optimal model included head length, head density, 
PHS4A, glume beak length, and proportion of open glumes. Glume beak length was 
significant at the 0.001 level; head length and PHS4A were significant at the 0.05 level; 
proportion of open glumes was significant at the 0.10 level; and head density was 
significant at the 0.20 level. The addition of these terms increased the adjusted R2 from 
0.54 to 0.72. 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 GD as a Measure for PHS 
The LRPB/UQ breeding program has been selecting for dormant genotypes grown in 
glasshouse conditions as a surrogate for PHS tolerance under field conditions. While this 
is a generally accepted method, some authors have suggested that GD cannot be used as 
a measurement of PHS (Kulwal et al. 2005; Mohan et al. 2009). In this study, GD and PHS 
measured from both the glasshouse and field environments demonstrated statistically 
significant, positive and strong correlations with one another, as previously reported by 
DePauw and McCaig (1991) and Mares and Mrva (2001). GD explained 63% and 79% 
(Figure 4-13) of the variation in PHS when measured in the same environments (field or 
glasshouse respectively), which is similar to the range shown in DePauw and McCaig 
(1991). Although this suggests other factors are contributing to the expression of PHS, it 
reiterates the important role of GD.  
Presence of the PHS4A marker has been the most widely reported genetic component of 
PHS and GD across backgrounds and geography. Phenotypes of allelic states (dormant 
and non-dormant) generally differentiated in similar patterns in the glasshouse and field 
environments, and for GD and PHS traits (Figure 4-14). However, the clearer delineation 
of phenotypes between the dormant and non-dormant genotypes in the glasshouse 
suggests that presence of the dormant PHS4A allele may be influenced when plants are 
subjected to fluctuating temperatures and variable rainfull when grown under field 
conditions.  
Phenotyping methods for GD and PHS are time consuming and resource intensive; 
however, GD shows advantages over PHS. Harvesting of mature heads on an individual 
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basis requires that sufficient freezer space be available to halt the process of after-
ripening, and stored in such a manner that the heads are not damaged. Threshed grain 
(GD) requires far less space and is not subject to damage of intact heads (PHS) during 
packaging, sorting, and removal of heads from bags. The maximum number of lines that 
can be assessed for GD are limited by the number of assessors, whereas PHS is limited 
by space in the chamber and by the staff available to assess the sprouted heads. Although 
repeated measures are required over seven days for GD compared with a single measure 
for PHS, the counting process is more time-consuming and tedious for PHS than for GD 
and requires a higher level of training and skill. In this study, individual grains were 
removed from intact heads with tweezers rather than threshed due to the obstruction of 
roots and shoots on the sprouted heads, which prevented easy threshing. Image analysis 
could potentially assist in the counting process for both traits; however, time must still be 
devoted to image capture, processing, and interpretation. Finally, water outages to mist 
chambers may adversely affect PHS data, as proven in this study.  
Selection efficiency for PHS_F by GD_GH used in the LRPB/UQ breeding program was 
demonstrated during comparison of Batch 1 material and other parents in regression 
analysis (Figure 4-15). Batch 1 material generally showed exceptional to moderate levels 
of GD/PHS in both environments and was equal to or superior than phenotypes of parents 
(with the exception of the white-grained dormant parent, GD70-48(344)-1, used as the 
source of grain dormancy). 
Despite the similarities observed between GD and PHS assessment in correlations, 
clustering in optimised dendrograms, PCA, and regression analysis, GD_GH only 
explained 54% of the phenotypic variance observed in PHS_F. This difference is largely 
believed to be due to the variable environmental conditions in the field and associated 
changes in interaction between dormancy QTL and environment. However, it is suggested 
this figure (54%) does not represent the true relationship as a result of the water outage 
during the second of the 2016 PHS screens. Although the estimates of heritability from this 
study should to be taken with some caution, given the limited number of genotypes 
assessed, a reduction in heritability from the glasshouse (0.72) to the field (0.44) was 
apparent. Optimisation of results through further experimentation could therefore be 
beneficial to reduce the amount of unexplained residual variation.  
Given the similar results between GD and PHS in this study and the preference for GD 
screening, GD will be used as a proxy measure for PHS in the following chapter.  
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4.4.2 Head Characteristics Associated with Dormant Genotypes 
In this study, 36 genotypes (Table 4-1) were assessed for 26 traits (Table 4-3). 
Relationships between traits were investigated by correlations within a marginal optimised 
dendrogram (Figure 4-10), an optimised dendrogram by genotype (Figure 4-11), a PCA 
(Figure 4-12), and regression analyses (Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-15). Associations between 
dormant genotypes were observed in at least two of the methods for long and lax heads, a 
flattened cross-section, shorter glume beaks, wanting to square glume shoulders and a 
smaller proportion of open glumes. Secondary traits showing some association (identified 
in a single method) included longer awns, wider glumes, narrower grains with a smaller 
aspect ratio, wider heads and wider lemmas.  
Although the relationships between GD/PHS and longer heads (correlation 0.30-0.42) and 
GD/PHS and laxer heads (correlation 0.33-0.45) have not been published in the literature, 
the associations support theories that head structures promote water run-off, which 
increase tolerance to PHS (King and Licis 1990). Long, lax, flat heads should be better 
able to allow water run-off, accumulate less water, and allow faster drying of heads, 
particularly as these characteristics tend to contribute to nodding of the head post-
ripeness. Furthermore, these traits are contrary to the club-shaped head, which was 
shown to have a significantly higher speed of water uptake and in-ear sprouting, with 25% 
greater water uptake (King and Richards 1984). By this reasoning, we would then expect 
longer, laxer heads to uptake less water and expel water at a faster rate.  
Shorter glume beak length was the only trait significantly correlated with PHS in field 
collected heads (PHS_F), yet showed non-significant correlations with the other dormancy 
traits. It is suggested that shorter glume beaks capture less water during rainfall than 
longer beaks, which is likely to be more defined in the larger heads grown under field 
conditions. Flattened, tapering heads with fewer spikelets also showed (insignificant) 
associations with PHS_F. Such associations that only occur with PHS and not GD may 
explain additional head architectural components to promote PHS.  
Clustering of genotypes (Figure 4-11) revealed similarity of genetic backgrounds within 
groups. When these groups were coloured on the PCA (Figure 4-12), it became apparent 
that pedigree played an important role in determining associations between HC and 
dormancy. The four traits that were only related to PHS_F may represent true HC 
contributions that are independent of pedigree. However, this would have to be validated 
in larger, unrelated populations, where HC from the glasshouse was also measured.  
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Association of long awns with dormancy is contrary to previous studies. Traditionally, it has 
been thought that presence of awns contributed to increasing susceptibility to PHS, where 
water uptake and PHS were significantly greater in awned lines (King and Richards 1984; 
King 1984). Physical removal of awns did not influence the water uptake or germination of 
these lines (King and Richards 1984), suggesting the structure of other morphological 
components of the head of awned varieties—such as the lemma shape—were responsible 
for contributing to water uptake rather than the presence of the awn per se. In this study, 
awn length showed moderate correlations with lemma length (0.46) and lemma width 
(0.41). Yet, of these, only lemma width showed any correlation with dormancy, and a weak 
one at that. The significance of awn length in this study was possibly due to its moderate 
to strong correlation with head length (0.52) and head density (0.65). Another possibility is 
that longer awns assist with faster drying time, as demonstrated with awned versus 
awnless lines fixed in upright positions in King and Richards (1984).  
Glume shoulder shape was significant to all dormancy traits with the exception of PHS_F. 
Elevated shoulders may contribute to greater moisture accumulation and cooler 
temperatures when compared to shoulders that are absent or flattened. Alternately, the 
association may be an artefact of the moderate correlation with other HC such as head 
length and density. 
Wider glumes and lemmas were associated with dormancy traits in the glasshouse. 
Because HC from the glasshouse were not measured in this study, it is likely this 
represents a true association.  
Ear nodding angle is a trait that was not assessed in this study yet may have contributed 
to differences in PHS scores between environments. King and Chadim (1983) and King 
and Licis (1990) showed that wheat ears held horizontal in misting chambers took up 
water faster than vertical ears. Further, lax ears nodding towards the ground took up less 
water than vertically positioned ears (King and Licis 1990). It was noted in this study that 
heads from the field environment tended towards horizontal alignment, compared to the 
vertical alignment of glasshouse-grown heads. This difference in orientation is likely to 
have contributed to faster germination of heads collected from the field environment. 
Of traits associated with GD/PHS, longer and laxer heads, presence of the PHS4A allele 
conferring GD, shorter glume beaks and a smaller proportion of open glumes appeared 
most important when using GD (glasshouse) as a measure of PHS (field), increasing 
proportion of explained variance by 20% (Section 4.3.10). Selection for these traits from 
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heads grown in the glasshouse environment may improve PHS tolerance in field 
conditions; however, this should be taken with caution given the small sample size used in 
this study and the high heritability of HC shared through relatedness. Such selection 
techniques must be validated on a larger and more diverse population to demonstrate real 
association between these traits and GD/PHS. This study serves as a pilot project that 
indicates HC may substantially contribute to GD in improving tolerance of genotypes to 
PHS in field conditions. 
4.4.3 Variance Estimates Differed between Environments 
Although GD and PHS are highly heritable traits, variance between pseudo-replicates and 
plot replicates (E3_GH16 and E5_F16) was greater for samples from the glasshouse than 
samples from the field environment. Even though glasshouse conditions are temperature-
controlled with supplemental lighting spaced at regular intervals, it is thought that all plants 
do not receive equal amounts or intensity of light. Pots positioned directly below 
suspended lights (peaks) will receive more and stronger levels of light than those 
positioned further away from the light source (troughs). Plants that are genetically taller are 
better able to compete for light and may disadvantage shorter neighbours, particularly if 
these shorter lines are positioned in light troughs. Different glasshouse rooms may also 
receive variable levels of sunlight and intensity, as suggested by Hickey et al. (2009), and 
seasonal effects may also be important. It is possible that competition for light is therefore 
greater in the glasshouse than in the field environment, where plots are positioned further 
apart and shading effects are minimised. 
Another factor contributing to variance in the glasshouse was observed in increased levels 
of variance in intermediate genotypes. Dormant and non-dormant lines showed little 
variation in both environments; however, intermediate lines were pushed towards non-
dormancy in the field, while substantial variation was observed between pseudo-replicates 
in the glasshouse. Variation in the ranking of intermediate phenotypes between 
environments was also reported by Biddulph et al. (2008). 
Despite best attempts to keep pots well-watered in the glasshouse, it is also possible that 
lines vary in water use and the pots imposed limitations on the efficient water use by 
plants, inadvertently causing differential levels of moisture stress between genotypes. 
Dormancy is induced by moisture stress during grain development (Biddulph et al. 2005; 
Mares 1993), which is why it is important that plants in dormancy screens be well-watered. 
Some symptoms of moisture stress, such as senescence of lower leaves and floret 
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abortion were observed in the glasshouse experiments. Spatial variation of depth and 
capillary activity of the soil in the field environment may also have caused moisture stress 
between genotypes. 
Greater levels of non-dormancy were observed from the first to the second split screen 
(2015 material) in both glasshouse and field material. While the distribution of samples 
from the glasshouse remained bimodal, non-dormancy of samples from the field became 
even more pronounced. In the first of the screens, approximately 65% of lines fell into the 
bin from 90-100% proportion sprouted, compared to approximately 81% in the second 
screen. It is suggested that differentiation of dormancy was achieved in both screens for 
glasshouse material but was insufficient in the second of the split screens for the field 
material. This reasoning would also explain the significant difference between years in the 
PHS measurements.  
4.5 Conclusions 
This study investigated the relationship between GD, PHS, HC, and GC. Variation in GD 
and PHS was observed in this study, ranging from complete dormant to non-dormant 
genotypes. The distribution of GD and PHS differed between samples collected in the 
glasshouse and field environments, with much more dormancy observed from glasshouse-
grown plants. Increased levels of variance (genetic and residual) were observed in the 
glasshouse environment largely due to intermediate genotypes, which seemed to become 
more non-dormant in the field. Hence, GD and PHS from both environments were 
assessed separately. Despite these differences, the four traits demonstrated high 
correlations and high heritabilities. PHS (assessed on field grown samples) showed the 
only exception to the latter and was likely under-estimated due to a water outage in the 
second split screen.  
Regression analysis of PHS against GD within their respective environments showed that 
GD accounted for 63% (field) and 79% (glasshouse) of tolerance to PHS, confirming that 
GD is the major genetic component of PHS. The PHS4A marker segregated similarly 
between GD and PHS in both environments, though was better differentiated in the 
glasshouse environment. This may reflect QTL x environment interactions occurring in the 
field under fluctuating temperature and variable rainfall.  
Dormant genotypes tended to have longer, lax, flattened heads with an absent to square 
glume shoulder shape and a smaller proportion of open glumes. Other traits demonstrating 
some association were longer awns, wider glumes, heads and lemmas, and rounder 
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grains. Shorter glume beak length was the only HC to show a significant correlation with 
PHS (field) but had insignificant correlations with the other dormancy measures. While not 
significant, flattened, tapering heads with fewer heads also correlated with PHS (field) and 
not with other dormancy measures. Clustering of genotypes by all 26 traits revealed five 
main groups, three of which were grouped with genotypes of similar background. When 
plotted on biplots (Figure 4-12) it appears possible that genetic backgrounds may have 
driven correlated head traits. In this instance, those traits associated only with PHS (field) 
may be indicative of traits with true dormancy associations independent of pedigree.  
The LRPB/UQ breeding program selects for GD in the glasshouse as a measure of PHS 
tolerance in the field. Efficiency of this method was demonstrated by integrating 
performance of selected lines from the first breeding cycle. The four most dormant of these 
(all sister lines) demonstrated exceptional levels of GD and PHS and had attained similar 
levels of dormancy as the most dormant parent. A regression of PHS (field) against GD 
(glasshouse) revealed an association of 54%, though this figure was likely and under-
estimation due to the water outage in the split screen. A stepwise regression of these traits 
in addition to all traits showing some association with dormancy increased the explained 
variance by almost 20%, supporting the theory that HC contribute to PHS. The best model 
included PHS4A, head length, head density, glume beak length, and proportion of open 
glumes.  
GD remains the best predictor of PHS and is used as such in the following chapter. 
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 Genome-Wide Association Studies for Grain 
Dormancy 
 
5.1 Introduction 
There have been many genetic studies to determine the causal genetic variants (or 
Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL)) of grain dormancy (GD) and pre-harvest sprouting (PHS). 
Studies vary in terms of the geographic testing, genetic background of lines, methods of 
QTL analysis, types of markers used, population type and size, marker maps and the 
dormant genotypes investigated as sources of resistance to PHS. Wheat populations have 
been phenotyped for GD and PHS in many countries, including: Australia, India, United 
States of America, Japan, parts of Europe, Canada, and China. The 4A gene designated 
as phs (Flintham et al. 2002) and the 3A gene designated as Ta-PHS1 (Liu et al. 2013) are 
recognised universally and have been frequently identified across environments, 
phenotypic methods and genetic backgrounds.  
The University of Queensland (UQ) and LongReach Plant Breeders (LRPB) have 
collaborated since 2012 to introduce QTL conferring resistance to PHS into the LRPB 
wheat breeding populations. In this chapter, Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) 
was used to identify QTL conferring GD in an elite wheat breeding population, with the 
objectives of: i) identifying potential novel QTL controlling GD,  ii) identifying lines within 
this population with high levels of GD and carrying multiple favourable QTL for use in on-
going breeding efforts, and iii) undertaking GWAS on plant height, plant maturity, grain 
length, grain width, and grain roundness to understand potential associations between 
QTL controlling these traits and those controlling GD.  
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Germplasm 
Three hundred and twenty-two lines as previously described (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1; 
Appendix 5, Table A - 5-1) were analysed for GWAS in this study. This set consisted of 26 
parental lines (i.e. parental population) and 296 derived lines (i.e. progeny population).  
The third population assessed in this thesis consisted of an additional 37 lines used as 
parents in subsequent breeding cycles. These lines were phenotyped and genotyped in 
trials and are consequently used in combined analyses of data to maximise accuracy of 
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predicted breeding values (PBVs) in this study; however, because they are unrelated to 
the 322 lines described above, they were excluded from GWAS analyses.  
5.2.2 Environments 
Five experiments were conducted to assess grain dormancy (Table 5-1). Three 
experiments were undertaken in the temperature-controlled glasshouse facilities at the 
University of Queensland (UQ) as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2. Two experiments 
were undertaken in the field at the UQ Gatton Research Station as described in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2.2.  
Table 5-1: Experiments undertaken for assessment of grain dormancy (GD).  
Code1 Environment Experimental dates No. lines assessed2 
Population 
assessed3 
E1_GH15 Glasshouse 03/06/15 – 22/10/15 23 Parental 
E2_GH1516 Glasshouse 15/12/15 – 22/04/16 11+292 Parental + progeny 
E3_GH16 Glasshouse 12/07/16 – 18/11/16 26+295 Parental + progeny 
E4_F15 Field 10/06/15 – 02/11/15 18 Parental 
E5_F16 Field 01/06/16 – 17/11/16 26+295 Parental + progeny 
1The codes assigned are used to refer to individual experiments. 2 and 3 list the number of lines assessed 
from the parental and progeny populations respectively.  
A note on nomenclature throughout this chapter: the glasshouse and field will be referred 
to as environments and E1_GH15 to E5_F16 will be referred to as experiments. In the 
glasshouse environment, pots are considered as the experimental unit compared to plots 
in the field location; however, for simplicity both pots and plots will subsequently be 
referred to as plots.  
5.2.3 Phenotyping GD 
Harvesting of glasshouse material and phenotyping for GD was previously described 
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3). Harvesting of field material was described in Chapter 4, Section 
4.2.4. Generally, tagged heads, preferably from individual plants within genotypes, were 
harvested following collapse of the first node. Heads were dried, threshed and stored in a 
–20°C freezer until screening. GD screens were undertaken over a period of seven days 
using the Germination Index (GI7; Walker-Simmons 1988). Threshed grain from individual 
heads were treated as pseudo-replicates and assessed in separate petri dishes.  
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5.2.4 Plant Height and Maturity 
Plant height was measured to the top of the head in all rows in the second field experiment 
(E5_F16). 
Plant maturity was recorded as date of harvest on the majority of heads in E2_GH1516, 
E3_GH15, and E5_F16. The difference between date of sowing and date of harvest was 
taken as a measure of plant maturity (i.e. days to maturity). 
5.2.5 Phenotyping Grain Characteristics (GC) 
Grain characteristics were phenotyped on bulked samples from E5_F16, as previously 
described (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.6). Grain length, width, and roundness were digitally 
assessed for each genotype. 
5.2.6 Preparation of DNA and Inclusion of Results into Data 
Isolation and genotyping of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was previously described 
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). Briefly, DNA was isolated using a modified cetyl 
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method and shipped to LRPB and a laboratory in 
Victoria. A laboratory affiliated with LRPB genotyped the first set of samples for known 
markers routinely used by LRPB. The second set of samples were genotyped on a 90K 
Infinium SNP chip platform. Known markers provided by LRPB were integrated with 
markers on the 90K SNP data (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5). A genetic kinship matrix was 
constructed from the marker data (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.7) for incorporation into 
phenotypic analysis. 
5.2.7 Phenotypic Analysis 
The weighted mean of each plot (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.8) was calculated for each 
experiment. Pseudo-replicates from each plot were weighted to place greater emphasis on 
heads containing more grain. Weights were multiplied by the GI7 and summed across 
each plot to provide a single measure per plot, which was used as the ‘raw’ phenotypic 
observation in subsequent analyses.  
Relationships between GD experiments were explored through scatterplots and 
correlations in the RStudio software (RStudio Team 2016). Using the same parameters, p-
values were estimated for each of the correlations in the corrplot package (Wei and Simko 
2017). Spearman’s rank correlations were estimated using the weighted means of the 
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genotypes tested in each of the five experiments because of the non-linear trends 
observed for GD between the glasshouse and field environments. 
Phenotypic data was analysed by fitting a Linear Mixed Model (LMM) using Restricted 
Maximum Likelihood (REML; Patterson and Thompson 1971) analysis implemented in 
ASReml-R (Butler 2009). A single-stage multiple environment analysis (Smith et al. 2005) 
was undertaken in this study to optimise power given the unbalanced nature of 
experiments and limited number of experiments per environment, particularly those from 
the field. 
Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of each genotype for GD were calculated based on both 
the glasshouse and field environments. Replicated cultivars from different grain stocks (i.e. 
those for Cobra, Spitfire and Mace) grown in the same experiments were analysed as the 
same genotype. Analysis of GD and PHS in Chapter 4 indicated strong correlations 
between environments; thus, the genetic covariance between environments was used to 
further increase prediction accuracy in this study by fitting an unstructured variance-
covariance matrix. The mixed model used for the analysis of weighted means was as 
follows (Eqn 5.1):  
 ݕ௜௝௞௟ ൌ 	ߤ ൅	ܧ௞ ൅ ܴ௟ ൅ ܽ௜|ܧݒ௝ ൅ ߝ௜௞௟|ܧݒ௝ Eqn 5.1 
where	ݕ௜௝௞௟ is the phenotypic observation (i.e. the weighted mean value per plot) of the of 
the ith genotype in the lth plot of the kth experiment in the jth environment (glasshouse or 
field),  ߤ is the mean, ܧ௞ is the fixed effect of the kth experiment (E1_GH15 – E5_F16), ܴ௟ 
is the fixed effect of the lth plot replicate in E3_GH16 and E5_F16, ܽ௜|ܧݒ௝ is the random 
effect of the ith genotype with ܽ௜~ܰ൫0, ܭߪො௚௔ଶ ൯ nested within the jth environment, where ܭ is 
a kinship matrix formed from the 90K SNP data and ߪො௚௔ଶ  is the improved genetic variance 
from incorporation of additive genetic variance estimated from the kinship relationship 
matrix, and ߝ௜௝௞௟|ܧݒ௝ is the residual variance (ߪො௘ଶ) of the ith genotype of the lth plot in the kth 
experiment nested within the jth environment. 
The same model (Eqn 5.1) was used for analysis of plant maturity, where ݕ௜௝௞௟ is the 
phenotypic observation (days to maturity) of the of the ith genotype in the lth plot of the kth 
experiment in the jth environment (glasshouse and field), ܧ௞ is the fixed effect of the kth 
experiment (E2_GH1516, E3_GH16, and E5_F16). The remaining parameters are as 
described above. 
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The model used for analysis of plant height was simplified as this trait was assessed only 
in a single field environment (E5_F16; Eqn 5.2): 
 ݕ௜௟ ൌ ߤ ൅ ܴ௟ ൅ ܽ௜ ൅ ߝ௜௟ Eqn 5.2 
where ݕ௜௟ is the phenotypic observation (raw plant height per plot) of the ith genotype in the 
lth plot, ߤ is the mean, ܴ௟ is the fixed effect of the lth plot replicate in E5_F16, ܽ௜ and ߝ௜௟ are 
as described for Eqn 5.1, though in this case these parameters were not nested within 
environment. 
Raw phenotypic observations were used for measurements of GC as only a single 
observation was made per genotype. Harvested grain for each genotype in the grain 
increase nursery (E5_F16) was bulked and threshed; subsamples were subsequently 
assessed for grain measurements. 
Estimates of variance and heritability (Eqn 5.3) of GD, plant height, and plant maturity 
were estimated for respective environments.  
 ܪଶ଴௄ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௣ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௚௔ଶ ൅ ߪො௘ଶ 
Eqn 5.3 
where ܪ଴௄ ଶ is the heritability measure with the inclusion of the additive genetic variance 
estimated from the kinship relationship matrix, and ߪො௣ଶ is the total estimated phenotypic 
variance. The ߪො௚௔ଶ  and ߪො௘ଶ are estimates of the parameters as described above (Eqn 5.1). 
5.2.8 Marker Data Preparation for GWAS 
Data were filtered and prepared for GWAS in Rstudio (RStudio Team 2016) using the 
synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 2012). Approximately 17% of markers co-segregated 
across loci due to the homologous nature of polyploids (Wang et al. 2014). These 
duplicated markers were given a unique identification to optimise the number of markers 
being used for mapping. Rescaled mapping positions and chromosome locations of 
markers from the 90K consensus map for Spring Wheat (Wang et al. 2014) were used in 
this study. SNPs called as heterozygotes during laboratory genotyping were coded as 
missing values (approximately 17% missing values in mapped data). The proportion of 
heterozygotes was expected to be low given that DNA was isolated from plant material in 
the seventh or eighth generation, which would correspond to approximately 1% of missing 
SNP values.  
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Almost half of the markers were unmapped on the consensus map and so were removed. 
Markers with missing values greater than 20% and minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 
5% were discarded using the filtering function in synbreed (Wimmer et al. 2012). As this 
function is only applicable to markers, the same thresholds for missing values and minor 
allele frequency were applied to genotypes in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). Identity by 
State (IBS) between filtered markers was estimated by the Simple Matching Coefficient 
(SMC; Rief et al. 2005) to identify highly similar genotypes (>0.99). Of these genotypes, 
only the one with the greatest amount of marker data was retained for analysis. 
The initial data set consisted of 68,747 polymorphic markers and 318 genotypes. After 
filtering for mapped markers, missing values, MAF and similarity amongst genotypes, 
14,609 markers and 298 genotypes were considered for analysis. Approximately 5.5% of 
these data remained as missing values and were randomly distributed across the data set.   
5.2.9 Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated as the squared correlation of allele-frequency 
(r2; Hill and Robertson 1968) for each intra-chromosomal pair of markers using the 
synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 2012). Missing marker values were randomly imputed in 
synbreed prior to calculation of r2. Random imputation was processed based on the 
marginal allele frequency of the respective marker, i.e. for homozygous markers, as is the 
case here, the probability of imputing the most common allele (>50%) is equal to 1-p, 
where p is the frequency of the least common allele (<50%) for the specified marker; thus, 
the probability of imputing the least common allele is equal to p. To visualise LD across the 
21 chromosomes, the r2 values were plotted as a scatterplot against the Euclidean 
distance between marker pairs. The expected rate of LD decay for each genome (A, B, 
and D) was calculated as described by Maronni et al. (2011) based on the nonlinear least 
squares method of Hill and Weir (1988).  
5.2.10 Formation of Kinship Matrix 
Familial relatedness between genotypes was represented by formation of a kinship 
(genetic relationship) matrix from filtered markers in the synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 
2012). Similarity between genotypes was estimated by the SMC (Reif et al. 2005) as 
adapted by Hayes and Goddard (2008).  
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5.2.11 Population Structure 
A singular value decomposition of the kinship matrix in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016) 
demonstrated population structure. Genotypes were clustered by the average distance 
between groups and reordered to create an optimised dendrogram (Arief et al. 2013, 
2017) as per the methods of Earle and Hurley (2015) previously described (Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2.5). Four main groups were identified, which were related to target region of 
deployment of the derived lines, and were examined further in a Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA).  
5.2.12 GWAS Model 
Filtered markers with their rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014) were used in 
conjunction with the predicted breeding values (PBVs) of lines for each trait to develop 
GWAS models (RStudio Team 2016) using the package rrBLUP (Endelman 2011). This 
package implements the unified mixed-model approach of Yu et al. (2006) as described in 
Eqn 5.4. The population parameters previously determined (P3D; Zhang et al. 2010), 
which is equivalent to the efficient mixed-model association eXpedited (EMMAX) 
described by Kang et al. (2010), was selected for efficient computation. 
 ݕ ൌ ܺߚ ൅ ܼ݃ ൅ ܵ߬ ൅ ߝ Eqn 5.4 
where ݕ is a vector of phenotypic observations for the trait of interest, ߚ is a vector of fixed 
effects accounting for population structure, ݃ is a vector of random effects accounting for 
the genetic background of each line with the variance ܭߪො௚௔ଶ  where ܭ is the kinship matrix, ߬ 
represents a vector of fixed effects of the additive SNP effect, ߝ is the residual variance 
with variance of ܫߪො௘ଶ, and ܺ, ܼ and ܵ are design matrices corresponding with vectors ߚ, ݃ 
and ߬ respectively.  
Four approaches were progressively trialled, and the most appropriate model selected and 
implemented. Models tested include: i) naïve model with no measures of relatedness, ii) K 
model, incorporating the kinship structure, iii) QK model, building on relatedness by adding 
the target region of adaptation as a measure of population structure, and iv) QK model 
using Principal Components (PCs) as a measure of population structure. Within this latter 
model the full set of filtered markers were tested against pruned sets based on LD 
thresholds of 1.0, 0.9, and 0.5 implemented in the SNPRelate package (Zheng et al. 
2012), and a separate subset based on a maximum genetic correlation of 0.5 on a 
chromosome-by-chromosome approach conducted in the aml package (Wang 2013). 
Pruned marker sets have been recommended for development of PCs in the presence of 
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population structure to maximise equal weightings of regions containing causal variants, 
rather than regions of high LD being emphasised and regions of low LD being obscured 
(e.g. Coleman et al. 2015).  
Marker effects were estimated in rrBLUP (Endelman 2011) by incorporating code adapted 
from the GWASPoly package (Rosyara et al. 2016) to extract estimates of marker effects 
into the GWAS results file.  
5.2.13 Visualisation of GWAS Results 
GWAS results were presented as Manhattan plots developed with the qqman package 
(Turner 2017) for each trait. Estimates of Type I errors (false-positives) were visualised 
using Q-Q plots in the qqman package (Turner 2017) and by calculation of the genomic 
control statistic (ߣ; Devlin and Roeder 1999). The null hypothesis of GWAS states there 
are no significant marker-trait associations. Significant associations were displayed on the 
Q-Q plot as deviations from the expected null distribution and occur at the upper tail of the 
plot. Spurious associations can cause genome-wide deviation (Type I errors) and are 
commonly caused by incomplete filtering of the data, ignoring familial or population 
relatedness, or densely genotyped regions of markers (Pearson and Manolio 2008). The 
genomic control statistic, ߣ, quantifies the Type I errors in the GWAS dataset; a value of 
one is indicative of acceptable data quality. Generally, a value exceeding 1.2 indicates 
significant deviation and inappropriate incorporation of population structure (Reed et al. 
2015). Multiple testing of SNPs can also cause Type I errors and is frequently accounted 
for by application of genome-wide corrections such as the Bonferroni correction 
(Bonferonni 1936) or the False Discovery Rate (FDR; Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). 
However, such corrections can be overly stringent and risk obscurity of true causal 
variants. In this study, results that conformed to adequate Q-Q plots and ߣ close to one 
were considered to be sufficiently controlled and no further corrections were applied. 
Significant causal variants (QTL) were identified as exceeding the threshold of –log(p) = 4, 
while those exceeding –log(p) = 3 were considered to be suggestive. These threshold 
values were selected to capture chromosomal peaks relevant to this dataset.  
5.2.14 Multiple SNP Model 
A multiple SNP model (Eqn 5.5) was fitted in the rrBLUP package (Endelman 2011) for 
each trait to identify further significant and suggestive QTL. The most significant SNP 
markers at each QTL peak were identified from the GWAS model (Section 5.2.12) and are 
hence-forth referred to as tagSNPs. Imputed genotypic data (as described in Section 
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5.2.9) for each tagSNP was included in the multiple SNP model as a fixed effect. 
Significance of markers in high LD with tagSNPs became reduced due to the effect of 
fixing tagSNPs in the model. This allowed identification of QTL that were previously 
masked.  
 ݕ ൌ ܺߚ ൅ ௌܺଵߚௌଵ ൅ ⋯൅ ௌܺ௡ߚௌ௡ ൅ ܼ݃ ൅ ܵ߬ ൅ ߝ Eqn 5.5 
where ߚௌଵ to ߚௌ௡ are vectors of fixed effects accounting for tagSNPs 1 to n, and ௌܺଵ to ௌܺ௡ 
are design matrices for corresponding vectors. All other terms are as described for the 
GWAS model (Eqn 5.4). 
5.2.15 Haplotype Analysis 
Significant and suggestive tagSNPs were compiled for each of the GD traits. Loci fixed for 
alleles conferring dormancy (favourable alleles) were recoded to 1 and those conferring 
non-dormancy (unfavourable alleles) were recoded to 0. The number of favourable alleles 
were summed across genotypes and plotted as boxplots against PBVs using the ggplot2 
package (Wickham 2009). This was compared with the number of favourabel alleles only 
within significant tagSNPs. Groups identified using all of the tagSNPs were plotted on a 
biplot of the first two PCs against the GD traits. Genotypes were ranked according to total 
number of favourable alleles and compared to ranking by PBV. 
All significant and suggestive QTL regions or single markers for all traits were then 
compiled and mapped by physical location on each chromosome using Mapchart (Voorrips 
2002). 
5.2.16 Comparative Mapping 
QTL identified in this study were regarded as being the same as previously reported QTL if 
they were located in the vicinity of SSR, RFLP or DArT markers or if the same SNP was 
previously reported to be significantly associated with the trait. Two previous studies (Zhou 
et al. 2017; Martinez et al. 2018) projected markers and QTL from published literature onto 
a linkage map (Cabral et al. 2014) and integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015) 
respectively. Markers representing QTL in the study reported here that were common to 
these two maps (listed above) were also used as a reference for comparison of QTL with 
previous studies. 
Sequences of tagSNPs were compared with homologous chromosomes on the wheat, 
Brachypodium, Oryza sativa Japonica (rice), and Hordeum vulgare (barley) genomes 
using the Gramene BLAST database (Gramene 2018). TagSNPs were also entered into 
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the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012) for detection of overlapping genes identified 
from the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 and 
v1.1 (IWGSC 2018), which is also used by Gramene (2018). 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Phenotypic Analysis 
Distributions, linear trends, and correlations of weighted means from each of the five 
experiments (Figure 5-1) followed trends of the 36 lines assessed in Chapter 4 (Section 
4.3.2). Generally, GD in the glasshouse demonstrated bimodal distributions, peaking on 
either side of an intermediate level, representing dormant and non-dormant genotypes 
(Figure 5-1). The field environment was more conducive to non-dormant phenotypes as 
shown by the skewed distributions for E4_F15 and E5_F16 in Figure 5-1.   
Linear trends were observed between the separate glasshouse experiments, with greater 
variation amongst the intermediate phenotypes in the different experiments as compared 
with the dormant and non-dormant extremes. The relationship between the field 
experiments (i.e. E4_F15 and E5_F16) was relatively linear; however, the relationship 
between glasshouse and field environments was distinctly non-linear. This suggests 
environmental interaction and indicates GD measured in glasshouse and field 
environments may be better considered as separate traits.  
The Spearman rank correlations between experiments were high, ranging from 0.68 to 
0.93. All correlations were significant at the 0.001 level with the exception of the correlation 
between E2_GH1516 and E4_F15, which was significant at the 0.02 level. This is perhaps 
due to the smaller number of genotypes that were common to both of these experiments. 
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Figure 5-1: Correlation of weighted means between GD experiments. The diagonal 
contains information on the experimental code (Table 5-1) and a histogram of the 
weighted plot means. The lower triangle shows scatterplots of observations 
common between experiments. The upper triangle contains the Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients between experiments.  
The estimated variance components of the model varied between the glasshouse and field 
environments (Table 5-2). The estimated genetic variance (ߪො௚௔ଶ ) in the field was 
approximately half that of ߪො௚௔ଶ  in the glasshouse. The genetic covariance between 
environments (ߪො஼ை௏ଶ ) was of similar magnitude to the ߪො௚௔ଶ  in the field. Similarly, the residual 
variance (ߪො௘ଶ) in the field was approximately three times less than that estimated from the 
glasshouse. As demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.3) the fixed effect of plot replicate 
in E3_GH16 was significant at the 0.001 level yet was insignificant for E5_F16. 
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Table 5-2: Estimates of genetic variance (࣌ෝࢍࢇ૛ ) ± standard error (SE), residual 
variance (࣌ෝࢋ૛) ± SE, and genetic covariance (࣌ෝ࡯ࡻࢂ૛ ) for grain dormancy (GD) in both 
the glasshouse and field environments. 
Trait ࣌ෝࢍࢇ૛ ± SE ࣌ෝࢋ૛ ± SE ࣌ෝ࡯ࡻࢂ૛  ± SE 
GD (glasshouse) 0.143 ± 0.015 0.022 ± 0.001 0.069 ± 0.008 GD (field) 0.058 ± 0.007 0.007 ± 0.001 
 
The estimate of heritability using the kinship matrix ( ܪ෡ଶ଴௄ ) on an individual plot basis, was 
high in both the glasshouse (0.87) and the field (0.89) environments. A high heritability is 
indicative of minimal influence from environmental and residual variance.  
A regression analysis of PBVs for both environments (Figure 5-2) revealed a significant 
(but non-linear) relationship with an R2 of 0.80. This was supported by a Spearman’s 
correlation of 0.91. 
 
Figure 5-2: Regression analysis of predicted breeding values (PBVs) for grain 
dormancy for each line from the field (y-axis) on PBVs from the glasshouse (x-axis) 
environments.   
A subset of PBVs for each environment are shown in Table 5-3, with the full set included in 
Appendix 5, Table A - 5-1. Two genotypes, LPB14-4089 and UQ01484 (syn. GD70-
48(344)-1), were the most dormant in both environments, but their levels of dormancy 
were lower in the field environment. Seven of the ten most dormant lines were common to 
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both environments, as denoted by the bold font. Dormancy of lines from the GD70-
48(344)-1/Spitfire pedigree generally tended to be greater than those with a Cobra 
background (lines ranking from 8-10 were derivatives of Cobra or Scout/Cobra).  
Six genotypes were common to both environments amongst the worst-performing lines 
(i.e. those with lowest dormancy). One of the recurrent (non-dormant) parents (Cobra) 
ranked worst in the field and fifth worst in the glasshouse. The 10 lines with the lowest 
dormancy were all derived from crosses with Cobra. 
Table 5-3: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of genotypes with the best/worst grain 
dormancy from both glasshouse and field environments.  
Rank1 Genotype PBV_GH2 SE_GH Genotype PBV_F2 SE_F 
1 LPB14-4089 0.05 0.11 LPB14-4089 0.13 0.13 
2 UQ01484 0.15 0.10 UQ01484 0.27 0.13 
3 GD70-48(344)-1 0.17 0.11 LPB15-3107 0.27 0.13 
4 LPB15-2180 0.18 0.10 LPB15-3066 0.29 0.13 
5 RIL009-1 0.19 0.11 LPB15-3067 0.29 0.13 
6 LPB15-1802 0.20 0.11 RIL009-1 0.31 0.13 
7 LPB15-2183 0.20 0.10 LPB15-3084 0.32 0.13 
8 LPB15-3066 0.20 0.11 GD70-48(344)-1 0.32 0.13 
9 LPB15-3067 0.21 0.11 LPB15-3108 0.33 0.14 
10 LPB15-3084 0.21 0.11 LPB15-3106 0.34 0.13 
309 LPB15-3019 0.90 0.11 LPB15-3844 0.79 0.13 
310 LPB15-3048 0.90 0.11 LPB15-3848 0.79 0.13 
311 LPB15-3047 0.90 0.11 LPB15-3019 0.79 0.13 
312 LPB15-3828 0.91 0.11 LPB15-3829 0.79 0.13 
313 LPB15-3043 0.91 0.11 LPB15-3830 0.80 0.13 
314 COBRA 0.93 0.10 LPB15-4500 0.80 0.13 
315 LPB15-3848 0.94 0.11 LPB15-3849 0.80 0.13 
316 LPB15-3851 0.95 0.11 LPB15-3828 0.80 0.13 
317 LPB15-3849 0.96 0.11 LPB15-3851 0.81 0.13 
318 LPB15-3050 0.96 0.11 COBRA 0.81 0.13 
1Genotypes are listed in rank order (1 = most dormant to 318 = least dormant) in both environments, 2 PBVs 
and their standard errors (SE) for each line is indicated from the glasshouse (GH) and field (F) environments. 
Bold font indicates genotypes common to both environments within the rank order. 
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5.3.2 Linkage Disequilibrium 
Pair-wise LD between all filtered markers was plotted against the distance between marker 
pairs (Figure 5-3). As might be expected for a highly related population of an inbred 
nature, levels of LD deteriorated slowly. The LD decay curves revealed the fastest decay 
on the B genome, followed by the A genome. The slowest levels of decay were on the D 
genome, which also showed some long-range LD. The distance (cM) on the LD decay 
curve corresponding with the r2 threshold of 0.2 was selected as a confidence interval for a 
QTL. The distances corresponding with the r2 threshold of 0.2 (half decay distance) were 
4.34 cM for the A genome, 3.63 cM for the B genome, and 9.86 cM for the D genome. As 
the half decay distance was greatest on the D genome, a distance of 10 cM was used as a 
conservative confidence interval between QTL.  
The distribution of markers across chromosomes showed the same general pattern in 
each of the genomes. All chromosomes with the exception of 4D were relatively well 
covered. The greatest number and density of markers occurred on the B genome and the 
sparsest number and density of markers on the D genome, which is consistent with other 
studies (e.g. Wang et al. 2014; Maccaferri et al. 2015). The average distance between 
markers that were not co-located was 1.10 cM on the A genome, 0.82 cM on the B 
genome, and 3.04 cM on the D genome. 
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Figure 5-3: Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between intra-chromosomal marker pairs 
across the entire genome. Pair-wise LD estimates (r2) are plotted on the y-axis, and 
distance (cM) between pairs of markers on the x-axis. Three LD decay curves are 
shown to represent the A genome (blue), B genome (green), and D genome 
(orange); position of the blue and green lines are almost identical. The horizontal 
red line is set at the LD threshold of 0.2.  
5.3.3 Familial and Population Relatedness 
A simple matching coefficient developed between all filtered markers revealed ten lines 
with a similarity >0.99. These lines included LPB15-4496 (G_335)/LPB15-4499 (G_337), 
LPB15-4488 (G_339)/ LPB15-4476 (G_343), LPB15-4480 (G_341)/LPB15-4484 
(G_348)/LPB15-4487 (G_350), and LPB15-4475 (G_344)/LPB15-4582 (G_358)/LPB15-
4583 (G_359; see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-1 for list of genotypes and pedigrees). From 
these pairs and triplets, the lines with the greatest amount of marker information were 
retained (LPB15-4496, LPB15-4488, LPB15-4487, and LPB15-4582). 
Clustering of the optimised dendrogram (Figure 5-4) clearly differentiated two groups – 
material with recurrent parents that were adapted to the Northern region and material with 
recurrent parents adapted to the Western and Southern regions. Clusters were truncated 
at k=8 (number of groups) to distinguish between cultivars and their progeny (i.e. 
Wyalkatchem, Cobra, Scout and Scout/Cobra, Lincoln, Dart and Spitfire). These were 
manually grouped into four broad categories to capture major differences in the PCA 
(Figure 5-5): West.2 (Wyalkatchem), West (Cobra), South.West (Scout and Scout/Cobra), 
and North (Lincoln, Dart, and Spitfire).  
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Figure 5-4: Optimised dendrogram of genotypes from the kinship matrix. Different 
coloured clusters indicate genetic backgrounds (Wyalkatchem, Cobra, Scout and 
Scout/Cobra, Lincoln, Spitfire, and Dart) at k=8 (number of groups). The boxes 
underneath represent the four main groups relating to target region of adaptation.   
Singular value decomposition of the kinship matrix revealed population structure. The first 
three PCs accounted for 16.31%, 6.74%, and 5.20% respectively (Figure 5-5). Genotypes 
were coloured according to the four broad categories identified in the previous step. Apart 
from a few outliers in each category this grouping seemed to explain much of the observed 
variation. Outliers may represent errors associated with pedigree or the genotyping 
process, from growing of plants to final genotyping. Pair-wise plotting of the first ten PCs 
(figures not shown) suggested that little value was contributed past the first five PCs. 
West.2 West South.West North 
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Figure 5-5: Principal Component Analysis of the kinship matrix. The figure on the 
left (A) represents the first principal component (PC1; x-axis) and the second 
principal component (PC2; y-axis), and the figure on the right (B) represents PC1 (x-
axis) and the third principal component (PC3; y-axis). In both plots genotypes are 
coloured according to the target region of adaptation as identified in the four broad 
categories from the optimised dendrogram (Figure 5-4).  
5.3.4 GWAS Analysis 
The naïve model was inappropriate for all traits given the presence of familial relatedness 
and population structure. While inclusion of the kinship matrix (K model) reduced the 
occurrence of false-positives, the ߣ was unacceptably high at 1.63 for GD (glasshouse) 
and 1.38 for GD (field). Results were far superior with the QK model using target region of 
adaptation (West.2, West, South.West, and North) as a covariate, with ߣ at 1.07 for GD 
(glasshouse) and 1.15 for GD (field). The first five PCs were subsequently added to the K 
model one at a time and the Q-Q plot and ߣ examined for each. The best model included 
the first five PCs; the inclusion of additional PCs increased inflation of this model. The ߣ for 
QK (PC=5) was 0.97 for GD (glasshouse) and 1.06 for GD (field).  
The QK (PC=5) model was tested for the most appropriate subset of markers. Pruning 
markers by the LD threshold of 1.0 reduced the dataset from 14,609 to 9,080 SNPs. While 
GWAS results were similar to using the full set of filtered markers, minor inflation was 
apparent. Markers pruned for an LD threshold of 0.9 dramatically reduced the dataset to 
2,261 SNPs, further indicating the high degree of LD within this population. Results from 
this model were similar to that from the QK (target region) model. Further analysis using 
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markers pruned to an LD threshold of 0.5, and that pruned to genetic correlation of 0.5 
showed unacceptably high levels of inflation. The least genome-wide inflation was 
observed from the QK (PC=5) model from the full set of filtered markers; therefore, this 
model was selected as being the most appropriate for this population and the traits in this 
study. 
GWAS analyses were undertaken for a total of eight traits: GD (glasshouse), GD (field), 
plant height (field), maturity (glasshouse), maturity (field), grain length, grain width, and 
grain roundness (all grain traits assessed on samples from the final field experiment, 
E5_F16). The additional six traits were assessed to ascertain any genetic relationships 
with GD; in particular, whether or not the GD QTL detected may have been an artefact 
caused by maturity, plant height or grain size. Significant and suggestive markers 
identified for each trait in GWAS modelling are provided in Appendix 5, Tables A - 5-2 to A 
- 5-9. 
Grain Dormancy (Glasshouse) 
GWAS results for GD from the glasshouse are displayed in Figure 5-6 and Table 5-4 (see 
Appendix 5, Table A - 5-2). Four significant peaks were identified on chromosomes 3D, 
4A, and two on 5B. The 4A QTL was clearly the most significant and aligned with the 
known 4A QTL; 13 markers had a significant marker-trait association on this QTL. The 
tagSNP for this QTL was wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 (65.95 cM – GdghQ2) with the 
most common allele (>50% of population) estimated to improve GD by 0.11. The tagSNP 
for the 3D QTL was BS00093870_51 (111.90 cM – GdghQ1) with the most common allele 
estimated to improve GD by 0.10. Four markers were significant on the first of the 5B QTL 
and was represented by the tagSNP, BS00037103_51 (129.24 cM – GdghQ3). The 
favourable allele was least common (<50%) and was estimated to improve GD by 0.09. A 
single SNP on the second of the QTL on chromosome 5B (D_contig09015_259 positioned 
at 188.58 cM – GdghQ4) was most common and was estimated to improve GD by 0.05.  
A further 12 suggestive QTLs were identified on chromosomes 2B (GdghQ5), 3B (GdghQ6 
- GdghQ9), 3A (GdghQ15), 3D (GdghQ10), 5B (GdghQ11, GdghQ12, and at 206.14 cM), 
5D (GdghQ16), and 6A (GdghQ14). Two QTL positioned on chromosome 5B (Gdgh4 at 
188.58 cM and 206.14 cM) were in high LD (r2 = 0.59); consequently, the QTL positioned 
at 206.14 cM was considered to be the same as that positioned at 188.59 cM and was 
designated as GdghQ4 (Table 5-4). 
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When the tagSNPs for the significant QTL were fixed in a multiple SNP model, an 
additional two regions were revealed as being significant and five regions as being 
suggestive. The peaks previously identified as suggestive on chromosomes 3A and 5D 
became significant. The significant markers on chromosome 3A are representative of the 
known 3A QTL; the tagSNP was BS00094057_51 (20.74 cM – GdghQ15). The least 
common allele was identified as being favourable and was estimated to improve GD by 
0.03. The most common allele of the 5D tagSNP (Kukri_c444_833 positioned at 69.52 cM 
– GdghQ16) was favourable, improving GD by 0.04. Suggestive peaks were identified on 
chromosomes 1B (GdghQ17), 3B (GdghQ18), 4B (GdghQ19), 6A (GdghQ20), and 6B 
(GdghQ21).  
 
Figure 5-6: Manhattan plot of GWAS results (QK model, PC=5) for grain dormancy 
(GD) from the glasshouse environment. The upper and lower lines represent 
significance and suggestive thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers 
are plotted on the y-axis and the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Table 5-4: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for grain dormancy (GD) from 
the glasshouse environment.  
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
GdghQ1 BS00093870_51 3D 111.90 4.67 1 0.10 
GdghQ2/ 
PHS4A/ 
Phs 
wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 4A 65.95 22.01 13 0.11 
GdghQ3 BS00037103_51 5B 129.24 4.71 4 -0.11 
GdghQ4 Tdurum_contig42526_1914 5B 188.58 4.25 1 -0.09 
GdghQ5 D_contig09015_259 2B 103.34 3.41 1 0.05 
GdghQ6 wsnp_Ex_c1558_2976128 3B 34.20 3.45 2 0.04 
GdghQ7 RAC875_rep_c71248_689 3B 70.72 3.49 1 0.06 
GdghQ8 RAC875_c6060_362 3B 91.44 3.41 1 0.04 
GdghQ9 BS00024496_51 3B 110.15 3.05 1 -0.05 
GdghQ10 CAP8_c5043_351 3D 4.00 3.03 1 -0.04 
GdghQ11 BS00045446_51 5B 43.42 3.34 1 -0.05 
GdghQ12 BS00039874_51 5B 147.85 3.23 1 -0.06 
GdghQ14 BS00095206_51 6A 136.70 3.23 1 -0.05 
GdghQ15/ 
PHS3A/ 
TaPHS1 
BS00094057_51 3A 20.74 6.12 4 -0.03 
GdghQ16 Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 4.79 1 0.04 
GdghQ17 BS00028747_51 1B 137.00 3.03 1 0.05 
GdghQ18 Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.35 1 -0.03 
GdghQ19 BobWhite_c24745_419 4B 5.99 3.20 1 -0.04 
GdghQ20 BobWhite_rep_c52979_181 6A 16.00 3.38 1 0.04 
GdghQ21 RFL_Contig2206_1694 6B 95.24 3.81 4 0.04 
1 Name designated to each QTL in identified this study. Known markers PHS4A and PHS3A as well as 
known genes Phs and TaPHS1 are included. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each QTL. 
3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for each 
tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
conferring dormancy, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive values denote the favourable 
allele is most common (>50%) within the population). 
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Grain Dormancy (Field) 
GWAS results for GD from the field are displayed in Figure 5-7 and Table 5-5 (see 
Appendix 5, Table A - 5-3). Seven significant peaks were identified: one on each of 
chromosomes 1A and 4A, and five on 5B. The tagSNP for the 1A QTL was IAAV4916 
(70.79 cM – GdfQ1) with the least common allele estimated to improve GD by 0.03. The 
4A QTL was represented by the same tagSNP (GdfQ2) as from the glasshouse 
environment but did not show the same level of significance. This was evident in the 
marker effect dropping from 0.11 in the glasshouse to 0.05 in the field. The same two QTL 
identified in the glasshouse on chromosome 5B were also identified as significant in the 
field; the favourable alleles were least common at both loci. The first of these, positioned at 
129.24 cM (GdfQ3), was estimated to improve GD by 0.073. The second loci, positioned at 
188.58 cM (GdfQ6), was estimated to improve GD by 0.07. Three additional markers on 
chromosome 5B were positioned at 147.85 cM (BS00039874_51 – GdfQ4), 176.61 cM 
(Kukri_c1214_2400a – GdfQ5), and 206.14 cM (Excalibur_rep_c100012_1145). 
Favourable alleles that improved grain dormancy at all of these positions were of least 
common, with estimated effects of 0.04, 0.04, and 0.06 respectively. As with GD 
(glasshouse), the tagSNPs located on chromosome 5B at 188.58 cM and 206.14 cM were 
in high LD and were therefore considered to be the same QTL, designated as GdfQ6 
(Table 5-5). 
A further 14 suggestive QTLs were identified on chromosomes 1B (GdfQ8), 2A (GdfQ9 
and GdfQ10), 2D (Gdf11), 3A (GdfQ21 and GdfQ12), 3B (GdfQ13 – GdfQ15), 3D (GdfQ16 
and GdfQ17), 4A (GdfQ18), 5B (GdfQ19), 5D (GdfQ22), and 7B (GdfQ20). 
When the tagSNPs for the significant QTL were fixed in a multiple SNP model, an 
additional two regions were revealed as being significant and four regions as being 
suggestive. The same 3A (GdfQ21) and 5D (GdfQ22) peaks as identified in the 
glasshouse became significant in this model, though the magnitude of marker effects 
decreased slightly. Suggestive peaks were identified on chromosomes 5A (GdfQ23 and 
GdfQ24), 5D (GdfQ25), and 6D (GdfQ26). 
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Figure 5-7: Manhattan plot of GWAS results (QK model, PC=5) for grain dormancy 
(GD) from the field environment. The upper and lower lines represent significance 
and suggestive thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers are plotted on 
the y-axis and the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Table 5-5: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for grain dormancy (GD) from 
the field environment.  
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
GdfQ1 IAAV4916 1A 70.79 4.18 1 -0.03 
GdfQ2/ 
PHS4A/ 
Phs 
wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 4A 65.95 11.15 8 0.05 
GdfQ3 BS00037103_51 5B 129.24 5.39 4 -0.07 
GdfQ4 BS00039874_51 5B 147.85 4.52 1 -0.04 
GdfQ5 Kukri_c1214_2400a 5B 176.61 4.44 3 -0.04 
GdfQ6 Tdurum_contig42526_1914 5B 188.58 5.27 3 -0.07 
GdfQ8 Excalibur_rep_c67541_1585 1B 70.08 3.51 1 -0.05 
GdfQ9 Excalibur_rep_c102052_721 2A 117.88 3.01 1 -0.03 
GdfQ10 Excalibur_c24715_276 2A 139.85 3.14 1 -0.04 
GdfQ11 Excalibur_c4386_429 2D 77.80 3.49 3 -0.06 
GdfQ12 wsnp_Ex_c4094_7399975 3A 75.58 3.56 4 0.04 
GdfQ13 GENE-1856_1151 3B 32.99 3.05 1 -0.03 
GdfQ14 RAC875_rep_c71248_689 3B 70.72 3.48 1 0.04 
GdfQ15 Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.19 1 -0.02 
GdfQ16 CAP8_c5043_351 3D 4.00 3.44 2 -0.03 
GdfQ17 BS00093870_51 3D 111.90 3.73 1 0.05 
GdfQ18 Tdurum_contig46583_1275 4A 151.33 3.67 1 -0.04 
GdfQ19 JD_c6094_241 5B 69.19 3.01 2 0.04 
GdfQ20 IAAV5542 7B 72.99 3.31 1 -0.04 
GdfQ21/ 
PHS3A/ 
TaPHS1 
BS00094057_51 3A 20.74 4.74 2 -0.02 
GdfQ22 Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 4.27 1 0.03 
GdfQ23 BS00056932_51 5A 15.61 3.14 1 0.04 
GdfQ24 IAAV2080 5A 46.07 3.02 1 -0.02 
GdfQ25 D_GCE8AKX02J2BYY_249 5D 187.15 3.08 2 0.02 
GdfQ26 wsnp_BE445201D_Ta_1_1 6D 82.18 3.13 1 -0.03 
1 Name designated to each QTL in identified this study. Known markers PHS4A and PHS3A as well as 
known genes Phs and TaPHS1 are included. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each QTL. 3 
The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for each 
tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
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conferring dormancy, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive values denote the favourable 
allele is most common (>50%) within the population). 
Significant tagSNPs of the parental population from both environments were explored to 
discover sources of dormancy (Table 5-6). Cultivar Scout contained the greatest number 
of favourable alleles (8/10) compared to Cobra, which carried a single dormant allele only 
expressed in the glasshouse environment. Of the other cultivars, Lincoln and Mace also 
carried few dormant alleles (3/10), while Spitfire, Dart, and Corack carried slightly more 
(4/10). 
Of particular interest are QTL positioned on the 4A (GdghQ2/GdfQ2/PHS4A/Phs), 5B 
(GdghQ3/GdfQ3, and GdhgQ4/GdfQ6) and 3A (GdghQ15/GdfQ21/PHS3A/TaPHS1) 
chromosomes. All parents carried the favourable 4A allele with the exception of Cobra, 
Lincoln, and RIL284. Of the 5B QTL, Scout and Lincoln were the only sources of 
dormancy at the first locus, while Scout was the only source at the second locus. The 
majority of parents carried the favourable allele for the 3A QTL with the exceptions of 
Scout, Cobra, RIL288-1, GREGPHS30-25, RIL284, and Mace. The unfavourable allele for 
Scout at this loci might explain why greater levels of dormancy were not observed for this 
cultivar. 
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Table 5-6: Loci fixed for favourable (conferring dormancy) alleles of the most 
significant marker (tagSNP) in the parental population.  
Line Name GdfQ1 
GdghQ15 
GdfQ21 
PHS3A 
TaPHS1 
GdghQ1 
GdghQ2 
GdfQ2 
PHS4A 
Phs 
GdghQ3 
GdfQ3 GdfQ4 GdfQ5 
GdghQ4 
GdfQ6 
GDghQ16 
GDfQ21 
SCOUT D ND ND D D D D D D 
COBRA ND ND D ND ND ND ND ND ND 
LINCOLN ND - ND ND D D ND ND D 
RIL424-1 D D D D ND ND ND ND D 
RIL114-1 D D D D ND D D ND D 
RIL288-1 D ND D D ND ND ND ND D 
GD70-
48(344)-1 D D D D ND D D ND D 
RIL009-1 ND D D D ND D D ND D 
SPITFIRE ND D D D ND ND ND ND D 
CORACK - D D D ND ND - ND D 
DART ND D D D ND ND ND - D 
HIL027 D - D D ND D D ND D 
HIL062 ND - D D ND D D ND D 
HIL063 ND D D D ND D D ND D 
RIL114 D D D D ND D D ND D 
GREGPHS30-
25 D ND D D ND D D ND D 
RIL284 ND ND D ND ND D D ND D 
RIL288 D - D D ND ND ND ND D 
MACE ND ND D D ND ND ND ND D 
RIL424 - D D D ND ND ND ND D 
RIL009 ND D D D ND D D ND D 
UQ01484 D D D D ND D D ND D 
The header row describes the QTL in terms of designation (Table 5-4 and Table 5-5); known markers 
PHS3A and PHS4A and associated genes, TaPHS1 and Phs are included. ‘D’ denotes a favourable allele 
conferring dormancy and is coloured green, ‘ND’ denotes an unfavourable allele conferring non-dormancy 
and is coloured red. Missing values are coded as ‘-’. 
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Plant Height, Plant Maturity and Grain Characteristics 
GWAS results are presented for plant height and maturity (glasshouse and field; Figure 
5-8 and Table 5-7), and grain length, width and roundness (Figure 5-9 and Table 5-8).  
The 5B QTL identified for plant height (PhQ5; Table 5-7; see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-4) is 
co-located with the significant QTL for GD that was identified in both environments.  
Of the QTLs identified for plant maturity in the glasshouse (see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-5), 
those located on chromosomes 5B (MghQ1) and 5D (MghQ4) were in close proximity to 
the QTL identified for GD in the glasshouse and from both environments respectively.  
Plant maturity as measured in the field (see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-6) environment 
displayed five co-locating QTL. The more distal of the 2D QTL (MfQ2) and the 5B QTL 
(MfQ8) co-located with that identified for GD (field). All three of the QTL on chromosome 
3B (MfQ4 – MfQ6) co-located with QTL identified for GD from both environments. The 
tagSNP of the latter QTL was identical to that for GD. 
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Table 5-7: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for plant height and plant 
maturity (glasshouse and field). Bold font with shaded cells indicates QTL co-
locating with GD (Table 5-4 and Table 5-5).  
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
Plant height 
PhQ1 BS00065932_51 3A 79.80 4.39 5 -1.45 
PhQ2 BS00065603_51 3B 144.74 7.37 7 -1.16 
PhQ3 Excalibur_c18072_76 6D 10.70 4.60 1 0.90 
PhQ4 Tdurum_contig42046_597 2B 115.80 3.27 1 1.04 
PhQ5 BS00078515_51 5B 188.58 3.82 1 1.33 
PhQ6 wsnp_Ex_c51820_55631560 6A 91.88 3.08 1 1.17 
PhQ7 RAC875_rep_c71463_98 6B 105.50 3.53 1 0.84 
PhQ8 wsnp_Ex_c43412_49738738 6A 74.24 4.70 1 1.50 
PhQ9 wsnp_CAP11_c592_400447 7A 135.81 4.69 2 -1.39 
PhQ10 Kukri_c35516_93a 2A 156.23 3.06 2 -0.74 
PhQ11 wsnp_Ex_c1903_3592518 3A 149.49 3.08 1 -0.79 
PhQ12 RAC875_c494_436 3D 86.31 3.92 1 1.13 
PhQ13 wsnp_BF291608B_Ta_2_1 7B 89.13 3.40 1 -0.94 
Plant maturity (glasshouse) 
MghQ1 BS00035899_51 5B 49.36 4.87 3 -2.61 
MghQ2 RAC875_c23310_217 7A 47.01 3.55 2 1.79 
MghQ3 BS00066319_51 3A 103.83 4.29 1 1.28 
MghQ4 wsnp_CAP8_c2589_1356390 5D 67.49 4.07 1 -1.10 
Plant maturity (field) 
MfQ1 RAC875_c45702_412 2D 41.20 3.59 2 1.37 
MfQ2 wsnp_RFL_Contig2104_1368653 2D 82.49 3.72 4 0.84 
MfQ3 BS00066319_51 3A 103.83 3.23 1 0.79 
MfQ4 Ra_c10565_1109 3B 34.20 3.51 3 1.34 
MfQ5 IAAV1291 3B 67.78 3.85 1 -1.25 
MfQ6 Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.00 1 -0.65 
MfQ7 BS00068244_51 4A 43.39 3.20 1 -0.85 
MfQ8 Jagger_c5071_425 5B 170.51 3.69 6 -1.00 
MfQ9 BS00037474_51 7D 22.85 3.63 4 -0.62 
1 Name designated to each QTL in identified this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each 
QTL. 3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for 
each tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
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estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
conferring reduced plant height and plant maturity, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive 
values denote the favourable allele is most common (>50%) within the population).  
Two QTL identified for grain length, 2B (SlQ4; Table 5-8; see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-7) 
and 4A (SlQ7) co-located with GD from the glasshouse and field respectively. 
QTL identified for grain width (see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-8) demonstrated three co-
locating regions, including those positioned on 3B (SwQ7), 4A (SwQ9), and 6D (SwQ4). 
The first two QTL were in similar regions to GD from both environments and the latter QTL 
in a similar region to GD from the field only. 
Of the QTL identified for grain roundness (see Appendix 5, Table A - 5-9), those located 
on chromosomes 1B (SrQ1) and 3D (SrQ8) were in close proximity to the QTL identified 
for GD in both environments.   
Table 5-8: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for grain length, width and 
roundness from the field environment. Bold font with shaded cell indicates QTL co-
locating with GD (Table 5-4 and Table 5-5).  
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
Grain length 
SlQ1 wsnp_Ku_rep_c72211_71920520 5B 56.60 4.09 2 0.11 
SlQ2 Kukri_c2464_560 1D 34.48 3.19 1 -0.06 
SlQ3 wsnp_Ex_rep_c70574_69491038 1D 76.85 3.07 3 -0.07 
SlQ4 IAAV7130b 2B 104.39 3.20 3 -0.11 
SlQ5 BS00024812_51 3D 143.01 3.27 3 0.07 
SlQ6 wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 3.06 1 -0.07 
SlQ7 Kukri_c2101_1551 4A 147.15 3.04 1 -0.13 
SlQ8 wsnp_Ku_c11530_18803034a 7A 228.91 3.12 1 -0.09 
SlQ9 Excalibur_c63885_115 1B 112.39 4.05 1 0.10 
SlQ10 Ku_c19185_1569 2D 137.29 3.13 1 -0.06 
SlQ11 IAAV8499 4B 108.18 3.08 1 0.10 
Grain width 
SwQ1 Kukri_c93012_76b 3A 188.38 4.19 1 -0.04 
SwQ2 CAP8_c1057_105 3D 143.01 4.43 1 0.05 
SwQ3 wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 4.72 1 -0.06 
SwQ4 wsnp_Ex_c1690_3206784 6D 88.87 4.82 1 -0.05 
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QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
SwQ5 D_contig22609_150 1D 11.88 3.34 4 -0.04 
SwQ6 BS00025191_51 3A 55.59 3.02 1 -0.06 
SwQ7 RAC875_rep_c107110_137a 3B 67.45 3.46 1 0.05 
SwQ8 IAAV4641 3B 134.83 3.91 11 -0.06 
SwQ9 Ra_c1082_1100a 4A 61.91 3.33 1 0.05 
SwQ10 RFL_Contig4632_1512 6A 78.64 4.24 3 -0.07 
Grain roundness 
SrQ1 BS00075036_51 1B 60.62 4.21 1 -0.04 
SrQ2 TA004668-0687 1B 115.88 4.13 1 0.03 
SrQ3 BobWhite_c1764_139b 1D 45.44 3.49 1 0.02 
SrQ4 TA001885-0568 3A 35.55 3.35 1 0.03 
SrQ5 BobWhite_c29419_116 3A 61.06 3.93 5 -0.03 
SrQ6 TA006354-0937 3D 143.01 3.64 3 0.05 
SrQ7 IAAV8499 4B 108.18 3.20 1 0.04 
SrQ8 BobWhite_c9000_114 3D 116.11 4.41 1 -0.03 
1 Name designated to each QTL in identified this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each 
QTL. 3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for 
each tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model.  6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (positive values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
conferring increased grain length, width, and roundness, is least common (<50%) within the population; 
negative values denote the favourable allele is most common (>50%) within the population).  
Physical maps of each chromosome and QTL identified in this study (Table 5-4, Table 5-5, 
Table 5-7, and Table 5-8) are displayed over 7 pages (Figure 5-10). Each trait is 
represented by a different colour and QTL relevant to each chromosome are positioned to 
the right of the chromosome. QTL identified as significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) are labelled, while 
those identified as suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) are denoted as ‘***’. Marker density is 
represented by horizontal black lines on each chromosome, and known markers are 
labelled on the left of the specific chromosome. 
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Figure 5-8: Manhattan plots of GWAS results for (A) plant height, (B) plant maturity 
from the glasshouse, and (C) plant maturity from the field. The upper and lower 
lines represent significance and suggestive thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values 
of all markers are plotted on the y-axis and the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Figure 5-9: Manhattan plots of GWAS results for (A) grain length, (B) grain width, 
and (C) grain roundness. The upper and lower lines represent significance and 
suggestive thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers are plotted on the 
y-axis and the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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 Figure 5-10: Physical maps of QTL identified for all eight traits in this study. Marker density is represented by black 
horizontal lines on each chromosome. Significant QTL are represented by a coloured code name; suggestive QTL are 
represented by a coloured bar and denoted by ‘***’. 
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5.3.5 Haplotype Analysis 
The number of loci fixed for the favourable alleles of tagSNPs conferring GD (Table 5-4 
and Table 5-5) were summed for each genotype in both environments. These groups were 
plotted against the PBVs of GD from the glasshouse (Figure 5-11) and from the field 
(Figure 5-12). The upper figures in the panel (A) display groupings according to significant 
tagSNP only (glasshouse: GdghQ1 – GdghQ4, GdghQ15 and GdghQ16 (Table 5-4), field: 
GdfQ1-GdfQ6, GdfQ21, and GdfQ22 (Table 5-5)), compared to the lower panel (B) that 
displays groupings according to significant and suggestive tagSNPs. Each black circle is 
indicative of an observation, indicating the uneven distribution of genotypes in groups, 
especially in the extreme dormant and non-dormant phenotypes. Rather than 
distinguishing groups as being ‘significantly different’ from one another the trend of 
groupings are emphasised.  
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Figure 5-11: Boxplots of predicted breeding values (PBVs) for grain dormancy (GD) 
from the glasshouse (y-axis) plotted against the number of loci fixed for the 
favourable (conferring dormancy) alleles of each genotype (x-axis). A) represents 
favourable alleles of significant tagSNPs. B) represents favourable alleles of 
significant and suggestive tagSNPs.  
Significant QTL clearly capture the majority of the variance within phenotypic groups, with 
GD improving with an increasing number of loci fixed for favourable alleles. The field 
environment, which has slightly more significant QTL than the glasshouse environment 
suggests a maximum of six QTL being optimum, at which point additional QTL do not 
contribute to further GD. Inclusion of the suggestive QTL demonstrates the quantitative 
nature of the GD trait, especially in the field environment where many more dormant 
phenotypes are explained by larger numbers of favourable alleles. These observations are 
supported by high correlations between phenotype and number of loci fixed for favourable 
alleles. From the glasshouse, more dormant phenotypes are correlated with greater 
number of significant alleles by 0.76 and with total number of favourable alleles (significant 
and suggestive) by 0.65. Similarly, more dormant phenotypes from the field showed 
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correlations of 0.71 and 0.76 for significant and total number of favourable alleles 
respectively.  
 
Figure 5-12: Boxplots of predicted breeding values (PBVs) of grain dormancy (GD) 
from the field (y-axis) plotted against the number of loci fixed for the favourable 
(conferring dormancy) allele of each genotype (x-axis). A) represents favourable 
alleles of significant QTL. B) represents favourable alleles of significant and 
suggestive QTL.  
These trends are further illustrated in biplots for each environment from the PCA (Figure 
5-13). Each environment is presented as a vector, and each genotype is represented by 
an enclosed circle. The circles are coloured to align with those presented in the above 
Figures (Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12) to demonstrate the effect of number of loci fixed for 
favourable alleles. The orange colours on the right denote fewer favourable alleles 
compared with maximal number of loci fixed for favourable alleles in the blues and pinks 
on the left of the biplots.  
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Figure 5-13: Principal component analysis (PCA) of the grain dormancy (GD) traits 
as measured from the glasshouse (top) and field (bottom) environments. Genotypes 
are represented as circles within the biplot. Colours denote the number of loci fixed 
for favourable alleles of significant tagSNPs and align with colours shown in Figure 
5-11 and Figure 5-12.  
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5.3.6 Comparative Mapping 
Chromosomal regions of high similarity were identified across the wheat, Brachypodium, 
rice, and barley genomes for the majority of the tagSNPS. BLAST results from WheatMine 
(Smith et al. 2012) are shown in Appendix 5, Table A - 5-10. Many genes were involved in 
ATP binding and regulation, oxidation-reduction processes, binding metals such as 
calcium and zinc, and protein binding. Of particular interest are known genes conferring 
GD/PHS, Phs and TaPHS1, and those that may have an impact on GD or related traits.  
The tagSNP for the GdghQ2/GdfQ2/Phs/PHS4A gene was homologous to the 
HORVU5Hr1G095060 gene located on chromosome 5H of the barley genome, and the 
BRADI_5g22620v3 gene located on chromosome 5 of the Brachypodium genome. These 
genes have been linked to hydrolase activity in the metabolising of carbohydrates, ATP 
binding, and activity of protein kinase. The tagSNP for the 
GdghQ15/GdfQ21/TaPHS1/PHS3A gene overlapped with the 
TraesCS3A01G007100 gene in wheat, which has been linked with the EamA domain and 
is an essential membranous component. This tagSNP was also homologous to the 
HORVU3Hr1G001040 gene located on chromosome 3H of the barley genome, which is 
characterised as a WAT1-related protein involved in transmembrane transport. 
The TraesCS3B01G034400, TraesCS4A01G484600 and TraesCS5B01G539500 genes 
identified on the 3B (GdghQ6 and GdfQ13), 4A (GdfQ18) and 5B (GdghQ4 and GdfQ6) 
QTL respectively functioned as a WD40-like Beta propeller, which has been demonstrated 
to regulate specific stages of plant development in Abrabidopsis (Smith et al. 2012; 
IWGSC 2018). The TraesCS5B01G179300 gene grouped within the PPM-type 
phosphatase domain were identified on the 5B (GdghQ11) QTL; some plant species with 
this domain are insensitive to abscisic acid (ABA) and strongly influences signalling of ABA 
(Smith et al. 2012; IWGSC 2018). Interestingly, the TraesCS5B01G540300 gene 
coinciding with the 5B (GdfQ19) QTL was related to disease resistance and defence 
response. Similarly, the homologous gene to the 3B (GdghQ18 and GdfQ15) QTL, 
Os03g0401200, identified on the third chromosome of the rice genome was related to 
environmental stress response such as temperature and humidity. The 
TraesCS5B01G539500 gene overlapping the 5B (GdghQ4 and GdfQ6) QTL is related to 
autophagy, which is used during stressful periods. The gene related to the 6A (GdghQ20) 
QTL, TraesCS6B01G418500, uses the photosynthesis pathway.  
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5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Inheritance and Expression of GD 
The high heritability of GD facilitates predictable genetic improvement. Although 
expression of GD is influenced by the environment, correlations between environments 
were generally high, concurring with previous publications (e.g. Zhou et al. 2017; Mares et 
al. 2005). Provided genotype by environment interaction (as in Fofana et al. 2009; 
Graybosch et al. 2013) is not present, phenotypes can reliably be predicted across 
environments, as shown in this study (Figure 5-2) and supported by Mohan et al. (2009) 
and Biddulph et al. (2008). Further, the glasshouse can be used as a surrogate for field 
testing. Implications of this mean that greater levels of genetic gain can be achieved 
because of the faster generation times exploited by speed breeding (e.g. Watson et al. 
2018) and higher heritability of grain dormancy measured on samples collected in the 
glasshouse.  
The fast generation time attained through speed breeding is not thought to affect efficiency 
of selection for GD. Speed breeding accelerates plant growth to hasten time to plant 
maturity, at which point heads are selectively harvested and after-ripening is paused by 
storing heads in -20°C freezers. While it is expected maternal growing environment will 
have some effect on grain dormancy of the developed grain, the actual process of 
germination and loss of grain dormancy is triggered when the grain is removed from the 
freezer and imbibed with water. Biochemical processes associated with germination (e.g. 
water uptake, sensitivity to ABA and gibberellic acid, temperature and after-ripening, 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2) proceed during the grain dormancy screen, allowing 
differentiation of dormant, moderately dormant, and non-dormant material. Thus, the 
period of time and conditions experienced by grain during the grain dormancy screen 
ought to be of greater importance than the speed breeding conditions, particularly given 
the high heritability of the GD trait. Phenotyping from the glasshouse environment was 
able to capture many of the QTL that were also identified in the field (Figure 5-6 and 
Figure 5-7), particularly those of most significance such as the 4A and 5B QTL. Additional 
QTL identified in the field were possibly due to higher temperatures and humidity, different 
moisture regimes and water uptake, unrestricted root growth leading to healthier plants, 
and high nutritional loads in the Gatton Vertosols, many of which have previously been 
demonstrated to affect GD (Kottearachchi et al. 2006; Mares et al. 2009; Mares et al. 
2005).  
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The bimodal distribution observed in the glasshouse experiments (Figure 5-1) could 
represent segregation of two major QTL. Significance of segregation patterns across 
significant and suggestive QTL were visualised as boxplots (data not shown). Of these, the 
4A QTL was the only one to have significantly delineated phenotypes according to 
presence or absence of the favourable allele. Although this was also the case in the field, 
the differences were more pronounced in the glasshouse. The importance of the 4A QTL 
has been shown to diminish as temperature increases (Barrero et al. 2015), which may 
have contributed to the bimodal distribution of dormant and non-dormant phenotypes in 
the glasshouse that was absent in the field. 
The quantitative nature of the GD trait was observed in this study. Phenotypic groupings 
from both the glasshouse (Figure 5-11) and the field (Figure 5-12) were largely explained 
by the number of loci fixed for favourable alleles for the significant QTL. Inclusion of 
suggestive alleles further explained phenotypic differentiation (particularly for dormancy 
assessed on samples from the field) and validated the approaches taken within this study. 
It also highlights the importance of causal variants that may otherwise be overlooked 
because they meet a lower threshold, as previously suggested by Maccaferri et al. (2015). 
5.4.2 QK (PC=5) Most Appropriate GWAS Model 
High levels of relatedness were observed in this breeding population, as a consequence of 
three-way and four-way crosses used to generate the lines evaluated here. This 
relatedness was demonstrated by the large number of markers in high LD, the slow LD 
decay (particularly on the D genome), high levels of kinship, the substantial contribution of 
PCs to phenotypic variation, and the large contribution of target region of deployment to 
population structure of the first three PCs.  
PCs are frequently used in GWAS to control population structure not only to capture major 
differences in allele frequencies resulting from geographic patterns (such as target region) 
but more subtle differences in allele frequency caused by cryptic relatedness (Price et al. 
2010; Kang et al. 2010). Cryptic relatedness refers to relatedness between genotypes that 
are presumed to be unrelated (Kang et al. 2010). If not properly accounted for, difference 
in allele frequency between groups can cause spurious associations with the phenotype 
(Price et al. 2010).  
The GWAS model assumes that individuals are independent (Kang et al. 2010); although 
this is not the case with nature and especially not the case with breeding populations that 
have undergone selection. Thus, pre-processing of data is emphasised as a measure of 
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imposed control to minimise effects of relatedness between individuals (removing highly 
correlated samples, incorporation of kinship and population structure) and between 
markers (removal of markers in high LD or genetic correlation; Price et al. 2010; Reed et 
al. 2015). The latter is especially recommended when population structure is apparent to 
reduce weighting of regions with high LD. These measures consequently reduce spurious 
associations and genome-wide inflation, which is observed in a reduced ߣ and a Q-Q plot 
in which deviation from the null distribution is minimal. However, in the current study, 
inflation increased with progressive removal of markers. 
This phenomenon has also been observed by Eu-ahsunthornwattana et al. (2014) when 
using a thinned set of markers, who suggested that reducing the number of markers for 
development of kinship matrices and therefore PCs linearly reduces the information 
informing relatedness. Yang et al. (2011) has also demonstrated increasing inflation with 
polygenic traits of high heritability and LD, which is of relevance to this study. The fact that 
GD (field) was slightly more polygenic than GD (glasshouse) may assist in explaining why 
more inflation was observed in the former environment than the latter. 
5.4.3 Comparison of GD QTL with Previous Publications 
A total of 35 QTL, 10 of which were significant and 25 suggestive, contributing to GD were 
identified in this study. Comparison of these QTL with previous publications suggest at 
least two of the QTL are novel: those located on chromosome 5D (GdghQ16/GdfQ22; 
Table 5-4 and Table 5-5) from both environments and on chromosome 6A (GdghQ20), a 
suggestive marker from the glasshouse environment. The favourable allele of the 5D QTL 
was most common (85%) in the population, with all parents except Cobra carrying the 
favourable allele for this QTL. Similarly, the 6A favourable allele was most common (70%) 
with all parents except Scout, Cobra, Lincoln and Spitfire carrying this allele.  
Similar location of the 1A (GdfQ1) QTL identified from the field environment have been 
reported in Albrecht et al. (2015) at 68.75 and 70.87 cM. The favourable allele of GdfQ1 
was of approximately equal frequency (45%) in the population and was equally distributed 
across parents. Scout was the only cultivar with the favourable allele. 
As previously noted, the 3A QTL (GdghQ15/GdfQ21/PHS3A/TaPHS1) is a known QTL 
identified as a candidate gene by Nakamura et al. (2011), and cloned, fine-mapped and 
designated as the TaPHS1 gene by Liu et al. (2013). Examples of other studies to have 
reported this QTL include Albrecht et al. (2015), Zanetti et al. (2000), Martinez et al. (2018) 
and Munkvold et al. (2009). The tagSNP representing this QTL, BS00094057_51 has also 
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been reported by Lin et al. (2016). The favourable allele in the population was distributed 
approximately evenly (45%). Of the cultivars, Scout, Cobra and Mace carried the 
unfavourable allele.  
Similar position of the 3D QTL (GdghQ1/GdfQ17) has been reported by Zhou et al. (2017) 
with DArT-seq and SNPs ranging from 110.99-113.89 cM. All parents except Scout and 
Cobra carried the favourable allele, which was consequently of high frequency (93%) in 
this population. 
The 4A QTL (GdghQ2/GdfQ2/PHS4A/Phs) was identified as having the greatest 
significance from both environments, was of most effect in the glasshouse, is also a known 
QTL and is the most prolifically reported (e.g. Munkvold et al. 2009; Ogbonnaya et al. 
2008; Cabral et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2018). The same tagSNP was 
reported for this QTL by Lin et al. (2016). Approximately 75% of the population contained 
the favourable allele, as expected when all parents, excepting Cobra, Lincoln and RIL284, 
carried this allele. Cabral et al. (2014) developed four KASP markers on this chromosome 
from significant SNP markers identified in their study; three of which are common with 
significant markers in this study (BS00072025_51, Kukri_c12563_52, and 
RAC875_c21369_425), the latter of which was also identified as significant by Lin et al. 
(2016). Commonality between these three studies suggests suitability of these markers 
across a variety of breeding programs (Australia, Canada, US) using germplasm of diverse 
origin (spring wheat: cultivars and elite breeding lines, doubled haploid lines, winter wheat: 
cultivars and elite breeding lines) and geographies for phenotyping. The 4A QTL has 
proven to be of greater significance in the glasshouse than the field environments (Lin et 
al. 2016; Torada et al. 2005; Barrero et al. 2015), supporting the suggestion of its 
enhanced effect in cooler environments (Barrero et al. 2015). At temperatures of 20°C 
significant differences have been reported between a set of near-isogenic lines for the 4A 
QTL, becoming nonsignificant at temperatures of 28°C (Barrero et al. 2015). The tagSNP 
in this study, wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900, was primarily distributed across the dormant 
and intermediate phenotypes, with only non-dormant material having the unfavourable 
allele. This supports Mares et al. (2005), who showed when the 4A QTL was considered in 
isolation, intermediate dormancy was attained. When the 4A QTL was present in 
conjunction with other resistant QTL, enhanced dormancy was attained when compared 
with lines where the 4A QTL was absent.  
Four significant QTL were identified on chromosome 5B in this study, two of which 
(GdghQ3/GdfQ3 and GdghQ4/GdfQ6) were significant in both environments and the other 
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two (GdfQ4 and GdfQ5) only significant in the field environment. The first of these 
(GdghQ3/GdfQ3) was reported in the same position by both Martinez et al. (2018) and 
Albrecht et al. (2015). Further, Martinez et al. (2018) projected markers from Lin et al. 
(2016) and Zhu et al. (2016) within 5 cM of this QTL. Scout and Lincoln were the only 
parents used in this study which carried the favourable allele for this QTL, which is 
reflected as a low frequency (7%) across the population. In terms of marker effects, it 
appears to be of equal importance to the 4A QTL in the glasshouse and of greatest 
importance in the field, improving GD by 0.11 and 0.07 respectively. No records of QTL at 
similar positions could be found of the second of the 5B QTL (GdghQ4/GdfQ6); however, it 
is positioned within 2 cM of Albrecht et al. (2015), as projected by Zhou et al. (2017). 
Martinez et al. (2018) has also projected markers from Tan et al. (2006) and Singh et al. 
(2014) within 5 cM, therefore suggesting this is not a novel QTL. This source of increased 
dormancy seems to come purely from Scout and is subsequently of low frequency within 
the population (8%). As with the previous QTL, it is of substantial effect, improving GD by 
0.09 in the glasshouse and 0.07 in the field.  
Of the other 5B QTL (GdfQ4) was the only one found to be reported near a similar work 
(Albrecht et al. 2015). However, Martinez et al. (2018) projects markers by Tan et al. 
(2006) and Singh et al. (2014) to be in the vicinity, again suggesting that none of these are 
novel.  
Comparison of suggestive QTL are presented in Table 5-9. Of particular importance are 
those indicated as potentially novel. The first of these was located on chromosome 3B 
(GdghQ6/GdfQ13). Although projections by Martinez et al. (2018) indicate close proximity 
to a marker by Lin et al. (2016), the actual SNP as reported by Lin et al. (2016) is 
positioned at 62.57 cM on the consensus map used for this study (Wang et al. 2014), 
putting it within the region of the second of the 3B QTL. 
The QTL on 5D (GdfQ25) may represent a novel QTL. Although Martinez et al. (2018) 
projected two QTL regions (Fofana et al. 2009 and Kumar et al. 2015) overlapping the one 
identified in this study, these regions extend for 76 cM and 49 cM respectively and are 
thus open to conjecture. It is reasonable to assume flanking markers described in these 
studies were closer together and cannot be reliably used for comparison to this study.  
The only reference similarly positioned to the 6D QTL (GdfQ26) were the 40cM region 
reported by Kumar et al. (2009) and a nonsignificant marker reported by Arif et al. (2012); 
both of which were projected by Martinez et al. (2018) 
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Table 5-9: Comparison of suggestive QTL identified in this study with previous 
publications.  
QTL Name Reference Martinez et al. (2018) projection 
Zhou et al. (2017) 
projection 
GdfQ8 Albrecht et al. (2015) Kulwal et al. (2012)  
GdghQ17 Martinez et al. (2018) Kumar et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2014)  
GdfQ9  Kumar et al. (2015)  
GdfQ10 Mohan et al. (2009) Li et al. (2017)  
GdghQ5 Kulwal et al. (2012) Li et al. (2017)  
GdfQ11  
Kumar et al. (2015), 
Mohan et al. (2009), 
Mohler et al. (2014), Lin 
et al. (2016) 
 
GdfQ12 Martinez et al. (2018) Kumar et al. (2015)  
GdghQ6 
GdfQ13 Potentially novel Lin et al. (2016)  
GdghQ7 
GdfQ14 
Groos et al. (2002), 
Cabral et al. (2014), Lin 
et al. (2016), Martinez et 
al. (2018) 
Mohan et al. (2009) Jaiswal et al. (2012) 
GdghQ8 Mohan et al. (2009), Groos et al. (2002) 
Zhang et al. (2014), Lin 
et al. (2016)  
GdghQ9 Mohan et al. (2009), Groos et al. (2002)  
Rehman Arif et al. 
(2012) 
GdghQ18 
GdfQ15 Kulwal et al. (2004) Lin et al. (2016)  
GdghQ10 
GdfQ16 
Lin et al. (2016), 
Albrecht et al. (2015)  
Fofana et al. (2009), 
Rasul et al. (2009), 
Groos et al. (2002) 
GdfQ18 Martinez et al. (2018) Mohler et al. (2014)  
GdghQ19 Mohan et al. (2009)   
GdfQ23 Groos et al. (2002)   
GdfQ24 Groos et al. (2002) Zhang et al. (2014)  
GdghQ11 Munkvold et al. (2009), Albrecht et al. (2015) Liu et al. (2011)  
GdfQ19 Liu et al. (2011), Albrecht et al. (2015) Singh et al. (2010) Tan et al. (2006) 
GdfQ25 Potentially novel Fofana et al. (2009), Kumar et al. (2015)  
GdghQ20 31.56 cM (Albrecht et al. 2015) Li et al. (2017)  
GdghQ14 Likely novel   
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QTL Name Reference Martinez et al. (2018) projection 
Zhou et al. (2017) 
projection 
GdghQ21 Lin et al. (2016) Zhang et al. (2014)  
GdfQ26 Potentially novel 
Kumar et al. (2009), 
Rehman Arif et al. 
(2012) 
 
GdfQ20 Mohan et al. (2009) Lohwasser et al. (2013), Albrecht et al. (2015)  
 
5.4.4 Other Characteristics Contributing to Expression of GD 
This study found numerous QTL from other measured traits co-locating with GD traits 
(Table 5-7 and Table 5-8). Of particular interest are those in moderately high LD (>0.40) 
with GD. The three QTL on chromosome 3B (GdghQ6/GdfQ13, GdghQ7/GdfQ14, and 
GdghQ18/GdfQ15) all co-located with plant maturity. This may be an artefact of selection, 
an interaction with the environment, or it may suggest that GD and longer maturity are in 
pleiotropy at this locus. It is also likely to be an artefact of the environment for the year 
maturity was measured. High temperatures during 2016 were frequent; plants with longer 
maturity would be exposed to an increased number of high temperature days, which may 
have impacted the dormancy mechanism. General allelic patterns at these loci were 
investigated. At the first loci, unfavourable GD alleles were linked with longer maturity in 
Mace, Corack, GD70-48(344)-1 and UQ01484. All derivatives of Mace, Corack and 
UQ01484 maintained this linkage; however, it has largely broken down in derivatives from 
GD70-48(344)-1. Linkage at the second loci remained almost completely intact whereby 
unfavourable GD alleles are associated with shorter maturity. Cultivars Cobra, Lincoln, 
Corack and Dart, and lines HIL062 and GregPHS30-25 carried the susceptible allele at 
this locus. The marker at the third locus was identical to that identified for GD in both 
environments. A gene for flowering time (QFt.cri-3B) has been reported on the long arm of 
chromosome 3B in the vicinity of the centromere (Pankova et al. 2008), which is similar to 
the 3B (GdghQ18/GdfQ15) QTL reported in this study.  
Multiple QTL relating to plant maturity have been reported on chromosome 3B (Jaiswal et 
al. 2016). A major gene controlling flowering time in Arabidopsis thaliana is the 
FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC), which maternally contributes to the dormancy of the 
developing grain (Chiang et al. 2009). It is therefore a pleiotropic gene as it not only 
controls both traits but shares the same pathways, including signalling of GA and ABA 
(Chiang et al. 2009). Maximum expression of the gene in the mother plant coincided with 
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induction of dormancy of the developing grain (Chiang et al. 2009). Increased dormancy 
was observed at higher temperatures in Arabidopsis (Chiang et al. 2009), which is contrary 
to results in this study; however, such mechanisms may function differently in wheat. This 
would also support the identification of co-locating markers from the fluctuating and higher 
temperatures of the field environment compared to the lower and constant temperatures of 
the glasshouse environment. This bears further investigation and validation and may assist 
in understanding GD in wheat. No publications relating co-location of GD and plant 
maturity or flowering time in wheat were found for comparison. 
Grain length at the 2B QTL (SlQ4) was in high LD with the marker identified for GD in the 
glasshouse and suggests that longer grains were associated with greater dormancy; 
however, this may be an artefact of selection for larger grain from GD screens or be 
associated with a founder effect. Favourable alleles for both were generally always 
inherited together in the derivatives of Cobra and RIL288-1. 
Although the prominent 4A QTL is co-located with grain width, these markers were in low 
LD. The observed marker-trait association may be an artefact of selection for larger grain 
during GD screens, may be in pleiotropy with GD, or may be inconclusive due to only 
having one set of phenotypic observations. However, another QTL study (Cabral et al. 
2018) assessing 14 traits related to grain size and shape also reported a QTL for grain 
width in the same vicinity as that identified in this study. The reported SNPs in Cabral et al. 
(2018) and this study precisely co-located on the Wang et al. (2014) consensus map. 
Evidence of this common QTL suggests that grain width may be in pleiotropy with GD in 
this region. 
Grain colour was not tested in this study as all parental types were white-grained; 
however, five QTL potentially co-locate with previously published grain colour QTL. The 1B 
QTL (GdfQ8) for GD in the field was positioned 15 cM away from a significant marker 
identified by Lin et al. (2016) on the Wang et al. (2014) consensus map. A QTL also from 
Lin et al. (2016) was positioned 20 cM away from the 3D (GdghQ1/GdfQ17) QTL for GD in 
both environments. This marker was represented by the Tamyb10-D1 (Himi et al. 2011) 
gene that is used for the 3D homologous gene contributing to grain colour from the Group 
three chromosomes. The two QTL for GD in the field on chromosome 5A (GdfQ23 and 
GdfQ24) were also in the region for grain colour published by Groos et al. (2002), though 
the region was large and spanned the distance between QTL identified in this study. 
Without having genetically tested for grain colour in this study it cannot be determined if 
the grain colour QTL co-located with GD QTL in this study. Given that all parental lines 
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were white-grained, it is unlikely that grain colour influenced GD. Co-location of QTL with 
known positions of QTL contributing to grain colour suggests that association between red-
grain colour and dormancy may have been broken in this population. 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this study, a total of 10 significant and 25 suggestive QTL were identified for grain 
dormancy. Forty-six markers were identified across eight chromosomes from the 
glasshouse location, and 67 markers across eleven chromosomes from the field location, 
as being associated with grain dormancy.  
The GD trait had a high heritability, which lends itself to discovery of QTL. In this study, 
GD from three experiments undertaken in a temperature-controlled glasshouse showed 
greater levels of dormancy than that measured in two field experiments. Predicted 
breeding values and ranking of genotypes were highly correlated across environments. 
Derivatives of the dormant parents (GD70-48(344)-1, UQ01484 and RIL114-1), and a 
moderately dormant parent (Spitfire) showed the greatest dormancy across both 
glasshouse and field locations. Derivatives of the moderately dormant parents (RIL424-1 
and RIL288-1) and non-dormant parent (Cobra) showed the least dormancy across both 
the glasshouse and field locations. 
The 298 genotypes assessed for GD in this study were grouped into four broad categories 
defined by the target region of deployment, which explained much of the population 
structure. On average, the lines targeting the Northern region demonstrated greater levels 
of dormancy than those targeting the Western and South-western regions. Inclusion of the 
first five PCs in the GWAS model sufficiently accounted for population structure, with the 
full set of filtered SNPs reducing the Type I errors. 
Two novel QTL were identified in this study: on chromosome 5D (GdghQ16/GdfQ22) from 
both environments, and on chromosome 6A (GdghQ14) from the glasshouse environment. 
A further three suggestive QTL identified on chromosomes 3B (GdghQ6/GdfQ13), 5D 
(GdfQ25), and 6D QTL (GdfQ26) are thought to also be novel, although markers linked to 
grain dormancy have previously been projected within these regions.  
QTL in this study showing the greatest effects on grain dormancy were the 5B QTL 
(GdghQ3/GdfQ3) and the known 4A QTL (GdghQ2/GdfQ2) identified in both 
environments. While the frequency of the favourable allele on chromosome 4A was high in 
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the population, the favourable allele on chromosome 5B was relatively low, constituting 
only approximately 8% of the population. 
The quantitative nature of GD was demonstrated in this study, with a greater number of 
loci fixed for favourable alleles improving the level of observed dormancy. While significant 
QTL captured the majority of variation, the suggestive QTL further delineated these groups 
(particularly for the field environment), highlighting the importance of including QTL peaks 
even if they do not meet a stringent significance threshold.  
QTL for the plant height, plant maturity, and grain characteristics often co-located with GD 
QTL in this study. Those in high LD with GD were identified on chromosome 5B (MghQ1) 
for maturity measured in the glasshouse environment, three QTL on chromosome 3B 
(MfQ4 – MfQ6) for maturity in the field environment, and on chromosome 2B (SlQ4) for 
grain length. A QTL for grain width, of low LD, co-located with the prominent 4A QTL.  
QTL identification of the GD trait showed great similarity between the glasshouse and field 
environment, with the most significant QTL identified in both environments. It is suggested 
that a greater number of favourable QTL are required under the fluctuating environmental 
conditions of the field than in the glasshouse environment to maintain high levels of GD. 
Further, estimated effect of the 4A QTL was reduced in the field, supporting the suggestion 
of its greater importance in cooler environments (Barrero et al. 2015). Results and 
conclusions in this study further support those revealed in the previous chapters, 
emphasising that phenotypic selection for GD in a glasshouse setting has been 
successfully employed within a breeding program to improve the expression of GD in the 
field environment.  
Significant markers identified in this study will be used to improve efficiency of marker 
assisted selection (MAS) within this breeding program. Significant SNPs identified in this 
study were common with other studies in Cabral et al. (2014) and Lin et al. (2016) on 
chromosome 4A, indicating a stable QTL that contributes to GD across genetic 
backgrounds and environments.  
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 Genome-Wide Association Studies for Resistance 
to Stripe, Leaf and Stem Rusts 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Three types of rust known as stripe rust (YR, or yellow rust), leaf rust (LR), and stem rust 
(SR) globally contribute to significant crop losses. In Australia, YR is the most damaging in 
terms of both incidence and severity and is worst in the Northern region (Murray and 
Brennan 2009). Rust spores can travel long distances by wind or water, which may lead to 
epidemics under optimal conditions (Park 2008). In practice, chemical control of rust 
complements the use of resistant cultivars; however, due to the environmental, health, and 
economic issues associated with the use of chemicals, their application is limited. Hence, 
pyramiding genes for rust resistance is a strong focus of many breeding programs.  
The objectives of this study were to: i) assess the target populations for resistance to YR, 
LR, and SR; ii) identify the location of causal variants (quantitative trait loci; QTL) 
underlying these traits, particularly novel QTL; and, iii) identify the best performing lines for 
each trait and across all traits. 
6.2 Materials and methods 
6.2.1 Germplasm 
Three hundred and twenty-two lines as previously described (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1; 
see Appendix 6, Table A - 6-1) were analysed for GWAS in this study. This set consisted 
of 26 parental lines (i.e. parental population) and 296 derived lines (i.e. progeny 
population).  
The third population assessed in this thesis consisted of 37 lines used as parents in 
subsequent breeding cycles. These lines were phenotyped and genotyped in trials and are 
consequently used to maximise accuracy of predicted breeding values (PBVs) in this 
study; however, because they are unrelated to the 322 lines described above, they were 
excluded from GWAS analyses.  
Known genes of cultivars assessed and/or used for population development of the 
progeny population are shown in Table 6-1 (Cuddy et al. 2016). The University of 
Queensland (UQ) donor lines conferring grain dormancy (GD) were also thought to carry 
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additional adult plant resistance genes (particularly for YR) that have not yet been 
identified.  
Table 6-1: Known resistance genes in cultivars used for development of the progeny 
population.  
Cultivar YR  LR  SR  
 Seedling APR Seedling APR Seedling APR 
Cobra   Lr3a, Lr23  Sr8a, Sr30 Sr2 
Corack   Lr3a, Lr13  Sr30 Sr2 
Dart Yr7 Yr18 Lr1, Lr13 Lr34 Sr9g, Sr30+ Sr57 
EGA Gregory Yr33 Yr18 Lr3a, Lr23 Lr34 Sr30 Sr57 
Lincoln Yr4 Yr18 Lr1, Lr13 Lr34 Sr30 Sr57 
Mace Yr17  Lr3a, Lr13, Lr20*, Lr37  Sr15, Sr38 Sr2 
Scout Yr17  Lr37  Sr38  
Spitfire  Yr29 Lr1 Lr46 Sr30 Sr2, Sr58 
Wyalkatchem  Yr29* Lr3a, Lr13, Lr20 Lr46* 
Sr8a*, 
Sr15 
Sr2, 
Sr58* 
* denotes a heterogeneous response to resistance. 
Genes are subset into rust type (YR, LR, and SR) and whether the gene contributes to seedling or adult 
plant resistance (APR). Although EGA Gregory and Wyalkatchem were not assessed in this study, they are 
included in this table as they are parents of the UQ donor lines contributing grain dormancy resistance 
(Information from Cuddy et al. 2016). 
6.2.2 Environments 
Rust assessments were undertaken in four environments in 2016 and two environments in 
2017 (Table 6-2). Environments from 2016 were: a rust nursery at the UQ’s Gatton 
Research Station facilities (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2), a grain increase nursery in a 
different field at the Gatton Research Station that was naturally infected, a rust nursery at 
the Redlands Research Facility (26-40 Delancey Street, Cleveland, Queensland, 
Australia), and a rust nursery at the Plant Breeding Institute in Cobbitty (107 Cobbitty 
Road, Cobbitty, New South Wales, Australia). Environments from 2017 were: a rust 
nursery at UQ’s Gatton research facility, and a rust nursery at the Redlands research 
facility.  
YR was assessed in five environments, LR in four environments, and SR in two 
environments. Inoculation of the Redlands 2017 nursery with LR proved to be difficult 
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because of the prior natural infection of YR. Although this nursery was intended as an 
additional environment for assessment of SR, infection was unsuccessful.  
Table 6-2: Environments used for the assessment of rust infection during the 2016 
and 2017 growing seasons.  
Environment Code1 YR2 LR3 SR4 
Cobbitty Rust 2016 Cob_16 26/9/16 & 10/10/16 
10/10/16 & 
2/11/16 28/11/16 
Gatton Grain 
Increase 2016 GASI_16 17/10/16 7/10/16 Null 
Gatton Rust 2016 GA_16 8/9/16 & 14/9/16 Null Null 
Redlands Rust 
2016 RL_16 Null 7/9/16 19/10/16 
Gatton Rust 2017 GA_17 13/9/17 & 28/9/17 Null Null 
Redlands Rust 
2017 RL_17 22/9/17 2/10/17 Null 
1 The abbreviation used to describe each environment throughout this chapter. The dates that stripe rust2 
(YR), leaf rust3 (LR), and stem rust4 (SR) were assessed in each environment. Where disease infection was 
assessed on two dates, data from the second assessment was used for analysis due to better differentiation 
of infection types. No assessment was undertaken for the particular trait if the date is indicated as ‘null’. 
Genotypes were sown in a completely randomised design, with 50 per cent (%) replicated 
in each of the Cob_16, RL_16, and GA_16 nurseries, and 20% replicated in the GASI_16 
nursery. Lines in the RL_17 and GA_17 nurseries were replicated by 42% and 61% 
respectively. Approximately 10 to 15 grains/line were sown in each of the rust nurseries. 
Plants were sown in hill plots at the Redlands and Gatton rust nurseries, and in short rows 
at the Cobbitty rust nursery. Approximately 20 grains were sown in short paired rows in the 
Gatton grain increase nursery.   
The Cob_16 nursery was managed by the Sydney University Plant Breeding Institute. The 
GA_16, GA_17, RL_16, and RL_17 rust nurseries were managed by Dr Lee Hickey and 
respective farm staff. The GASI_16 nursery was managed by Dr Mark Dieters and farm 
staff at Gatton. 
Plants were inoculated, irrigated and weeded as required, with the exception of weeding in 
the RL_16. Overgrown weeds in this environment made assessment of SR quite 
challenging.  
Blocks of check cultivars were sown in each rust nursery at set intervals to maintain the 
integrity of scoring across each nursery. These check cultivars were selected based on 
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their known rust resistance ratings and included Rowan (an awnless check), Crusader, 
Sunmate, Mitch, Gregory and Sunvale.  
The YR pathotype used in the Gatton environments (2016 and 2017) and Redlands 2017 
environment was 134 E16 A+ 17+ 27+. The LR pathotypes in the Redlands environment 
included 104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13; 104-1,3,5,7,9,10,12,+Lr37; and 76-
1,3,5,7,9,10,12,13+Lr37. The SR pathotypes in the 2016 Redlands environment were 343-
1,2,3,5,6, and 34-2,12,13.  
The YR pathotypes used in the 2016 Cobbitty environment were 110 E143A+, 134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27+, 150 E16A+, and 134 E16A+YrJ+T+. The LR pathotypes used were 
104-1,(2),3,(6),(7),11,13, 104-1,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,12+Lr37,1-4-2,3,6,(7),12, and 76-
1,3,4,7,9,10,12,13,+Lr37. The SR pathotypes were 98-1,2,3,5,6,7, 34-2,12,13, and 34-
1,2,7+Sr38.  
A list of all pathotypes in each environment, and corresponding genes to which they are 
virulent and avirulent is provided in Appendix 6, Table A - 6-2. 
The YR and LR infections in the Gatton grain increase nursery were due to natural 
infection and so the pathotypes were not identified. However, given these plants were 
sown in the same research station as the GA_16 rust nursery, the YR and LR pathotypes 
used in the rust nursery are likely to be the same as those present in the grain increase 
nursery. 
The environments differed in terms of temperature and rainfall during the growing season 
(Table 6-3). The 2016 growing seasons received substantial amounts of rainfall that was 
spaced regularly throughout the growing period. Cobbitty received the greatest amount of 
rainfall (515.4 mm), followed by Gatton (199 mm) and Redlands (167 mm). Conversely, 
the 2017 seasons received substantially less rainfall with an irregular distribution. 
Redlands received slightly more than Gatton, with 65.6 mm and 56 mm respectively (BoM 
2018). Temperature differences were observed between Redlands and the other 
environments, with Redlands showing more temperate patterns being located on the 
Moreton Bay coast. Minimum temperatures less than 5°C occurred on 58 days in Cob_16, 
on 13 days in GA_16 and GASI_16, 44 days in GA_17, and on no occasions in Redlands 
in either year. Temperatures exceeded 30°C in Cob_16 on 13 days, in GA_16 on 2 days, 
in GA_17 on 14 days, and on no occasions in Redlands in either year. 
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Table 6-3: Key temperature and rainfall statistics for each environment during the 
growing periods in respective years (BoM 2018).  
Environment Minimum temperature (°C) 
Maximum 
temperature (°C) Total rainfall (mm) 
Cob_16 -2.1 37.2 515.4 
GA_16 & GASI_16 0.3 31.5 199.0 
GA_17 -1.0 39.5 56.0 
RL_16 7.2 28.4 167.0 
RL_17 5.3 26.8 65.6 
 
6.2.3 Phenotyping Rust Resistance 
Phenotyping of YR, LR and SR was undertaken following the guidelines set out by Bariana 
et al. (2007). The assessment technique is based on a 1-9 scale, with 1 being very 
resistant and 9 being very susceptible. Generally, any measurements greater than or 
equal to 4 showed sporolating pustules on relevant plant parts. 
Although the intention was to conduct two assessments at each nursery for each rust type, 
this was not always possible given limited resources, travel and incidents such as wet 
weather or irrigation. 
6.2.4 Preparation of DNA and Inclusion of Results into Data 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was isolated and genotyped according to the procedure 
outlined in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4. Known markers provided by LongReach Plant 
Breeders (LRPB) were integrated into the 90K SNP data (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5). A 
genetic kinship matrix was constructed from the marker data (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.7) for 
incorporation into phenotypic analysis. 
6.2.5 Phenotypic Analysis 
Phenotypic data was analysed by fitting a Linear Mixed Model (LMM) per trait using the 
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML; Patterson and Thompson 1971) approach in a 
two-stage multiple environment analysis (Smith et al. 2001) and implemented in ASReml-
R (Butler 2009). The first stage of analysis involved calculating the best linear unbiased 
estimate (BLUE) for each genotype within environments (Eqn 6.1): 
 ݕ௜௞௟ ൌ ߤ ൅ ܩ௜ ൅ ܴ௜௞௟ ൅ ߝ௜௞௟ Eqn 6.1 
where ݕ௜௞௟ is the phenotypic observation (rust resistance score on 1-9 scale) of the ith 
genotype of the lth plot from the kth environment, ߤ is the mean, ܩ௜ is the fixed effect of 
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genotype i, ܴ௜௞௟ is the fixed replicate effect of the ith genotype in the lth plot in the kth 
environment, and ߝ௜௞௟ is the residual variance (ߪො௘ଶ) of the ith	genotype of the lth plot from the 
kth environment. 
Weightings were calculated for each observation within environments to increase precision 
in the second stage of analysis (Smith et al. 2001). Estimates of ߪ௘ଶ were first calculated for 
each trait in each environment and pooled (Eqn 6.2):  
 ܲ ௜ܸ௞ ൌ 	 	ߪො௘ଵ
ଶ ݔ	݊ଵ ൅ ߪො௘ଶଶ ݔ ݊ଶ ൅ ⋯൅ ߪො௘௡ଶ ݔ ݊௡
ሺ݊ଵ ൅ ݊ଶ ൅ ⋯൅ ݊௡ሻ  
Eqn 6.2 
where ܲ ௜ܸ௞ is the pooled variance of the ith genotype in the kth environment, ߪො௘ଵଶ  to 	ߪො௘௡ଶ  are 
the estimated residual variances for Environment 1 to Environment n respectively, and 
݊ଵ	to ݊௡ refer to the number of observations in Environments 1 to n respectively.  
Weights were then calculated for each observation (Eqn 6.3):  
 ܹݐ௜௞ ൌ ൬ܴ௜௞ߪො௘௡ଶ ൰ ൈ ܲ ௜ܸ௞ 
Eqn 6.3 
where ܹݐ௜௞ is the weighting for each BLUE of the ith genotype from the kth environment, 
ܴ௜௞ is the number of plot replicates of the ith genotype in the kth environment, and ߪො௘௡ଶ  and 
ܲ ௜ܸ௞ are as described above.  
The pooled variance for each trait from Eqn 6.2 was fixed as the residual variance in the 
second stage of analysis. Calculation of Predicted Breeding Values (PBVs) followed Eqn 
6.4:  
 ݕ௜௞ ൌ 	ߤ ൅	ܧ௞ ൅ ܽ௜ ൅ ߝ௜௞ ⊗ ܹݐ௜௞ Eqn 6.4 
where ݕ௜௞ is the BLUE for the ith genotype from the kth environment as calculated from Eqn 
6.1, ܧ௞ is the fixed effect of the kth environment, ܽ௜ is a breeding value with ܽ௜~ܰ൫0, ܭߪො௚௔ଶ ൯ 
for the ith genotype, where ܭ is a relationship matrix formed from the 90K SNP data and 
ߪො௚௔ଶ  is the additive genetic variance, and ߝ௜௞ ⊗	ܹݐ௜௞ is the ߪො௘ଶ for the ith genotype from the 
kth environment multiplied by the associated weighting by way of the Kronecker product 
(⊗; see Smith et al. 2005). 
Linear trends and Pearson Product-moment Correlation Coefficients were calculated 
between environments for each trait and visualised in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). 
Specifying the same parameters, p-values for each of the correlations were estimated in 
the corrplot package (Wei and Simko 2017). 
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Estimates of variance and heritability (Eqn 6.5) for each trait was calculated accordingly:  
 ܪଶ଴௄ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௣ଶ ൌ
ߪො௚௔ଶ
ߪො௚௔ଶ ൅ ߪො௘ଶ 
Eqn 6.5 
where ܪ଴௄ ଶ is the heritability measure with the inclusion of the additive genetic variance 
estimated from the kinship relationship matrix, and ߪො௣ଶ is estimated the total phenotypic 
variance. The parameters  ߪො௚௔ଶ  and ߪො௘ଶ are as described above (Eqn 6.1 and Eqn 6.4). 
6.2.6 Marker Data Preparation for GWAS 
Preparation of data for GWAS analysis was as described in Chapter 5 (Sections 5.2.8 to 
5.2.14). Briefly, data was filtered in RStudio (RStudio Team 2016) with the assistance of 
the synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 2012) for mapped markers, missing values less than 
20%, minor allele frequency greater than 5%, and similarity (<0.99) between genotypes. 
After filtering, a subset of 14,609 markers and 298 genotypes were considered for 
analysis. Approximately 5.5% of these data remained as missing values and were 
randomly distributed across the data set. SNP markers were mapped according to the 90K 
spring wheat consensus map using rescaled mapping positions (Wang et al. 2014).  
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated as the squared correlation of allele-frequency 
(r2; Hill and Robertson 1968) for each intra-chromosomal pair of markers using the 
synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 2012). The expected rate of LD decay for each genome 
(A, B, and D) was calculated as described by Maronni et al. (2011) based on the nonlinear 
least squares method of Hill and Weir (1988). 
Familial relatedness between genotypes was represented by formation of a kinship 
(genetic relationship) matrix from filtered markers in the synbreed package (Wimmer et al. 
2012). 
Population structure influenced the rust traits to a lesser degree than the GD traits 
(Chapter 5, Section 5.2.11 and 5.3.3), and only required the use of the first two Principal 
Components (PCs) for YR, the first PC for LR and using target region of deployment as a 
fixed effect for SR. Region was based on the current deployment of the recurrent cultivar 
used in population development. The most appropriate model for each trait was 
ascertained by selecting model which realised a genomic control statistic (ߣ; Devlin and 
Roeder 1999) nearest to one, as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.13. 
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6.2.7 GWAS and Multiple SNP Models 
Filtered markers with their rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014) were used in 
conjunction with the predicted breeding values (PBVs) for each trait to develop GWAS 
models (RStudio Team 2016) using the package rrBLUP (Endelman 2011) as previously 
described (Chapter 5, Section 5.2.12). The GWAS model was as follows (Eqn 6.6): 
 ݕ ൌ ܺߚ ൅ ܼ݃ ൅ ܵ߬ ൅ ߝ Eqn 6.6 
where ݕ is a vector of phenotypic observations for the trait of interest, ߚ is a vector of fixed 
effects accounting for population structure, ݃ is a vector of random effects accounting for 
the genetic background of each line with the variance ܭߪො௚௔ଶ  where ܭ is the kinship matrix, ߬ 
represents a vector of fixed effects of the additive SNP effect, ߝ is the residual variance 
with variance of ܫߪො௘ଶ, and ܺ, ܼ and ܵ are design matrices corresponding with vectors ߚ, ݃ 
and ߬ respectively.  
A multiple SNP model (Eqn 6.7) was subsequently fitted in the rrBLUP package 
(Endelman 2011) for each trait to identify further significant and suggestive QTL as 
previously described (Chapter 5, Section 5.2.14). The most significant SNP markers at 
each QTL peak were identified from the GWAS model and are hence-forth referred to as 
tagSNPs. 
 ݕ ൌ ܺߚ ൅ ௌܺଵߚௌଵ ൅ ⋯൅ ௌܺ௡ߚௌ௡ ൅ ܼ݃ ൅ ܵ߬ ൅ ߝ Eqn 6.7 
where ߚௌଵ to ߚௌ௡ are vectors of fixed effects accounting for tagSNPs 1 to n, and ௌܺଵ to ௌܺ௡ 
are design matrices for corresponding vectors. All other terms are as described for the 
GWAS model (Eqn 6.6). 
6.2.8 Haplotype Analysis 
Significant and suggestive tagSNPs were compiled for each of the rust traits. Loci fixed at 
favourable alleles (resistant) were recoded to 1 and those fixed at unfavourable alleles 
(susceptible) recoded to 0. The number of resistant alleles were summed across 
genotypes and plotted as boxplots against PBVs using the ggplot2 package (Wickham 
2009) as previously described (Chapter 5, Section 5.2.15). 
6.2.9 Comparative Mapping 
QTL identified in this study, represented by the tagSNP, were identified on the integrated 
map developed by Maccaferri et al. (2015). Markers associated with known genes were 
ascertained from Maccaferri et al. (2015) for YR, the Catalogue of Gene Symbols for 
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Wheat (McIntosh et al. 2013, 2014, 2016, and 2017) and MAS Wheat (MAS Wheat 2018) 
for all three rust types. Recently published GWAS/association mapping studies for each of 
the traits were also compared to identify co-located QTL. Markers with significant marker-
trait associations in published association studies were identified in the integrated map 
(Maccaferri et al. 2015) and their position compared with that from QTL identified in this 
study. Comparison of QTL for YR in recent publications included Juliana et al. (2018), 
Manickavelu et al. (2016), Muleta et al. (2017), Kertho et al. (2015) and Kankwatsa et al. 
(2017). Comparison of QTL for LR in recent publications included Kertho et al. (2015), Gao 
et al. (2016), Li et al. (2016), Turner et al. (2017) and Riaz et al. (2018). Comparison of 
QTL for SR in recent publications included Kankawatsa et al. (2017), Yu et al. (2017), Gao 
et al. (2017), Prins et al. (2016) and Edae et al. (2018).     
TagSNPs of all QTL identified in this study were blasted against the wheat reference 
sequence version 1.0 and 1.1 (IWSGC 2018) using the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 
2012). Overlapping genes and their functions, as reported through the database, are 
provided in Appendix 6, Tables A - 6-4, A - 6-6, and A - 6-8. Where a SNP was not 
identified in the database, or was located on a different chromosome, the sequence of the 
tagSNP was searched against the BLAST function of the Gramene database (Gramene 
2018). The best hit against the wheat genome was explored and the overlapping gene was 
identified and blasted in the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012).  
6.3 Results – Stripe Rust 
6.3.1 Phenotypic Analysis 
Correlations amongst the BLUEs estimated for each line in each environment are 
displayed in (Figure 6-1). The observed distributions were relatively normal in the GA_16, 
GA_17, and RL_17 nurseries. However, skewed distributions were observed in the 
Cob_16 and GASI_16, with these nurseries showing slightly greater levels of resistance. 
Relationships between the experiments were demonstrated through Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficient (upper triangle), which were visualised as scatterplots of 
common BLUEs (lower triangle). Correlations between environments were moderate to 
high, ranging from 0.43 to 0.74. All correlations were significant at the 0.0001 level.  
Estimated residual components of variance (ߪො௘ଶ) ascertained from calculation of the BLUEs 
varied between environments. The greatest residual variance was observed in GASI_16 
(1.47). The GA_16 and RL_17 environments were similar (0.57 and 0.55 respectively), 
while Cob_16 and GA_17 were of similar magnitude (0.35 and 0.31 respectively). 
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Replicate effect was significant in the GA_16 (P < 0.001) and GA_17 (P < 0.000) 
environments and insignificant in the other environments. ܪ෡ଶ଴௄  of the YR trait across 
environments was estimated as 0.92. 
 
Figure 6-1: Correlation amongst stripe rust (YR) best linear unbiased estimates 
(BLUEs) between environments. The diagonal contains information on the 
experimental code (Table 6-2; Cob_16 = Cobbitty rust nursery 2016; GA_16 = Gatton 
rust nursery 2016; GA_17 = Gatton rust nursery 2017; GASI_16 = Gatton grain 
increase nursery 2016; RL_17 = Redlands rust nursery 2017) and a histogram of 
BLUEs for each genotype. The lower triangle shows scatterplots of the observations 
common between each pair of environments. The upper triangle contains estimates 
of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between environments.  
The ten most resistant lines by PBV are displayed in Table 6-4 with all predictions 
presented in Appendix 6, Table A - 6-1. Eight of the ten most YR resistant lines were 
derived from a Spitfire double-cross and shared the pedigree GD70-48(344)-
1/Spitfire//RIL114-1/Spitfire. The remaining two lines were of Cobra or Dart descent. Lines 
adapted to the Northern region (Spitfire, Dart, and Lincoln) generally demonstrated greater 
levels of resistance to YR, with those adapted to West.2 (Wyalkatchem derivatives) 
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showing the least resistance. These trends were reflected in the ranking of the cultivars, 
with Dart showing the greatest resistance (rank 43), followed by Spitfire (rank 47), Lincoln 
(rank 67), Corack (rank 182), Scout (rank 198), Cobra (rank 252), and Mace (rank 286). 
Interestingly, the UQ breeding line, GD70-48(344)-1, identified as a superior genotype for 
GD also demonstrated good levels of YR resistance with a PBV of 3.2 (APR reaction type) 
and a rank of 29. 
Table 6-4: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) and their standard error (SE) for the top 
ten performing lines for stripe rust (YR).  
Rank Genotype PBV SE 
1 LPB15-1809 2.11 0.29 
2 LPB15-3005 2.35 0.26 
3 LPB15-2177 2.38 0.27 
4 LPB15-2176 2.49 0.23 
5 LPB15-1802 2.50 0.26 
6 LPB15-2728 2.51 0.24 
7 LPB15-1806 2.71 0.23 
8 LPB15-1803 2.72 0.23 
9 LPB15-2276 2.76 0.21 
10 LPB15-1799 2.78 0.23 
 
6.3.2 GWAS Analysis 
The QK (PC=2) model (as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.12) was selected as the 
most appropriate model to acknowledge kinship and population structure while minimising 
the risk of false positives. The Q-Q plot indicated mild deviation from the null hypothesis; 
nevertheless, with a ߣ of 0.97, this deviation was considered to be insignificant.  
GWAS results for the YR trait are displayed in Figure 6-2 and Table 6-5 (see Appendix 6, 
Table A - 6-3). Three significant peaks were identified on chromosomes 2A and 6A. The 
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tagSNPs for the 2A QTLs were Excalibur_c10307_254 (25.98 cM – YrQ1) and 
BS00111069_51 (47.22 cM – YrQ2). In both cases the most common allele in the 
population (>50%) improved resistance by 0.42 and 0.54 respectively. The 6A QTL was 
represented by the tagSNP wsnp_Ku_c26784_36748247 (65.33 cM – YrQ3), with the 
resistant allele being most common in the population and improving resistance by 0.45.  
Suggestive QTL were identified on chromosomes 1B (YrQ4), 1D (YrQ5), 2A (YrQ6), 2B 
(YrQ7 and YrQ13), 2D (YrQ8), 4A (YrQ9), 5A (YrQ10), 5B (YrQ11), and 7B (YrQ12). 
When the tagSNPs for the significant QTL were fixed in the multiple SNP model, an 
additional region was revealed as being significant and an additional two regions as being 
suggestive. The same 2B region identified above was identified as significant in this 
model. The regions on chromosomes 6B (YrQ14) and 7A (YrQ15) were identified as 
additional suggestive QTL for YR resistance.  
 
Figure 6-2: Manhattan plot of GWAS results (QK model, PC=2) for stripe rust (YR) 
resistance. The upper and lower lines represent significance and suggestive 
thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers are plotted on the y-axis and 
the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Table 6-5: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for stripe rust (YR). 
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
YrQ1 Excalibur_c10307_254 2A 25.97 4.00 1 0.42 
YrQ2 BS00111069_51 2A 47.22 5.52 4 0.54 
YrQ3 wsnp_Ku_c26784_36748247 6A 65.33 4.37 1 0.45 
YrQ4 CAP7_rep_c6352_375 1B 141.82 3.68 2 0.39 
YrQ5 RFL_Contig5594_873 1D 67.72 3.48 4 0.28 
YrQ6 GENE-0749_215 2A 65.65 3.53 6 0.36 
YrQ7 IACX7718 2B 107.39 3.29 2 0.44 
YrQ8 Kukri_c16161_231 2D 93.41 3.09 1 0.34 
YrQ9 RAC875_c754_120 4A 40.73 3.79 1 -0.45 
YrQ10 IAAV2328 5A 80.63 3.22 2 -0.50 
YrQ11 RFL_Contig5337_1453 5B 161.32 3.35 1 0.57 
YrQ12 RAC875_c10372_542 7B 143.76 3.02 1 -0.31 
YrQ13 RAC875_c16287_699a 2B 169.83 4.22 2 0.30 
YrQ14 BobWhite_c20484_83 6B 87.33 3.01 1 -0.29 
YrQ15 RAC875_c12733_1509 7A 228.37 3.46 4 0.35 
1 Name designated to each QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each 
QTL. 3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for 
each tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
conferring resistance, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive values denote the favourable 
allele is most common (>50%) within the population). 
6.3.3 Haplotype Analysis 
The number of loci fixed for resistance alleles were summed for each genotype for YR and 
plotted against genotypic PBVs (Figure 6-3). The upper figures in the panel (A) display 
groupings according to significant tagSNPs only (YrQ1 to YrQ3 and YrQ13), compared to 
the lower panel (B) that displays groupings according to significant and suggestive 
tagSNPs (Table 6-5). Each black circle is indicative of an observation, indicating the wide 
distribution of genotypes in groups. The boxplot demonstrated a significant difference 
between susceptible genotypes (0 resistant alleles) and those fixed for resistant alleles at 
two, three or four loci. However, the trend of increasing YR resistance is of greater 
emphasis. 
As with the GD traits (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.5), the majority of variance within the 
phenotypic groups was clearly captured by the significant QTL. Inclusion of the suggestive 
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QTL demonstrated the quantitative nature of YR. Increased resistance to YR showed a 
correlation of 0.54 with the number of loci (QTL) fixed for resistant alleles; inclusion of the 
suggestive QTL increased the amount of explained variation, with a correlation of 0.69.  
Significant tagSNPs of the parental population were explored to discover sources of 
resistance. Lincoln and Spitfire contained the greatest number of resistance alleles (4/4), 
compared with Scout and Cobra, both of which carried only a single resistance gene. Of 
the other cultivars, Corack and Dart carried three resistant alleles, and Mace carried 2 
resistance alleles. This distribution of alleles roughly aligned with the ranking of these 
cultivars based on PBV. 
Of the significant QTL identified, the majority of parents carried the resistant allele. For the 
2A (YrQ1) QTL, all but Scout, Cobra and Mace were resistant. Similarly, all but Cobra, 
RIL284, and RIL424 (and the single plant selection RIL424-1) carried the resistant allele 
for the QTL on chromosome 2A (YrQ2). For the 6A QTL (YrQ3), all but RIL424 carried the 
resistant allele. An even distribution of the resistant allele at the 2B QTL (YrQ13) identified 
through the multiple SNP model was observed in the parental population. 
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Figure 6-3: Boxplots of predicted breeding values (PBVs) for stripe rust (YR; y-axis) 
plotted against the number of loci fixed for favourable (resistant) alleles of each 
genotype (x-axis).  (A) represents the resistant alleles of significant tagSNPs. (B) 
represents resistant alleles of significant and suggestive tagSNPs.  
6.3.4 Comparative Mapping 
When subjected to a BLAST search, the majority of tagSNPs were positioned in 
overlapping regions of genes recognised for a variety of molecular and biological functions 
(refer to Appendix 6, Table A - 6-4). Of particular interest were the QTL located on 
chromosomes 2A (YrQ6) and 5A (YrQ10) and the associated genes, 
TraesCS2A01G072700 and TraesCS5A01G352700 respectively. Both of these genes 
were of the helicase superfamily, which has been shown to be involved in DNA repair from 
biotic and abiotic attack (IWSCG 2018). The QTL located on 7B overlapped with the 
TraesCS7B01G446900 gene, which has been associated with response to heat stress.  
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6.4 Results – Leaf Rust 
6.4.1 Phenotypic Analysis 
Correlations amongst the BLUEs estimated for each line in each environment are 
displayed in Figure 6-4. All phenotypic distributions except RL_17 were skewed to the 
right, with genotypes showing more resistance to LR than to YR. Greater levels of 
susceptibility were observed in the RL_17 environment, as was observed with a normal 
distribution. Relationships between the experiments were demonstrated through Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (upper triangle), which were visualised as scatterplots of common 
BLUEs (lower triangle). Correlations between environments were moderate, ranging from 
0.37 to 0.51. All correlations were significant at the 0.0001 level.  
Estimated residual components of variance (ߪො௘ଶ) ascertained from calculation of the BLUEs 
varied between environments. The greatest residual variance was observed in GASI_16 
(1.34), followed by RL_17 (0.74), Cob_16 (0.46) and RL_16 (0.31). The fixed replicate 
effect was significant in all environments. ܪ෡଴௄ ଶ of the LR trait across environments was 
estimated as 0.85. 
PBVs of cultivars were compared against expected responses published in the 2016 
Cereal Rust Report (Cuddy et al. 2016). LR assessment in this study generally showed 
greater levels of resistance than expected, though both responses for YR and SR met 
expectations. 
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Figure 6-4: Correlation amongst leaf rust (LR) best linear unbiased estimates 
(BLUEs) between environments. The diagonal contains information on the 
experimental code (Table 6-2; Cob_16 = Cobbitty rust nursery 2016; GASI_16 = 
Gatton grain increase nursery 2016; RL_16 = Redlands rust nursery 2016; and 
RL_17 = Redlands rust nursery 2017) and a histogram of BLUEs for each genotype. 
The lower triangle shows scatterplots of the observations common between each 
pair of environments. The upper triangle contains estimates of the Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient between environments.  
The ten most resistant lines by PBV are shown in Table 6-6 with all predictions presented 
in Appendix 6, Table A - 6-1. Half of these 10 lines were Cobra derivatives with the 
pedigree RIL288-1/Cobra//RIL424-1/Cobra. Two of the remaining lines were derivatives of 
a Scout/Cobra cross, two lines were derived from Spitfire, and the other from Dart. Lines 
adapted to the Western region (Cobra derivatives) generally demonstrated greater levels 
of resistance to LR, with those adapted to West.2 (Wyalkatchem derivatives) showing the 
least resistance. Northern adapted lines (Spitfire, Dart, and Lincoln derivatives) and South-
Western adapted lines (Scout and Scout/Cobra derivatives) were distributed throughout 
the ranked genotypes. These trends reflected the ranking of the cultivars used as parents, 
with Cobra showing the greatest resistance (rank 102), followed by Dart (rank 258), Mace 
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(rank 261), Scout (rank 277), Lincoln (rank 281), Spitfire (rank 299), and Corack (rank 
308). Little susceptibility was observed in the PBVs, with 35% of lines scoring greater than 
3.5 (i.e. less resistance), which was used as a general indicator of sporulation. Only 4% 
(12 lines) were scored as being moderately susceptible to susceptible (i.e. scores of 5.5 to 
9). 
Table 6-6: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) and their standard error (SE) for the top 
ten performing lines for leaf rust (LR).  
Rank Genotype PBV SE 
1 LPB15-2176 2.29 0.25 
2 LPB15-3823 2.31 0.31 
3 LPB15-2717 2.31 0.33 
4 LPB15-3042 2.40 0.24 
5 LPB15-3098 2.43 0.34 
6 LPB15-3066 2.45 0.28 
7 LPB15-3074 2.47 0.29 
8 LPB15-3826 2.48 0.26 
9 LPB15-2179 2.52 0.26 
10 LPB15-3041 2.52 0.26 
 
6.4.2 GWAS Analysis 
The QK (PC=1) model was selected as the most appropriate model to acknowledge 
kinship and population structure while minimising the risk of false positives. The Q-Q plot 
indicated mild deviation from the null hypothesis; nevertheless, with a ߣ of 0.95, this 
deviation was considered to be insignificant. Population structure seemed to have little 
impact on LR; improvement of the model was not observed with the inclusion of additional 
PCs in the model.  
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GWAS results for the LR trait are displayed in Figure 6-5 and Table 6-7 (see Appendix 6, 
Table A - 6-5). Fourteen significant peaks were identified on chromosomes 1D, 2B, 3A, 
3B, 3D, 4B, 6A, 7A, 7B, and 7D. Three significant peaks on chromosome 1D (3.50 cM – 
LrQ1, 45.44 cM – LrQ2, and 92.91 cM – LrQ3) were most common (>50%) in the 
population and contributed 0.24, 0.31, and 0.23 respectively towards resistance. 
Associated tagSNPs were tplb0025b13_2687, CAP8_c2401_433, and 
Kukri_rep_c116277_380. The resistant allele on the 2B QTL, represented by 
RFL_Contig5495_682 and located at 161.41 cM (LrQ4), was most common in the 
population, improving resistance by 0.49. The resistant allele on the 3A tagSNP was 
Kukri_c93012_76b, located at 188.38 cM (LrQ5) and most common with an estimated 
marker effect of 0.23. The QTL located on chromosome 3B at 139.62 cM (LrQ6) was 
represented by Tdurum_contig11735_981 and was most common in the population, 
contributing approximately 0.35 to resistance. Both of the 3D QTL (tagSNP 
CAP8_c1057_105 at 143.01 cM – LrQ7) and the first of the 4B QTL (tagSNP 
RAC875_c86104_111 at 0 cM – LrQ8) were unusual in this analysis in that the resistant 
allele was least common (<50%) in the population, improving resistance by 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively. The second of the 4B QTL was represented by the tagSNP Ku_c63300_1309 
and located at 45.47 cM (LrQ9), and was most common with an estimated marker effect of 
0.53. TagSNP BS00036397_51 represented the 6A QTL located at 85.07 cM (LrQ10) and 
was most common with an estimated effect of 0.39. The 7A QTL (tagSNP 
BobWhite_c25105_507 at 212.66 cM – LrQ11) was most common, improving resistance 
by 0.48. The 7B QTL, also most common, was represented by the 
Excalibur_rep_c107796_229 tagSNP at 71.66 cM (LrQ12) with a marker estimate of 0.60. 
Two QTLs were identified on chromosome 7D at 158.07 cM (tagSNP LPB_LR34ex – 
LrQ13) and 169.48 cM (tagSNP Kukri_c46303_512 –LrQ14). The first of these SNPs is the 
known marker for the Lr34 gene, of which the resistant allele was most common in the 
population and improved resistance by 0.33. The resistant allele of the second of these 
SNPs was least common in the population with an estimated marker effect of 0.38.  
Suggestive QTL were identified on chromosomes 1A (LrQ15), 1D (LrQ16), 2B (LrQ17 and 
LrQ18), 3A (LrQ19), 4A (LrQ20), 5B (LrQ21), 7A (LrQ22 and at 228.37 cM), and 7B 
(103.21 cM and LrQ25). However, LD between those on 7A (LrQ22 and at 228.37 cM) and 
7B (103.21 cM and LrQ25) exceeded the threshold of 0.2. Consequently, the former QTL 
on each chromosome were retained and significant markers of the latter QTL considered 
part of the former.  
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When the tagSNPs for the significant QTL were fixed in the multiple SNP model, an 
additional four regions were revealed as being significant and three regions as being 
suggestive. The additional significant regions were discovered on chromosomes 1B 
(LrQ26 and LrQ27), 2B (LrQ28), and 6A (LrQ29). While the additional suggestive QTL 
were located on chromosomes 1D (LrQ30), and 6A (LrQ31 and LrQ32). 
 
 
Figure 6-5: Manhattan plot of GWAS results (QK model, PC = 1) for leaf rust (LR) 
resistance. The upper and lower lines represent significance and suggestive 
thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers are plotted on the y-axis and 
the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Table 6-7: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for leaf rust (LR). 
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
LrQ1 tplb0025b13_2687 1D 3.50 5.93 3 0.24 
LrQ2 CAP8_c2401_433 1D 45.44 5.11 1 0.31 
LrQ3 Kukri_rep_c116277_380 1D 92.91 4.42 1 0.23 
LrQ4 RFL_Contig5495_682 2B 161.41 4.57 2 0.49 
LrQ5 Kukri_c93012_76b 3A 188.38 5.68 1 0.23 
LrQ6 Tdurum_contig11735_981 3B 139.62 4.78 1 0.35 
LrQ7 CAP8_c1057_105 3D 143.01 4.80 3 -0.25 
LrQ8 RAC875_c86104_111 4B 0.00 4.42 1 -0.30 
LrQ9 Ku_c63300_1309 4B 45.47 4.37 2 0.53 
LrQ10 BS00036397_51 6A 85.07 4.26 1 0.39 
LrQ11 BobWhite_c25105_507 7A 212.66 4.81 1 0.48 
LrQ12 Excalibur_rep_c107796_229 7B 71.66 6.24 4 0.60 
LrQ13 LPB_LR34ex 7D 158.07 5.59 1 -0.33 
LrQ14 Kukri_c46303_512 7D 169.48 4.58 1 0.38 
LrQ15 IAAV6234 1A 87.46 3.11 1 0.45 
LrQ16 BobWhite_c1715_887 1D 21.80 3.48 1 0.25 
LrQ17 IAAV211 2B 103.62 3.30 1 0.26 
LrQ18 BobWhite_c4831_490 2B 114.32 3.24 2 0.34 
LrQ19 Excalibur_c25026_175a 3A 138.07 3.18 1 -0.21 
LrQ20 wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 3.97 1 0.27 
LrQ21 wsnp_Ex_c11265_18216936 5B 116.11 3.13 1 -0.28 
LrQ22 RAC875_c3770_1366 7A 177.08 3.31 2 0.55 
LrQ25 Kukri_c87702_530 7B 122.78 3.27 1 0.27 
LrQ26 GENE-0115_375 1B 137.00 5.00 3 0.20 
LrQ27 Tdurum_contig51922_676 1B 173.62 4.25 1 0.12 
LrQ28 GENE-1019_96 2B 16.88 5.18 2 -0.26 
LrQ29 Kukri_c80163_135a 6A 140.87 4.59 1 0.27 
LrQ30 RAC875_c6537_2196 1D 186.67 3.83 1 0.11 
LrQ31 Kukri_c8698_292a 6A 130.70 3.74 5 -0.22 
LrQ32 BobWhite_s67399_107 6A 164.09 3.51 1 -0.13 
1 Name designated to each QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each 
QTL. 3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for 
each tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
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conferring resistance, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive values denote the favourable 
allele is most common (>50%) within the population). 
6.4.3 Haplotype Analysis 
The number of loci fixed for resistance alleles were summed for each genotype for LR and 
plotted against their PBVs (Figure 6-6). The upper figures in the panel (A) display 
groupings according to significant tagSNPs only (LrQ1 to LrQ14 and LrQ26 to LrQ29), 
compared to the lower panel (B) that displays groupings obtained using both significant 
and suggestive tagSNPs (Table 6-7). Each black circle is indicative of PBV an individual 
line in each group, indicating the wide distribution of PBV within groups.  
The boxplot demonstrated a substantial difference between susceptible genotypes (i.e. 
those with 2 to 6 significant resistant alleles) and those fixed for resistant alleles at seven 
or more loci. While it appears that a few major QTL have been captured in this analysis, 
most of the QTL only have a small (minor) contribution to resistance. This trend was 
observed in the tagSNP model (Figure A) and is emphasised when suggestive QTL were 
included (Figure B). Despite this, PBVs showed a strong correlation with number of loci 
(QTL) fixed for resistant alleles when only considering significant QTL (0.72) and when 
also including suggestive QTL (0.74).  
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Figure 6-6: Boxplots of predicted breeding values (PBVs) for leaf rust (LR; y-axis) 
plotted against the number of fixed loci at favourable (resistant) alleles of each 
genotype (x-axis).  (A) represents the resistant alleles of significant tagSNPs. (B) 
represents the resistant alleles of significant and suggestive tagSNPs.  
Significant tagSNPs of the parental population were explored to discover sources of 
resistance. As expected, Cobra and Scout contained the greatest number of significant 
resistance alleles (11/18 and 10/18 respectively), followed by Spitfire (9/18), Lincoln and 
Dart (8/18), Mace (7/18), and Corack (4/18). This distribution of alleles roughly aligns with 
ranking of cultivars based on PBV in the fact that Cobra showed the greatest resistance 
and Corack the least resistance.  
Of the significant QTL identified, those located on chromosome 4B (LrQ9) and 7A (LrQ11) 
were of particular interest. Mace was the only parent carrying the susceptible allele in the 
former and all of the tested parents carried the resistant allele in the latter. Pedigree of the 
affected progeny for both QTL indicate that Wyalkatchem was susceptible at both loci. 
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6.4.4 Comparative Mapping 
When subjected to a BLAST search, the majority of tagSNPs were positioned in regions 
overlapping genes recognised for a variety of molecular and biological functions (refer to 
Appendix 6, Table A - 6-6). Of particular interest were the QTL located on chromosomes 
1A (LrQ15), 1D (LrQ2), 2B (LrQ18), 3B (LrQ6), 4B (LrQ8), 5B (LrQ21), 6A (LrQ32), and 7B 
(LrQ12 and LrQ25).  
The gene, TraesCS1D01G030500 overlapping the 1D QTL, has been associated with heat 
response. The 4B QTL overlapped with the TraesCS4B01G001600 gene, which has been 
linked with a fungal-like domain (IPR002921) that eliminates undesirable cavities. The 7B 
QTL overlapped with the gene, TraesCS7B01G092200, which has been associated with 
producing epicuticular wax deposits in plants. The 1A, 2B, 3B, 5B, 6A, and 7B QTL 
overlapped with the TraesCS1A01G323500, TraesCS2B01G504900, 
TraesCS3B01G586500, TraesCS5B01G412400, TraesCS7B01G420000, and 
TraesCS6A01G400800 genes, all of which have been linked to biological processes 
associated with disease resistance and DNA repair.  
6.5 Results – Stem Rust 
6.5.1 Phenotypic Analysis 
Correlations amongst the BLUEs estimated for each line in the Cob_16 and RL_16 
environments are displayed in Figure 6-7. Distributions of BLUEs were skewed towards 
resistance in both environments, though to a greater extent in Cob_16. The relationship 
between the environments was demonstrated through Pearson’s product-moment 
correlation coefficient (upper triangle), which was visualised as a scatterplot of common 
BLUEs (lower triangle). The correlation between the two environments was low (0.28) but 
still significant at the 0.001 level.  
Estimated residual components of variance components (ߪො௘ଶ) ascertained from calculation 
of the BLUEs was similar between environments. The greatest residual variance was 
observed in Cob_16 (0.62), with that in RL_16 being 0.47. The replicate effect was 
significant in both environments. ܪ෡଴௄ 2 of the SR trait was estimated as 0.87.  
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Figure 6-7: Correlation of stem rust (SR) best linear unbiased estimates (BLUEs) 
between environments. The diagonal contains information on the experimental code 
(Table 6-2; Cob_16 = Cobbitty rust nursery 2016, and RL_16 = Redlands rust nursery 
2016) and a histogram of BLUEs for each genotype. The lower triangle shows a 
scatterplot of the observations common between environments. The upper triangle 
contains an estimate of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between environments.  
The ten most resistant lines by PBV for stem rust are shown in Table 6-8 with all 
predictions presented in Appendix 6, Table A - 6-1. Four of the most resistant ten lines 
were derived from double crosses with Cobra; one line each for derivatives of Scout, 
Scout/Cobra, Spitfire, and Lincoln. The UQ breeding line, GD70-48(344)-1, which 
demonstrated high levels of GD and good YR resistance also performed sixth best in this 
assessment for SR. Generally, lines adapted to the South-Western region (i.e. derivatives 
of Scout and Scout/Cobra) performed quite well for SR, although genotypes adapted to 
different regions were quite evenly distributed when based on rank. This trend was 
reflected in ranking of the cultivars, with Corack (adapted to the Western region) showing 
the greatest amount of resistance (rank 54), followed by Scout (rank 86), Spitfire (rank 98), 
Dart (rank 121), Mace (rank 137), Cobra (rank 141), and Lincoln (rank 195).  
Little susceptibility was observed in the PBVs, with only 25% recording PBV greater than 
3.5, which was used as a general indicator of sporulation. Only 7 lines (approximately 2%) 
were scored as being moderately susceptible to susceptible (i.e. PBVs of 5.5 to 9). 
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Table 6-8: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) and their standard error (SE) for the top 
ten performing lines for stem rust (SR). 
Rank Genotype PBV SE 
1 LPB15-3072 1.56 0.36 
2 LPB15-3817 1.57 0.36 
3 LPB15-3116 1.77 0.33 
4 LPB15-3830 1.82 0.34 
5 LPB15-3017 1.83 0.35 
6 GD70-48(344)-1 1.85 0.35 
7 LPB14-4125 1.89 0.38 
8 LPB15-3081 1.92 0.41 
9 LPB15-2273 2.06 0.34 
10 LPB15-3022 2.06 0.42 
 
6.5.2 GWAS Analysis 
The QK (Q = Region) model was selected as the most appropriate model to acknowledge 
kinship and population structure while minimising the risk of false positives. The Q-Q plot 
indicated moderate deviation from the null hypothesis; nevertheless, with a ߣ of 0.92, this 
deviation was considered to be insignificant.  
GWAS results for the SR trait are displayed in Figure 6-8 and Table 6-9 (see Appendix 6, 
Table A - 6-7). Eleven significant peaks were identified on chromosomes 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 
3D, and 5A. However, those on chromosome 2A and two on chromosome 2B were in very 
high LD (0.97 and 0.62 respectively) with each other; consequently, the first marker on 
both chromosomes were considered as part of the latter QTL. The tagSNPs for the 
remaining 2A QTL was Tdurum_contig15156_397 (25.97 cM – SrQ1), of which the 
resistant allele was least common (<50%) in the population with an estimated effect of 
0.55. The remaining 2B QTLs were represented by the tagSNPs BS00088325_51 (27.20 
cM – SrQ2) and Tdurum_contig14707_251 (115.01 cM – SrQ3). The resistant allele of 
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SrQ2 was least common with an estimated marker effect of 0.52; the resistant allele of 
SrQ3 was most common (>50%) with an estimated marker effect of 0.37. Two QTL were 
identified on chromosome 3A and were represented by the tagSNPs Jagger_c5341_153 
(123.07 cM – SrQ4) and Excalibur_c25026_175a (138.07 cM – SrQ5). Resistant alleles of 
both tagSNPs were least common in the population with estimated effects of 0.50 and 
0.41. TagSNPs for the 3B QTL were RAC875_rep_c107110_137a (67.45 cM – SrQ6) and 
Kukri_c32139_1124 (154.48 cM – SrQ7). Resistance alleles were least common for the 
former QTL with an estimated effect of 0.41, and most common in the latter with an 
estimated effect of 0.23. Forty-four SNPs were significant at the 3D QTL, which was 
represented by the RAC875_c35334_54 tagSNP located at 143.01 cM (SrQ8). The 
resistant allele was least common within the population and contributed an estimated 0.48 
units to resistance. Finally, the tagSNP for the 5A QTL was Excalibur_c36321_1262b 
(12.43 cM – SrQ9), of which the resistant allele is least common in the population with an 
estimated effect of 0.33 units.  
Suggestive QTL / markers were identified on chromosomes 1D (SrQ10) and 2B (SrQ11).  
When the tagSNPs for the significant QTL were fixed in the multiple SNP model, an 
additional region on chromosome 1D (SrQ12) was revealed as being significant.  
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Figure 6-8: Manhattan plot of GWAS results (QK model, Q=Region) for stem rust 
(SR) resistance. The upper and lower lines represent significance and suggestive 
thresholds for QTL. The –log(p) values of all markers are plotted on the y-axis and 
the 21 chromosomes on the x-axis.  
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Table 6-9: Significant and suggestive QTL identified for stem rust (SR). 
QTL 
name1 tagSNP
2 Chr3 Pos (cM)4 -log(p)
5 No. markers6 
Marker 
effect7 
SrQ1 Tdurum_contig15156_397 2A 25.97 6.34 20 -0.55 
SrQ2 BS00088325_51 2B 27.20 4.70 1 -0.52 
SrQ3 Tdurum_contig14707_251 2B 115.01 5.39 4 0.37 
SrQ4 Jagger_c5341_153 3A 123.01 4.93 1 -0.50 
SrQ5 Excalibur_c25026_175a 3A 138.07 8.03 1 -0.41 
SrQ6 RAC875_rep_c107110_137a 3B 67.45 7.92 1 -0.41 
SrQ7 Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 4.34 1 0.23 
SrQ8 RAC875_c35334_54 3D 143.01 9.20 44 -0.48 
SrQ9 Excalibur_c36321_1262b 5A 12.43 5.73 1 -0.33 
SrQ10 RAC875_c25212_173 1D 95.19 3.03 1 0.22 
SrQ11 Excalibur_c20647_643 2B 99.16 3.77 1 0.31 
SrQ12 BS00066976_51 1D 78.36 3.27 1 -0.18 
1 Name designated to each QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker (tagSNP) at each 
QTL. 3 The chromosome (1A – 7D) on which the QTL is located. 4 The position in centimorgans (cM) for 
each tagSNP according to the rescaled map positions (Wang et al. 2014). 5 The significance level (-log(p)) 
estimated from the GWAS model. 6 The number of markers within the QTL region exceeding the significant 
or suggestive threshold. 7 The estimated marker effect (negative values denote the favourable allele, i.e. 
conferring resistance, is least common (<50%) within the population; positive values denote the favourable 
allele is most common (>50%) within the population). 
6.5.3 Haplotype Analysis 
The number of loci fixed for resistance alleles were summed for each genotype for SR and 
plotted against genotypic PBVs (Figure 6-9). The upper figures in the panel (A) displays 
groupings according to significant tagSNP only (SrQ1 to SrQ9 and SrQ12), compared to 
the lower panel (B) that displays groupings according to significant and suggestive 
tagSNPs (Table 6-9). Each black circle is indicative of an observation, indicating the wide 
distribution of genotypes in groups.  
The boxplot demonstrates only moderately small differences between susceptible 
genotypes (0-1 resistant alleles) and those fixed for resistant alleles at two or more loci. 
The presence of a single resistance gene, while certainly increasing resistance, showed a 
variable effect. The addition of a second resistance allele further improved resistance of 
lines, though did not improve substantially with addition of further QTL. From the 
accumulation of six significant (Figure A) and seven combined (Figure B) resistance QTL, 
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no line scored greater than 3.5, which demonstrates fairly good resistance. Correlation 
between PBV and number of resistance alleles was lower than observed in the other traits, 
being 0.51 when only significant loci (QTL) fixed for resistant alleles were considered, and 
0.55 when suggestive QTL were included.  
 
Figure 6-9: Boxplots of predicted breeding values (PBVs) of stem rust (SR; y-axis) 
plotted against the number of loci fixed for favourable (resistant) alleles of each 
genotype (x-axis).  (A) represents the resistant alleles of significant tagSNPs. (B) 
represents resistant alleles of significant and suggestive tagSNPs.  
Significant tagSNPs of the parental population were explored to discover sources of 
resistance. Results differed from expectations, with number of resistance alleles not 
necessarily associated with PBV. Corack, the highest ranking cultivar, only contained 1/10 
alleles, while Scout, the second ranking cultivar, contained 8/10 alleles. Of the other 
cultivars, Mace was the next best (7/10), followed by Spitfire, Dart, and Lincoln (2/10), and 
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Cobra (1/10). The mean score for genotypes carrying 0 resistance alleles was 
approximately 4 (Figure 6-9), indicating a good level of background resistance across the 
population. This, combined with Corack carrying only a single resistance allele suggests 
the presence of additional QTL that are fixed for resistance in the population, which will not 
be identified in GWAS if the loci is not polymorphic. 
Of the significant QTL identified, the same genotypes generally contained the resistant 
alleles. Scout and Mace were the only resistant carriers on the 2A (SrQ1), 2B (SrQ2) and 
3A (SrQ4) QTL. Resistant carriers on QTLs 3A (SrQ5), 3B (SrQ6, SrQ7), 3D (SrQ8), and 
5A (SrQ9) included HIL027, HIL062, RIL114, RIL424 (and the single plant re-selection 
RIL424-1), and UQ01484 (and the single plant re-selection GD70-48(344)-1), with a few 
additional lines on various QTL. The 2B QTL (SrQ2, SrQ3) was different, with the majority 
of parents being resistant and only Scout, Cobra, RIL114-1, RIL114, and RIL284 being 
susceptible.  
6.5.4 Comparative Mapping 
When subjected to a BLAST search, the majority of tagSNPs were positioned in 
overlapping regions of genes recognised for a variety of molecular and biological functions 
(refer to Appendix 6, Table A - 6-8). Of particular interest were the QTL located on 
chromosomes 2B (SrQ2), 3B (SrQ7), 3D (SrQ8).  
The gene, TraesCS2B01G036600 overlapping the 2B QTL, has been associated with cell 
apoptosis. The genes TraesCS3B01G607500 and TraesCS3D01G543400 overlapped 
with the 3B and 3D QTL respectively. Both of these genes have demonstrated responses 
to stress. 
6.5.5 Best Performing Lines for all Three Rust Types 
The PBVs of all rust types were ranked separately and ranks summed across the three 
types to provide an estimation of the best performing lines (Table 6-10). The top 
performing line was derived from a double cross formed from Cobra, as were six others of 
the top ten lines. The UQ breeding line, GD70-48(344)-1, also scored within this subset.  
Ranking by number of significant resistant alleles did not agree with ranking by phenotype, 
as observed in the right-most column of Table 6-10. Of the top ten listed, only ranking of 
LPB14-2388 was similar for both methods.   
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Table 6-10: Top ten performing lines across stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR), and stem 
rust (SR) traits.  
GID Line Name 
YR 
PBV1 
LR 
PBV2 
SR 
PBV3 Region
4 Pedigree Rank_sig QTL5 
G_187 LPB15-3849 3.23 2.59 2.71 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
99 
G_168 LPB15-2273 3.59 2.82 2.06 North 
GD70-48(344)-
1/LINCOLN//RIL114-
1/LINCOLN 
57 
G_076 LPB14-2401 3.12 3.14 2.21 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
118 
G_068 LPB14-4125 3.86 2.85 1.89 North 
GD70-48(344)-
1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-
1/SPITFIRE 
46 
G_296 LPB15-3061 3.49 2.78 2.72 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
163 
G_287 LPB15-3032 3.00 3.06 2.64 West 
RIL424-
1/COBRA//RIL288-
1/COBRA 
104 
G_009 
GD70-
48(344)-
1 
3.24 3.23 1.85 North DH70/Gregory 68 
G_197 LPB15-3851 3.48 2.90 2.68 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
82 
G_259 LPB15-3005 2.35 3.16 2.62 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
225 
G_072 LPB14-2388 3.80 3.01 2.40 West 
RIL288-
1/COBRA//RIL424-
1/COBRA 
8 
1 The predicted breeding value (PBV) of stripe rust (YR). 2 The PBV of leaf rust (LR). 3 The PBV of stem rust 
(SR). 4 The target region of deployment (designated in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3). 5 The ranking attained from 
summing the number of significant fixed loci for resistant alleles across all rust traits.  
6.5.6 Best Performing Lines for Rust and Grain Dormancy 
The same method described above was repeated with the inclusion of grain dormancy 
(from the glasshouse and field environments) data, displayed in Table 6-11. When ranked 
by phenotype, the first and third lines were the UQ lines GD70-48(344)-1 and UQ01484. 
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The rest of the genotypes are breeding lines developed from the LRPB/UQ breeding 
program. Seven of the top ten were adapted to the Northern region, with the other three 
(LPB15-3067, LPB15-3066, and LPB15-3024) adapted to the South-West and West. Thus, 
pedigree of the top breeding lines were predominantly GD70-48(344)-1/Spitfire//RIL114-
1/Spitfire backgrounds.  
Table 6-11: Top ten performing lines across grain dormancy from the glasshouse 
(GD.GH) and field (GD.F) environments, stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR), and stem rust 
(SR) traits.  
GID Line Name GD.GH PBV1 
GD.F 
PBV2 
YR 
PBV3 
LR 
PBV4 
SR 
PBV5 
Rank_
sig 
QTL6 
No. sig 
tagSNPs
7 
G_009 GD70-48(344)-1 0.17 0.32 3.24 3.23 1.85 42 28 
G_068 LPB14-4125 0.28 0.51 3.86 2.85 1.89 26 29 
G_063 UQ01484 0.15 0.27 3.93 3.11 2.46 25 29 
G_067 LPB14-4096 0.23 0.40 3.48 2.84 2.90 3 32 
G_268 LPB15-3066 0.20 0.29 3.30 2.45 3.81 119 23 
G_273 LPB15-3067 0.21 0.29 3.39 2.81 3.43 82 25 
G_112 LPB15-2181 0.22 0.48 3.04 3.26 2.84 16 30 
G_124 LPB15-2727 0.30 0.42 3.32 2.69 3.27 56 27 
G_118 LPB15-2176 0.22 0.55 2.49 2.29 3.67 63 26 
G_249 LPB15-3024 0.31 0.48 4.32 2.78 2.76 223 19 
1 The predicted breeding value (PBV) of grain dormancy from the glasshouse (GD.GH). 2 The PBV of grain 
dormancy from the field (GD.F). 3 The PBV of stripe rust (YR). 4 The PBV of leaf rust (LR). 5 The PBV of 
stem rust (SR). 6 The ranking attained from summing the number of significant loci fixed for favourable 
alleles across all traits. 7 The number of loci fixed for favourable alleles of significant tagSNPS (most 
significant SNP marker per QTL) summed across traits.  
6.6 Discussion 
6.6.1 Superior Power for Detection of QTL for YR Model 
GWAS of YR revealed greater power for detection of QTL than for either of the LR or SR 
traits. Distributions of PBVs for YR were relatively normal, indicating a spread of 
resistance/susceptibility amongst the population. Such a distribution is more suited to 
GWAS models than the high levels of resistance observed in the LR and SR traits, which 
limits power to detect QTL of moderate influence. The haplotype analysis of the YR QTL 
(Figure 6-3) demonstrated a similar trend to the GD traits. Conversely, the haplotype 
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analyses of the LR QTL (Figure 6-6) and the SR QTL (Figure 6-9) indicated only a few 
QTL differentiating between resistant and susceptible phenotypes, with addition of further 
loci fixed for resistant alleles contributing only minor resistance. This suggests the 
presence of fixed QTL conferring resistance to LR and SR, which is logical given the 
progeny population underwent rounds of selection for the three rust types. Further, a 
background level of resistance may be provided by a set of non-segregating resistance 
alleles from the parental population. 
In regards to the SR data, assessment at the Redlands environment showed a relatively 
normal distribution compared with the highly skewed distribution in the Cobbitty 
environment; thus, the narrow data range collected from the Cobbitty environment would 
have influenced QTL identified for the SR trait. The Cobbitty rust nursery used two 
additional SR pathotypes to the Redlands nursery, suggesting that an increased number of 
SR QTL would be under pressure in Cobbitty, causing greater differentiation of resistance 
between genotypes and a more normal distribution. The fact this was not the case 
suggests the level of infection of plants in the Cobbitty nursery might not have been as 
great as that experienced in the Redlands nursery; assessment of the Cobbitty nursery 
could have been undertaken at a more optimal time; or confounding effects in the 
Redlands rust nursery correlated with a wider range of data. 
Decreasing power of the GWAS models in order of presentation (YR, LR, and SR) is 
supported by increasing deviation of observed –log(p) values from the Q-Q plot. Similarly, 
the ߣ, although close to one for YR (0.97), was substantially less than one for LR (0.95) 
and SR (0.92). Deviation of ߣ from one (in either direction) indicates reduced power to 
correctly identify QTL.  
Estimates of ܪଶ଴௄  followed a similar trend between environments, with the greatest ܪ෡ଶ଴௄  
calculated for YR and the lowest calculated for SR. This is a reflection of replicate effect 
(fixed in the phenotypic model) being significant in only 2/5 environments for YR compared 
to all environments for both LR and SR. A significant replicate effect suggests uneven 
inoculation of spores or other experimental factors. Inoculation of LR in the RL_17 nursery 
was difficult due to the previous natural infection of YR. Although this nursery was 
intended for inoculation of SR, this was not achieved. Final scoring of LR and the single 
assessment of SR in Cob_16 were both undertaken by separate people due to conflicting 
experiments and consequent restraints in getting to Cobbitty for assessment. Assessment 
of SR in the RL_16 was particularly difficult due to a heavy weed infestation. The GASI_16 
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was infected with both YR and LR; assessment of these traits was undertaken on mature 
plants, some of which were yellowing. The confounding effects of YR and LR infections on 
the same mature plants would account for the greater residual variation for both traits in 
this environment. Although timing of assessment was sub-optimal, this environment was 
included in analysis due to the relatively high correlations with other tested environments. 
Further to these effects were the environmental similarities between the Redlands 
environments, between Gatton environments, and within the single Cob environment, as 
demonstrated in Table 6-3. Rainfall and bursts of high temperature may have also 
contributed to variable replicate effects by washing spores off plant parts prior to 
assessment.  
Pathotypes inoculated at each site also contributed to variation between environments. For 
YR, the 134E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ pathotype was common to all environments and during 
selection of the breeding cycle. Although three additional pathotypes were tested in 
Cobbitty, only the pathotype listed was used in all other environments. This similarity 
would contribute to the moderate to high correlations between environments for the YR 
trait. Multiple pathotypes were assessed for each of LR and SR in all tested environments. 
For LR, three sets of similar pathotypes were used between the Cobbitty and Redlands 
environments, with an additional one in Cobbitty. For SR, while one pathotype was 
common between environments, an additional two were used in Cobbitty and an additional 
one used in RL_16. Hence, as more pathotypes were used in each environment, 
correlations between environments decreased. Further assessment of the given 
pathotypes in additional years, particularly for LR and SR, would have been beneficial to 
increase accuracy of PBVs and improve power of analysis.  
Greater differentiation of regional effect/population structure was observed for YR than LR 
or SR as demonstrated by greater resistance of the Northern lines compared to the 
Western lines. Further, population structure in the optimal YR model was accounted for by 
the first two PCs. Following this logic, population structure was of less importance in LR (1 
PC) and almost negligible in SR (region as fixed effect). This is explained by the greater 
incidence and severity of YR in the Northern than in the Southern or Western regions of 
Australia. Consequently, greater emphasis has historically been placed on pyramiding YR 
resistance genes into material adapted to the Northern region. 
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6.6.2 Comparison of QTL with Other Publications 
Stripe Rust 
Eleven of the QTL identified in this study appeared to co-locate with known genes or 
recently published QTL. The other four QTL located on chromosomes 2D (YrQ8), 4A 
(YrQ9), 5A (YrQ10), and 6A (YrQ3) are proposed to be novel. The 4A QTL seems to be 
unique in that no other genes or QTL have been reported on the short arm of this 
chromosome in Macaferri et al. (2015). Maccaferri et al. (2015) reported genes and QTL in 
terms of relative distance on the chromosome rather than in cM so will be compared in 
terms of the former. YrQ8 was positioned at 64.64%; the closest QTL were those reported 
from 55.5-61.3% (Melichar et al. 2008) and from 68.4-79.5% (Basnet et al. 2014). Both of 
these distances were approximately 10-11 cM from the identified QTL. YrQ10 was 
positioned at 50.84% on the integrated map. Nearest QTL were positioned from 35.7-
42.3% (Lan et al. 2014), 66.8-79.2% (Boukhatem et al. 2002) and 66.8-79.9% (Rosewarne 
et al. 2012), all of which are further than 10 cM removed from the identified QTL. YrQ3 
was positioned at 22.25%, which was approximately 11 cM away from the nearest QTL 
positioned in the region 7.6-17.8% (Rosewarne et al. 2012).  
QTL that appeared to coincide with or be within close proximity to known genes included 
QTL on chromosomes 1B (YrQ4: Yr29 / Lr46 / Sr58), 2A (YrQ1: Yr56, Yr17/Lr37/Sr38), 2A 
(YrQ2 and YrQ6: Yr17/Lr37/Sr38), 2B (YrQ7: Yr5), and 2B (YrQ13: Yr3). Parental lines 
containing these known genes (Table 6-1) were investigated to check if loci conferring 
resistance/susceptibility matched the known genes. The postulated Yr29 gene is resistant 
in Spitfire and Wyalkatchem. Spitfire did carry the resistant allele at this locus, although 
approximately half of the Wyalkatchem derivatives carried the resistant allele. Many of the 
susceptible Wyalkatchem derivatives also had common parents UQ01484 and RSY10, the 
former of which carried the susceptible allele and so is likely to have contributed this allele 
in the susceptible Wyalkatchem derivatives. RSY10 was not assessed in this population 
and could also have contributed a susceptible allele. Mace and Scout are resistant for the 
Yr17 gene, which was postulated at all of the 2A QTL in this population. Both of these 
cultivars were susceptible at the two distal QTL and were resistant at YrQ6; thus, this QTL 
is most likely to represent the Yr17 gene. 
The 1D QTL (YrQ5) co-located with the QYr.ucw-1D QTL reported by Maccaferri et al. 
(2015). The QTL identified on chromosome 5B (YrQ11) co-located with QYr.sun-5B 
(Bansal et al. 2014) and QYr.ui-5B (Chen et al. 2012). The 6B QTL (YrQ14) was 
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positioned at 61.57%; nearest QTL were positioned from 56.7-58.3% (Maccaferri et al. 
2015), and from 70.0-70.9% (Rosewarne et al. 2012). The former was located 
approximately 7cM away while the latter was 16 cM away. The QTL identified on 
chromosome 7A (YrQ15) co-located with QYr.orr-7A (Vazquez et al. 2012) and QYr.sgi-7A 
(Prins et al. 2011). The QTL identified on chromosome 7B (YrQ12) co-located with QYr-7B 
(Imtiaz et al. 2004) and QYr.caas-7BL.2 (Ren et al. 2012) and was in close proximity to 
QYr.cim-7BL (Rosewarne et al. 2012).  
Two genes, TraesCS2A01G072700 and TraesCS5A01G352700, overlapped QTL located 
on chromosomes 2A and 5A. Both of these genes were associated with DNA from biotic 
and abiotic attack and may be targeted for further use in marker-assisted selection (MAS).  
Leaf Rust 
In regards to the LR, 24 of the 30 QTL identified in this study appeared to co-locate or 
were positioned close to previously published genes or QTL. However, for the other six 
QTL located on chromosomes 1A (LrQ15), 1D (LrQ30), 4B (LrQ8), 6A (LrQ32), 7A (LrQ22) 
and 7B (LrQ25), there were no reports of genes or QTL within these regions when 
positioned on the integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015); hence, these six QTL are 
postulated as being novel.  
QTL that appeared to coincide with known genes include those located on chromosomes 
1B (LrQ26: Lr46 / Yr29 / Sr58), 1D (LrQ1: Lr21), 1D (LrQ16: Lr42), 2B (LrQ28: Lr73), 2B 
(LrQ4: Lr50, LrNJ97), 3D (LrQ7: Lr24), 6A (LrQ31: Lr64), 7A (LrQ11: Lr20), and 7D 
(LrQ13: Lr34 marker). Parental lines containing these known genes (Table 6-1) were 
investigated to check if loci conferring resistance/susceptibility matched the known genes. 
The postulated Lr46/Yr29/Sr58 gene was discussed in the above ‘Stripe Rust’ section. 
This locus was identified in YR and LR though not in SR; however, the fact it was identified 
in two of the traits supports the postulation this QTL is linked. The Sr24 gene was 
genotyped by LRPB in this population, although the results were not used because of the 
large proportion of missing values for Sr24 genotyping. The only hits were on resistant 
alleles and heterozygotes – whether this means all missing values represented susceptible 
alleles is unknown. None of the parental population were known to carry the Lr24/Sr24 
gene, although the successfully genotyped resistant alleles did show a good level of 
congruency with the postulated Sr24 marker. Mace and Wyalkatchem were resistant for 
the Lr20/Sr15 gene, which was postulated as LrQ11 in this population. All parental 
genotypes contained the resistant allele, with the exception of Dart, which was not called 
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at this marker; however, derivatives of Dart suggest a susceptible allele at this locus. 
Wyalkatchem/RSY10 derivatives also segregated at this locus; the susceptible allele is 
likely to be accounted for by RSY10. The postulated Lr34 gene was represented by a 
marker in the LRPB breeding program. Dart, EGA Gregory, and Lincoln are known to be 
resistant at this gene; within this population Dart possessed the resistant allele. Although 
Lincoln was not called at this locus, derivatives of this cultivar suggest Lincoln does carry 
the resistant allele for this locus. EGA Gregory was not assessed in this population, but 
many of its derivatives (such as UQ01484 and GREGPHS30-25) were resistant at this 
locus. Note that all other cultivars carried susceptible alleles for the Lr34 gene.  
The QTL located on chromosome 1B (LrQ27) was positioned on the integrated map 
(Maccaferri et al. 2015) in a similar location to the qNV.LR-1B.2 QTL reported by Riaz et 
al. (2018), and to the IWA6512 marker in Kertho et al. (2015). QTL for LR reported by Riaz 
et al. (2018) was in reference to landraces from the Vavilov Institute of Plant Industry and 
were originally collected from five continents across the world. Co-location of QTL 
identified by Riaz et al. (2018) with those identified in this study suggest these QTL are 
already present within the Australian wheat breeding populations and are available for 
gene pyramiding. 
The two QTL located on chromosomes 1D (LrQ2 and LrQ3) co-located on the Wang et al. 
(2014) consensus map with the 1D_t1 (45.44 cM) QTL in Gao et al. (2016) and was 
positioned within 3 cM of the 1D_3 QTL (88.85-89.58 cM; Gao et al. 2016).  
The QTL nearest the centromere on chromosome 2B (LrQ17) overlapped with the 2B_3 
QTL (Gao et al. 2016) on the Wang et al. (2014) consensus map. On the common 
integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015), the QTL co-located with the qNV.Lr-2B.1 QTL 
(Riaz et al. 2018) and the IWA1488 marker (Li et al. 2016). The second of the 2B QTL 
(LrQ18) co-located with the IWA5177 marker reported by Turner et al. (2017) on the 
integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015).  
Two QTL were identified on chromosome 3A (LrQ19 and LrQ5). The first of these 
coincided with the qNV.Lr-3A.2 QTL (Riaz et al. 2018) and was within 4 cM of the 
IWA2029 marker reported by Turner et al. (2017). The second QTL was positioned within 
10 cM of the IWA5191 marker (Turner et al. 2017).  
The QTL located on chromosome 3B (LrQ6) co-located with the 3B_1 QTL reported by 
Gao et al. (2016) on the 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014), and within one cM of the 
IWA4312 marker (Turner et al. 2017) on the integrated map.  
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The QTL located on chromosome 4A (LrQ20) was positioned within 4 cM on the integrated 
map (Maccaferri et al. 2015) of the IWA1900 marker (Turner et al. 2017) and three 
markers (IWA285, IWA54, and IWA8389) identified by Kertho et al. (2015).  
The QTL located on chromosome 4B (LrQ9) was within 10 cM of the IWA1316 marker 
(Turner et al. 2017) and the IWA2126 marker (Kertho et al. 2015) marker when positioned 
on the integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015).  
The QTL located on chromosome 5B (LrQ21) was positioned within 10 cM of the IWA1443 
marker (Turner et al. 2017) and the IWA8395 (Kertho et al. 2015) QTLs on the integrated 
map (Maccaferri et al. 2015) and within 3 cM on the 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 
2014) of the 5B_t1 QTL reported by Gao et al. (2016). 
Four QTL were located on chromosome 6A, one of which co-located with the Lr64 gene 
and the other which is considered novel. The other two QTL were both positioned on the 
long arm (LrQ10 and LrQ29). The former co-located with the IWA4737 marker (Turner et 
al. 2017) on the integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015). The latter QTL co-located with the 
IWA400 marker also reported by Turner et al. (2017).  
Two QTL were identified on chromosome 7B (LrQ12 and LrQ25), the latter of which is 
proposed to be novel. The first QTL co-located with the 7B_2 QTL (Gao et al. 2016) on the 
90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014).  
Finally, two QTL were reported on chromosome 7D (LrQ13 and LrQ14). The tagSNP of 
the former was represented by the Lr34 marker, even though it was not located in the 
usual position at around 35 cM. As suggested in Chapter 3, Section 1.4, the location of this 
marker may be inaccurate in this study given the sparse coverage of markers on the short 
arm of chromosome 7D. The latter QTL co-located with the 7D_2 QTL reported by Gao et 
al. (2016) on the 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014).  
Four genes, TraesCS2B01G504900, TraesCS5B01G412400, TraesCS7B01G420000, and 
TraesCS6A01G400800, overlapped QTL located on chromosomes 2B, 5B, 6A, and 7B. All 
of these genes have been associated with disease resistance and DNA repair and may be 
targeted for further use in MAS.  
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Stem Rust 
Nine of the QTL identified in this study appeared to co-locate with known genes. The other 
three QTL located on chromosomes 1D (SrQ10), 3B (SrQ7), and 5A (SrQ9) are proposed 
to be novel. SrQ10 was in close proximity to the more distal QTL; however, these markers 
were not in high LD, suggesting distinction of causal variants and would support the 
postulation that this may be a novel QTL. No previously published QTL were mapped onto 
the integrated map (Maccaferri et al. 2015) within proximity to any of the postulated novel 
QTL. Further, no genes have been mapped to chromosome 5A.  
QTL that appeared to coincide with or be within close proximity to known genes included 
QTL on chromosomes 1D (SrQ12: Sr18), 2A (SrQ1: Sr38/Yr17/Lr37), 2B (SrQ2: Sr40, 
Sr32), 2B (SrQ11: Sr36, Sr39), 2B (SrQ3: Sr9h, Sr47), 3A (SrQ4 and SrQ5: Sr35), 3B 
(SrQ6: Sr12), 3D (SrQ8: Sr24/Lr24). The 2A QTL was also identified for YR, supporting 
linkage of these QTL; however, it appeared known segregation patterns of alleles across 
parental cultivars (Table 6-1) from YrQ6 was more suited to the postulation of the 
Yr17/Sr38/Lr37 gene. It is therefore unknown if SrQ1 is representative of the 
Sr38/Yr17/Lr37 gene or if it is novel. This gene is known to exist in both Mace and Scout; 
these two cultivars were the only parents demonstrating resistance in the parental 
population. Both SrQ4 and SrQ5 were within close proximity to the Sr35 gene, though the 
latter co-located with this gene on the integrated map. These two markers were not in high 
LD, suggesting the former may be novel; however, this would need further validation.  
Two genes, TraesCS3B01G607500 and TraesCS3D01G543400, overlapped QTL located 
on chromosomes 3B and 3D. Both of these genes have been associated with stress 
response and may be targeted for further use in Marker-assisted selection (MAS).  
6.6.3 Using Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS) to ‘Assist’ in Selection 
Identification of causal variants within a given population is essential to improving and 
maintaining cultivar performance, especially in the face of mutating and exotic incursions 
of rust. Integrating MAS can assist by improving efficiency of the program; however, 
phenotyping for a trait of interest remains of utmost importance. Generally, a greater 
number of loci conferring resistance was associated with improved resistance in this study, 
showing that GWAS does have the potential to identify superior genotypes. The correlation 
between PBVs of traits and number of significant alleles, observed in Figure 6-3, Figure 
6-6, and Figure 6-9, were 0.51 (SR), 0.54 (YR), and 0.72 (LR). Inclusion of suggestive 
QTL did improve correlations to 0.55, 0.69, and 0.76 respectively. The variation amongst 
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lines within each of the YR, LR and SR groups suggest possible epistatic effects between 
loci, which increases complexity of selection when based solely on the number of loci fixed 
for resistant alleles of each genotype. 
It is therefore felt the number of resistant alleles cannot be used exclusively to identify 
superior genotypes, which is also demonstrated by the dissimilar ranking of lines in Table 
6-10 and Table 6-11. While prediction of observations can be made based on marker 
effect and used to ascertain the best performing haplotype (marker combinations), this 
becomes uninformative when a larger number of QTL are identified. For example, if 20 
QTL are identified, a possible 1,048,576 (220) combinations of alleles becomes available. 
In a normal breeding population this number of QTL combinations cannot possibly be 
tested and any predictions become redundant when only a few lines may contain that 
haplotype. Further, significance testing becomes ineffectual due to a small sample size, 
meaning that predicted haplotype differences may only be due to chance. However, the 
fact that some lines contain more than 20 resistance loci in this study indicates the efficacy 
of selection for rust resistance through phenotyping in the segregating generations as this 
is unlikely to occur by chance over many breeding cycles. Thus, this study promotes the 
use of GWAS for efficient identification and integration of causal variants into MAS in 
breeding programs but emphasises the term ‘assist’ for population improvement. 
Phenotyping of traits remains the most important selection criteria for improvement of 
breeding material. Markers may be informative for selecting parents for pyramiding of 
resistance QTL; however, the absolute number of loci fixed for resistance may provide an 
inaccurate representation of genotypes, particularly if a background level of resistance is 
present (such as SR for cultivar Corack – Section 6.5.3) and should be validated with 
phenotypic assessment. It is also suggested that further works be undertaken following a 
GWAS to assess the impacts of putative novel QTL identified for that trait. 
6.7 Conclusions 
The objective of this chapter was to screen the population for resistance to YR, LR, and 
SR; identify QTL contributing to resistance; and to compare these QTL with previous 
publications. The parental and progeny populations were screened for YR in five field 
environments over 2016 to 2017, for LR in four field environments over 2016 and 2017, 
and for SR in two environments in 2016. All three types of rust were assessed using the 1-
9 scale of Bariana et al. (2007). Environments were combined within each rust using a 
two-stage analysis across environments. A kinship matrix was incorporated to increase 
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prediction accuracy and to calculate predicted breeding values. A GWAS analysis was 
undertaken on these predicted breeding values. The QK model was used for all traits 
though modified as required to account for the greater influence of population structure on 
YR.  
Four significant QTL and eleven suggestive QTL were identified for YR. Significant QTL 
were located on chromosomes 2A, 2B and 6A. Suggestive QTL were located on 
chromosomes 1B, 1D, 2A, 2B, 2D, 4A, 5A, 5B, 6B, 7A and 7B. Four QTL located on 
chromosomes 2D (93.41 cM), 4A (40.73 cM), 5A (80.63 cM) and 6A (65.33 cM) are 
proposed to be novel. Five QTL coincided with reported positions of known genes, 
including: Yr3, Yr5, Yr17, Yr29/Lr46 and Yr56. 
Eighteen significant QTL and eleven suggestive QTL were identified for LR. Significant 
QTL were located on chromosomes 1B, 1D, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3D, 4B, 6A, 7A, 7B and 7D. 
Suggestive QTL were located on chromosomes 1A, 1D, 2B, 3A, 4A, 5B, 6A, 7A and 7B. 
Six QTL located on chromosomes 1A (87.46 cM), 1D (186.67 cM), 4B (0 cM), 6A (164.09 
cM), 7A (177.08 cM) and 7B (122.78 cM) are proposed to be novel. Nine QTL coincided 
with reported positions of known genes, including Lr20/Sr15, Lr21, Lr24/Sr24, 
Lr34/Yr18/Sr57, Lr42, Lr46/Yr29/Sr58, Lr50, Lr64, Lr73, LrNJ97. 
Ten significant QTL and two suggestive QTL were identified for SR. Significant QTL were 
located on chromosomes 1D, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3D and 5A. Suggestive QTL were located 
on chromosomes 1D and 2B. Three QTL located on chromosomes 1D (95.19 cM), 3B 
(154.48 cM) and 5A (12.43 cM) are proposed to be novel. Eight QTL coincided with 
reported positions of known genes, including Sr9h, Sr12, Sr18, Sr24/Lr24, Sr32, Sr35, 
Sr36, Sr39/Lr35, Sr38/Yr17/Lr37, Sr40 and Sr47.  
Haplotype analyses of significant and suggestive tagSNPs for each trait revealed that 
identification of QTL for YR was most synonymous with a quantitative trait. QTL for LR and 
SR revealed few resistant alleles were necessary to improve susceptibility, with further 
addition of resistant alleles contributing only minor amounts of resistance. These trends 
are explained by a greater variation of phenotypes for YR, with few susceptible lines 
observed for LR and SR. The generally high level of resistance to LR and SR indicate the 
probability of multiple resistance alleles already being fixed within this population. 
The GWAS model for YR demonstrated greater power for QTL detection than either of the 
LR or SR models. A single pathotype was tested across all YR nurseries, with only one 
nursery (Cob_16) using multiple pathotypes, leading to moderate to high correlations 
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between environments. Multiple pathotypes were tested in each environment for both of 
the other rusts and this appeared to be associated with lower correlations between 
environments. YR was assessed in the greatest number of environments, increasing the 
power of phenotypic and GWAS analyses. Quality diagnostics from the GWAS models (Q-
Q plot and ߣ) supported the suggestion of greatest power in the YR model, with least in the 
SR model (only assessed in two environments).  
In this study, GWAS has proven to identify resistant alleles contributing to the three rust 
traits within this breeding population. While GWAS is a useful tool to select informative 
markers for use of MAS in breeding programs, it is recommended that best use will be 
achieved when undertaken in conjunction with phenotyping. 
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 General Conclusions 
Germplasm assessed for grain dormancy (GD), pre-harvest sprouting (PHS), head 
characteristics (HC), grain characteristics (GC), stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR) and stem 
rust (SR) were developed as part of a collaborative project between LongReach Plant 
Breeders (LRPB) and the University of Queensland (UQ). A series of three-way and four-
way crosses were developed using techniques similar to speed breeding (Watson et al. 
2018) in glasshouse facilities at UQ’s St Lucia campus in two batches (2012-2013 and 
2013-2014). The recurrent parents were cultivars selected by LRPB (Spitfire, Cobra, 
Scout, Corack, Dart, Lincoln, and Mace), with GD and rust donor lines provided by UQ. In 
both batches, the segregating generations underwent selection for GD and rust resistance, 
with an additional GD screen in the development of the second batch of lines.  A total of 
850 lines from the first batch and 614 lines from the second batch were shipped to LRPB 
for seed increase and preliminary trials. Of these, LRPB progressed 296 lines into their 
2016 yield trials. It is these 296 bread wheat lines, in addition to 21 parents, that were 
assessed for GD and rust traits as part of this PhD project.  
Phenotypic analysis of traits was improved with the inclusion of a genetic kinship 
(relationship) matrix developed from 90K SNP data, as well as coefficient of parentage 
developed from the pedigree. Inclusion of genotypic relatedness in the phenotypic analysis 
increased estimates of genetic variance and heritability while decreasing prediction error 
variance of best linear unbiased predictions (BLUPs) of the lines when compared to the 
naïve model, which did not include any measure of relatedness (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5). 
The pedigree and marker models performed similarly and demonstrated that either model 
can be used, but both are preferable to the naive model. Estimates of predicted breeding 
values (PBVs) using marker data is a standard procedure in animal breeding, and 
pedigree has been used extensively in breeding of perennial outcrossing plant species; 
despite the demonstration of improved predictive ability in annual crop species (e.g. 
Crossa et al. 2010; Kelly et al. 2009; Beeck et al. 2010), estimates of PBVs are relatively 
uncommon. Incorporation of additive genetic relatedness between genotypes, estimated 
through the kinship matrix, was used in this study to increase the accuracy of predictions 
for use in more efficient selection. 
Head characteristics (HC) of wheat have been shown to contribute to tolerance of 
genotypes to PHS. Given the generally high heritability of head characteristics and the 
easy differentiation of such traits, King (1987) suggested that ear and grain wetting 
characteristics be selected for in breeding programs to increase tolerance to PHS. 
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Selecting on strongly linked HC could improve efficiency, save time, labour, and money in 
phenotyping for GD/PHS. In this study, correlation and pattern analyses of HC commonly 
assessed for varietal classification, in addition to grain size, demonstrated that the dormant 
genotypes in this study tended to have long, lax, flattened heads with an absent to square 
glume shoulder shape and a smaller percentage of open glumes. Other traits 
demonstrating some association were longer awns, wider glumes, heads and lemmas, and 
rounder seeds. Clustering of the 36 genotypes assessed (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1) by all 
26 traits (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3) revealed five main groups, three of which were 
grouped with genotypes of similar background. When presented as biplots (Chapter 4, 
Section 4.3.6) it appeared possible that genetic backgrounds may have driven the 
correlation between HC. A shorter glume beak length only associated with PHS (field), 
which may indicate an association of true dormancy independent of pedigree, or simply 
segregate in the same way as PHS. Orientation of heads post-maturity is likely to have 
had a significant impact on PHS but was not measured in this study. 
The LRPB/UQ breeding program selected for GD in the glasshouse as a measure of PHS 
tolerance in the field. Efficiency of this method was demonstrated by exploring 
performance of selected lines from the first breeding cycle (Chapter 4, Section 4.3.9). The 
four most dormant of these (sister lines) demonstrated exceptional levels of GD and PHS 
and had attained similar levels of dormancy as the most dormant parent. A regression of 
PHS (field) against GD (glasshouse) revealed an association of 54%, though this figure is 
probably under-estimated due to a water outage in the second split screen of the PHS 
assessment. A stepwise regression (Chapter 4, Section 4.3.10) of all traits showing some 
association with dormancy—identified through correlations, optimised dendrograms by trait 
and genotype, principal component analysis, and regression—increased the explained 
variance by almost 20%, supporting the theory that HC contribute to PHS. The optimal 
model included the known PHS4A marker, head length, head density, glume beak length, 
and proportion of open glumes. However, GD remains the best predictor of PHS, 
explaining up to 80% of phenotypic variance (Chapter 4, Section 4.3.7).  
A total of 10 significant and 25 suggestive QTL were identified for GD on most 
chromosomes from a genome-wide association study (GWAS; Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 
Two novel QTL were identified in this study on chromosome 5D (69.52 cM) in both of the 
glasshouse and field environments and on chromosome 6A (136.70 cM) in the glasshouse 
environment. A further three suggestive QTL identified on chromosomes 3B (32.99 cM and 
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34.20 cM from the glasshouse and field respectively), 5D (187.5 cM), and 6D (82.18 cM) 
were also thought to be novel.  
Known genes, Phs on chromosome 4A (Flintham et al. 2002) and TaPHS1 on 
chromosome 3A (Liu et al. 2013), were identified within this study, validating the 
approaches taken. The 4A QTL was of greatest significance in both environments. The loci 
fixed for the favourable allele, conferring dormancy, on the 4A QTL improved GD by 11% 
in the glasshouse and 5% in the field environment. Given the high frequency of this QTL in 
the population (78%), the 4A QTL has likely been selected for during two dormancy 
screens undertaken in early generations of the breeding cycle. The reduced importance of 
this QTL in the field environment was thought to be due to the greater number of genes 
required to maintain GD under the more variable field environment. This was supported by 
the greater number of QTL identified from the field environment. Further, the 4A gene has 
been demonstrated to have a greater effect in cooler conditions (20°C) than in warmer 
conditions (26°C to 28°C; Barrero et al. 2015), which is a similar temperature difference 
between the glasshouse and the field environments in this study. This greater 
differentiation between genotypes carrying the favourable allele compared with genotypes 
carrying the unfavourable allele was observed in the binomial distribution of phenotypes in 
the glasshouse environment compared with the skewed distribution towards non-
dormancy in the field. A co-locating QTL for grain width was discovered within the 4A QTL 
region. Cabral et al. (2018) also reported a QTL for this trait in the same position, 
suggesting a pleiotropic effect on both grain width and GD, or this may be an association 
caused by selection for both grain size and grain dormancy, during the development of 
these populations.  
The importance of the QTL identified on chromosome 5B (129.24 cM) was of similar 
magnitude to the 4A QTL in both environments, with an estimated marker effect of 9% and 
7% in the glasshouse and field environments respectively. Dormancy was imparted by the 
LRPB cultivars Scout and Lincoln; consequently, the frequency of this allele was minor 
(7%) in the whole population. Similar positions for this QTL have been previously reported 
in recent GWAS publications (Martinez et al. 2018; Albrecht et al. 2015).  
Three QTL were identified on chromosome 3B at 33.00 cM, 70.72 cM, and 154.48 cM, all 
of which co-located with QTL identified for plant maturity measured in the field (and 
glasshouse for the latter position). Although this suggests that GD increased with longer 
maturity, but could also indicate an environmental affect or be an artefact of selection. A 
gene for flowering time (QFt.cri-3B) has been reported on the long arm of chromosome 3B 
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in the vicinity of the centromere (Pankova et al. 2008), which is similar to the 3B (154.48 
cM) QTL reported in this study. No publications relating to co-location of GD and plant 
maturity/flowering time in wheat were found for comparison. 
The quantitative nature of GD was demonstrated in this study, with a greater number of 
resistance alleles increasing the level of observed dormancy. While significant QTL 
captured the majority of variation, the suggestive QTL further delineated these groups, 
highlighting the importance of including QTL peaks even if they do not meet a stringent 
threshold.  
PBVs for grain dormancy in the two environments (field and glasshouse) also showed a 
high correlation (0.80) and seven of the most dormant genotypes among the ten most 
dormant lines were common to both environments, indicating the usefulness of these lines 
as parents for further breeding cycles. These genotypes included the UQ/LRPB breeding 
lines LPB14-4089, LPB15-3066, LPB15-3067, LPB15-3084, and UQ donor lines UQ01484 
(and a single plant re-selection, GD70-48(344)-1, from this line) and RIL009-1. UQ01484 
and GD70-48(344)-1 were derivatives of Gregory and the doubled haploid line DH70 
(Hickey et al. 2009), which carries high dormancy from both the Chinese and South 
African sources, SW95-50213 and AUS1408 respectively (Mares et al. 2005). These two 
UQ lines have contributed substantially to dormant phenotypes within this population. Of 
the assessed lines, derivatives of Spitfire (a LRPB cultivar adapted to the Northern 
growing region of Australia) generally demonstrated superior levels of dormancy compared 
with derivatives of Cobra (a LRPB cultivar adapted to the Western growing region of 
Australia).  
Application of GWAS also proved successful in QTL identification for resistance to stripe 
rust (YR), leaf rust (LR), and stem rust (SR; Chapter 6, Sections 6.3.2, 6.4.2, and 6.5.2 
respectively). Four significant QTL and eleven suggestive QTL were identified for YR. Four 
QTL located on chromosomes 2D (93.41 cM), 4A (40.73 cM), 5A (80.63 cM), and 6A 
(65.33 cM) were proposed to be novel. Five QTL coincided with reported positons of 
known genes. Lines adapted to the Northern region (Spitfire, Dart, Lincoln) generally out-
performed those adapted to the Western region (Cobra, Corack, Wyalkatchem), which was 
expected given that infection of YR is of greatest incidence and severity in the Northern 
growing region of Australia. Wyalkatchem derivatives appeared the most susceptible of all 
lines. PBVs correlated with the number of significant loci fixed for favourable alleles 
reasonably well (0.54), which improved with the inclusion of suggestive loci (0.69). The 
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best performing lines for YR resistance were from the progeny population and included the 
lines LPB15-1809, LPB15-3005 and LPB15-2177.  
Eighteen significant QTL and eleven suggestive QTL were identified for LR. Six QTL 
located on chromosomes 1A (87.46 cM), 1D (186.67 cM), 4B (0 cM), 6A (164.09 cM), 7A 
(177.08 cM) and 7B (122.78 cM) were proposed to be novel. Nine QTL coincided with 
reported positions of known genes. Of the lines targeted to the Western region, lines 
derived from Cobra generally showed higher levels of resistance than those derived from 
Wyalkatchem. PBVs correlated with the number of significant loci fixed for favourable 
alleles well (0.72), which improved little with the inclusion of suggestive loci (0.74). The 
best performing lines for LR resistance were from the progeny population and included 
LPB15-2176, LPB15-3823, and LPB15-2717. 
Ten significant QTL and two suggestive QTL were identified for SR. Three QTL located on 
chromosome 1D (95.19 cM), 3B (154.48 cM), and 5A (12.43 cM) are proposed to be 
novel. Eight QTL coincided with reported positions of known genes. Generally, lines 
derived from Scout or Scout/Cobra, performed quite well; however, target region of 
adaptation (as determined by the recurrent parent) did not influence the ranking of lines to 
the extent observed in YR, LR, and GD. The correlation between PBVs and number of loci 
fixed for favourable alleles was lower for this trait (0.51 for significant loci and 0.55 when 
suggestive loci were included). The number of resistance loci carried by parental cultivars 
did not associate well with their rankings, perhaps indicating the presence of other loci 
fixed for resistance in this population. Further support for this is the small amount of 
susceptibility observed across all lines evaluated for SR. The best performing lines for SR 
were from the progeny population and included LPB15-3072, LPB15-3817, and LPB15-
3116. 
Haplotype analyses of significant and suggestive tagSNPs for each trait revealed that 
identification of QTL for YR was most synonymous with a quantitative trait. QTL for LR and 
SR revealed few resistant alleles were necessary to improve susceptibility, with further 
addition of resistant alleles contributing only minor amounts of resistance, which is 
contrary to the clear pyramiding effect observed for YR and GD traits. These trends are 
explained by a greater variation of phenotypes for YR, with few susceptible lines observed 
for LR and SR. Normal distributions of phenotypes were observed for YR, compared with 
skewed distributions towards resistance for both LR and SR. High levels of resistance for 
LR and SR indicated the efficacy of phenotypic selection in the glasshouse and field. 
When considering all traits assessed in the population (GD from glasshouse and field 
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environments, YR, LR, and SR), the best performing lines by ranking of phenotype within 
each trait and summed across all traits were UQ donor lines UQ01484 (and GD70-
48(344)-1), LPB14-4125 and LPB14-4096. Ranking by number of loci fixed for alleles 
conferring resistance were also summed across phenotypes and compared with 
phenotypic ranking; these methods showed dissimilar results. Given the efficiency of 
selection and the necessary phenotyping required for GWAS, emphasis is placed on 
‘assist’ in marker-assisted selection (MAS). 
Power of detection in a GWAS model is important to consider. The model for YR 
demonstrated greater power for QTL detection than either of the LR or SR models. This 
was indicated by increased deviation of observed –log(p) values from the null distribution 
in the Q-Q plot, deflated genomic control factor (Devlin and Roeder 1999), moderate to low 
correlations between environments, reduced heritability, and minimal contribution of 
additional resistance alleles to improved resistance. It is believed that addition of further 
assessments of LR and SR would have improved power, especially for SR, which was 
assessed in only two environments. Further, a greater number of pathotypes assessed 
across environments seemed to be associated with lower correlations between 
environments. Despite these observations, numerous QTL were identified similar to 
regions of known genes, indicating validity of these models.  
Ranking of lines based on phenotype across traits differentiated from ranking of lines by 
the cumulative number of resistance alleles. This suggests the latter approach may not be 
optimal, particularly if the resistance genes have a dominant effect. Reduced power of 
GWAS models may not be able to sufficiently detect quantity and quality of resistant 
alleles across the population. Further, sources of fixed resistance (non-polymorphic 
markers) will not be detected from GWAS. Elimination of markers and genotypes in the 
data preparation stage of MAF < 5%, and accounting for population structure, may 
eliminate chance of discovery of real marker effects. Variable marker density across the 
genome, particularly areas with large amounts of missing data and in areas of low LD may 
cause QTL detection to be missed. While GWAS is a useful tool to identify informative 
markers for MAS in breeding programs, it is recommended that best use will be achieved 
when undertaken in conjunction with phenotypic assessment. Further, unless the marker is 
of major effect and recurs across environments, such as the PHS4A marker, significant 
markers identified in one study may not be useful in other studies or indeed with breeding 
programs based on different germplasm.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 3  
A - 3-1: The complete list of germplasm phenotyped and genotyped in this thesis.  
GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_001 SCOUT Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB SUNSTATE/QH71-6//YITPI 
G_002 COBRA Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB WESTONIA/SENTINEL 
G_003 SPITFIRE Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB DRYSDALE/KUKRI 
G_004 WALLUP Parental - subsequent batch AGT CHARA/WYALKATCHEM 
G_005 LINCOLN Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB 96WFHB5568/OTANE//RUBRIC 
G_006 RIL424-1 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_007 RIL114-1 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_008 RIL288-1 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_009 GD70-48(344)-1 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ DH70/Gregory 
G_010 RIL009-1 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_011 SPITFIRE Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB DRYSDALE/KUKRI 
G_012 CORACK Parental - batch 1 & 2  AGT WYALKATCHEM/SILVERSTAR A//WYALKATCHEM 
G_013 MACE Parental - batch 1 & 2  AGT WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 
G_014 DART Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 
G_015 HIL027 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_016 HIL062 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_017 HIL063 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 
G_018 RIL114 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_019 WIL104 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_020 WIL105 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_021 WIL146 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_022 SUNTOP Parental - subsequent batch AGT SUNCO/2*PASTOR//SUN436E  
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_023 RELIANT Parental - subsequent batch LRPB CRUSADER/GREGORY 
G_024 COBRA Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB WESTONIA/SENTINAL 
G_025 TROJAN Parental - subsequent batch LRPB LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 
G_026 LPB1-078 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_027 LPB1-092 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_028 LPB1-108 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_029 LPB1-109 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_030 LPB1-130 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_031 LPB1-136 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_032 LPB1-140 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_033 LPB1-168 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_034 LPB1-172 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_035 LPB1-175 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_036 LPB1-179 Parental - subsequent batch Batch1 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_037 GREGPHS30-06 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_041 RIL284 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_042 RIL415 Parental - subsequent batch UQ UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_043 WIL116 Parental - subsequent batch UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_044 WIL137 Parental - subsequent batch UQ UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_045 COBRA Parental - batch 1 & 2  LRPB WESTONIA/SENTINEL 
G_046 LANCER Parental - subsequent batch LRPB V1184/CHARA//CHARA/3/LANG 
G_047 SUNGUARD Parental - subsequent batch AGT JANZ/SUNbreedingline 
G_048 TROJAN Parental - subsequent batch LRPB LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 
G_049 30-06 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 
G_050 YS08-03 Parental - subsequent batch UQ LEICHHARDT/WYLIESIB//3*GREGORY 
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_051 YS10-01 Parental - subsequent batch UQ LEICHHARDT/WYLIESIB//3*WYLIE 
G_052 RIL288 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_053 RIL448 Parental - subsequent batch UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_054 CRI0-0521 Parental - subsequent batch UQ LRC2009-012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-48(344)-1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 
G_055 CRI0-0397 Parental - subsequent batch UQ FS#41/GREGORY//GREGORY/3/L2-94/GREGORY//GREGORY 
G_056 MACE Parental - batch 1 & 2  AGT WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 
G_057 AUS39639 Parental - subsequent batch CIMMYT MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 
G_058 AUS36197 Parental - subsequent batch CIMMYT   
G_059 AUS36168 Parental - subsequent batch CIMMYT   
G_060 ZIZ10:35 Parental - subsequent batch CIMMYT PEARL-7 
G_061 RIL424 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 
G_062 RIL009 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 
G_063 UQ01484 Parental - batch 1 & 2  UQ DH70/Gregory 
G_064 LPB14-4089 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_065 LPB14-4091 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE 
G_066 LPB14-4088 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_067 LPB14-4096 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_068 LPB14-4125 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_069 LPB14-4118 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_070 LPB14-4106 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_071 LPB14-2400 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_072 LPB14-2388 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_073 LPB14-2399 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_074 LPB14-2433 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_075 LPB14-2397 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_076 LPB14-2401 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_077 LPB14-2376 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_078 LPB14-2381 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_079 LPB14-2425 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_080 LPB12-0313 Progeny  UQ*LRPB Wyalk-RIL-284 
G_081 LPB13-3013 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_082 LPB13-2990 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_083 LPB13-2974 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_084 LPB13-3035 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_085 LPB13-3028 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_086 LPB13-2969 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_087 LPB13-3003 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_088 LPB13-3018 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_089 LPB13-2980 Progeny  UQ*LRPB UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 
G_090 LPB15-1806 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_091 LPB15-1796 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_092 LPB15-1793 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_093 LPB15-1807 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_094 LPB15-1802 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_095 LPB15-1804 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_096 LPB15-1810 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_097 LPB15-1795 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_098 LPB15-1797 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_099 LPB15-1800 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_100 LPB15-1798 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_101 LPB15-1805 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_102 LPB15-1794 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_103 LPB15-1809 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_104 LPB15-1803 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_105 LPB15-1811 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
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G_106 LPB15-1799 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_107 LPB15-1792 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_108 LPB15-1801 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_109 LPB15-1808 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_110 LPB15-2177 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_111 LPB15-2184 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_112 LPB15-2181 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_113 LPB15-2179 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_114 LPB15-2185 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_115 LPB15-2182 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_116 LPB15-2170 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_117 LPB15-2183 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_118 LPB15-2176 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_119 LPB15-2277 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_120 LPB15-2732 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_121 LPB15-2706 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_122 LPB15-2717 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART 
G_123 LPB15-2700 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_124 LPB15-2727 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_125 LPB15-2698 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_126 LPB15-2697 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_127 LPB15-2718 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART 
G_128 LPB15-2693 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_129 LPB15-2712 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 
G_130 LPB15-2723 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 
G_131 LPB15-2726 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_132 LPB15-2729 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 
G_133 LPB15-2720 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
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G_134 LPB15-2695 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_135 LPB15-2696 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 
G_136 LPB15-2699 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_137 LPB15-2705 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 
G_138 LPB15-2708 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_139 LPB15-2713 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE 
G_140 LPB15-2707 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_141 LPB15-2701 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_142 LPB15-2702 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 
G_143 LPB15-2731 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE 
G_144 LPB15-2715 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 
G_145 LPB15-2710 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_146 LPB15-2716 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 
G_147 LPB15-2724 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_148 LPB15-2692 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_149 LPB15-2721 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 
G_150 LPB15-2719 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 
G_151 LPB15-2703 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_152 LPB15-2725 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 
G_153 LPB15-2694 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_154 LPB15-2709 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 
G_155 LPB15-2711 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_156 LPB15-2730 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_157 LPB15-2714 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 
G_158 LPB15-2722 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 
G_159 LPB15-2704 Progeny  UQ*LRPB HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 
G_160 LPB15-2728 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 
G_161 LPB15-2178 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
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G_162 LPB15-2171 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_163 LPB15-2173 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_164 LPB15-2175 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_165 LPB15-2180 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_166 LPB15-2174 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_167 LPB15-2172 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE 
G_168 LPB15-2273 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 
G_169 LPB15-2276 Progeny  UQ*LRPB GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 
G_170 LPB15-3100 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_171 LPB15-3115 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT 
G_172 LPB15-3065 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_173 LPB15-3107 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_174 LPB15-3086 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_175 LPB15-3023 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_176 LPB15-3078 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_177 LPB15-3074 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_178 LPB15-3108 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_179 LPB15-3038 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_180 LPB15-3019 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_181 LPB15-3084 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_182 LPB15-3036 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_183 LPB15-3056 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_184 LPB15-3007 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_185 LPB15-3012 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_186 LPB15-3101 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_187 LPB15-3849 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_188 LPB15-3072 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_189 LPB15-3113 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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G_190 LPB15-3035 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_191 LPB15-3095 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_192 LPB15-3044 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_193 LPB15-3027 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_194 LPB15-3008 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_195 LPB15-3003 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_196 LPB15-3089 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_197 LPB15-3851 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_198 LPB15-3020 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_199 LPB15-3855 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_200 LPB15-3094 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_201 LPB15-3096 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_202 LPB15-3093 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_203 LPB15-3045 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_204 LPB15-3060 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_205 LPB15-3016 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_206 LPB15-3042 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_207 LPB15-3844 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_208 LPB15-3034 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_209 LPB15-3833 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_210 LPB15-3105 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_211 LPB15-3112 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_212 LPB15-3859 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_213 LPB15-3857 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_214 LPB15-3025 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_215 LPB15-3846 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_216 LPB15-3002 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_217 LPB15-3009 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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G_218 LPB15-3001 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_219 LPB15-3017 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_220 LPB15-3014 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_221 LPB15-3854 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_222 LPB15-3102 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_223 LPB15-3842 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_224 LPB15-3847 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_225 LPB15-3845 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_226 LPB15-3856 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_227 LPB15-3835 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_228 LPB15-3853 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_229 LPB15-3099 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_230 LPB15-3077 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_231 LPB15-3091 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_232 LPB15-3079 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_233 LPB15-3071 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_234 LPB15-3021 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_235 LPB15-3022 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_236 LPB15-3110 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_237 LPB15-3085 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_238 LPB15-3018 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_239 LPB15-3073 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_240 LPB15-3026 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_241 LPB15-3081 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_242 LPB15-3098 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_243 LPB15-3080 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_244 LPB15-3092 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_245 LPB15-3083 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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G_246 LPB15-3070 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_247 LPB15-3029 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_248 LPB15-3053 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_249 LPB15-3024 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_250 LPB15-3010 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_251 LPB15-3111 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_252 LPB15-3046 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_253 LPB15-3033 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_254 LPB15-3082 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_255 LPB15-3114 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_256 LPB15-3064 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_257 LPB15-3090 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_258 LPB15-3028 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_259 LPB15-3005 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_260 LPB15-3004 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_261 LPB15-3116 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT 
G_262 LPB15-3031 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_263 LPB15-3109 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_264 LPB15-3015 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_265 LPB15-3097 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_266 LPB15-3040 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_267 LPB15-3068 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_268 LPB15-3066 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_269 LPB15-3075 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_270 LPB15-3103 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_271 LPB15-3106 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_272 LPB15-3011 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_273 LPB15-3067 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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G_274 LPB15-3006 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_275 LPB15-3030 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_276 LPB15-3043 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_277 LPB15-3069 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_278 LPB15-3055 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_279 LPB15-3039 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_280 LPB15-3063 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_281 LPB15-3037 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_282 LPB15-3049 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_283 LPB15-3047 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_284 LPB15-3054 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_285 LPB15-3104 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_286 LPB15-3076 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_287 LPB15-3032 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_288 LPB15-3087 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_289 LPB15-3062 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_290 LPB15-3050 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_291 LPB15-3058 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_292 LPB15-3088 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 
G_293 LPB15-3057 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_294 LPB15-3048 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_295 LPB15-3041 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_296 LPB15-3061 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_297 LPB15-3860 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_298 LPB15-3828 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_299 LPB15-3815 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 
G_300 LPB15-3826 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_301 LPB15-3843 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_302 LPB15-3840 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_303 LPB15-3825 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_304 LPB15-3848 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_305 LPB15-3836 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_306 LPB15-3832 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_307 LPB15-3841 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_308 LPB15-3823 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_309 LPB15-3829 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_310 LPB15-3837 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_311 LPB15-3858 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_312 LPB15-3834 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_313 LPB15-3839 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_314 LPB15-3831 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_315 LPB15-3830 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_316 LPB15-3850 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_317 LPB15-3827 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_318 LPB15-3824 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_319 LPB15-3013 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_320 LPB15-3818 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_321 LPB15-3816 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_322 LPB15-3822 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_323 LPB15-3821 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_324 LPB15-3819 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_325 LPB15-3051 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_326 LPB15-3838 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_327 LPB15-3052 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_328 LPB15-3817 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_329 LPB15-3820 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_330 LPB15-3059 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_331 LPB15-3852 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_332 LPB15-3885 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_333 LPB15-4500 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_334 LPB15-4498 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_335 LPB15-4496 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_336 LPB15-4501 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_337 LPB15-4499 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_338 LPB15-4489 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_339 LPB15-4488 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_340 LPB15-4490 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_341 LPB15-4480 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_342 LPB15-4478 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_343 LPB15-4476 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_344 LPB15-4475 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_345 LPB15-4486 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_346 LPB15-4485 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_347 LPB15-4482 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_348 LPB15-4484 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_349 LPB15-4479 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_350 LPB15-4487 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_351 LPB15-4477 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_352 LPB15-4481 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_353 LPB15-4483 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_354 LPB15-4497 Progeny  UQ*LRPB MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_355 LPB15-3875 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_356 LPB15-3874 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
G_357 LPB15-3873 Progeny  UQ*LRPB RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 
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GID1 Line Name2 Population type3 Source4 Pedigree5 
G_358 LPB15-4582 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
G_359 LPB15-4583 Progeny  UQ*LRPB CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. 3 The source of the population (i.e. 
‘Parental - batch 1 & 2’ refers to 21 lines + 5 duplicates used for progeny development in this study; ‘Parental - subsequent batch’ refers 
to 36 lines used for progeny development in subsequent batches of the breeding cycle; ‘Progeny’ refers to the population of 296 lines 
developed from the 21 parental lines). 4 Where the line was developed ('LRPB' is representative of a cultivar developed by LongReach 
Plant Breeders, 'AGT' is representative of a cultivar developed by Australian Grain Technology, 'UQ' is representative of breeding lines 
developed at the University of Queensland, 'Batch 1' is representative of breeding lines developed through the first batch of collaborative 
breeding between LRPB and UQ). 5 'Pedigree' refers to the pedigree of the line. 
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Appendix 4  
A - 4-1: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of grain dormancy from plants grown in the glasshouse (GD_GH) and the field 
(GD_F), and pre-harvest sprouting from plants grown in the glasshouse (PHS_GH) and the field (PHS_F). 
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_F PHS_GH PHS_F 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.25 0.42 10.86 78.27 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.35 0.41 13.52 75.48 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI 0.38 0.66 25.10 85.60 
G_013 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 0.75 0.74 56.99 96.56 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 0.82 0.76 62.30 92.87 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 0.41 0.39 42.73 83.69 
G_019 WIL104 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.43 0.63 28.05 90.01 
G_023 RELIANT CRUSADER/GREGORY 0.89 0.75 73.16 91.64 
G_025 TROJAN LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 0.54 0.69 62.05 89.07 
G_026 LPB1-078 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.29 0.41 22.16 88.59 
G_027 LPB1-092 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.45 0.51 19.70 86.90 
G_028 LPB1-108 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.19 9.28 69.66 
G_029 LPB1-109 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.28 6.77 72.81 
G_030 LPB1-130 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.35 6.15 77.72 
G_031 LPB1-136 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.34 8.41 73.17 
G_033 LPB1-168 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.68 0.56 47.10 79.02 
G_034 LPB1-172 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.47 0.57 20.02 75.28 
G_035 LPB1-175 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.45 0.57 22.61 81.35 
G_036 LPB1-179 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.33 0.51 31.29 68.84 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 0.30 0.55 37.23 80.23 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 0.41 0.54 44.49 82.76 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 0.39 0.59 44.53 76.64 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.76 0.66 71.34 79.06 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_F PHS_GH PHS_F 
G_042 RIL415 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.79 0.73 75.54 94.85 
G_043 WIL116 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.51 0.68 37.08 93.56 
G_044 WIL137 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.58 0.57 47.32 88.39 
G_045 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL 0.90 0.79 76.33 96.17 
G_047 SUNGUARD JANZ/SUNbreedingline 0.92 0.75 63.34 92.07 
G_053 RIL448 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.53 0.75 44.12 89.50 
G_054 CRI0-0521 LRC2009-012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-48(344)-1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 0.53 0.67 47.74 84.52 
G_057 AUS39639 MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 0.82 0.74 42.67 91.09 
G_058 AUS36197 DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA (1018) 0.86 0.71 59.17 85.79 
G_059 AUS36168 BL 2993 (CROSS) 0.93 0.77 73.36 98.54 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 0.63 0.75 35.23 90.04 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.27 0.35 14.59 80.77 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory 0.22 0.26 5.62 65.67 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. 
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A - 4-2: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of head characteristics (HC)  
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree H.len H.wid H.xs H.sv H.den Awn.len N.spike N.grain Av.go Prop.og 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 131.30 18.78 -0.24 2.95 51.89 68.24 10.68 4.32 0.65 8.64 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 118.48 17.20 -0.15 2.75 50.33 72.13 9.85 4.19 0.15 1.88 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI 118.51 15.64 -1.00 2.54 48.14 81.12 9.88 4.04 0.26 3.56 
G_013 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 104.06 15.01 0.95 0.27 44.94 66.99 10.39 4.25 0.16 1.98 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 121.64 15.87 -0.11 3.28 47.77 74.58 10.52 4.50 0.13 2.07 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 112.46 16.73 -1.81 2.98 49.36 66.43 10.12 4.15 0.73 27.89 
G_019 WIL104 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 90.51 14.72 2.14 -2.15 40.92 66.36 9.81 3.68 0.15 1.94 
G_023 RELIANT CRUSADER/GREGORY 107.74 16.39 -2.33 3.36 46.91 72.74 9.55 3.70 0.77 14.25 
G_025 TROJAN LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 116.70 14.38 -1.42 1.87 49.28 66.17 9.68 3.98 0.66 6.63 
G_026 LPB1-078 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 104.46 15.46 -0.19 1.92 44.70 67.42 9.36 3.67 0.64 8.72 
G_027 LPB1-092 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 140.75 15.91 -1.56 2.78 49.43 67.00 11.63 4.15 0.43 6.75 
G_028 LPB1-108 
GD70-48(344)-
1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-
1/SPITFIRE 
131.24 18.14 -1.23 1.77 56.87 78.48 10.15 3.87 0.69 14.74 
G_029 LPB1-109 
GD70-48(344)-
1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-
1/SPITFIRE 
135.49 14.98 -0.81 2.76 56.31 81.41 10.04 3.96 0.70 5.16 
G_030 LPB1-130 
GD70-48(344)-
1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-
1/SPITFIRE 
126.85 17.46 -0.16 0.27 49.93 78.17 10.09 4.04 0.52 4.65 
G_031 LPB1-136 
GD70-48(344)-
1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-
1/SPITFIRE 
99.71 17.23 0.72 -0.21 44.32 73.96 9.55 3.87 0.57 6.06 
G_033 LPB1-168 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 112.58 16.16 -2.22 3.27 48.67 70.94 9.39 3.97 0.15 1.67 
G_034 LPB1-172 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 107.61 13.78 -1.07 3.71 43.93 68.20 9.60 3.63 0.12 1.28 
G_035 LPB1-175 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 111.86 13.70 -2.14 3.79 44.88 68.98 9.50 3.55 0.15 2.14 
G_036 LPB1-179 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 105.59 14.68 -1.52 3.94 45.62 72.76 9.13 3.30 0.21 1.36 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree H.len H.wid H.xs H.sv H.den Awn.len N.spike N.grain Av.go Prop.og 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 
GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GRE
GORY 103.84 14.86 -2.04 2.83 46.19 71.11 8.99 3.30 0.91 19.07 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 
GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GRE
GORY 115.56 16.25 -2.05 2.89 48.46 72.53 9.77 3.81 0.85 8.96 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 
GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GRE
GORY 105.16 16.68 -2.14 3.02 50.13 72.27 9.14 3.83 0.86 7.40 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 87.29 12.91 0.10 0.72 41.32 65.22 8.98 3.32 0.23 2.47 
G_042 RIL415 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 119.27 14.20 -1.58 2.38 49.13 72.37 10.42 3.44 0.38 8.55 
G_043 WIL116 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 100.16 15.26 2.00 -2.11 44.59 66.91 9.25 3.60 0.62 6.25 
G_044 WIL137 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 92.73 14.59 2.20 -2.17 42.25 66.47 10.11 4.15 0.52 11.34 
G_045 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL 100.85 14.22 0.09 1.92 40.63 67.44 10.41 3.72 0.21 3.82 
G_047 SUNGUARD JANZ/SUNbreedingline 87.21 13.73 1.45 -1.54 35.97 62.91 9.94 3.41 0.41 8.07 
G_053 RIL448 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 89.87 15.26 2.10 -0.65 39.96 64.64 9.26 3.56 0.33 3.85 
G_054 CRI0-0521 
LRC2009-
012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4
/GD70-48(344)-
1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGO
RY 
107.12 16.18 0.01 1.88 44.97 69.64 9.99 3.46 0.71 15.76 
G_057 AUS39639 
MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SER
I*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/
4/BAV92 
124.95 20.34 -2.29 3.28 53.66 74.12 10.11 4.26 1.07 18.83 
G_058 AUS36197 
DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA 
(1018) 111.53 18.12 -0.78 1.86 51.31 74.68 9.79 3.87 0.54 14.31 
G_059 AUS36168 BL 2993 (CROSS) 121.40 16.47 -0.63 1.73 46.02 68.85 10.88 3.51 0.39 36.99 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 109.20 17.18 -0.72 3.56 44.78 60.30 10.40 4.11 0.70 24.31 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 143.16 14.38 -0.32 3.24 49.81 72.18 11.22 4.46 0.57 7.17 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory 108.94 16.05 -0.17 -0.20 44.34 75.78 10.42 3.58 0.57 7.94 
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1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. Code names for head traits are listed 
in Chapter 4, Table 4-3 and explained in Table 4-4 (H.len = head length, H.wid = head width, H.xs = head cross-section, H.sv = head 
side view, H.den = head density, Awn.len = maximum awn length, N.spike = number of spikelets up the head, N.grain = number of grain 
per spikelet, Av.go = average width of glume openness, Prop.og = proportion of open glumes) 
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A - 4-3: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) of glume and lemma characteristics 
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree G.len G.wid G.beak.len G.beak.sh G.shoul.sh L.len L.wid L.awn.l 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 9.84 4.28 4.81 2.00 3.42 10.87 4.49 51.76 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 9.56 4.33 4.07 2.00 2.59 11.12 4.47 56.14 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI 10.13 4.45 6.46 1.94 2.87 11.96 4.42 72.06 
G_013 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 9.78 4.54 7.33 2.00 3.15 11.00 4.41 53.51 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 9.49 4.53 4.40 2.98 0.93 11.37 4.58 46.07 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 9.93 3.96 4.94 1.94 2.69 10.98 4.18 50.48 
G_019 WIL104 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 8.47 4.45 5.52 2.00 2.42 9.70 4.33 55.12 
G_023 RELIANT CRUSADER/GREGORY 8.69 3.84 3.41 2.00 3.07 10.37 4.09 55.00 
G_025 TROJAN LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 9.93 4.02 5.95 2.00 2.75 11.12 4.12 51.85 
G_026 LPB1-078 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 8.97 3.90 5.58 2.00 2.29 10.36 4.21 61.65 
G_027 LPB1-092 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 8.89 4.09 5.14 2.00 2.82 10.74 4.46 55.90 
G_028 LPB1-108 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 9.90 4.35 4.34 2.00 3.23 11.09 4.63 64.73 
G_029 LPB1-109 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 9.74 4.23 4.97 1.95 1.86 10.81 4.16 64.10 
G_030 LPB1-130 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 9.69 4.32 4.65 2.00 2.54 10.95 4.43 57.03 
G_031 LPB1-136 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 9.94 4.23 5.60 2.00 2.34 10.93 4.34 60.10 
G_033 LPB1-168 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 9.70 3.90 3.42 2.00 2.85 10.83 4.26 57.37 
G_034 LPB1-172 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 8.87 4.25 2.92 2.00 2.36 10.72 4.22 50.38 
G_035 LPB1-175 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 8.71 4.40 3.16 2.00 2.01 10.04 4.36 50.83 
G_036 LPB1-179 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 9.27 4.24 3.83 2.00 2.49 11.53 4.18 53.42 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 8.56 3.78 3.02 2.00 3.23 10.57 4.27 56.92 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 9.06 4.18 2.90 2.00 2.44 10.77 4.34 52.79 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree G.len G.wid G.beak.len G.beak.sh G.shoul.sh L.len L.wid L.awn.l 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 9.36 4.14 3.63 2.00 2.55 10.61 4.36 57.51 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 8.40 3.99 5.76 2.00 3.09 9.39 3.90 54.81 
G_042 RIL415 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 9.41 3.90 5.85 2.00 3.05 11.58 4.11 60.67 
G_043 WIL116 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 9.28 4.43 7.87 2.00 3.19 10.42 4.38 54.05 
G_044 WIL137 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 9.43 4.21 5.86 1.95 2.37 10.55 4.24 46.23 
G_045 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL 8.87 4.16 3.77 2.00 3.26 10.94 4.18 59.64 
G_047 SUNGUARD JANZ/SUNbreedingline 8.72 3.89 5.38 2.00 3.86 9.61 3.97 49.79 
G_053 RIL448 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 9.27 3.99 5.86 2.00 3.47 10.71 3.90 48.18 
G_054 CRI0-0521 
LRC2009-
012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-
48(344)-
1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 
9.08 4.37 4.11 2.00 3.14 10.13 4.49 50.53 
G_057 AUS39639 
MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6
010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 9.86 4.34 2.22 1.93 3.02 12.15 4.84 60.89 
G_058 AUS36197 DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA (1018) 9.68 3.97 4.33 2.00 2.78 11.11 4.42 64.15 
G_059 AUS36168 BL 2993 (CROSS) 9.39 4.05 4.29 2.00 3.45 10.79 4.39 54.38 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 9.68 4.12 5.35 2.05 3.46 11.11 4.20 45.89 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 9.66 4.27 3.00 2.00 1.22 10.95 4.15 49.78 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory 9.23 4.14 4.38 2.00 3.26 10.39 4.20 50.04 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. Code names for glume and lemma 
traits are listed in Chapter 4, Table 4-3 and explained in Table 4-4 (G.len = glume length, G.wid = glume width, G.beak.len = glume beak 
length, G.shoul.sh = glume shoulder shape, L.len = lemma length, L.wid = lemma width, L.awn.l = lemma awn length) 
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A - 4-4: Raw phenotypic observations of grain characteristics (GC) 
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree S.len S.wid S.round S.AR 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 6.54 3.33 1.85 1.93 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 6.38 3.28 1.79 1.91 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI 6.56 3.11 1.97 2.09 
G_013 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 6.18 3.19 1.80 1.90 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 5.88 3.25 1.77 1.76 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 6.38 3.17 1.91 1.99 
G_019 WIL104 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 6.24 3.20 1.76 1.91 
G_023 RELIANT CRUSADER/GREGORY 6.33 3.47 1.74 1.78 
G_025 TROJAN LPB00LR000041/SENTINEL 5.59 3.03 1.70 1.81 
G_026 LPB1-078 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 6.10 3.29 1.74 1.82 
G_027 LPB1-092 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 6.32 3.31 1.81 1.87 
G_028 LPB1-108 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 6.64 3.41 1.82 1.91 
G_029 LPB1-109 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 6.35 3.28 1.80 1.91 
G_030 LPB1-130 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 6.18 3.30 1.72 1.84 
G_031 LPB1-136 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 5.88 3.21 1.66 1.80 
G_033 LPB1-168 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 6.16 3.17 1.81 1.92 
G_034 LPB1-172 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 6.05 3.38 1.71 1.76 
G_035 LPB1-175 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 6.01 3.52 1.63 1.66 
G_036 LPB1-179 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 6.03 3.39 1.70 1.73 
G_038 GREGPHS30-07 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 6.28 3.51 1.67 1.75 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 6.15 3.45 1.66 1.74 
G_040 GREGPHS30-32 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 6.20 3.49 1.66 1.74 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 6.05 3.03 1.85 1.98 
G_042 RIL415 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 6.71 3.33 1.82 1.98 
G_043 WIL116 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 6.58 3.52 1.72 1.83 
G_044 WIL137 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 6.32 3.21 1.79 1.94 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree S.len S.wid S.round S.AR 
G_045 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL 5.93 3.32 1.70 1.75 
G_047 SUNGUARD JANZ/SUNbreedingline 5.96 3.18 1.75 1.84 
G_053 RIL448 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 6.19 3.00 1.87 2.04 
G_054 CRI0-0521 LRC2009-012/GREGORY//GREGORY/4/GD70-48(344)-1/2_49//GREGORY/3/GREGORY 6.34 3.61 1.63 1.71 
G_057 AUS39639 MTRWA92.161/PRINIA/5/SERI*3//RL6010/4*YR/3/PASTOR/4/BAV92 6.39 3.38 1.81 1.86 
G_058 AUS36197 DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA (1018) 6.64 3.37 1.84 1.94 
G_059 AUS36168 BL 2993 (CROSS) 6.46 3.48 1.75 1.82 
G_060 ZIZ10:35 CBRD-3/STORK  X  DICOCCOIDES 6.07 3.36 1.75 1.77 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 6.10 2.98 1.89 2.02 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory 6.50 3.43 1.72 1.85 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. Code names for glume and lemma 
traits are listed in Chapter 4, Table 4-3 (S.len = grain length, S.wid = grain width, S.round = grain roundness, S.AR = grain aspect ratio) 
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Appendix 5  
A - 5-1: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) and standard errors of the parental and progeny populations for grain dormancy from 
plants grown in the glasshouse environment (GD_GH and GD_GH SE) and from plants grown in the field environment (GD_F 
and GD_F SE) 
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_GH SE GD_F 
GD_F 
SE 
G_001 SCOUT SUNSTATE/QH71-6//YITPI 0.53 0.10 0.58 0.13 
G_002 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL 0.93 0.10 0.81 0.13 
G_005 LINCOLN 96WFHB5568/OTANE//RUBRIC 0.73 0.11 0.73 0.14 
G_006 RIL424-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.50 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.26 0.10 0.41 0.13 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.31 0.11 0.40 0.13 
G_009 GD70-48(344)-1 DH70/Gregory 0.17 0.11 0.32 0.13 
G_010 RIL009-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.19 0.11 0.31 0.13 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI 0.35 0.09 0.62 0.13 
G_012 CORACK WYALKATCHEM/SILVERSTAR A//WYALKATCHEM 0.63 0.12 0.66 0.13 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI 0.80 0.10 0.78 0.13 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 0.35 0.11 0.41 0.13 
G_016 HIL062 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 0.46 0.11 0.56 0.13 
G_017 HIL063 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 0.36 0.11 0.44 0.13 
G_018 RIL114 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.34 0.10 0.48 0.13 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY 0.42 0.10 0.52 0.13 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.76 0.10 0.68 0.13 
G_052 RIL288 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.47 0.11 0.51 0.13 
G_056 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM 0.72 0.10 0.73 0.13 
G_061 RIL424 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM 0.40 0.11 0.53 0.13 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 0.25 0.11 0.35 0.13 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory 0.15 0.10 0.27 0.13 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_GH SE GD_F 
GD_F 
SE 
G_064 LPB14-4089 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.13 
G_065 LPB14-4091 RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE 0.26 0.11 0.53 0.13 
G_066 LPB14-4088 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.59 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_067 LPB14-4096 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.23 0.11 0.40 0.13 
G_068 LPB14-4125 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.28 0.11 0.51 0.13 
G_069 LPB14-4118 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.34 0.11 0.56 0.14 
G_070 LPB14-4106 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.39 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_071 LPB14-2400 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_072 LPB14-2388 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.83 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_073 LPB14-2399 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.48 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_074 LPB14-2433 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.45 0.11 0.44 0.13 
G_075 LPB14-2397 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.11 0.74 0.13 
G_076 LPB14-2401 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_077 LPB14-2376 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.63 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_078 LPB14-2381 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.83 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_079 LPB14-2425 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.57 0.11 0.56 0.13 
G_080 LPB12-0313 Wyalk-RIL-284 0.83 0.11 0.73 0.14 
G_081 LPB13-3013 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.67 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_082 LPB13-2990 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.59 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_083 LPB13-2974 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.60 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_084 LPB13-3035 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.79 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_085 LPB13-3028 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.64 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_086 LPB13-2969 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.65 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_087 LPB13-3003 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.61 0.11 0.67 0.13 
G_088 LPB13-3018 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.65 0.11 0.67 0.13 
G_089 LPB13-2980 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM 0.58 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_090 LPB15-1806 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.32 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_091 LPB15-1796 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.34 0.11 0.57 0.13 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_GH SE GD_F 
GD_F 
SE 
G_092 LPB15-1793 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.44 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_093 LPB15-1807 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.28 0.11 0.53 0.13 
G_094 LPB15-1802 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.11 0.43 0.13 
G_095 LPB15-1804 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.35 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_096 LPB15-1810 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.42 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_097 LPB15-1795 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.41 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_098 LPB15-1797 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.39 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_099 LPB15-1800 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.37 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_100 LPB15-1798 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.33 0.10 0.54 0.13 
G_101 LPB15-1805 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.33 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_102 LPB15-1794 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.44 0.11 0.53 0.13 
G_103 LPB15-1809 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.27 0.11 0.61 0.13 
G_104 LPB15-1803 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.26 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_105 LPB15-1811 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.73 0.11 0.71 0.14 
G_106 LPB15-1799 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.31 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_107 LPB15-1792 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.66 0.11 0.65 0.14 
G_108 LPB15-1801 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.35 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_109 LPB15-1808 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.37 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_110 LPB15-2177 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.22 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_111 LPB15-2184 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.32 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_112 LPB15-2181 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.22 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_113 LPB15-2179 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.25 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_114 LPB15-2185 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.41 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_115 LPB15-2182 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.29 0.11 0.56 0.13 
G_116 LPB15-2170 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.40 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_117 LPB15-2183 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.20 0.10 0.43 0.13 
G_118 LPB15-2176 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.22 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_119 LPB15-2277 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.30 0.11 0.57 0.13 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_GH SE GD_F 
GD_F 
SE 
G_120 LPB15-2732 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.28 0.11 0.50 0.14 
G_121 LPB15-2706 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.61 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_122 LPB15-2717 HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART 0.45 0.11 0.54 0.14 
G_123 LPB15-2700 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.57 0.11 0.70 0.14 
G_124 LPB15-2727 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.30 0.11 0.42 0.14 
G_125 LPB15-2698 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.50 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_126 LPB15-2697 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.73 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_127 LPB15-2718 HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART 0.46 0.11 0.52 0.14 
G_128 LPB15-2693 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.61 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_129 LPB15-2712 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 0.61 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_130 LPB15-2723 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 0.32 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_131 LPB15-2726 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.38 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_132 LPB15-2729 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 0.54 0.11 0.69 0.14 
G_133 LPB15-2720 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.73 0.11 0.74 0.14 
G_134 LPB15-2695 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.36 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_135 LPB15-2696 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 0.23 0.11 0.39 0.13 
G_136 LPB15-2699 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.23 0.11 0.50 0.14 
G_137 LPB15-2705 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 0.45 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_138 LPB15-2708 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.29 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_139 LPB15-2713 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE 0.38 0.11 0.58 0.14 
G_140 LPB15-2707 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.36 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_141 LPB15-2701 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.37 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_142 LPB15-2702 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 0.47 0.11 0.61 0.13 
G_143 LPB15-2731 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE 0.27 0.11 0.51 0.14 
G_144 LPB15-2715 RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 0.30 0.11 0.53 0.14 
G_145 LPB15-2710 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.80 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_146 LPB15-2716 RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 0.29 0.11 0.48 0.14 
G_147 LPB15-2724 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.61 0.11 0.68 0.13 
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GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree GD_GH GD_GH SE GD_F 
GD_F 
SE 
G_148 LPB15-2692 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.60 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_149 LPB15-2721 HIL027/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE 0.39 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_150 LPB15-2719 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 0.31 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_151 LPB15-2703 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.34 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_152 LPB15-2725 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE 0.32 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_153 LPB15-2694 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.70 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_154 LPB15-2709 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 0.42 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_155 LPB15-2711 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.39 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_156 LPB15-2730 HIL063/DART//HIL027/DART 0.39 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_157 LPB15-2714 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE 0.53 0.11 0.63 0.14 
G_158 LPB15-2722 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE 0.39 0.11 0.50 0.13 
G_159 LPB15-2704 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE 0.34 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_160 LPB15-2728 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART 0.55 0.11 0.68 0.14 
G_161 LPB15-2178 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.25 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_162 LPB15-2171 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.47 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_163 LPB15-2173 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.37 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_164 LPB15-2175 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.23 0.11 0.56 0.13 
G_165 LPB15-2180 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.18 0.10 0.48 0.13 
G_166 LPB15-2174 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.32 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_167 LPB15-2172 RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE 0.43 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_168 LPB15-2273 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN 0.83 0.11 0.74 0.14 
G_169 LPB15-2276 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE 0.24 0.11 0.50 0.13 
G_170 LPB15-3100 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.81 0.11 0.67 0.14 
G_171 LPB15-3115 RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT 0.69 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_172 LPB15-3065 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.46 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_173 LPB15-3107 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.23 0.11 0.27 0.13 
G_174 LPB15-3086 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.34 0.11 0.43 0.14 
G_175 LPB15-3023 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.45 0.11 0.55 0.13 
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SE 
G_176 LPB15-3078 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.33 0.11 0.39 0.13 
G_177 LPB15-3074 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.48 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_178 LPB15-3108 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.23 0.11 0.33 0.13 
G_179 LPB15-3038 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.60 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_180 LPB15-3019 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.90 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_181 LPB15-3084 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.21 0.11 0.32 0.13 
G_182 LPB15-3036 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.88 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_183 LPB15-3056 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.68 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_184 LPB15-3007 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.53 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_185 LPB15-3012 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.87 0.10 0.74 0.13 
G_186 LPB15-3101 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.12 0.61 0.14 
G_187 LPB15-3849 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.96 0.11 0.80 0.13 
G_188 LPB15-3072 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.29 0.11 0.46 0.13 
G_189 LPB15-3113 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.36 0.11 0.43 0.13 
G_190 LPB15-3035 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.42 0.11 0.59 0.13 
G_191 LPB15-3095 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.76 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_192 LPB15-3044 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.82 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_193 LPB15-3027 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_194 LPB15-3008 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.58 0.11 0.70 0.13 
G_195 LPB15-3003 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.63 0.13 
G_196 LPB15-3089 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.38 0.11 0.49 0.13 
G_197 LPB15-3851 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.95 0.11 0.81 0.13 
G_198 LPB15-3020 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_199 LPB15-3855 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.48 0.11 0.66 0.13 
G_200 LPB15-3094 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_201 LPB15-3096 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_202 LPB15-3093 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.77 0.11 0.66 0.13 
G_203 LPB15-3045 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.87 0.11 0.74 0.13 
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G_204 LPB15-3060 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.81 0.11 0.74 0.13 
G_205 LPB15-3016 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.86 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_206 LPB15-3042 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.76 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_207 LPB15-3844 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.82 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_208 LPB15-3034 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.73 0.11 0.73 0.14 
G_209 LPB15-3833 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.12 0.76 0.14 
G_210 LPB15-3105 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.34 0.11 0.44 0.13 
G_211 LPB15-3112 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.37 0.11 0.47 0.13 
G_212 LPB15-3859 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_213 LPB15-3857 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.58 0.11 0.67 0.13 
G_214 LPB15-3025 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.43 0.11 0.63 0.13 
G_215 LPB15-3846 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_216 LPB15-3002 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.50 0.11 0.51 0.13 
G_217 LPB15-3009 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.72 0.11 0.74 0.13 
G_218 LPB15-3001 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.52 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_219 LPB15-3017 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.77 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_220 LPB15-3014 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.86 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_221 LPB15-3854 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.50 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_222 LPB15-3102 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_223 LPB15-3842 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.56 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_224 LPB15-3847 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.75 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_225 LPB15-3845 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.62 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_226 LPB15-3856 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.34 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_227 LPB15-3835 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.49 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_228 LPB15-3853 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.39 0.11 0.45 0.13 
G_229 LPB15-3099 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_230 LPB15-3077 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.51 0.11 0.60 0.13 
G_231 LPB15-3091 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.57 0.11 0.56 0.13 
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G_232 LPB15-3079 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.44 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_233 LPB15-3071 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.40 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_234 LPB15-3021 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.61 0.13 
G_235 LPB15-3022 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.63 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_236 LPB15-3110 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.33 0.11 0.47 0.14 
G_237 LPB15-3085 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.46 0.11 0.56 0.13 
G_238 LPB15-3018 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.72 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_239 LPB15-3073 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.54 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_240 LPB15-3026 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.55 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_241 LPB15-3081 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.40 0.11 0.44 0.13 
G_242 LPB15-3098 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_243 LPB15-3080 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.37 0.11 0.46 0.13 
G_244 LPB15-3092 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.47 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_245 LPB15-3083 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.49 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_246 LPB15-3070 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.43 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_247 LPB15-3029 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.45 0.11 0.53 0.13 
G_248 LPB15-3053 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.33 0.11 0.40 0.13 
G_249 LPB15-3024 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.31 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_250 LPB15-3010 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_251 LPB15-3111 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.37 0.11 0.54 0.13 
G_252 LPB15-3046 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.88 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_253 LPB15-3033 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_254 LPB15-3082 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.36 0.11 0.51 0.14 
G_255 LPB15-3114 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.28 0.11 0.40 0.13 
G_256 LPB15-3064 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.43 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_257 LPB15-3090 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.37 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_258 LPB15-3028 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.36 0.11 0.56 0.14 
G_259 LPB15-3005 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.81 0.11 0.74 0.13 
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G_260 LPB15-3004 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.66 0.11 0.72 0.14 
G_261 LPB15-3116 RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT 0.53 0.11 0.60 0.14 
G_262 LPB15-3031 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.60 0.10 0.64 0.13 
G_263 LPB15-3109 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.11 0.66 0.14 
G_264 LPB15-3015 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.56 0.11 0.70 0.13 
G_265 LPB15-3097 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_266 LPB15-3040 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.49 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_267 LPB15-3068 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.71 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_268 LPB15-3066 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.20 0.11 0.29 0.13 
G_269 LPB15-3075 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.69 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_270 LPB15-3103 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.72 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_271 LPB15-3106 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.23 0.10 0.34 0.13 
G_272 LPB15-3011 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.56 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_273 LPB15-3067 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.21 0.11 0.29 0.14 
G_274 LPB15-3006 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.37 0.11 0.58 0.13 
G_275 LPB15-3030 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.57 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_276 LPB15-3043 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.91 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_277 LPB15-3069 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.63 0.12 0.68 0.13 
G_278 LPB15-3055 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.63 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_279 LPB15-3039 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.48 0.11 0.61 0.13 
G_280 LPB15-3063 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.70 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_281 LPB15-3037 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.52 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_282 LPB15-3049 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.86 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_283 LPB15-3047 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.90 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_284 LPB15-3054 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.71 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_285 LPB15-3104 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.65 0.11 0.64 0.13 
G_286 LPB15-3076 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.48 0.11 0.55 0.13 
G_287 LPB15-3032 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.43 0.11 0.63 0.13 
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G_288 LPB15-3087 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.77 0.12 0.75 0.14 
G_289 LPB15-3062 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.48 0.11 0.61 0.13 
G_290 LPB15-3050 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.96 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_291 LPB15-3058 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.80 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_292 LPB15-3088 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT 0.42 0.11 0.48 0.13 
G_293 LPB15-3057 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.75 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_294 LPB15-3048 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.90 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_295 LPB15-3041 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_296 LPB15-3061 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.82 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_297 LPB15-3860 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.10 0.70 0.13 
G_298 LPB15-3828 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.91 0.11 0.80 0.13 
G_299 LPB15-3815 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA 0.58 0.11 0.65 0.13 
G_300 LPB15-3826 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.88 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_301 LPB15-3843 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.79 0.10 0.76 0.13 
G_302 LPB15-3840 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.87 0.11 0.78 0.13 
G_303 LPB15-3825 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.73 0.11 0.74 0.13 
G_304 LPB15-3848 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.94 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_305 LPB15-3836 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.82 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_306 LPB15-3832 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_307 LPB15-3841 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.74 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_308 LPB15-3823 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.87 0.10 0.78 0.13 
G_309 LPB15-3829 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.83 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_310 LPB15-3837 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.73 0.10 0.74 0.13 
G_311 LPB15-3858 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.58 0.11 0.66 0.13 
G_312 LPB15-3834 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.67 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_313 LPB15-3839 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.72 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_314 LPB15-3831 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.82 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_315 LPB15-3830 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.83 0.11 0.80 0.13 
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G_316 LPB15-3850 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_317 LPB15-3827 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.79 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_318 LPB15-3824 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.59 0.10 0.65 0.13 
G_319 LPB15-3013 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.59 0.11 0.68 0.13 
G_320 LPB15-3818 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.47 0.11 0.57 0.13 
G_321 LPB15-3816 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.61 0.11 0.67 0.13 
G_322 LPB15-3822 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.80 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_323 LPB15-3821 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.76 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_324 LPB15-3819 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.51 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_325 LPB15-3051 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.42 0.11 0.46 0.13 
G_326 LPB15-3838 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.89 0.11 0.79 0.13 
G_327 LPB15-3052 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.42 0.11 0.52 0.13 
G_328 LPB15-3817 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.86 0.11 0.74 0.13 
G_329 LPB15-3820 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.73 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_330 LPB15-3059 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.10 0.71 0.13 
G_331 LPB15-3852 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.67 0.11 0.66 0.13 
G_332 LPB15-3885 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.25 0.11 0.35 0.13 
G_333 LPB15-4500 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.88 0.11 0.80 0.13 
G_334 LPB15-4498 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.75 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_335 LPB15-4496 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.68 0.10 0.74 0.13 
G_336 LPB15-4501 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.88 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_337 LPB15-4499 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.65 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_338 LPB15-4489 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.52 0.11 0.62 0.13 
G_339 LPB15-4488 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.86 0.11 0.77 0.13 
G_340 LPB15-4490 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.83 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_341 LPB15-4480 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.83 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_342 LPB15-4478 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.55 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_343 LPB15-4476 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.85 0.11 0.76 0.13 
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G_344 LPB15-4475 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.81 0.10 0.74 0.13 
G_345 LPB15-4486 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.57 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_346 LPB15-4485 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.67 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_347 LPB15-4482 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.68 0.11 0.67 0.13 
G_348 LPB15-4484 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.82 0.11 0.75 0.13 
G_349 LPB15-4479 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.70 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_350 LPB15-4487 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.79 0.11 0.73 0.13 
G_351 LPB15-4477 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.79 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_352 LPB15-4481 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.81 0.11 0.71 0.13 
G_353 LPB15-4483 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.69 0.11 0.72 0.13 
G_354 LPB15-4497 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.70 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_355 LPB15-3875 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.78 0.10 0.69 0.13 
G_356 LPB15-3874 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.63 0.11 0.69 0.13 
G_357 LPB15-3873 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA 0.69 0.11 0.63 0.13 
G_358 LPB15-4582 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.87 0.11 0.76 0.13 
G_359 LPB15-4583 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 0.80 0.11 0.73 0.13 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line.  
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A - 5-2: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
grain dormancy from plants grown in the glasshouse environment (GD_GH). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_GH (-log(p))4 
GD_GH  
(mk effect)5 
D_contig09015_259 2B 103.34 3.41 0.05 
BobWhite_c9992_862 3A 15.05 3.47 -0.04 
BobWhite_c9992_811 3A 15.05 3.20 -0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c1558_2976128 3B 34.20 3.45 0.04 
Kukri_c40882_76 3B 34.20 3.07 0.04 
RAC875_rep_c71248_689 3B 70.72 3.49 0.06 
RAC875_c6060_362 3B 91.44 3.41 0.04 
BS00024496_51 3B 110.15 3.05 -0.05 
CAP8_c5043_351 3D 4.00 3.03 -0.04 
BS00093870_51 3D 111.90 4.67 0.10 
LPB_PHS4A 4A 59.20 14.43 0.08 
wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 4A 65.95 22.01 0.11 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c66324_64493429 4A 65.95 21.66 0.11 
Kukri_c27874_515 4A 65.95 11.80 -0.08 
BS00072025_51 4A 66.28 15.25 0.08 
Kukri_c12563_52 4A 66.28 13.34 0.08 
Jagger_c4331_105 4A 66.69 6.25 0.05 
wsnp_Ku_c4342_7887834 4A 66.95 14.72 0.09 
RAC875_c21369_425 4A 66.95 13.96 0.09 
BS00037357_51 4A 67.92 5.20 0.05 
wsnp_Ex_c5470_9657856 4A 68.28 4.53 0.04 
Tdurum_contig42257_4485 4A 71.26 4.50 0.05 
BobWhite_c12128_187 4A 71.26 4.50 0.05 
BS00045446_51 5B 43.42 3.34 -0.05 
BS00022065_51 5B 124.61 3.49 -0.10 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_GH (-log(p))4 
GD_GH  
(mk effect)5 
Tdurum_contig43078_437 5B 124.61 3.44 -0.10 
Tdurum_contig47833_484 5B 125.13 3.18 -0.09 
RAC875_rep_c112818_870 5B 125.73 4.24 -0.11 
IACX5792 5B 126.02 4.32 -0.11 
BS00003655_51 5B 126.02 3.78 -0.11 
Excalibur_c9868_1206 5B 126.02 3.08 -0.09 
RAC875_c8927_1434 5B 127.96 3.12 -0.09 
BS00037103_51 5B 129.24 4.71 -0.11 
Tdurum_contig29090_280 5B 131.79 4.48 -0.11 
RAC875_rep_c109658_382 5B 131.79 3.29 -0.10 
Excalibur_c92906_314 5B 131.98 3.38 -0.10 
BS00039874_51 5B 147.85 3.23 -0.06 
Kukri_c1214_2400a 5B 176.61 3.51 -0.05 
Kukri_c1214_1488 5B 177.61 3.14 -0.05 
RAC875_c3417_405 5B 182.15 3.85 -0.09 
BobWhite_c24484_240 5B 182.15 3.29 -0.08 
Excalibur_c23801_115 5B 182.98 3.20 -0.08 
Tdurum_contig42526_1914 5B 188.58 4.25 -0.09 
Excalibur_rep_c100012_1145 5B 206.14 3.13 -0.08 
Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 3.62 0.04 
BS00095206_51 6A 136.70 3.23 -0.05 
          
Multiple SNP model6   
          
BS00028747_51 1B 137.00 3.03 0.05 
D_contig09015_259 2B 103.34 3.14 0.05 
LPB_PHS3A_1 3A 15.05 5.77 0.04 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_GH (-log(p))4 
GD_GH  
(mk effect)5 
BobWhite_c9992_862 3A 15.05 4.90 -0.04 
BobWhite_c9992_811 3A 15.05 3.91 -0.04 
BS00069355_51a 3A 15.05 3.71 0.03 
tplb0053a24_2232 3A 15.05 3.22 0.03 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c67635_66292689 3A 15.52 3.16 -0.03 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c67635_66292308 3A 15.52 3.03 -0.03 
IACX10917 3A 16.10 3.10 -0.02 
BS00094057_51 3A 20.74 6.12 -0.03 
Kukri_c1568_942 3A 20.74 3.94 -0.04 
wsnp_BF293133A_Ta_2_2 3A 20.74 3.11 -0.03 
LPB_PHS3A_2 3A 21.10 5.01 -0.02 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.35 -0.03 
BobWhite_c24745_419 4B 5.99 3.20 -0.04 
Excalibur_c92906_314 5B 131.98 3.04 -0.10 
Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 4.79 0.04 
BobWhite_rep_c52979_181 6A 16.00 3.38 0.04 
RFL_Contig2206_1694 6B 95.24 3.81 0.04 
TA005327-0480 6B 95.24 3.67 0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c17379_26073344 6B 98.04 3.12 0.04 
RAC875_c22442_213 6B 99.14 3.01 0.04 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4).   
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A - 5-3: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
grain dormancy from plants grown in the field environment (GD_F). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_F  (-log(p))4 
GD_F 
(mk effect)5 
BS00066852_51 1A 70.52 3.85 -0.03 
IAAV4916 1A 70.79 4.18 -0.03 
IACX10924 1A 70.79 3.14 -0.02 
Excalibur_rep_c67541_1585 1B 70.08 3.51 -0.05 
Excalibur_rep_c102052_721 2A 117.88 3.01 -0.03 
Excalibur_c24715_276 2A 139.85 3.14 -0.04 
Excalibur_c4386_429 2D 77.80 3.49 -0.06 
BobWhite_c3871_903 2D 77.80 3.44 -0.05 
RAC875_c110838_499 2D 77.80 3.01 -0.05 
Kukri_c1568_942 3A 20.74 3.02 -0.03 
Ku_c9092_1164 3A 68.66 3.44 0.04 
Ex_c6864_677 3A 68.66 3.28 0.04 
BobWhite_c52043_344 3A 75.05 3.09 0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c4094_7399975 3A 75.58 3.56 0.04 
GENE-1856_1151 3B 32.99 3.05 -0.03 
RAC875_rep_c71248_689 3B 70.72 3.48 0.04 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.19 -0.02 
CAP8_c5043_351 3D 4.00 3.44 -0.03 
BS00108582_51 3D 4.00 3.03 -0.03 
BS00093870_51 3D 111.90 3.73 0.05 
LPB_PHS4A 4A 59.20 8.08 0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 4A 65.95 11.04 0.05 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c66324_64493429 4A 65.95 10.52 0.05 
Kukri_c27874_515 4A 65.95 6.93 -0.04 
BS00072025_51 4A 66.28 7.71 0.04 
Kukri_c12563_52 4A 66.28 6.26 0.03 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_F  (-log(p))4 
GD_F 
(mk effect)5 
Jagger_c4331_105 4A 66.69 3.11 0.02 
wsnp_Ku_c4342_7887834 4A 66.95 6.64 0.04 
RAC875_c21369_425 4A 66.95 6.18 0.04 
Tdurum_contig46583_1275 4A 151.33 3.67 -0.04 
JD_c6094_241 5B 69.19 3.01 0.04 
BS00022065_51 5B 124.61 3.70 -0.06 
Tdurum_contig43078_437 5B 124.61 3.65 -0.06 
Tdurum_contig47833_484 5B 125.13 3.55 -0.06 
Tdurum_contig70554_1004 5B 125.13 3.24 -0.06 
RAC875_rep_c112818_870 5B 125.73 4.68 -0.07 
IACX5792 5B 126.02 4.60 -0.07 
BS00003655_51 5B 126.02 3.74 -0.07 
BS00037103_51 5B 129.24 5.39 -0.07 
Tdurum_contig29090_280 5B 131.79 4.86 -0.07 
RAC875_c48052_127 5B 131.79 3.76 -0.06 
RAC875_rep_c109658_382 5B 131.79 3.75 -0.06 
RAC875_rep_c109658_614 5B 131.79 3.29 -0.06 
RAC875_rep_c109658_211 5B 131.79 3.15 -0.06 
wsnp_Ra_c12489_19996904 5B 131.79 3.11 -0.06 
Excalibur_c92906_314 5B 131.98 3.81 -0.07 
tplb0045g14_708 5B 132.34 3.92 -0.06 
Tdurum_contig42069_846 5B 132.34 3.68 -0.06 
wsnp_Ex_c32488_41134388 5B 132.34 3.31 -0.05 
Kukri_s117136_180 5B 132.34 3.14 -0.06 
BS00022991_51 5B 132.34 3.13 -0.06 
BS00025795_51 5B 132.34 3.08 -0.06 
BS00039874_51 5B 147.85 4.52 -0.04 
Kukri_c16864_398 5B 167.71 4.14 -0.04 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_F  (-log(p))4 
GD_F 
(mk effect)5 
Kukri_c1214_2400a 5B 176.61 4.44 -0.04 
Kukri_c1214_1488 5B 177.61 4.10 -0.03 
BobWhite_c24484_240 5B 182.15 4.17 -0.06 
RAC875_c3417_405 5B 182.15 3.92 -0.05 
Tdurum_contig30245_420 5B 182.15 3.54 -0.05 
CAP11_c2765_78 5B 182.15 3.54 -0.05 
Excalibur_c23801_115 5B 182.98 4.73 -0.06 
Tdurum_contig66604_927 5B 182.98 3.39 -0.05 
RFL_Contig5616_1779 5B 183.93 3.34 -0.05 
Tdurum_contig42526_1914 5B 188.58 5.27 -0.07 
Excalibur_rep_c100012_1145 5B 206.14 4.41 -0.06 
Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 3.73 0.03 
IAAV5542 7B 72.99 3.31 -0.04 
          
Multiple SNP model6    
          
Excalibur_rep_c67541_1585 1B 70.08 3.86 -0.05 
Excalibur_s102212_259 1B 76.09 3.21 -0.04 
LPB_PHS3A_1 3A 15.05 4.43 0.02 
BobWhite_c9992_862 3A 15.05 3.59 -0.02 
BS00069355_51a 3A 15.05 3.33 0.02 
BobWhite_c9992_811 3A 15.05 3.20 -0.03 
tplb0053a24_2232 3A 15.05 3.07 0.02 
BS00094057_51 3A 20.74 4.74 -0.02 
Kukri_c1568_942 3A 20.74 3.23 -0.03 
LPB_PHS3A_2 3A 21.10 3.74 -0.01 
Ku_c9092_1164 3A 68.66 3.59 0.04 
Ex_c6864_677 3A 68.66 3.53 0.04 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 GD_F  (-log(p))4 
GD_F 
(mk effect)5 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c69816_68774416 3A 68.66 3.19 0.02 
wsnp_Ex_c33765_42199371 3A 73.22 3.40 0.02 
BobWhite_c52043_344 3A 75.05 3.46 0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c4094_7399975 3A 75.58 3.82 0.04 
GENE-1856_1151 3B 32.99 3.18 -0.03 
RAC875_rep_c71248_689 3B 70.72 3.10 0.04 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.51 -0.02 
BS00108582_51 3D 4.00 3.00 -0.03 
Tdurum_contig46583_1275 4A 151.33 3.40 -0.04 
BS00056932_51 5A 15.61 3.14 0.04 
IAAV2080 5A 46.07 3.02 -0.02 
Tdurum_contig47833_484 5B 125.13 3.76 -0.06 
BS00003655_51 5B 126.02 3.96 -0.07 
RAC875_rep_c109658_382 5B 131.79 5.64 -0.06 
Excalibur_c92906_314 5B 131.98 5.91 -0.07 
BS00022991_51 5B 132.34 5.24 -0.06 
BS00100708_51 5B 132.34 4.51 -0.05 
Kukri_c444_833 5D 69.52 4.27 0.03 
D_GCE8AKX02J2BYY_249 5D 187.15 3.08 0.02 
D_GB5Y7FA02JRQ1I_101 5D 187.21 3.01 0.02 
wsnp_BE445201D_Ta_1_1 6D 82.18 3.13 -0.03 
IAAV5542 7B 72.99 3.75 -0.04 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4).   
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A - 5-4: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
plant height (PHt) from plants grown in the field environment. 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 PHt  (-log(p))4 
PHt  
(mk effect)5 
Tdurum_contig42046_597 2B 115.80 3.27 1.04 
wsnp_Ex_c57322_59083238 3A 77.51 3.99 -1.34 
RAC875_c6445_275 3A 77.51 3.40 -1.33 
BS00013584_51 3A 77.51 3.05 -1.15 
TA003281-2379 3A 77.51 3.04 -1.13 
BS00065932_51 3A 79.80 4.42 -1.45 
Tdurum_contig25520_363 3A 79.80 4.25 -1.42 
Excalibur_c42978_149 3A 79.80 4.20 -1.44 
RAC875_c55313_89 3A 79.80 4.12 -1.41 
RAC875_c50864_1921 3A 79.80 3.81 -1.34 
wsnp_Ex_c57322_59084950 3A 79.80 3.31 -1.14 
wsnp_Ex_c57322_59084809 3A 80.61 4.35 -1.45 
Excalibur_c3657_745 3A 83.31 3.82 0.94 
Kukri_rep_c102953_304 3A 83.31 3.40 0.93 
BobWhite_c34866_232 3A 84.49 3.22 0.90 
Tdurum_contig59566_1534 3B 143.29 5.88 1.12 
wsnp_JD_c18509_16968425 3B 143.29 4.78 0.97 
Kukri_c55981_194 3B 143.29 4.64 -0.93 
Tdurum_contig59566_4435 3B 143.29 4.58 0.99 
BS00065603_51 3B 144.74 7.37 -1.16 
BS00068415_51 3B 144.74 6.06 -1.03 
RAC875_c48860_106 3B 144.74 4.80 -0.94 
RAC875_c61824_194 3B 144.74 3.98 0.79 
RAC875_c52106_170 3B 153.53 3.42 0.74 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.09 -0.74 
BS00078515_51 5B 188.58 3.82 1.33 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 PHt  (-log(p))4 
PHt  
(mk effect)5 
wsnp_Ex_c43412_49738738 6A 74.24 3.83 1.50 
wsnp_Ex_c51820_55631560 6A 91.88 3.08 1.17 
RAC875_rep_c71463_98 6B 105.50 3.53 0.84 
Excalibur_c18072_76 6D 10.70 4.60 0.90 
wsnp_CAP11_c592_400447 7A 135.81 3.59 -1.39 
wsnp_Ex_c13721_21532196 7A 135.81 3.56 -1.26 
TA006055-0231 7A 135.81 3.41 -1.36 
wsnp_Ex_c19198_28115812 7A 135.81 3.30 -1.37 
wsnp_Ex_c398_784645 7A 135.81 3.23 -1.36 
BobWhite_c19875_271 7A 135.81 3.15 -1.36 
          
Multiple SNP model6    
          
Kukri_c35516_93a 2A 156.23 3.06 -0.74 
RAC875_c24364_307a 2A 162.89 3.06 0.54 
wsnp_Ex_c1903_3592518 3A 149.49 3.08 -0.79 
RAC875_c494_436 3D 86.31 3.92 1.13 
BS00078515_51 5B 188.58 3.31 1.33 
wsnp_Ex_c99215_85409445 6A 71.98 3.05 0.96 
wsnp_Ex_c43412_49738738 6A 74.24 4.70 1.50 
Kukri_c717_98 7A 127.75 3.47 -0.96 
wsnp_CAP11_c592_400447 7A 135.81 4.69 -1.39 
TA002502-2086 7A 135.81 4.08 -1.29 
wsnp_Ex_c398_784645 7A 135.81 3.93 -1.36 
wsnp_Ex_c19198_28115812 7A 135.81 3.84 -1.37 
TA006055-0231 7A 135.81 3.80 -1.36 
wsnp_Ra_c109483_92428320 7A 135.81 3.45 -1.11 
wsnp_Ex_c13721_21532196 7A 135.81 3.41 -1.26 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 PHt  (-log(p))4 
PHt  
(mk effect)5 
BobWhite_c19875_271 7A 135.81 3.39 -1.36 
BobWhite_c23146_84 7A 135.81 3.35 -1.27 
RAC875_c61210_285 7A 135.81 3.35 -1.27 
BS00065647_51 7A 135.81 3.32 -1.26 
wsnp_JD_c6050_7214383 7A 135.81 3.27 -1.11 
IAAV6170 7A 135.81 3.18 -1.08 
Ex_c41740_166 7A 135.81 3.15 -1.24 
Ra_c6845_1501 7A 135.81 3.08 -1.20 
Tdurum_contig42547_1197 7A 135.81 3.07 -1.06 
wsnp_Ex_c25188_34454616 7A 135.86 3.77 -1.16 
wsnp_BF291608B_Ta_2_1 7B 89.13 3.40 -0.94 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4). 
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A - 5-5: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
plant maturity from plants grown in the glasshouse environment (Mat_GH). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 Mat_GH(-log(p))4 
Mat_GH 
(mk effect)5
BS00066319_51 3A 103.83 3.97 1.28 
Tdurum_contig12557_1382 3A 103.83 3.52 1.16 
Kukri_c47349_450 5B 48.29 3.34 -2.16 
Excalibur_c30346_54 5B 48.29 3.33 -2.14 
BS00056147_51 5B 48.46 3.50 -2.22 
BS00035899_51 5B 49.36 4.87 -2.61 
BS00063423_51 5B 49.65 4.12 -2.39 
wsnp_Ku_c28245_38183393b 5B 49.65 4.01 -2.63 
wsnp_CAP8_c2589_1356390 5D 67.49 3.46 -1.10 
IAAV2115 5D 67.49 3.26 -1.09 
tplb0022c16_494 7A 42.89 3.20 1.68 
RAC875_c23310_217 7A 47.01 3.55 1.79 
          
Multiple SNP model6   
          
BS00066319_51 3A 103.83 4.29 1.28 
Tdurum_contig12557_1382 3A 103.83 3.79 1.16 
wsnp_CAP8_c2589_1356390 5D 67.49 4.07 -1.10 
Ra_c70331_779 5D 67.49 3.80 -1.01 
IAAV2115 5D 67.49 3.78 -1.09 
RAC875_rep_c70595_321 5D 67.49 3.72 -1.01 
wsnp_Ku_c6762_11762520 5D 67.49 3.17 -0.90 
RAC875_c23310_217 7A 47.01 3.23 1.79 
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1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4). 
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A - 5-6: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
plant maturity from plants grown in the field environment (Mat_F). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 Mat_F (-log(p))4 
Mat_F 
(mk effect)5 
Kukri_c65249_58 2D 40.05 3.48 1.27 
RAC875_c45702_412 2D 41.20 3.59 1.37 
wsnp_Ex_c46666_52102968 2D 80.50 3.15 0.78 
wsnp_RFL_Contig2104_1368653 2D 82.49 3.72 0.84 
RAC875_c30919_311 2D 82.49 3.18 0.77 
RAC875_rep_c114621_200 2D 85.22 3.20 0.78 
BS00066319_51 3A 103.83 3.23 0.79 
Ra_c10565_1109 3B 34.20 3.51 1.34 
Tdurum_contig63427_344 3B 34.20 3.17 1.26 
Ra_c10565_1214 3B 34.20 3.09 1.33 
IAAV1291 3B 67.78 3.85 -1.25 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.00 -0.65 
BS00068244_51 4A 43.39 3.20 -0.85 
Jagger_c5071_425 5B 170.51 3.69 -1.00 
RFL_Contig3285_1009 5B 182.15 3.20 -0.95 
wsnp_RFL_Contig2791_2558632 5B 188.58 3.44 -0.95 
BobWhite_c8037_1135 5B 188.58 3.33 -0.92 
RAC875_rep_c106941_128 5B 188.58 3.26 -0.93 
wsnp_Ex_c57209_59016692 5B 188.58 3.17 -0.92 
BS00037474_51 7D 22.85 3.63 -0.62 
D_contig78519_72 7D 22.85 3.62 -0.67 
RAC875_c23140_909b 7D 22.85 3.49 -0.65 
RAC875_c99892_81 7D 22.85 3.32 -0.61 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
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wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker.  
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A - 5-7: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
grain length (S_len). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_len (-log(p))4 
S_len 
(mk effect)5 
Excalibur_c63885_115 1B 112.39 3.68 0.10 
Kukri_c21276_1056 1B 112.39 3.30 0.09 
Kukri_c21276_816 1B 112.39 3.04 0.09 
CAP11_rep_c4760_280 1B 115.88 3.40 0.09 
Kukri_c2464_560 1D 34.48 3.19 -0.06 
wsnp_Ex_c1130_2166731 1D 70.82 3.06 -0.07 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c70574_69491038 1D 76.85 3.07 -0.07 
BS00032149_51 1D 78.36 3.03 -0.07 
RFL_Contig2290_184 2B 104.39 3.08 -0.09 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c105551_89940311 2B 104.78 3.04 -0.09 
IAAV7130b 2B 109.53 3.20 -0.11 
BS00024812_51 3D 143.01 3.27 0.07 
IAAV7013 3D 143.01 3.25 0.07 
wsnp_Ku_c25527_35493338 3D 143.01 3.16 0.07 
wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 3.06 -0.07 
Kukri_c2101_1551 4A 147.15 3.04 -0.13 
Tdurum_contig13784_824 5B 54.11 3.88 0.11 
wsnp_Ku_rep_c72211_71920520 5B 56.60 4.09 0.11 
Excalibur_c65109_60 5B 56.60 4.03 0.11 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c69631_68583202 5B 56.60 3.87 0.11 
wsnp_Ex_c16963_25554152 5B 56.60 3.56 0.10 
Kukri_c36317_305 5B 56.60 3.40 0.10 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c69631_68583363 5B 56.60 3.33 0.10 
wsnp_RFL_Contig2504_2093982 5B 57.83 3.68 0.11 
RAC875_c30829_1711 5B 57.83 3.39 0.10 
wsnp_Ex_c16963_25554400 5B 57.83 3.17 0.10 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_len (-log(p))4 
S_len 
(mk effect)5 
IAAV7448 5B 58.24 3.25 0.10 
wsnp_Ku_c11530_18803034a 7A 228.91 3.12 -0.09 
          
Multiple SNP model6   
          
Ra_c7324_527 1B 109.70 3.05 0.08 
tplb0043a07_880 1B 110.16 3.30 0.08 
Ra_c7324_1464 1B 110.16 3.09 0.08 
BS00094237_51 1B 110.93 3.29 0.08 
CAP11_c6406_71 1B 110.93 3.27 0.08 
tplb0053e09_1284 1B 110.93 3.22 0.08 
Excalibur_rep_c70674_83 1B 111.78 3.14 0.08 
BobWhite_c19733_301 1B 112.07 3.37 0.08 
Tdurum_contig32775_78 1B 112.07 3.14 0.08 
Excalibur_c63885_115 1B 112.39 4.05 0.10 
Kukri_c21276_1056 1B 112.39 3.72 0.09 
Kukri_c21276_816 1B 112.39 3.45 0.09 
CAP11_rep_c4760_280 1B 115.88 3.48 0.09 
RFL_Contig2290_184 2B 104.39 3.06 -0.09 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c105551_89940311 2B 104.78 3.41 -0.09 
Excalibur_c114791_328 2B 104.91 3.05 -0.10 
Ku_c19185_1569 2D 137.29 3.13 -0.06 
IAAV7013 3D 143.01 3.59 0.07 
BS00024812_51 3D 143.01 3.52 0.07 
wsnp_Ku_c25527_35493338 3D 143.01 3.49 0.07 
BobWhite_rep_c52911_146 3D 143.01 3.06 0.07 
Ex_c47279_305 3D 143.01 3.02 0.07 
wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 3.00 -0.07 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_len (-log(p))4 
S_len 
(mk effect)5 
Kukri_c2101_1551 4A 147.15 3.04 -0.13 
IAAV8499 4B 108.18 3.08 0.10 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4). 
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A - 5-8: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
grain width (S_wid). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_wid (-log(p))4 
S_wid 
(mk effect)5 
tplb0025b13_2687 1D 3.50 3.17 -0.04 
Excalibur_c12254_2003 1D 3.50 3.01 0.04 
D_contig22609_150 1D 11.88 3.34 -0.04 
BobWhite_c32528_251 1D 24.52 3.28 -0.05 
BS00025191_51 3A 55.59 3.02 -0.06 
Kukri_c93012_76b 3A 188.38 4.19 -0.04 
RAC875_rep_c107110_137a 3B 67.45 3.46 0.05 
IAAV4641 3B 134.83 3.91 -0.06 
RAC875_c35672_136 3B 134.83 3.75 -0.06 
RAC875_c35672_205 3B 134.83 3.57 -0.05 
RAC875_c68392_200 3B 134.83 3.56 -0.05 
RAC875_c68392_137 3B 134.83 3.52 -0.05 
RAC875_c35672_73 3B 134.83 3.49 -0.05 
RAC875_c35672_336 3B 134.83 3.40 -0.05 
RAC875_c31133_533 3B 134.83 3.11 -0.05 
RAC875_c15667_1134 3B 134.83 3.00 -0.05 
Tdurum_contig100787_79 3B 137.84 3.19 -0.05 
BS00085964_51 3B 139.62 3.06 -0.06 
CAP8_c1057_105 3D 143.01 4.43 0.05 
Excalibur_c6825_1965 3D 143.01 3.21 0.05 
RAC875_c35334_54 3D 143.01 3.20 0.05 
Ex_c47279_305 3D 143.01 3.10 0.05 
BS00062684_51 3D 143.01 3.03 0.05 
JD_c3136_29 3D 143.01 3.00 0.05 
RFL_Contig2041_460 3D 148.41 3.15 0.04 
wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 4.72 -0.06 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_wid (-log(p))4 
S_wid 
(mk effect)5 
Ra_c1082_1100a 4A 61.91 3.33 0.05 
RAC875_c29850_102 6A 74.24 3.33 -0.06 
IACX422 6A 77.43 3.59 -0.07 
BS00013851_51 6A 78.50 3.73 -0.07 
IAAV1346 6A 78.50 3.17 -0.06 
RFL_Contig4632_1512 6A 78.64 3.96 -0.07 
wsnp_Ku_c927_1905095 6A 79.08 3.14 -0.06 
BS00063175_51 6D 84.54 3.33 -0.04 
wsnp_Ex_c1690_3206784 6D 88.87 4.82 -0.05 
  
Mulitple SNP model6  
  
Ra_c1082_1100a 4A 61.91 3.49 0.05 
BobWhite_c19919_516 4A 61.91 3.21 0.05 
BS00092859_51 4A 61.91 3.16 0.05 
RAC875_c94519_448 4A 61.91 3.09 0.04 
RAC875_c29850_102 6A 74.24 3.51 -0.06 
IAAV8676 6A 74.24 3.22 -0.05 
IACX422 6A 77.43 4.09 -0.07 
BS00041481_51 6A 77.43 3.49 -0.06 
TA004097-0977 6A 77.87 3.15 -0.07 
BS00013851_51 6A 78.50 4.02 -0.07 
IAAV1346 6A 78.50 3.30 -0.06 
IAAV1263 6A 78.50 3.20 -0.06 
RFL_Contig4632_1512 6A 78.64 4.24 -0.07 
RFL_Contig3088_949 6A 78.64 3.20 -0.06 
Excalibur_c21979_168 6A 79.08 3.29 -0.06 
BS00065309_51 6A 79.08 3.28 -0.06 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_wid (-log(p))4 
S_wid 
(mk effect)5 
BS00099290_51 6A 79.08 3.15 -0.06 
wsnp_Ex_c19476_28434084 6A 79.08 3.04 -0.06 
Kukri_c30819_246 6A 79.08 3.03 -0.06 
BS00064203_51 6A 79.39 3.07 -0.06 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4). 
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A - 5-9: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in the genome-wide association study (GWAS) for 
grain roundness (S_round). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_round (-log(p))4 
S_round 
(mk effect)5 
BS00075036_51 1B 60.62 4.21 -0.04 
RAC875_c37031_312b 1B 60.62 3.12 -0.03 
RAC875_c18282_1390 1B 64.10 3.35 -0.04 
GENE-0522_336 1B 64.10 3.33 -0.04 
RAC875_c63421_83 1B 64.10 3.32 -0.04 
Excalibur_c5052_151 1B 64.10 3.30 -0.04 
tplb0029b01_1022 1B 64.10 3.28 -0.04 
RAC875_c16677_56 1B 64.10 3.28 -0.04 
tplb0029b01_123 1B 64.10 3.28 -0.04 
RAC875_c25708_503 1B 64.10 3.26 -0.04 
BobWhite_c8713_420 1B 64.10 3.25 -0.04 
BobWhite_c7333_76 1B 64.10 3.25 -0.04 
BS00010352_51 1B 64.10 3.25 -0.04 
Kukri_c2535_98 1B 64.10 3.25 -0.04 
wsnp_Ku_c62848_63784645 1B 64.10 3.15 -0.03 
Excalibur_c64533_980 1B 64.10 3.08 -0.03 
Excalibur_c10319_229 1B 64.10 3.08 -0.03 
Excalibur_c4082_370 1B 64.10 3.06 -0.03 
GENE-0227_217 1B 64.10 3.03 -0.03 
Kukri_rep_c68583_931 1B 64.32 3.18 -0.04 
Excalibur_c15885_1145 1B 64.32 3.07 -0.03 
Ku_c3893_771 1B 64.89 3.40 -0.03 
RFL_Contig1354_484 1B 64.89 3.16 -0.03 
TA004668-0687 1B 115.88 4.13 0.03 
CAP11_rep_c4760_280 1B 115.88 3.66 0.03 
BobWhite_c1764_139b 1D 45.44 3.49 0.02 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 S_round (-log(p))4 
S_round 
(mk effect)5 
TA001885-0568 3A 35.55 3.35 0.03 
GENE-1332_230 3A 59.88 3.91 -0.03 
BobWhite_c29419_116 3A 61.06 3.93 -0.03 
Kukri_c80974_619 3A 61.06 3.54 -0.03 
RAC875_c47976_291 3A 61.06 3.41 -0.03 
BobWhite_c20673_447 3A 61.06 3.41 -0.02 
BobWhite_c9000_114 3D 116.11 3.35 -0.03 
TA006354-0937 3D 143.01 3.64 0.05 
Excalibur_c3821_893b 3D 148.41 3.36 0.04 
CAP7_c3438_196 3D 148.41 3.17 0.03 
IAAV8499 4B 108.18 3.20 0.04 
          
Multiple SNP model6    
          
BobWhite_c1764_139b 1D 45.44 3.11 0.02 
GENE-1332_230 3A 59.88 3.69 -0.03 
BobWhite_c29419_116 3A 61.06 3.75 -0.03 
RAC875_c47976_291 3A 61.06 3.39 -0.03 
BobWhite_c20673_447 3A 61.06 3.31 -0.02 
Kukri_c80974_619 3A 61.06 3.31 -0.03 
BobWhite_c9000_114 3D 116.11 4.41 -0.03 
TA006354-0937 3D 143.01 3.16 0.05 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model (Chapter Five, Sections 5.2.14 and 5.3.4).   
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A - 5-10: Overlapping genes and functions for quantitative trait loci (QTL) identified for grain dormancy from the glasshouse 
and field environments. 
Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdfQ1 IAAV4916 TraesCS1A01G168900 
GO:0045454 (BP: cell redox 
homeostasis) 
GO:0009055 (MF: electron 
carrier activity) 
GO:0015035 (MF: protein 
disulfide oxidoreductase 
acitvity) 
IPR012336 (Thioredoxin-like 
fold) 
IPR013766 (Thioreoxin 
domain) 
IPR002109 (Glutaredoxin) 
IPR004480 (Methodiol 
glutaredoxin-related) 
193 
chr1A: 
301776416-
301776608 
GdfQ8 Excalibur_rep_c67541_1585 Nil         
GdghQ17 BS00028747_51 TraesCS1B01G447000 GO:0043531 (MF: ADP binding) 
IPR002182 (NB-ARC) 
IPR011991 (Winged helix-
turn-helix DNA-binding 
domain) 
IPR027417 (P-loop containing 
nucleoside triphosate 
hydrolase) 
IPR032675 (Leucine-rich 
repeat domain, L domain-like 
101 
chr1B: 
666925076-
666925176 
GdfQ9 Excalibur_rep_c102052_721    TraesCS2A01G457600  
GO:0005524 (MF: ATP 
binding) 
IPR027417 (P-loop containing 
nucleoside triphosphate 
hydrolase) 
IPR003593 (AAA+ ATPase 
domain) 
IPR003959 (ATPase, AAA-
type, core) 
IPR003960 (ATPase, AAA-
type, conserved site) 
101 
chr2A: 
705823391-
705823491 
GdfQ10 Excalibur_c24715_276 Nil         
GdghQ5 D_contig09015_259 TraesCS2D01G363400     250 
chr2D: 
469168564-
469168813 
GdfQ11 Excalibur_c4386_429 TraesCS2D01G476500 Excalibur_c4386_429   101 
chr2D: 
578928992-
578929092 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdghQ15 
GdfQ21 BS00094057_51 TraesCS3A01G007100  
GO:0016021 (CC: integral 
component of membrane) 
GO:0016020 (CC: 
membrane) 
IPR000620 (EamA domain) 101 
chr3A: 
7437103-
7437203 
GdfQ12 wsnp_Ex_c4094_7399975 nil         
GdfQ13 wsnp_Ex_c1558_2976128 GENE-1856_1151 TraesCS3B01G034400  
GO:0005515 (MF: protein 
binding) 
IPR0159543 (WD40/YVTN 
repeat-like-containing domain)
IPR001680 (WD40 repeat) 
IPR017986 (WD40-repeat-
containing domain) 
IPR019775 (WD40 repeat, 
conserved site) 
91 
chr3B: 
16442747-
16442837 
GdghQ7 
GdfQ14 RAC875_rep_c71248_689 TraesCS3B01G346400     101 
chr3B: 
556058494-
556058594 
GdghQ8 RAC875_c6060_362 TraesCS3B01G386600 
GO:0055114 BP: oxidation-
reduction process 
GO:0005509 MF: calcium 
ion binding 
GO:0016491 MF: 
oxidoreductase activity 
GO:0016020 CC: membrane
GO:0004601 MF: peroxidase 
activity 
GO:0050664 MF: 
oxidoreductase activity, 
acting on NAD(P)H, oxygen 
as acceptor 
IPR011992 EF-hand domain 
pair 
IPR018247 EF-Hand 1, 
calcium-binding site 
IPR017927 Ferredoxin 
reductase-type FAD-binding 
domain 
IPR017938 Riboflavin 
synthase-like beta-barrel 
IPR000778 Cytochrome b245, 
heavy chain 
IPR013112 FAD-binding 8 
IPR013121 Ferric reductase, 
NAD binding domain 
IPR013130 Ferric reductase 
transmembrane component-
like domain 
IPR002048 EF-hand domain 
IPR013623 NADPH oxidase 
Respiratory burst 
101 
chr3B: 
607383625-
607383725 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdghQ9 BS00024496_51 TraesCS3B01G536000     101 
chr3B: 
776031854-
776031954 
GdghQ18 
GdfQ15 Kukri_c32139_1124  TraesCS3B01G607500      101 
chr3B: 
826083751-
826083851 
GdghQ10 
GdfQ16 CAP8_c5043_351 nil         
GdghQ1 
GdfQ17 BS00093870_51 TraesCS3D01G370400   
IPR004000 (Actin family) 
IPR004001 
IPR020902 
101 
chr3D: 
484288810-
484288910 
GdghQ2 
GdfQ2 wsnp_Ex_c13031_20625900 nil         
GdfQ18 Tdurum_contig46583_1275 TraesCS4A01G484600    
IPR011659: WD40-like Beta 
propeller (In arabidopsis spp., 
several WD30-containing 
proteins act as key reulators 
of plant-specific 
developmental events 
101 
chr4A: 
738782255-
738782355 
GdghQ19 BobWhite_c24745_419 TraesCS4B01G009200     101 
chr4B: 
6011678-
6011778 
GdfQ23 BS00056932_51 nil     101 
chr5A: 
32880838-
32880938 
GdfQ24 IAAV2080 TraesCS5A01G215000   IPR007109: Brix domain 157 
chr5A: 
430246118-
430246274 
GdghQ11 BS00045446_51 TraesCS5B01G179300  GO:0003824 (MF: catalytic activity) 
IPR001932 (PPM-type 
phophatase domain: some 
proteins known to contain a 
ppm-type phosphatase 
domain are plant absissic 
acid-insensitive 1 and 2 (ABI1 
and ABI2), play a key ABA 
signal transduction) 
101 
chr5B: 
327080389-
327080489 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdfQ19 JD_c6094_241  TraesCS5B01G328200 
GO:0005515 (MF: protein 
binding) 
GO:0005488 (MF: binding) 
IPR011989 (Armadillo-like 
helical - present an extensive 
solvent-accessible surface 
that is well suited bot binding 
large substrates such as 
proteins and nucleic acids) 
IPR016024 (Armadillo-type 
fold) 
IPR000225 (Armadillo) 
101 
chr5B: 
511696893-
511696993 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdghQ3 
GdfQ3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BS00037103_51  TraesCS5B01G450300 
GO:0005515 MF: protein 
binding 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc ion 
binding 
GO:0003682 MF: chromatin 
binding 
IPR013083 Zinc finger, 
RING/FYVE/PHD-type 
(recognised to bind DNA, 
RNA, protein and/or lipid 
substrates 
IPR001965 Zinc finger, PHD-
type 
IPR011011 Zinc finger, 
FYVE/PHD-type 
IPR019786 Zinc finger, PHD-
type, conserved site 
IPR019787 Zinc finger, PHD-
finger 
IPR001025 Bromo adjacent 
homology (BAH) domain 
(appears to act as a protein-
protein interaction modeule 
specialised in gene silencing. 
The BAH module might 
therefore play an important 
role by linking DNA 
methylation, replication and 
transcriptional reg.) 
101 
chr5B: 
622390798-
622390898 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdghQ12 
GdfQ4 BS00039874_51     
IPR006461 (PLAC8 motif-
containing protein - group of 
cys-rich proteins including 
PCR (plant cadmium 
resistance) rom arabidopsis 
and cell number regulators 
from maize. Plant transports 
in this entry include MCA1, 
MCA2, PCR1-12. MCA1 and 
MCA2 mediate Ca2+ uptake, 
while PCR2 is a zinc exproter 
involved in both zinc extrusion 
and long-distance zinc 
transport) 
101 
chr5B: 
672953248-
672953348 
GdfQ5 Kukri_c1214_2400a       101 
chr5B: 
692635867-
692635967 
GdghQ4 
GdfQ6 Tdurum_contig42526_1914 TraesCS5B01G539500 
GO:0005515 (MF: protein 
binding) 
IPR015943 WD40/YVTN 
repeat-like-containing domain
IPR001680 WD40 repeat 
IPR017986 WD40-repeat-
containing domain 
IPR019775 WD40 repeat, 
conserved site 
101 
chr5B: 
694523325-
694523425 
GdghQ16 
GdfQ22 Kukri_c444_833 nil         
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdfQ25 D_GCE8AKX02J2BYY_249  TraesCS5D01G523200 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0016020 CC: membrane
GO:0006508 BP: proteolysis
GO:0004222 MF: 
metalloendopeptidase 
activity (Catalysis of the 
hydrolysis of internal, alpha-
peptide bonds in a 
polypeptide chain by a 
mechanism in which water 
acts as a nucleophile, one or 
two metal ions hold the 
water molecule in place, and 
charged amino acid side 
chains are ligands for the 
metal ions) 
IPR027417 P-loop containing 
nucleoside triphosphate 
hydrolase 
IPR003959 ATPase, AAA-
type, core 
IPR003960 ATPase, AAA-
type, conserved site 
IPR003593 AAA+ ATPase 
domain 
IPR000642 Peptidase M41 
IPR005936 Peptidase, FtsH 
250 
chr5D: 
543237530-
543237779 
GdghQ20 BobWhite_rep_c52979_181 nil         
GdghQ14 BS00095206_51 TraesCS6A01G386000 
GO:0003735 MF: structural 
constituent of ribosome 
GO:0005622 CC: 
intracellular 
GO:0005840 CC: ribosome 
GO:0006412 BP: translation 
IPR011332 Zinc-binding 
ribosomal protein 
IPR011331 Ribosomal protein 
L37ae/L37e 
IPR001569 Ribosomal protein 
L37e 
IPR018267 Ribosomal protein 
L37e, conserved site 
101 
chr6A: 
603208232-
603208332 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
GdghQ21 RFL_Contig2206_1694 TraesCS6B01G418500 GO:0005515 MF: protein binding 
IPR015943 WD40/YVTN 
repeat-like-containing domain
IPR011047 Quinoprotein 
alcohol dehydrogenase-like 
superfamily 
101 
chr6B: 
690730078-
690730178 
GdfQ26 wsnp_BE445201D_Ta_1_1 TraesCS6D01G136700 
O:0009073 BP: aromatic 
amino acid family 
biosynthetic process 
GO:0004106 MF: chorismate 
mutase activity 
GO:0046417 BP: chorismate 
metabolic process 
IPR008238 Chorismate 
mutase, AroQ class, 
eukaryotic type 
IPR020822 Chorismate 
mutase, type II 
121 
chr6D: 
105538076-
105538196 
GdfQ20 IAAV5542 TraesCS7B01G241900 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0004672 MF: protein 
kinase activity 
GO:0006468 BP: protein 
phosphorylation 
IPR000719 Protein kinase 
domain 
IPR008271 Serine/threonine-
protein kinase, active site 
IPR011009 Protein kinase-like 
domain 
IPR017441 Protein kinase, 
ATP binding site 
IPR001245 Serine-
threonine/tyrosine-protein 
kinase, catalytic domain 
IPR024788 Malectin-like 
carbohydrate-binding domain 
201 
chr7B: 
449789338-
449789538 
1 The name designated to QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker for each QTL (tagSNP). 3 The overlapping gene 
corresponding to the tagSNP as identified in the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012) from the International Wheat Genome 
Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 and v1.1 (IWGSC 2018). 4 and 5 The molecular and biological functions of the 
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overlapping gene according to the Wheatmine (Smith et al. 2012) database. 6 The length of the molecular sequence of the tagSNP in 
common with the database. 7 The position of the tagSNP according to chromosome and base pairs. 
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Appendix 6  
A - 6-1: Predicted breeding values (PBVs) and standard errors (SE) of the parental and progeny populations for resistance to 
stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR) and stem rust (SR). 
GID1 Line Name2 Pedigree Region of adaptation3 YR 
YR 
SE LR 
LR 
SE SR 
SR 
SE 
G_001 SCOUT SUNSTATE/QH71-6//YITPI South.West 4.80 0.23 4.07 0.30 2.77 0.41 
G_002 COBRA WESTONIA/SENTINEL West 5.63 0.14 3.11 0.17 3.02 0.24 
G_005 LINCOLN 96WFHB5568/OTANE//RUBRIC North 3.59 0.25 4.13 0.26 3.22 0.33 
G_006 RIL424-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM West.2 6.72 0.26 3.07 0.30 3.08 0.35 
G_007 RIL114-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 North 6.44 0.23 2.93 0.27 6.29 0.36 
G_008 RIL288-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM West.2 3.49 0.29 3.31 0.32 5.25 0.50 
G_009 GD70-48(344)-1 DH70/Gregory North 3.24 0.24 3.23 0.28 1.85 0.35 
G_010 RIL009-1 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 North 5.23 0.27 3.90 0.26 4.58 0.35 
G_011 SPITFIRE DRYSDALE/KUKRI North 3.49 0.16 4.87 0.22 2.83 0.29 
G_012 CORACK WYALKATCHEM/SILVERSTAR A//WYALKATCHEM West.2 4.69 0.24 5.66 0.26 2.61 0.43 
G_014 DART SUNBROOK/JANZ//KUKRI North 3.46 0.25 3.81 0.25 2.91 0.32 
G_015 HIL027 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 North 4.69 0.23 2.59 0.30 2.82 0.41 
G_016 HIL062 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 North 5.22 0.27 3.16 0.26 2.48 0.35 
G_017 HIL063 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//2*H45 North 5.19 0.24 5.77 0.32 3.71 0.40 
G_018 RIL114 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 North 6.31 0.26 3.22 0.32 4.12 0.40 
G_039 GREGPHS30-25 GREGORY/UQ01484//3*GREGORY North 3.51 0.25 3.02 0.29 3.08 0.39 
G_041 RIL284 UQ01484/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM West.2 5.07 0.24 3.72 0.32 3.79 0.44 
G_052 RIL288 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM West.2 3.81 0.24 3.81 0.26 3.80 0.35 
G_056 MACE WYALKATCHEM/STYLET//WYALKATCHEM West.2 6.43 0.17 3.82 0.21 2.99 0.27 
G_061 RIL424 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//WYALKATCHEM West.2 5.94 0.24 3.42 0.32 3.32 0.41 
G_062 RIL009 GD70-48(344)-1/RSY10//H45 North 6.24 0.25 4.40 0.27 4.94 0.36 
G_063 UQ01484 DH70/Gregory North 3.93 0.21 3.11 0.24 2.46 0.32 
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G_064 LPB14-4089 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.78 0.24 4.33 0.25 3.17 0.32 
G_065 LPB14-4091 RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE North 4.86 0.21 3.69 0.24 4.47 0.33 
G_066 LPB14-4088 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.86 0.25 3.67 0.28 2.97 0.39 
G_067 LPB14-4096 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.48 0.23 2.84 0.29 2.90 0.36 
G_068 LPB14-4125 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.86 0.22 2.85 0.28 1.89 0.38 
G_069 LPB14-4118 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.91 0.23 3.57 0.29 3.19 0.37 
G_070 LPB14-4106 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.17 0.24 3.58 0.25 4.45 0.30 
G_071 LPB14-2400 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.06 0.29 2.79 0.31 2.52 0.40 
G_072 LPB14-2388 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.80 0.24 3.01 0.27 2.40 0.35 
G_073 LPB14-2399 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.09 0.31 3.55 0.30 2.62 0.40 
G_074 LPB14-2433 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 6.33 0.26 3.86 0.30 2.27 0.41 
G_075 LPB14-2397 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.69 0.25 3.19 0.24 4.25 0.31 
G_076 LPB14-2401 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.12 0.26 3.14 0.32 2.21 0.41 
G_077 LPB14-2376 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.39 0.27 3.15 0.30 4.73 0.42 
G_078 LPB14-2381 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.48 0.26 2.93 0.29 3.37 0.36 
G_079 LPB14-2425 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 3.68 0.22 4.09 0.24 2.96 0.32 
G_080 LPB12-0313 Wyalk-RIL-284 West.2 3.10 0.23 4.50 0.25 3.86 0.34 
G_081 LPB13-3013 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 4.75 0.26 6.94 0.32 4.05 0.41 
G_082 LPB13-2990 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 6.05 0.24 4.74 0.29 5.34 0.51 
G_083 LPB13-2974 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 5.80 0.26 5.08 0.28 3.70 0.41 
G_084 LPB13-3035 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 5.40 0.30 3.88 0.33 2.61 0.42 
G_085 LPB13-3028 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 5.48 0.24 6.10 0.30 3.12 0.51 
G_086 LPB13-2969 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 6.54 0.27 5.57 0.26 3.91 0.38 
G_087 LPB13-3003 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 3.86 0.27 4.30 0.29 2.89 0.41 
G_088 LPB13-3018 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 4.55 0.26 4.95 0.32 3.16 0.53 
G_089 LPB13-2980 UQ01484/RSY10//2*WYALKATCHEM West.2 4.38 0.22 3.16 0.24 3.10 0.32 
G_090 LPB15-1806 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.71 0.23 2.84 0.29 3.97 0.36 
G_091 LPB15-1796 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.19 0.24 3.34 0.26 2.62 0.32 
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G_092 LPB15-1793 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN North 3.54 0.23 3.39 0.29 3.33 0.37 
G_093 LPB15-1807 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.93 0.23 3.33 0.25 3.15 0.32 
G_094 LPB15-1802 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.50 0.26 3.40 0.27 3.14 0.34 
G_095 LPB15-1804 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.98 0.24 3.26 0.28 2.86 0.37 
G_096 LPB15-1810 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.15 0.26 2.79 0.32 3.19 0.41 
G_097 LPB15-1795 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.75 0.27 3.73 0.30 5.12 0.42 
G_098 LPB15-1797 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.84 0.28 3.05 0.32 3.01 0.41 
G_099 LPB15-1800 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.14 0.21 2.57 0.27 3.73 0.36 
G_100 LPB15-1798 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.46 0.26 3.20 0.25 2.65 0.32 
G_101 LPB15-1805 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.44 0.24 3.42 0.29 3.39 0.36 
G_102 LPB15-1794 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN North 3.82 0.23 3.75 0.29 3.39 0.37 
G_103 LPB15-1809 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.11 0.29 2.56 0.32 3.74 0.40 
G_104 LPB15-1803 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.72 0.23 3.15 0.24 4.17 0.32 
G_105 LPB15-1811 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN North 3.92 0.26 3.49 0.33 3.46 0.44 
G_106 LPB15-1799 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.78 0.23 2.70 0.26 5.22 0.35 
G_107 LPB15-1792 RIL009-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN North 3.74 0.24 3.42 0.27 2.74 0.37 
G_108 LPB15-1801 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.67 0.23 2.85 0.24 3.20 0.32 
G_109 LPB15-1808 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.73 0.29 3.46 0.32 3.11 0.50 
G_110 LPB15-2177 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.38 0.27 3.05 0.28 3.80 0.35 
G_111 LPB15-2184 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.43 0.25 3.25 0.28 3.61 0.35 
G_112 LPB15-2181 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.04 0.24 3.26 0.31 2.84 0.39 
G_113 LPB15-2179 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.87 0.23 2.52 0.26 3.77 0.32 
G_114 LPB15-2185 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.68 0.26 4.03 0.32 4.11 0.42 
G_115 LPB15-2182 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.07 0.29 3.28 0.31 3.17 0.39 
G_116 LPB15-2170 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 4.92 0.23 3.49 0.30 2.99 0.41 
G_117 LPB15-2183 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.31 0.24 3.02 0.27 3.37 0.34 
G_118 LPB15-2176 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.49 0.23 2.29 0.25 3.67 0.32 
G_119 LPB15-2277 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.56 0.26 3.46 0.32 3.80 0.41 
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G_120 LPB15-2732 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 4.39 0.27 4.80 0.26 3.17 0.33 
G_121 LPB15-2706 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 4.29 0.26 3.55 0.28 2.76 0.53 
G_122 LPB15-2717 HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART North 3.83 0.26 2.31 0.33 3.04 0.43 
G_123 LPB15-2700 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 4.77 0.23 3.45 0.26 2.67 0.33 
G_124 LPB15-2727 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 3.32 0.25 2.69 0.26 3.27 0.33 
G_125 LPB15-2698 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 4.58 0.26 4.48 0.32 3.24 0.41 
G_126 LPB15-2697 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 4.10 0.27 3.16 0.27 2.88 0.36 
G_127 LPB15-2718 HIL062/DART//RIL114/DART North 2.93 0.25 4.04 0.28 2.54 0.38 
G_128 LPB15-2693 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 6.67 0.32 7.35 0.37 4.36 0.53 
G_129 LPB15-2712 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE North 4.70 0.24 3.80 0.28 2.60 0.37 
G_130 LPB15-2723 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE North 2.91 0.23 3.48 0.27 3.80 0.36 
G_131 LPB15-2726 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 4.70 0.25 4.13 0.27 2.28 0.36 
G_132 LPB15-2729 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE North 4.88 0.28 4.60 0.31 2.72 0.43 
G_133 LPB15-2720 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 3.64 0.25 3.47 0.33 2.83 0.43 
G_134 LPB15-2695 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 3.88 0.25 3.56 0.30 2.71 0.41 
G_135 LPB15-2696 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE North 4.66 0.23 3.62 0.30 3.18 0.41 
G_136 LPB15-2699 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 3.86 0.28 3.61 0.31 4.04 0.43 
G_137 LPB15-2705 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE North 5.15 0.24 3.66 0.29 3.18 0.37 
G_138 LPB15-2708 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 4.65 0.25 3.81 0.30 2.60 0.42 
G_139 LPB15-2713 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE North 4.70 0.30 2.86 0.28 3.07 0.36 
G_140 LPB15-2707 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 3.58 0.26 4.22 0.33 2.89 0.55 
G_141 LPB15-2701 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 6.03 0.24 3.00 0.29 3.30 0.37 
G_142 LPB15-2702 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE North 3.58 0.25 3.06 0.31 2.65 0.42 
G_143 LPB15-2731 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//RIL114/SPITFIRE North 4.19 0.22 3.57 0.28 2.56 0.38 
G_144 LPB15-2715 RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE North 4.66 0.24 3.91 0.26 2.78 0.33 
G_145 LPB15-2710 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 4.40 0.25 3.89 0.27 2.88 0.36 
G_146 LPB15-2716 RIL114/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE North 4.77 0.22 3.85 0.28 3.06 0.38 
G_147 LPB15-2724 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 3.99 0.22 5.23 0.27 2.90 0.45 
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G_148 LPB15-2692 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 3.50 0.27 3.06 0.30 3.33 0.42 
G_149 LPB15-2721 HIL027/SPITFIRE//HIL063/SPITFIRE North 3.58 0.26 3.60 0.28 3.43 0.36 
G_150 LPB15-2719 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE North 2.86 0.25 3.53 0.27 3.22 0.36 
G_151 LPB15-2703 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 5.13 0.27 3.65 0.32 3.08 0.41 
G_152 LPB15-2725 HIL063/SPITFIRE//SPITFIRE North 3.55 0.22 5.07 0.27 3.58 0.36 
G_153 LPB15-2694 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 4.72 0.26 3.85 0.32 2.90 0.42 
G_154 LPB15-2709 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE North 3.68 0.22 3.75 0.27 2.98 0.36 
G_155 LPB15-2711 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 3.63 0.22 3.49 0.24 2.80 0.32 
G_156 LPB15-2730 HIL063/DART//HIL027/DART North 3.31 0.23 3.56 0.26 3.50 0.32 
G_157 LPB15-2714 GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE//HIL027/SPITFIRE North 3.77 0.30 3.19 0.33 3.49 0.43 
G_158 LPB15-2722 HIL063/SPITFIRE//HIL062/SPITFIRE North 2.90 0.24 3.48 0.28 3.17 0.37 
G_159 LPB15-2704 HIL027/SPITFIRE//GREGPHS30-25/SPITFIRE North 3.64 0.27 3.34 0.29 2.67 0.38 
G_160 LPB15-2728 RIL114/DART//HIL027/DART North 2.51 0.24 3.69 0.32 2.79 0.38 
G_161 LPB15-2178 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.73 0.27 3.42 0.28 3.03 0.35 
G_162 LPB15-2171 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.98 0.22 3.47 0.29 2.87 0.37 
G_163 LPB15-2173 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 5.25 0.22 4.03 0.25 4.25 0.44 
G_164 LPB15-2175 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.83 0.23 2.96 0.29 3.64 0.36 
G_165 LPB15-2180 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.54 0.22 3.78 0.28 2.96 0.42 
G_166 LPB15-2174 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 3.56 0.25 3.14 0.28 3.19 0.36 
G_167 LPB15-2172 RIL114-1/SPITFIRE//GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE North 3.75 0.25 3.05 0.30 3.52 0.37 
G_168 LPB15-2273 GD70-48(344)-1/LINCOLN//RIL114-1/LINCOLN North 3.59 0.22 2.82 0.25 2.06 0.34 
G_169 LPB15-2276 GD70-48(344)-1/SPITFIRE//RIL114-1/SPITFIRE North 2.76 0.21 3.10 0.24 3.64 0.32 
G_170 LPB15-3100 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.09 0.27 2.95 0.26 2.86 0.33 
G_171 LPB15-3115 RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT South.West 7.07 0.29 6.29 0.36 4.42 0.44 
G_172 LPB15-3065 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.92 0.25 3.16 0.27 4.84 0.35 
G_173 LPB15-3107 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.75 0.24 3.08 0.30 4.12 0.41 
G_174 LPB15-3086 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.54 0.24 3.63 0.25 4.18 0.33 
G_175 LPB15-3023 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 4.48 0.25 2.66 0.30 3.33 0.41 
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G_176 LPB15-3078 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.23 0.22 3.40 0.28 2.27 0.36 
G_177 LPB15-3074 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.68 0.24 2.47 0.29 2.51 0.38 
G_178 LPB15-3108 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.45 0.27 3.18 0.26 4.05 0.35 
G_179 LPB15-3038 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 5.42 0.22 3.31 0.28 4.84 0.37 
G_180 LPB15-3019 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.13 0.22 3.05 0.27 2.27 0.35 
G_181 LPB15-3084 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.25 0.25 3.18 0.27 2.49 0.36 
G_182 LPB15-3036 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 8.54 0.25 3.17 0.42 3.39 0.37 
G_183 LPB15-3056 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.21 0.25 3.53 0.25 3.58 0.32 
G_184 LPB15-3007 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.27 0.26 2.89 0.26 3.83 0.32 
G_185 LPB15-3012 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.07 0.21 2.98 0.26 2.23 0.36 
G_186 LPB15-3101 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.22 0.29 2.66 0.42 2.53 0.69 
G_187 LPB15-3849 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.23 0.26 2.59 0.32 2.71 0.40 
G_188 LPB15-3072 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.72 0.27 2.63 0.28 1.56 0.36 
G_189 LPB15-3113 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.27 0.23 2.94 0.29 3.93 0.37 
G_190 LPB15-3035 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.46 0.26 2.87 0.32 3.07 0.41 
G_191 LPB15-3095 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.11 0.23 3.29 0.24 4.04 0.32 
G_192 LPB15-3044 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.13 0.25 3.31 0.29 2.59 0.37 
G_193 LPB15-3027 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.58 0.23 2.73 0.28 3.09 0.44 
G_194 LPB15-3008 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.82 0.25 3.74 0.32 3.62 0.41 
G_195 LPB15-3003 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 4.26 0.23 3.70 0.29 2.92 0.36 
G_196 LPB15-3089 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 3.69 0.24 3.07 0.26 2.84 0.32 
G_197 LPB15-3851 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.48 0.23 2.90 0.26 2.68 0.32 
G_198 LPB15-3020 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.24 0.27 3.25 0.30 2.63 0.42 
G_199 LPB15-3855 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.08 0.24 3.32 0.26 4.51 0.35 
G_200 LPB15-3094 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.16 0.23 3.12 0.29 3.09 0.36 
G_201 LPB15-3096 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.87 0.22 2.54 0.32 2.55 0.32 
G_202 LPB15-3093 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.87 0.23 3.52 0.29 3.95 0.41 
G_203 LPB15-3045 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.53 0.26 2.79 0.26 3.27 0.32 
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G_204 LPB15-3060 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.01 0.24 3.45 0.29 3.24 0.36 
G_205 LPB15-3016 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.35 0.23 2.82 0.24 2.68 0.31 
G_206 LPB15-3042 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.66 0.21 2.40 0.24 2.44 0.32 
G_207 LPB15-3844 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.56 0.26 3.51 0.32 3.35 0.41 
G_208 LPB15-3034 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.51 0.29 3.30 0.32 6.26 0.42 
G_209 LPB15-3833 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.01 0.25 2.98 0.29 5.07 0.35 
G_210 LPB15-3105 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.28 0.27 3.22 0.29 5.08 0.39 
G_211 LPB15-3112 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.42 0.22 3.38 0.28 5.43 0.37 
G_212 LPB15-3859 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.68 0.21 2.79 0.23 2.81 0.29 
G_213 LPB15-3857 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.84 0.23 3.16 0.29 2.72 0.40 
G_214 LPB15-3025 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.56 0.27 3.79 0.27 3.36 0.52 
G_215 LPB15-3846 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 7.55 0.26 3.00 0.26 6.77 0.35 
G_216 LPB15-3002 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 5.26 0.25 5.14 0.33 3.09 0.54 
G_217 LPB15-3009 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.59 0.26 2.77 0.32 2.13 0.41 
G_218 LPB15-3001 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 5.32 0.25 4.57 0.29 3.46 0.37 
G_219 LPB15-3017 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.98 0.26 3.28 0.27 1.83 0.35 
G_220 LPB15-3014 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.74 0.30 2.84 0.33 2.71 0.42 
G_221 LPB15-3854 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.94 0.25 2.83 0.24 4.36 0.31 
G_222 LPB15-3102 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.92 0.28 4.28 0.32 3.04 0.41 
G_223 LPB15-3842 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.07 0.24 2.82 0.30 2.96 0.40 
G_224 LPB15-3847 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 2.93 0.24 2.62 0.30 3.51 0.40 
G_225 LPB15-3845 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 6.26 0.24 2.75 0.30 6.09 0.40 
G_226 LPB15-3856 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.00 0.29 2.98 0.32 4.51 0.41 
G_227 LPB15-3835 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.37 0.27 3.45 0.28 3.50 0.35 
G_228 LPB15-3853 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.63 0.26 3.17 0.32 4.88 0.41 
G_229 LPB15-3099 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.00 0.25 3.58 0.28 2.52 0.35 
G_230 LPB15-3077 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.32 0.26 3.59 0.36 2.79 0.41 
G_231 LPB15-3091 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 6.20 0.26 4.15 0.32 2.61 0.41 
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G_232 LPB15-3079 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.48 0.25 3.46 0.41 2.48 0.41 
G_233 LPB15-3071 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.33 0.25 2.93 0.27 2.80 0.36 
G_234 LPB15-3021 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.13 0.29 3.33 0.32 2.50 0.42 
G_235 LPB15-3022 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.25 0.27 2.86 0.30 2.06 0.42 
G_236 LPB15-3110 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.26 0.25 3.63 0.28 3.98 0.37 
G_237 LPB15-3085 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.24 0.26 3.95 0.30 2.88 0.42 
G_238 LPB15-3018 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.76 0.26 3.39 0.27 3.54 0.35 
G_239 LPB15-3073 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.69 0.26 4.81 0.33 3.88 0.42 
G_240 LPB15-3026 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.28 0.27 3.67 0.26 2.97 0.32 
G_241 LPB15-3081 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.72 0.26 3.82 0.32 1.92 0.41 
G_242 LPB15-3098 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 8.23 0.29 2.43 0.34 2.98 0.40 
G_243 LPB15-3080 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.00 0.25 3.48 0.29 2.87 0.36 
G_244 LPB15-3092 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.23 0.25 3.71 0.34 2.68 0.42 
G_245 LPB15-3083 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.58 0.25 3.46 0.30 2.76 0.42 
G_246 LPB15-3070 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.55 0.26 4.05 0.32 3.04 0.40 
G_247 LPB15-3029 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.52 0.26 3.61 0.31 4.32 0.39 
G_248 LPB15-3053 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.40 0.29 2.87 0.32 4.54 0.41 
G_249 LPB15-3024 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.32 0.23 2.78 0.25 2.76 0.32 
G_250 LPB15-3010 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.18 0.23 3.63 0.25 2.70 0.32 
G_251 LPB15-3111 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.50 0.22 3.31 0.25 3.13 0.44 
G_252 LPB15-3046 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.37 0.25 3.11 0.30 2.55 0.41 
G_253 LPB15-3033 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 6.05 0.25 3.58 0.32 3.39 0.41 
G_254 LPB15-3082 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 7.50 0.26 3.10 0.33 2.22 0.42 
G_255 LPB15-3114 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.13 0.26 3.50 0.28 4.76 0.35 
G_256 LPB15-3064 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.85 0.23 3.02 0.25 3.82 0.34 
G_257 LPB15-3090 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 4.08 0.23 4.62 0.29 3.04 0.40 
G_258 LPB15-3028 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.82 0.25 3.42 0.28 3.90 0.36 
G_259 LPB15-3005 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 2.35 0.26 3.16 0.26 2.62 0.35 
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G_260 LPB15-3004 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.55 0.25 3.02 0.33 3.16 0.43 
G_261 LPB15-3116 RIL424-1/SCOUT//RIL288-1/SCOUT South.West 4.94 0.25 2.81 0.26 1.77 0.33 
G_262 LPB15-3031 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 4.31 0.21 3.10 0.24 2.84 0.44 
G_263 LPB15-3109 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 3.45 0.26 3.09 0.33 3.22 0.44 
G_264 LPB15-3015 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.94 0.25 3.37 0.26 2.69 0.36 
G_265 LPB15-3097 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 8.21 0.25 2.99 0.29 2.55 0.35 
G_266 LPB15-3040 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 6.45 0.25 2.97 0.27 2.91 0.36 
G_267 LPB15-3068 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.84 0.28 3.87 0.27 3.50 0.33 
G_268 LPB15-3066 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.30 0.25 2.45 0.28 3.81 0.36 
G_269 LPB15-3075 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 4.89 0.23 3.18 0.26 2.87 0.33 
G_270 LPB15-3103 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 6.50 0.26 2.67 0.33 2.51 0.42 
G_271 LPB15-3106 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.69 0.23 3.37 0.25 5.60 0.32 
G_272 LPB15-3011 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.37 0.25 3.26 0.30 3.19 0.42 
G_273 LPB15-3067 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 3.39 0.24 2.81 0.26 3.43 0.32 
G_274 LPB15-3006 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.11 0.23 3.46 0.26 2.53 0.32 
G_275 LPB15-3030 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.92 0.21 2.76 0.25 3.11 0.37 
G_276 LPB15-3043 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.15 0.27 3.17 0.30 2.84 0.42 
G_277 LPB15-3069 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.16 0.23 3.58 0.28 2.31 0.37 
G_278 LPB15-3055 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.25 0.29 3.60 0.32 4.43 0.41 
G_279 LPB15-3039 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 5.78 0.29 3.52 0.28 5.67 0.35 
G_280 LPB15-3063 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.65 0.22 3.12 0.27 2.89 0.35 
G_281 LPB15-3037 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 5.20 0.23 3.47 0.27 6.50 0.36 
G_282 LPB15-3049 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.45 0.24 3.17 0.30 2.82 0.42 
G_283 LPB15-3047 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.00 0.26 2.94 0.26 2.54 0.35 
G_284 LPB15-3054 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.01 0.27 3.26 0.32 4.31 0.41 
G_285 LPB15-3104 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 5.88 0.23 3.35 0.29 3.83 0.38 
G_286 LPB15-3076 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 5.32 0.27 3.50 0.28 2.91 0.35 
G_287 LPB15-3032 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 3.00 0.23 3.06 0.27 2.64 0.36 
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G_288 LPB15-3087 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.58 0.30 3.43 0.28 2.52 0.37 
G_289 LPB15-3062 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.51 0.26 3.35 0.32 3.31 0.40 
G_290 LPB15-3050 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.39 0.34 3.25 0.32 2.65 0.41 
G_291 LPB15-3058 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.83 0.29 3.19 0.27 3.08 0.34 
G_292 LPB15-3088 RIL288-1/2*SCOUT South.West 3.60 0.23 4.19 0.26 3.35 0.35 
G_293 LPB15-3057 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.53 0.29 3.17 0.32 2.42 0.41 
G_294 LPB15-3048 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.10 0.24 2.66 0.26 3.78 0.32 
G_295 LPB15-3041 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 6.04 0.24 2.52 0.26 3.35 0.32 
G_296 LPB15-3061 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.49 0.23 2.78 0.25 2.72 0.31 
G_297 LPB15-3860 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.23 0.23 2.96 0.25 2.70 0.31 
G_298 LPB15-3828 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.96 0.27 2.95 0.27 3.14 0.34 
G_299 LPB15-3815 RIL424-1/COBRA//RIL288-1/COBRA West 4.35 0.30 3.60 0.31 3.52 0.37 
G_300 LPB15-3826 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.31 0.24 2.48 0.26 3.02 0.32 
G_301 LPB15-3843 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.77 0.21 3.40 0.27 3.34 0.36 
G_302 LPB15-3840 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.47 0.24 2.64 0.26 2.61 0.34 
G_303 LPB15-3825 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.42 0.26 3.25 0.32 2.56 0.42 
G_304 LPB15-3848 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.00 0.23 3.28 0.30 2.81 0.40 
G_305 LPB15-3836 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.44 0.26 2.80 0.26 2.59 0.35 
G_306 LPB15-3832 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.02 0.25 3.14 0.25 2.26 0.31 
G_307 LPB15-3841 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.35 0.23 2.82 0.25 2.45 0.32 
G_308 LPB15-3823 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.62 0.25 2.31 0.31 3.44 0.40 
G_309 LPB15-3829 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.29 0.23 3.15 0.25 2.67 0.31 
G_310 LPB15-3837 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.91 0.22 2.54 0.28 2.86 0.36 
G_311 LPB15-3858 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 2.88 0.26 2.86 0.29 3.06 0.40 
G_312 LPB15-3834 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.62 0.31 3.47 0.30 4.65 0.40 
G_313 LPB15-3839 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.71 0.24 3.28 0.30 3.72 0.40 
G_314 LPB15-3831 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.46 0.26 3.16 0.28 2.11 0.35 
G_315 LPB15-3830 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.09 0.26 3.37 0.27 1.82 0.34 
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G_316 LPB15-3850 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.56 0.24 2.95 0.29 3.42 0.36 
G_317 LPB15-3827 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.62 0.24 3.16 0.25 3.33 0.31 
G_318 LPB15-3824 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.45 0.24 3.13 0.26 2.96 0.34 
G_319 LPB15-3013 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.16 0.29 3.34 0.32 3.03 0.40 
G_320 LPB15-3818 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.18 0.25 2.96 0.27 3.09 0.35 
G_321 LPB15-3816 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.68 0.26 3.08 0.25 2.84 0.32 
G_322 LPB15-3822 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.48 0.24 2.92 0.25 3.61 0.31 
G_323 LPB15-3821 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.14 0.25 2.80 0.26 3.51 0.34 
G_324 LPB15-3819 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 5.43 0.24 3.10 0.30 3.16 0.40 
G_325 LPB15-3051 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.46 0.26 3.38 0.32 4.00 0.41 
G_326 LPB15-3838 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.77 0.26 2.99 0.29 3.19 0.35 
G_327 LPB15-3052 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.01 0.31 2.99 0.30 4.02 0.41 
G_328 LPB15-3817 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.13 0.30 2.80 0.28 1.57 0.36 
G_329 LPB15-3820 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.30 0.27 3.33 0.28 3.37 0.35 
G_330 LPB15-3059 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.08 0.25 3.88 0.26 3.62 0.35 
G_331 LPB15-3852 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 6.54 0.29 3.40 0.32 3.17 0.41 
G_332 LPB15-3885 RIL288-1/SCOUT//RIL424-1/COBRA South.West 4.25 0.30 2.75 0.33 4.24 0.42 
G_333 LPB15-4500 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.62 0.25 4.11 0.30 2.14 0.42 
G_334 LPB15-4498 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.37 0.26 4.83 0.30 3.03 0.41 
G_335 LPB15-4496 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 3.74 0.26 3.16 0.28 3.42 0.36 
G_336 LPB15-4501 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 6.37 0.27 2.89 0.30 3.47 0.42 
G_337 LPB15-4499 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.07 0.25 3.59 0.24 3.59 0.32 
G_338 LPB15-4489 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 6.59 0.24 5.96 0.35 3.05 0.52 
G_339 LPB15-4488 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 7.33 0.24 4.99 0.31 2.64 0.42 
G_340 LPB15-4490 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 8.16 0.24 5.33 0.33 2.71 0.43 
G_341 LPB15-4480 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.02 0.26 3.51 0.31 3.04 0.40 
G_342 LPB15-4478 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.59 0.27 3.23 0.26 3.44 0.35 
G_343 LPB15-4476 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 7.48 0.21 6.63 0.28 2.62 0.42 
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G_344 LPB15-4475 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.62 0.28 3.31 0.27 3.16 0.34 
G_345 LPB15-4486 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.04 0.29 3.60 0.32 3.01 0.41 
G_346 LPB15-4485 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.31 0.30 3.17 0.26 2.97 0.32 
G_347 LPB15-4482 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.33 0.27 3.82 0.31 2.79 0.52 
G_348 LPB15-4484 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.25 0.29 3.29 0.28 3.11 0.35 
G_349 LPB15-4479 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.45 0.27 7.99 0.29 2.76 0.51 
G_350 LPB15-4487 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.97 0.29 3.54 0.31 3.04 0.40 
G_351 LPB15-4477 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 4.44 0.27 3.40 0.30 2.98 0.42 
G_352 LPB15-4481 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 7.01 0.23 7.91 0.29 2.77 0.43 
G_353 LPB15-4483 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 3.69 0.29 5.89 0.28 2.84 0.51 
G_354 LPB15-4497 MACE/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 8.20 0.26 4.59 0.29 2.40 0.32 
G_355 LPB15-3875 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.80 0.23 3.14 0.28 3.21 0.35 
G_356 LPB15-3874 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 3.55 0.26 3.84 0.27 2.98 0.36 
G_357 LPB15-3873 RIL288-1/COBRA//RIL424-1/COBRA West 4.12 0.25 3.56 0.30 3.29 0.41 
G_358 LPB15-4582 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.68 0.27 3.46 0.29 3.04 0.39 
G_359 LPB15-4583 CORACK/Wyalk-RIL-340 West.2 5.85 0.22 3.79 0.27 2.97 0.35 
1 The genotypic code assigned to each line. 2 The cultivar or breeding name assigned to each line. 3 The region of adaptation for 
deployment of lines (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3). 
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A - 6-2: Pathotypes used for each of the stripe rust (YR), leaf rust (LR) and stem rust (SR) nurseries (Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2) 
and the known genes to which the pathotypes are virulent and avirulent. 
Nursery1 Rust type Pathotype Virulent genes3 Avirulent genes4 
Cob_16 YR 110 E143A+;  Yr2, Yr3, Yr4, Yr6, Yr7, Yr25, YrA Yr1, Yr5, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr15, Yr17, Yr27, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
Cob_16 YR 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+;  Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr25, Yr27, YrA Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
Cob_16 YR 150 E16A+;  Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr25, YrA Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr15, Yr17, Yr27, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
Cob_16 YR 134 E16A+YrJ+T+ Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr25, YrA, YrJ, YrT Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr17, YR27, Yr32, Yr33 
Cob_16 LR 104-1,(2),3,(6),(7),11,13,; Lr1, Lr3a, Lr14a, Lr16, Lr20, Lr24 Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr15, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr23, Lr26, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28, Lr37 
Cob_16 LR 104-1,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,12+Lr37; 
Lr1, Lr3a, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr20, 
Lr26, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28, Lr37 Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr16, Lr23, Lr24 
Cob_16 LR 104-2,3,6,(7),12; Lr1, Lr3a,  Lr14a, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr23, Lr27+Lr31 Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr15, Lr16, Lr20, Lr24, Lr28, Lr37 
Cob_16 LR  76-1,3,4,7,9,10,12,13,+Lr37 
Lr1, Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr17a, 
Lr17b, Lr20, Lr24, Lr26, Lr37 Lr2a, Lr16, Lr23, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28 
Cob_16 SR 98-1,2,3,5,6,7,  Sr5, Sr6, Sr8a, Sr9b, Sr9g, Sr11, Sr15, Sr17 Sr22, Sr24, Sr26, Sr27, SrSatu, Sr30, Sr31, Sr36, Sr38 
Cob_16 SR 34-2,12,13;  Sr5, Sr9g, Sr11, Sr27, SrSatu Sr6, Sr8a, Sr9b, Sr15, Sr17, Sr22, Sr24, Sr26, Sr30, sr31, Sr36, Sr38 
Cob_16 SR 34-1,2,7+Sr38 Sr5, Sr6, Sr9g, Sr11, Sr15, Sr38 Sr8a, Sr9b, Sr17, Sr22, Sr24, Sr26, Sr27, SrSatu, Sr30, Sr31, Sr36 
GA_16 YR 134 E16 A+ 17+ 27+ Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr25, Yr27, YrA Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
GASI_16 YR natural infection - unknown     
GASI_16 LR natural infection - unknown     
RL_16 LR 104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13;  Lr1, Lr3a, Lr14a, Lr16, Lr20, Lr24 Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr15, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr23, Lr26, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28, Lr37 
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Nursery1 Rust type Pathotype Virulent genes3 Avirulent genes4 
RL_16 LR 104-1,3,5,7,9,10,12,+Lr37;  
Lr1, Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr17a, Lr17, Lr20, 
Lr26, Lr37 Lr2a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr23, Lr24, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28 
RL_16 LR 76-1,3,5,7,9,10,12,13+Lr37 
Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr20, 
Lr24, Lr26, Lr37 Lr1, Lr2a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr23, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28 
RL_16 SR 343-1,2,3,5,6; Sr5, Sr6, Sr8a, Sr9b, Sr11, Sr17 Sr9g, Sr15, Sr22, Sr24, Sr26, Sr27, SrSatu, Sr30, Sr31, Sr36, Sr38 
RL_16 SR 34-2,12,13 Sr5, Sr9g, Sr11, Sr27, SrSatu Sr6, Sr8a, Sr9b, Sr15, Sr17, Sr22, Sr24, Sr26, Sr30, sr31, Sr36, Sr38 
GA_17 YR 134 E16 A+ 17+ 27+ Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr25, Yr27, YrA Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
RL_17 YR 134 E16 A+ 17+ 27+ Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr25, Yr27, YrA Yr1, Yr3, Yr4, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr32, Yr33, YrJ, YrT 
RL_17 LR 104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13;  Lr1, Lr3a, Lr14a, Lr16, Lr20, Lr24 Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr15, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr23, Lr26, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28, Lr37 
RL_17 LR 104-1,3,5,7,9,10,12,+Lr37;  
Lr1, Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr17a, Lr17, Lr20, 
Lr26, Lr37 Lr2a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr23, Lr24, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28 
RL_17 LR 76-1,3,5,7,9,10,12,13+Lr37 
Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr17a, Lr17b, Lr20, 
Lr24, Lr26, Lr37 Lr1, Lr2a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr23, Lr27+Lr31, Lr28 
1 The rust nurseries (environments) where lines were assessed for rust resistance (Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2: Cob_16 = Cobbitty 2016, 
GA_16 = Gatton 2016, GASI_16 = Gatton grain increase 2016, RL_16 = Redlands 2016, GA_17 = Gatton 2017, RL_17 = Redlands 
2017). 2 and 3 Virulence and avirulence genes for each pathotype (Cuddy 2016; Park 2016a, 2016b). 
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A - 6-3: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in a genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 
for stripe rust (YR). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 YR  (-log(p))4 
YR  
(mk effect)5 
CAP7_rep_c6352_375 1B 141.82 3.68 0.39 
BS00000010_51 1B 143.98 3.41 0.40 
RFL_Contig5594_873 1D 67.72 3.48 0.28 
RAC875_c62_1514 1D 67.72 3.17 0.27 
wsnp_BE586140D_Ta_2_2 1D 67.72 3.12 0.27 
BS00000717_51 1D 67.72 3.02 0.27 
RAC875_c1125_545 2A 16.73 3.17 0.37 
Excalibur_c10307_254 2A 25.97 4.00 0.42 
RAC875_c44675_71 2A 25.97 3.84 0.45 
RAC875_c1125_578 2A 25.97 3.53 0.39 
BobWhite_c26296_83 2A 25.97 3.49 0.58 
BS00111069_51 2A 47.22 5.52 0.54 
RAC875_rep_c105053_57 2A 47.22 4.44 0.46 
GENE-1390_183 2A 47.22 4.22 0.44 
Excalibur_c40567_1857a 2A 47.22 4.17 0.45 
RAC875_c48625_182 2A 47.22 3.90 0.42 
IACX6178 2A 47.22 3.84 0.42 
BS00039972_51 2A 47.22 3.72 0.42 
BS00013827_51a 2A 47.22 3.70 0.42 
Kukri_c19434_1170 2A 47.22 3.64 0.41 
RFL_Contig772_1037 2A 47.22 3.56 0.40 
Excalibur_c12177_285 2A 47.22 3.54 0.41 
GENE-1132_105 2A 47.22 3.54 0.40 
RAC875_rep_c108412_116 2A 47.22 3.44 0.40 
BS00004112_51 2A 47.22 3.41 0.40 
RAC875_c15909_659 2A 47.22 3.31 0.39 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 YR  (-log(p))4 
YR  
(mk effect)5 
IACX11417 2A 47.22 3.29 0.38 
Kukri_c52644_277a 2A 47.22 3.26 0.40 
RAC875_c47161_100 2A 47.22 3.24 0.39 
BS00080836_51 2A 47.22 3.22 0.39 
RAC875_s118883_99 2A 47.22 3.21 0.38 
RAC875_c98844_403 2A 47.22 3.18 0.38 
Excalibur_rep_c70913_93 2A 47.22 3.16 0.38 
Kukri_c3882_2021 2A 47.22 3.15 0.38 
CAP12_c259_307 2A 47.22 3.11 0.37 
RAC875_c26214_505 2A 47.22 3.08 0.37 
Excalibur_rep_c107932_225 2A 47.22 3.07 0.37 
Kukri_c24446_306 2A 47.22 3.01 0.37 
Excalibur_rep_c112367_329 2A 48.44 3.95 0.43 
GENE-0749_215 2A 65.65 3.53 0.36 
wsnp_Ex_c15740_24096817 2A 65.65 3.30 0.35 
Kukri_rep_c104307_905 2A 65.65 3.19 0.34 
RAC875_rep_c78518_198 2A 65.65 3.14 0.33 
BS00079035_51 2A 65.65 3.10 0.32 
BS00070798_51 2A 65.65 3.05 0.33 
wsnp_BE490763B_Ta_2_1 2B 104.39 3.02 0.43 
IACX7718 2B 107.39 3.29 0.44 
RAC875_c16287_699a 2B 169.83 3.82 0.30 
wsnp_Ex_c25043_34305764 2B 173.35 3.33 0.32 
Kukri_c16161_231 2D 93.41 3.09 0.34 
RAC875_c754_120 4A 40.73 3.79 -0.45 
BS00065292_51 5A 79.92 3.19 -0.49 
IAAV2328 5A 80.63 3.22 -0.50 
RFL_Contig5337_1453 5B 161.32 3.35 0.57 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 YR  (-log(p))4 
YR  
(mk effect)5 
wsnp_Ku_c26784_36748247 6A 65.33 4.37 0.45 
BobWhite_c4872_97 6A 65.33 3.33 0.39 
RAC875_c10372_542 7B 143.76 3.02 -0.31 
   
Multiple SNP model   
   
CAP7_rep_c6352_375 1B 141.82 0.15 3.60 
BS00000010_51 1B 143.98 0.17 3.56 
RFL_Contig5594_873 1D 67.72 -0.06 3.09 
BobWhite_c10673_138 2A 25.97 -0.05 3.12 
IACX7718 2B 107.39 0.12 3.14 
RAC875_c16287_699a 2B 169.83 -0.07 4.22 
wsnp_Ex_c25043_34305764 2B 173.35 -0.07 4.20 
Kukri_c16161_231 2D 93.41 0.06 3.25 
RAC875_c754_120 4A 40.73 -0.02 3.75 
IAAV2328 5A 80.63 -0.18 3.01 
wsnp_BE399939A_Ta_2_1 5A 81.13 -0.10 3.19 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c70117_69067356 5A 81.13 -0.09 3.07 
BobWhite_c20484_83 6B 87.33 -0.11 3.01 
RAC875_c12733_1509 7A 228.37 -0.03 3.46 
Tdurum_contig46717_2021 7A 228.37 -0.04 3.28 
BobWhite_c4240_1493a 7A 228.37 -0.04 3.09 
BS00075731_51 7A 232.11 -0.03 3.28 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
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estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model. 
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A - 6-4: Overlapping genes and functions for quantitative trait loci (QTL) identified for stripe rust (YR). 
Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
YrQ1 Excalibur_c10307_254 only listed on 7A and 7D     
YrQ2 BS00111069_51 TraesCS2A01G053200  
IPR001179 FKBP-type 
peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerase domain 
101 chr2A: 21261862-21261962 
YrQ3 wsnp_Ku_c26784_36748247 TraesCS6A01G083400 
GO:0006397 BP: 
mRNA processing 
GO:0000445 CC: 
THO complex part of 
transcription export 
complex 
IPR008501 THO complex 
subunit 7/Mft1 182 
chr6A: 52019802-
52019983 
YrQ4 CAP7_rep_c6352_375 TraesCS1B01G451100  
IPR023329 Chlorophyll a/b 
binding protein domain 
IPR022796 Chlorophyll A-B 
binding protein 
101 chr1B:668912257-668912357 
YrQ5 RFL_Contig5594_873 TraesCS1D01G051900
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
GO:0003676 MF: 
nucleic acid binding 
IPR000504 RNA 
recognition motif domain 
IPR001878 Zinc finger, 
CCHC-type 
101 chr1D:32544294-32544394 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
YrQ6 GENE-0749_215 TraesCS2A01G072700 
GO:0005515 MF: 
protein binding 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0003676 MF: 
nucleic acid binding 
GO:0016818 MF: 
hydrolase activity, 
acting on acid 
anhydrides, in 
phosphorus-
containing anhydrides 
PR013083 Zinc finger, 
RING/FYVE/PHD-type 
IPR027417 P-loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR017907 Zinc finger, 
RING-type, conserved site 
IPR014001 Helicase 
superfamily 1/2, ATP-
binding domain (some 
members of domain family 
include bacterial DNA-
damage-inducible protein 
G(DinG) involved in DNA 
repair; Eukaryotic ATP-
dependent DNA helicase Q 
- may play a role in repair 
of DNA that is damaged by 
ultraviolet light or other 
mutagens) 
IPR001841 Zinc finger, 
RING-type 
IPR001650 Helicase, C-
terminal 
IPR000330 SNF2-related, 
N-terminal domain 
IPR014905 HIRAN domain 
(It's been predited that this 
protein functions as a DNA 
binding domain that 
probably recognises 
features associated with 
damaged DNA or stalled 
replication forks) 
101 chr2A:32269280-32269380 
YrQ7 IACX7718 only listed on chr 2D and 2A Uncharacterised Uncharacterised  
chr2B:653603688-
653608203 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
TraesCS2B01G458900 
nearest hit in Gramene 
YrQ8 Kukri_c16161_231 TraesCS2D01G561000 GO:0046907 BP: intracellular transport 
IPR011993 PH domain-like
IPR000156 Ran binding 
domain 
101 chr2D:633599681-633606498 
YrQ9 RAC875_c754_120 TraesCS4A01G046600  IPR018849 
Nucleolar 
27S pre-
rRNA 
processing, 
Urb2/Npa2, 
C-terminal 
chr4A:38006496-
38006596 
YrQ10 IAAV2328 TraesCS5A01G352700 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0003676 MF: 
nucleic acid binding 
GO:0003677 MF: 
DNA binding 
GO:0006139 BP: 
nucleobase-containing 
compound metabolic 
process 
GO:0004003 MF: 
ATP-dependent DNA 
helicase activity 
GO:0008026 MF: 
ATP-dependent 
helicase activity 
GO:0016818 MF: 
hydrolase activity, 
acting on acid 
anhydrides, in 
phosphorus-
containing anhydrides 
IPR027417 P-loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR006555 ATP-dependent 
helicase, C-terminal 
IPR010614 DEAD2 
IPR014013 Helicase 
superfamily 1/2, ATP-
binding domain, 
DinG/Rad3-type 
IPR006554 Helicase-like, 
DEXD box c2 type 
200 chr5A:555540449-555540648 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
YrQ11 RFL_Contig5337_1453 
Not in database 
TraesCS5B01G520700 
nearest hit in Gramene 
 
IPR023393 START-like 
domain (protein required in 
acute regulation of 
steroidogenesis) 
IPR005031 Coenzyme Q-
binding protein COQ10, 
START domain 
 chr5B: 682837892-
682843322 
YrQ12 RAC875_c10372_542 
Not in database 
TraesCS7B01G446900 
nearest hit in Gramene 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0006457 BP: 
protein folding 
GO:0051082 MF: 
unfolded protein 
binding 
GO:0006950 BP: 
response to stress 
IPR020568 Ribosomal 
protein S5 domain 2-type 
fold 
IPR003594 Histidine 
kinase-like ATPase, C-
terminal domain 
IPR020575 Heat shock 
protein Hsp90, N-terminal 
IPR001404 Heat shock 
protein Hsp90 family 
IPR019805 Heat shock 
protein Hsp90, conserved 
site 
 chr7B:709608585-709613542 
YrQ13 RAC875_c16287_699a only listed on 7A 
YrQ14 BobWhite_c20484_83 TraesCS6B01G404700 
GO:0016758 MF: 
transferase activity, 
transferring hexosyl 
groups 
GO:0009247 BP: 
glycolipid biosynthetic 
process 
IPR007235 Glycosyl 
transferase, family 28, C-
terminal 
IPR009695 Diacylglycerol 
glucosyltransferase, N-
terminal 
101 chr6B:680310666-680310766 
YrQ15 RAC875_c12733_1509 TraesCS7A01G559300  IPR008507 Protein of unknown function DUF789 101 
chr7A:731267468-
731267568 
1 The name designated to QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker for each QTL (tagSNP). 3 The overlapping gene 
corresponding to the tagSNP as identified in the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012) from the International Wheat Genome 
Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 and v1.1 (IWGSC 2018). 4 and 5 The molecular and biological functions of the 
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overlapping gene according to the Wheatmine (Smith et al. 2012) database. 6 The length of the molecular sequence of the tagSNP in 
common with the database. 7 The position of the tagSNP according to chromosome and base pairs. 
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A - 6-5: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in a genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 
for leaf rust (LR). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
IAAV6234 1A 87.46 3.00 0.45 
tplb0025b13_2687 1D 3.50 5.89 0.24 
Excalibur_c12254_2003 1D 3.50 5.73 -0.26 
BobWhite_c359_1026 1D 7.91 3.18 0.26 
D_contig22609_150 1D 11.88 5.36 0.25 
BobWhite_c1715_887 1D 21.80 3.43 0.25 
CAP8_c2401_433 1D 45.44 5.24 0.32 
Kukri_rep_c116277_380 1D 92.91 4.32 0.23 
IAAV211 2B 103.62 3.31 0.26 
BobWhite_c4831_490 2B 114.32 3.17 0.34 
BobWhite_c18540_97 2B 119.07 3.16 0.46 
RFL_Contig5495_682 2B 161.41 4.48 0.48 
tplb0042a21_1091 2B 161.41 4.07 0.47 
Excalibur_c25026_175a 3A 138.07 3.15 -0.21 
Kukri_c93012_76b 3A 188.38 5.55 0.23 
BS00022441_51 3B 136.31 3.89 0.29 
BobWhite_c15075_708 3B 136.31 3.34 0.26 
Excalibur_rep_c115600_289 3B 136.31 3.28 0.26 
Tdurum_contig11735_981 3B 139.62 4.74 0.35 
Tdurum_contig51355_456 3B 139.62 3.94 0.27 
BS00073480_51 3B 139.62 3.86 0.29 
RAC875_c57344_393 3B 139.62 3.64 0.27 
Kukri_rep_c107896_90 3B 139.62 3.52 0.29 
Excalibur_c45326_479 3B 139.62 3.36 0.26 
BS00062914_51 3B 139.62 3.29 0.26 
RAC875_c6293_237 3B 139.62 3.28 0.25 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
BS00064876_51 3B 139.62 3.18 0.26 
Kukri_rep_c103205_101 3B 139.62 3.17 0.25 
BS00085964_51 3B 139.62 3.02 0.28 
RAC875_c43838_146 3D 142.32 3.60 0.28 
BS00078098_51 3D 142.32 3.26 0.27 
BS00042131_51 3D 142.32 3.23 0.27 
Kukri_c1458_1705 3D 142.32 3.02 0.26 
CAP8_c1057_105 3D 143.01 4.75 -0.25 
BS00062684_51 3D 143.01 4.11 -0.27 
Excalibur_c39615_821 3D 143.01 3.80 -0.25 
D_contig29971_164 3D 143.01 3.76 -0.24 
BobWhite_c8151_424 3D 143.01 3.75 -0.24 
D_GBF1XID02HLMWB_65 3D 143.01 3.66 0.30 
IAAV7897 3D 143.01 3.45 -0.22 
JG_c367_509 3D 143.01 3.42 -0.24 
wsnp_BE444579D_Ta_2_3 3D 143.01 3.29 -0.25 
Excalibur_c20791_691 3D 143.01 3.28 -0.21 
Ex_c47279_305 3D 143.01 3.24 -0.25 
RAC875_c23594_119 3D 143.01 3.20 -0.22 
RAC875_c35334_54 3D 143.01 3.19 -0.22 
Ex_c24490_1432 3D 143.01 3.16 -0.22 
Excalibur_c25026_175b 3D 143.01 3.15 -0.21 
wsnp_Ex_c14027_21925404 3D 143.01 3.14 -0.21 
GENE-1166_419 3D 143.01 3.12 -0.22 
Excalibur_c6825_1965 3D 143.01 3.11 -0.23 
JD_c3136_29 3D 143.01 3.09 -0.24 
Kukri_c16352_687 3D 147.96 3.34 -0.23 
Kukri_c16352_435 3D 147.96 3.04 -0.21 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
Excalibur_c3821_893b 3D 148.41 4.07 0.35 
JD_c42309_341 3D 148.41 3.53 -0.22 
RFL_Contig2041_460 3D 148.41 3.51 -0.21 
CAP7_c3438_196 3D 148.41 3.09 0.30 
Ra_c72650_1176 3D 148.48 3.50 -0.22 
Excalibur_c20791_845 3D 148.48 3.38 -0.21 
Kukri_c43464_89 3D 149.00 3.24 -0.21 
RAC875_c31922_138 3D 149.00 3.03 -0.20 
wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 4A 29.86 4.19 0.28 
RAC875_c86104_111 4B 0.00 4.37 -0.30 
wsnp_Ku_c12399_20037334 4B 6.78 3.68 -0.28 
Excalibur_c18318_701 4B 32.66 3.38 0.26 
tplb0024b15_1494 4B 34.65 3.10 0.23 
Ku_c63300_1309 4B 45.47 4.28 0.53 
wsnp_Ra_c9823_16313377 4B 45.47 4.05 0.52 
wsnp_Ex_c11265_18216936 5B 116.11 3.28 -0.30 
Tdurum_contig43974_219 6A 85.01 3.27 0.34 
IAAV4239 6A 85.01 3.19 0.34 
Tdurum_contig9835_664 6A 85.01 3.18 0.35 
wsnp_CAP11_c303_253438 6A 85.01 3.05 0.33 
wsnp_BE490147A_Ta_2_1 6A 85.01 3.01 0.33 
BS00036397_51 6A 85.07 4.22 0.39 
Kukri_c31995_87 6A 85.07 3.80 0.38 
wsnp_Ex_c17185_25829084 6A 85.07 3.61 0.37 
wsnp_Ku_c21021_30712963 6A 85.07 3.56 0.36 
Kukri_c2700_1757 6A 85.07 3.35 0.34 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c86110_78630016 6A 85.07 3.32 0.34 
wsnp_Ex_c11348_18326787 6A 85.07 3.30 0.36 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
IAAV1652 6A 85.07 3.17 0.34 
Excalibur_c11578_324 6A 85.07 3.06 0.33 
BS00030457_51 6B 25.82 3.22 0.27 
RAC875_c3770_1366 7A 177.08 3.24 0.55 
BobWhite_c25105_507 7A 212.66 4.74 0.48 
Kukri_c62431_927 7A 212.66 3.90 0.48 
RAC875_c30471_670 7A 212.66 3.12 0.30 
BS00003929_51a 7A 216.56 3.81 0.35 
Excalibur_c15030_1038a 7A 228.37 3.66 0.44 
Excalibur_c19455_2560 7A 228.37 3.50 0.45 
Excalibur_c17135_514 7A 228.37 3.13 0.41 
CAP11_c106_97 7B 64.44 4.51 0.33 
RAC875_c53629_760 7B 64.44 3.71 0.32 
CAP12_c1039_114 7B 64.44 3.66 0.31 
Kukri_c29304_447 7B 64.44 3.35 0.30 
wsnp_JD_c646_966400 7B 64.44 3.22 0.30 
Excalibur_rep_c107796_229 7B 71.66 6.13 0.60 
Excalibur_c1694_899 7B 71.66 5.95 0.60 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c107796_91279476 7B 71.66 5.82 0.60 
tplb0062h23_1362 7B 101.18 3.28 0.22 
wsnp_Ex_c22955_32173776 7B 101.18 3.26 0.22 
BS00022700_51 7B 102.79 4.07 0.37 
Tdurum_contig28304_335 7B 102.79 3.54 0.34 
BS00078785_51 7B 102.79 3.08 0.31 
tplb0021f14_1700 7B 103.21 3.91 0.32 
BS00039502_51 7B 103.21 3.82 0.32 
Kukri_c87702_530 7B 122.78 3.23 0.27 
BS00083421_51 7D 146.17 3.05 0.26 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
LPB_LR34ex 7D 158.07 5.55 -0.33 
LPB_LR34TC 7D 158.07 3.84 -0.31 
Kukri_c46303_512 7D 169.48 4.51 0.38 
BobWhite_c8890_279 7D 169.48 3.28 0.23 
          
Multiple SNP model6   
          
BS00032037_51 1B 132.13 3.88 0.02 
wsnp_Ex_c4774_8519623 1B 132.13 3.46 0.00 
Kukri_rep_c89128_138 1B 132.59 3.77 0.03 
BS00032039_51 1B 132.59 3.77 0.03 
Tdurum_contig25612_195 1B 134.21 3.62 0.05 
Tdurum_contig10475_87 1B 134.21 3.28 0.02 
CAP12_c1085_283 1B 134.41 3.44 -0.01 
Tdurum_contig25612_117 1B 134.41 3.29 -0.02 
Tdurum_contig25612_140 1B 134.41 3.29 0.00 
Excalibur_c22205_573 1B 135.23 3.18 0.03 
GENE-0115_375 1B 137.00 5.00 -0.05 
Kukri_c30490_328 1B 137.00 4.90 -0.06 
BobWhite_c9963_51 1B 139.53 3.82 -0.06 
CAP7_rep_c6352_375 1B 141.82 4.36 0.00 
BS00000010_51 1B 143.98 3.27 0.02 
Kukri_c44587_130 1B 171.31 3.50 -0.01 
Tdurum_contig9144_222 1B 171.31 3.45 0.00 
wsnp_Ex_c24777_34031473 1B 171.31 3.43 0.00 
wsnp_BE446672B_Ta_2_1 1B 171.31 3.20 -0.01 
Tdurum_contig51922_676 1B 173.62 4.25 0.02 
Excalibur_c25640_110 1B 173.62 3.65 0.00 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 LR  (-log(p))4 
LR  
(mk effect)5 
wsnp_Ku_c13952_22097856 1B 173.62 3.38 0.00 
BS00027006_51 1B 173.62 3.37 0.00 
wsnp_Ku_c13952_22097895 1B 173.62 3.36 -0.02 
RFL_Contig2550_679 1B 173.62 3.33 0.00 
RAC875_c6537_2196 1D 186.67 3.83 0.05 
GENE-1019_96 2B 16.88 5.18 0.19 
Kukri_c6626_57 2B 16.88 3.80 0.14 
RAC875_c13918_444 2B 16.88 3.80 0.17 
BS00099465_51 2B 16.88 3.01 0.16 
tplb0054d13_2445 2B 17.93 3.80 0.16 
IAAV8205 2B 17.93 3.77 0.14 
Kukri_c19266_779 2B 17.93 3.51 0.15 
BobWhite_c12144_216 2B 19.72 4.02 0.16 
wsnp_Ex_c9842_16228523 5A 15.61 3.89 -0.18 
Kukri_c8698_292a 6A 130.70 3.74 -0.23 
RAC875_c79898_255 6A 133.74 3.12 -0.13 
wsnp_JD_rep_c65886_41872083 6A 133.74 3.09 -0.12 
TA005330-0793 6A 138.04 3.27 -0.12 
Kukri_c80163_135a 6A 140.87 4.59 -0.06 
Kukri_c16319_58 6A 140.87 4.26 -0.01 
Tdurum_contig70819_393 6A 140.87 3.04 -0.14 
BobWhite_s67399_107 6A 164.09 3.51 0.02 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 6, Section 6.4.2). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model.   
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A - 6-6: Overlapping genes and functions for quantitative trait loci (QTL) identified for leaf rust (LR). 
Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
LrQ1 tplb0025b13_2687 TraesCS1D01G002500 GO:0003676 MF: nucleic acid binding 
IPR000504 RNA 
recognition motif domain 
IPR007201 Mei2/Mei2-like, 
C-terminal RNA 
recognition motif 
101 chr1D:578035-578135 
LrQ2 CAP8_c2401_433 TraesCS1D01G030500 
GO:0031072 MF: heat 
shock protein binding 
(activated in response 
to heat shock) 
GO:0051082 MF: 
unfolded protein 
binding 
IPR001305 Heat shock 
protein DnaJ, cysteine-rich 
domain 
101 chr1D:11879676-11879776 
LrQ3 Kukri_rep_c116277_380 No gene identified     101 chr1D:66200226-66200326  
LrQ4 RFL_Contig5495_682 TraesCS2B01G611800 
GO:0003735 MF: 
structural constituent 
of ribosome 
GO:0005840 CC: 
ribosome 
GO:0006412 BP: 
translation 
IPR001971 Ribosomal 
protein S11 101 
chr2B:790752204-
790752304  
LrQ5 Kukri_c93012_76 TraesCS3A01G531700 
GO:0003735 MF: 
structural constituent 
of ribosome 
GO:0005840 CC: 
ribosome 
GO:0006412 BP: 
translation 
GO:0003723 MF: RNA 
binding 
GO:0015935 CC: 
small ribosomal 
subunit 
IPR002222 Ribosomal 
protein S19/S15 
IPR023575 Ribosomal 
protein S19, superfamily 
IPR020934 Ribosomal 
protein S19 conserved site
IPR005732 Ribosomal 
protein S19, bacterial-type 
101 chr3A:744390708-744390808 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
LrQ6 Tdurum_contig11735_981 
only on group 4 
chromosomes 
TraesCS3B01G586500 
nearest hit in Gramene 
GO:0005506 MF: iron 
ion binding 
GO:0016705 MF: 
oxidoreductase 
activity, acting on 
paired donors, with 
incorporation or 
reduction of molecular 
oxygen 
GO:0020037 MF: 
heme binding 
GO:0055114 BP: 
oxidation-reduction 
process 
IPR001128 Cytochrome 
P450 (in plants, these 
proteins are important for 
the biosynthesis of several 
compounds such as 
hormones, defensive 
compounds and fatty 
acids) 
IPR002401 Cytochrome 
P450, E-class, group I 
  chr3B:812816839-812822996  
LrQ7 CAP8_c1057_105 TraesCS3D01G525700 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
GO:0006508 BP: 
proteolysis 
GO:0004177 MF: 
aminopeptidase 
activity 
IPR001948 Peptidase M18 98 chr3D:604862513-604862610  
LrQ8 RAC875_c86104_111 TraesCS4B01G001600 GO:0006629 BP: lipid metabolic process 
IPR029058 Alpha/Beta 
hydrolase fold 
IPR002921 Fungal lipase-
like domain (eliminates 
unfavourable cavities) 
101 chr4B:1046991-1047091 
LrQ9 Ku_c63300_1309 TraesCS4B01G029400 
GO:0016757 MF: 
transferase activity, 
transferring glycosyl 
groups 
IPR029044 Nucleotide-
diphospho-sugar 
transferases 
IPR002495 Glycosyl 
transferase, family 8 
101 chr4B:21556672-21556772  
LrQ10 BS00036397_51 TraesCS6A01G308800 
GO:0003824 MF: 
catalytic activity 
GO:0016787 MF: 
hydrolase activity 
IPR002821 
Hydantoinase/oxoprolinase
IPR003692 Hydantoinase 
B/oxoprolinase 
IPR008040 
Hydantoinaseoxoprolinase, 
N-terminal 
101 chr6A:543941017-543941117  
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
LrQ11 BobWhite_c25105_507 TraesCS7A01G530300 
GO:0006355 BP: 
regulation of 
transcription, DNA-
templated 
GO:0003700 MF: 
transcription factor 
activity, sequence-
specific DNA binding 
GO:0043565 MF: 
sequence-specific 
DNA binding 
IPR004827 Basic-leucine 
zipper domain 90 
chr7A:709639535-
709639624 
LrQ12 Excalibur_rep_c107796_229 TraesCS7B01G092200  
GO:0005506 MF: iron 
ion binding 
GO:0055114 BP: 
oxidation-reduction 
process 
GO:0016491 MF: 
oxidoreductase activity
GO:0008610 BP: lipid 
biosynthetic process 
IPR006694 Fatty acid 
hydroxylase (Members of 
this family are involved in 
cholesterol biosynthesis 
and biosynthesis a plant 
cuticular wax) 
100 chr7B:105559109-105559208 
LrQ13 LPB_LR34ex           
LrQ14 Kukri_c46303_512 TraesCS7D01G473200  
GO:0005515 MF: 
protein binding 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
IPR001841 Zinc finger, 
RING-type 101 
chr7D:586487667-
586487767  
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
LrQ15 IAAV6234 
none identified 
TraesCS1A01G323500 
nearest hit in Gramene 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0003676 MF: 
nucleic acid binding 
GO:0003677 MF: DNA 
binding 
GO:0006260 BP: DNA 
replication 
GO:0003887 MF: 
DNA-directed DNA 
polymerase activity 
GO:0006261 BP: 
DNA-dependent DNA 
replication 
IPR012337 Ribonuclease 
H-like domain 
IPR027417 P-loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR011545 DEAD/DEAH 
box helicase domain 
IPR014001 Helicase 
superfamily 1/2, ATP-
binding domain (involved 
in repairing DNA damaged 
by UV, bacterial DNA-
damage inducible protein) 
IPR001650 Helicase, C-
terminal 
IPR001098 DNA-directed 
DNA polymerase, family A, 
palm domain 
IPR002298 DNA 
polymerase A 
  chr1A:513879955-513894399  
LrQ16 BobWhite_c1715_887 TraesCS1D01G017400LC     101 chr1D:8185497-8185597 
LrQ17 IAAV211 TraesCS2B01G389600  
GO:0005515 MF: 
protein binding 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
GO:0046872 MF: 
metal ion binding 
IPR001841 Zinc finger, 
RING-type 
IPR013083 Zinc finger, 
RING/FYVE/PHD-type 
IPR017907 Zinc finger, 
RING-type, conserved site
IPR018957 Zinc finger, 
C3HC4 RING-type 
201 chr2B:553613670-553613870 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
LrQ18 BobWhite_c4831_490  TraesCS2B01G504900 GO:0043531 MF: ADP binding 
IPR002182 NB-ARC 
(novel signalling motif 
found in bacteria and 
eukaryotes, shared by 
plant resistance gene 
products and regulators of 
cell death in animals (van 
der Biezen and Jones 
1998)) 
IPR011991 Winged helix-
turn-helix DNA-binding 
domain 
IPR027417 P-loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR032675 Leucine-rich 
repeat domain, L domain-
like (involved in disease 
resistance and DNA repair)
101 chr2B:699109733-699109833 
LrQ19 Excalibur_c25026_175 not identified on 3A         
LrQ20 wsnp_Ra_c14920_23225219 No gene identified         
LrQ21 wsnp_Ex_c11265_18216936 TraesCS5B01G412400 
GO:0005515 MF: 
protein binding 
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0004672 MF: 
protein kinase activity 
GO:0006468 BP: 
protein 
phosphorylation 
IPR000719 Protein kinase 
domain 
IPR008271 
Serine/threonine-protein 
kinase, active site 
IPR011009 Protein kinase-
like domain 
IPR032675 Leucine-rich 
repeat domain, L domain-
like 
IPR001611 Leucine-rich 
repeat 
IPR003591 Leucine-rich 
repeat, typical subtype 
IPR013210 Leucine-rich 
repeat-containing N-
terminal, plant-type 
201 chr5B:587344602-587344802 
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Designated 
QTL Name1 tagSNP2 Gene3 Gos4 Interpros5 Length6 Location7 
(disease resistance, DNA 
repair) 
LrQ22 RAC875_c3770_1366 No gene identified on 7A         
LrQ25 Kukri_c87702_530 TraesCS7B01G420000 GO:0005515 MF: protein binding 
IPR032675 Leucine-rich 
repeat domain, L domain-
like (involved in disease 
resistance and DNA repair)
IPR001810 F-box domain 
101 chr7B:689516369-689516469 
LrQ26 GENE-0115_375 
not identified on 1B 
TraesCS1B01G446700 
nearest hit on Gramene 
uncharacterised uncharacterised   chr1B:666814495-666819609 
LrQ27 Tdurum_contig51922_676 No gene identified         
LrQ28 GENE-1019_96 No gene identified on 2B         
LrQ29 Kukri_c80163_135 TraesCS6A01G413700  GO:0005515 MF: protein binding IPR000008 C2 domain 84 
 
chr6A:614647737-
614647820  
LrQ30 RAC875_c6537_2196 
not identified on 1D 
TraesCS1D01G454600 
nearest hit on Gramene 
GO:0003677 MF: DNA 
binding 
GO:0006355 BP: 
regulation of 
transcription, DNA-
templated 
GO:0005634 CC: 
nucleus 
GO:0000785 CC: 
chromatin 
IPR011991 Winged helix-
turn-helix DNA-binding 
domain 
IPR017956 AT hook, DNA-
binding motif 
IPR000116 High mobility 
group protein HMGA 
IPR000637 HMG-I/HMG-
Y, DNA-binding, conserved 
site 
  chr1D:495229870-495231449 
LrQ31 Kukri_c8698_292 TraesCS6A01G380000 
GO:0016021 CC: 
integral component of 
membrane 
IPR004331 SPX domain 
IPR004342 EXS, C-
terminal 
101 chr6A:600457418-600457518  
LrQ32 BobWhite_s67399_107 TraesCS6A01G400800 GO:0005515 MF: protein binding 
IPR032675 Leucine-rich 
repeat domain, L domain-
like 
IPR001611 Leucine-rich 
repeat 
101 chr6A:609723667-609723767 
1 The name designated to QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker for each QTL (tagSNP). 3 The overlapping gene 
corresponding to the tagSNP as identified in the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012) from the International Wheat Genome 
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Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 and v1.1 (IWGSC 2018). 4 and 5 The molecular and biological functions of the 
overlapping gene according to the Wheatmine (Smith et al. 2012) database. 6 The length of the molecular sequence of the tagSNP in 
common with the database. 7 The position of the tagSNP according to chromosome and base pairs. 
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A - 6-7: Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified in a genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 
for stem rust (SR). 
Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 SR  (-log(p))4 
SR  
(mk effect)5 
Excalibur_c15379_1305 2A 6.04 4.77 -0.50 
BS00080570_51 2A 9.41 4.74 -0.50 
RFL_Contig4030_493 2A 18.57 5.52 -0.53 
wsnp_Ex_c997_1906900 2A 20.26 5.29 -0.52 
Kukri_rep_c109732_72 2A 25.02 5.07 -0.48 
tplb0032i02_1435 2A 25.02 4.81 -0.49 
wsnp_Ra_c21104_30458226 2A 25.02 4.60 -0.49 
BS00022393_51 2A 25.97 6.47 -0.58 
Tdurum_contig15156_397 2A 25.97 6.34 -0.56 
TA005687-0401 2A 25.97 6.27 -0.58 
BS00012409_51 2A 25.97 5.92 -0.57 
Kukri_c31776_1621 2A 25.97 5.47 -0.50 
Kukri_c66132_81 2A 25.97 5.40 -0.53 
Ku_c42579_870a 2A 25.97 5.35 -0.51 
Excalibur_c25599_358 2A 25.97 5.30 -0.53 
BS00109498_51 2A 25.97 5.28 -0.52 
IAAV8116 2A 25.97 5.19 -0.52 
GENE-1711_304 2A 25.97 5.14 -0.52 
BS00013534_51 2A 25.97 4.91 -0.49 
TA004277-1088 2A 25.97 4.78 -0.49 
BobWhite_c26296_83 2A 25.97 4.63 -0.49 
TA002254-0660 2A 25.97 4.44 -0.46 
JD_c7328_640 2A 25.97 3.35 -0.41 
BS00066515_51 2B 8.54 4.29 -0.45 
BS00088325_51 2B 27.20 4.77 -0.51 
Excalibur_c20647_643 2B 99.16 3.56 0.31 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 SR  (-log(p))4 
SR  
(mk effect)5 
Excalibur_c76665_98 2B 109.24 3.94 0.30 
BobWhite_c22728_257 2B 109.24 3.53 0.29 
wsnp_Ex_c12922_20473104 2B 109.24 3.22 0.27 
Kukri_c31059_130 2B 112.95 3.23 0.26 
wsnp_RFL_Contig2123_1397739 2B 112.95 3.13 0.26 
BS00067572_51 2B 114.09 3.68 0.30 
tplb0048g05_866 2B 114.09 3.47 0.28 
Tdurum_contig14707_251 2B 115.01 4.43 0.32 
Jagger_c5341_153 3A 123.01 5.14 -0.51 
Excalibur_c25026_175a 3A 138.07 8.46 -0.42 
CAP8_c7323_158 3B 52.99 3.03 -0.52 
RAC875_rep_c107110_137a 3B 67.45 8.18 -0.42 
Kukri_c32139_1124 3B 154.48 3.60 0.21 
BS00073376_51 3B 142.32 4.42 -0.28 
Kukri_c19514_1602 3D 142.32 4.27 -0.29 
BS00066691_51 3D 142.32 4.25 -0.28 
RFL_Contig2432_953 3D 142.32 4.14 -0.28 
wsnp_Ex_c5061_8986366 3D 142.32 4.08 -0.27 
Kukri_rep_c87658_1542 3D 142.32 4.03 -0.28 
Kukri_rep_c87658_1436 3D 142.32 3.85 -0.27 
RAC875_c35334_54 3D 143.01 9.37 -0.48 
RAC875_c23594_119 3D 143.01 8.93 -0.48 
BS00062684_51 3D 143.01 8.84 -0.48 
GENE-1166_419 3D 143.01 8.64 -0.45 
Excalibur_c25026_175b 3D 143.01 8.46 -0.42 
JG_c367_509 3D 143.01 8.32 -0.46 
Ex_c47279_305 3D 143.01 7.89 -0.47 
D_contig29971_164 3D 143.01 7.87 -0.44 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 SR  (-log(p))4 
SR  
(mk effect)5 
Ex_c24490_1432 3D 143.01 7.77 -0.42 
Excalibur_c39615_821 3D 143.01 7.60 -0.43 
wsnp_BE444579D_Ta_2_3 3D 143.01 7.58 -0.45 
Excalibur_c6825_1965 3D 143.01 7.29 -0.43 
JD_c3136_29 3D 143.01 7.19 -0.38 
RAC875_c108125_297 3D 143.01 6.26 -0.38 
CAP8_c1057_105 3D 143.01 6.03 -0.35 
BobWhite_c8151_424 3D 143.01 5.69 -0.37 
Tdurum_contig11705_343b 3D 143.01 5.67 -0.30 
IAAV7897 3D 143.01 5.36 -0.33 
Excalibur_c20791_691 3D 143.01 5.13 -0.31 
wsnp_Ex_c14027_21925404 3D 143.01 4.93 -0.33 
D_contig56705_171 3D 143.01 4.23 -0.28 
BS00024812_51 3D 143.01 3.16 -0.25 
CAP8_rep_c9749_292 3D 143.01 3.09 0.31 
BS00033229_51 3D 144.18 5.25 -0.34 
Kukri_c16352_687 3D 147.96 8.89 -0.47 
Kukri_c16352_435 3D 147.96 7.42 -0.39 
Ra_c6639_384 3D 148.05 6.03 -0.31 
RAC875_c61950_1644 3D 148.41 5.90 -0.35 
Excalibur_c51312_218 3D 148.41 5.43 -0.33 
RFL_Contig2041_460 3D 148.41 4.72 -0.29 
JD_c42309_341 3D 148.41 4.68 -0.31 
Excalibur_c22503_284 3D 148.41 4.52 -0.30 
Kukri_c14943_753 3D 148.41 3.97 -0.30 
Excalibur_c3821_893b 3D 148.41 3.56 0.34 
CAP7_c3438_196 3D 148.41 3.47 0.35 
Ra_c6639_1170 3D 148.48 6.10 -0.37 
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Marker_ID1 Chr2 Pos3 SR  (-log(p))4 
SR  
(mk effect)5 
Excalibur_c20791_845 3D 148.48 4.79 -0.32 
Ra_c72650_1176 3D 148.48 4.46 -0.30 
RAC875_c31922_138 3D 149.00 5.39 -0.33 
Kukri_c92813_223 3D 149.00 5.19 -0.33 
CAP7_c4219_186 3D 149.00 5.18 -0.33 
Kukri_c43464_89 3D 149.00 5.02 -0.32 
D_contig36160_443 3D 149.00 4.84 -0.32 
Excalibur_c36321_1262b 5A 12.43 5.74 -0.32 
          
Multiple SNP model   
          
BS00066976_51 1D 78.36 3.27 -0.20 
wsnp_Ku_c13905_22034406 2B 93.01 3.07 -0.23 
Excalibur_c76665_98 2B 109.24 4.39 0.30 
BobWhite_c22728_257 2B 109.24 4.05 0.29 
wsnp_Ex_c40976_47910144 2B 109.24 3.99 0.26 
wsnp_Ex_c12922_20473104 2B 109.24 3.85 0.27 
wsnp_Ex_rep_c105744_90067453 2B 109.24 3.36 0.22 
wsnp_Ex_c40976_47910672 2B 110.87 3.98 0.24 
Kukri_c31059_130 2B 112.95 5.26 0.26 
wsnp_RFL_Contig2123_1397739 2B 112.95 3.15 0.26 
tplb0048g05_866 2B 114.09 3.67 0.28 
BS00067572_51 2B 114.09 3.24 0.30 
Excalibur_c46308_610 3B 62.31 3.05 -0.22 
tplb0031e09_1763 3B 67.45 3.09 -0.29 
RFL_Contig2538_407 3B 67.78 3.19 -0.28 
1 The name of the 90K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker genotyped on the Infinium SNP platform (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). 
2 The chromosomal location of the designated SNP (Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2). 3 The rescaled map position according to the Spring 
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wheat 90K consensus map (Wang et al. 2014). 4 The significance level for the maker-trait association presented as a –log(p) value. 5 The 
estimated marker effect for the marker. 6 Significant (-log(p) ≥ 4) markers and suggestive (-log(p) ≥ 3) markers identified through the 
multiple SNP model. 
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A - 6-8: Overlapping genes and functions for quantitative trait loci (QTL) identified for stem rust (SR). 
Designated 
QTL Name1  tagSNP
2  Gene3  Gos4  Interpros5  Length6 Location7 
SrQ1  Tdurum_contig15156_397  not identified on 2A             
SrQ2  BS00088325_51.1  TraesCS2B01G036600  
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0004672 MF: 
protein kinase activity 
GO:0006468 BP: 
protein 
phosphorylation 
IPR000719 Protein kinase 
domain 
IPR008271 
Serine/threonine‐protein 
kinase, active site 
IPR011009 Protein kinase‐
like domain (involved in a 
number of fundamental 
cellular processes such as 
apoptosis 
[PMID:11090628])  101
chr2B:17388923‐
17389023 
SrQ3  Tdurum_contig14707_251.2  TraesCS2B01G495800        101
chr2B:692712201‐
692712301 
SrQ4  Jagger_c5341_153  not identified on 3A             
SrQ5  Excalibur_c25026_175  not identified on 3A             
SrQ6  RAC875_rep_c107110_137.2 TraesCS3B01G291000  
GO:0005524 MF: ATP 
binding 
GO:0016021 CC: 
integral component of 
membrane 
GO:0055085 BP: 
transmembrane 
transport 
GO:0006810 BP: 
transport 
GO:0016887 MF: 
ATPase activity 
GO:0042626 MF: 
ATPase activity, 
coupled to 
IPR027417 P‐loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR003439 ABC 
transporter‐like 
IPR003593 AAA+ ATPase 
domain 
IPR011527 ABC 
transporter type 1, 
transmembrane domain 
IPR017871 ABC 
transporter, conserved 
site (only found in 
prokaryotes)  101
chr3B:466614416‐
466614516 
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Designated 
QTL Name1  tagSNP
2  Gene3  Gos4  Interpros5  Length6 Location7 
transmembrane 
movement of 
substances 
SrQ7  Kukri_c32139_1124.1  TraesCS3B01G607500    
IPR001623 DnaJ domain 
(diverse roles in cell, 
including… coordinating 
responses to stress, and 
targeting selected 
proteins for degradation) 
IPR024593 Domain of 
unknown function 
DUF3444  101
chr3B:826083751‐
826083851 
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Designated 
QTL Name1  tagSNP
2  Gene3  Gos4  Interpros5  Length6 Location7 
SrQ8  RAC875_c35334_54  TraesCS3D01G543400 
GO:0005515 MF: 
protein binding 
GO:0008270 MF: zinc 
ion binding 
IPR013083 Zinc finger, 
RING/FYVE/PHD‐type 
IPR011011 Zinc finger, 
FYVE/PHD‐type 
IPR019786 Zinc finger, 
PHD‐type, conserved site 
IPR001965 Zinc finger, 
PHD‐type 
IPR003034 SAP domain 
(variety of nuclear 
proteins involved in... 
DNA repair. Plant 
ploy(ADP‐ribose) 
polymerase is involved in 
responses to mild and 
severe oxidative stresses, 
by mediating DNA repair 
and programmed cell 
death processes 
respectively 
[PMID:9862413]) 
IPR004181 Zinc finger, 
MIZ‐type  101
chr3D:613695385‐
613695485  
SrQ9  Excalibur_c36321_1262.2  Nil        97
chr5A:31446320‐
31446416 
SrQ10  RAC875_c25212_173  TraesCS1D01G301500  
GO:0008146 MF: 
sulfotransferase 
activity 
IPR027417 P‐loop 
containing nucleoside 
triphosphate hydrolase 
IPR000863 
Sulfotransferase domain  101
chr1D:399263522‐
399263622 
SrQ11  Excalibur_c20647_643  TraesCS2B01G330000LC       101
chr2B:242825084‐
242825184 
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Designated 
QTL Name1  tagSNP
2  Gene3  Gos4  Interpros5  Length6 Location7 
SrQ12  BS00066976_51.1  TraesCS1D01G186800        101
chr1D:258332369‐
258332469  
1 The name designated to QTL identified in this study. 2 The most significant SNP marker for each QTL (tagSNP). 3 The overlapping gene 
corresponding to the tagSNP as identified in the WheatMine database (Smith et al. 2012) from the International Wheat Genome 
Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 and v1.1 (IWGSC 2018). 4 and 5 The molecular and biological functions of the 
overlapping gene according to the Wheatmine (Smith et al. 2012) database. 6 The length of the molecular sequence of the tagSNP in 
common with the database. 7 The position of the tagSNP according to chromosome and base pairs. 
